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Abstract
Notice and choice has dominated the discourse on consumer privacy protection

and is the foundation of existing privacy regulation in the United States. Under
this paradigm, companies disclose their data handling practices to consumers, who
in turn are expected to make decisions according to their privacy preferences. As
such, many companies have incorporated consent notices and other privacy choices
into their web interfaces. The notice and choice model presents several challenges
for providing effective consumer privacy protection, one of which is related to the
usability of privacy choice mechanisms. The design of consent and privacy choice
interfaces can significantly affect consumer choices and their privacy outcomes. This
thesis will highlight usability issues related to existing privacy choice mechanisms,
as well as provide guidance for conducting usability evaluations of such interactions.

In this thesis, I will first describe a series of studies examining different usabil-
ity aspects of existing privacy choice mechanisms. The first two studies present an
overview of how privacy choices related to email marketing, targeted advertising,
and data deletion are commonly offered to consumers on the web and provide in-
sight into the usability of these implementations. Among other shortcomings, these
studies found discoverability issues with existing privacy controls. One potential
means of making privacy choice mechanisms more visible to consumers is through
the use of icons. The third study described in this thesis explains the design and
evaluation of new icons and accompanying text descriptions to effectively commu-
nicate the presence of privacy choices. In addition to discoverability issues, privacy
choice mechanisms may not always align well with user needs. The fourth study in
this thesis explored this aspect of usability, and evaluated whether existing controls
related to targeted advertising on a social networking platform actually address user
goals related to their advertising experience on the platform.

My prior work, as well as previous studies from the literature, emphasize the im-
portance of usability testing with regards to interfaces through which privacy choice
mechanisms are provided. Despite increased regulatory requirements and consumer
pressure for privacy choice mechanisms, there is little direction for design and pri-
vacy practitioners on how to systematically evaluate such interfaces. To address
this need, I developed comprehensive guidance for conducting such evaluations that
pertain to different aspects of usability, such as user awareness and comprehension
of privacy choice interfaces. This guidance provides an overview of HCI research
methods, as well as example heuristics, prompts, and metrics, for measuring specific
usability problems in privacy choice interfaces. To demonstrate the application of
this guidance, the final study described in this thesis evaluated the impact of differ-
ent design aspects of cookie consent notices, providing actionable recommendations
that would improve the usability of these interfaces.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Notice and choice has served as the primary framework for consumer privacy protection in the
United States. Under this model, companies are required to be transparent about their data col-
lection and handling practices, and must provide controls to consumers to allow them to manage
the privacy of their data according to their preferences. As such, mechanisms related to consent
and privacy choice have become common. However, the notice and choice model is an imperfect
solution to privacy protection in today’s digital age [28, 176, 200, 212, 214]. A major criticism
is the lack of transparency and choice provided by traditional notice and choice mechanisms
such as privacy policies [200]. Another critique is that the notice and choice model places the
burden of privacy management on consumers, who often are required to make privacy decisions
across multiple different services without full information regarding these choices [214]. Others
argue that dark design patterns exploit inherent cognitive biases and limit the effectiveness of
rational choice-making, which is necessary for a notice and choice model of privacy protection
to work [230]. Despite these limitations, legal and privacy experts still argue that individual
decision-making and privacy choice should have a role within an effective consumer privacy
protection framework [40, 197, 214].

Furthermore, the notice and choice framework has continued to serve as the foundation of
legal and self-regulatory privacy efforts, which mandate certain types of privacy choices. The
General Data Protection Regulation in the European Union and California Consumer Privacy
Act granted consumers the right to object to the processing of their information [63, 183]. Other
types of controls, such as opt-outs for email marketing have been mandated by United States law
since 2003 [79]. These regulations place an emphasis on usability, requiring “plain” language
and choices be available through “conspicuous” links [63, 79, 183]. Other efforts related to con-
sumer privacy choices include guidelines developed by self-regulatory groups in the advertising
industry that require member companies to provide controls over targeted advertising [48, 169]
and technical standards like Do Not Track implemented in major web browsers [228].

Prior work has identified many deficiencies related to current consent and privacy choice
mechanisms available to consumers. First, there is evidence suggesting non-compliance with
existing privacy laws and self-regulatory agreements [42, 45, 186]. Additionally, some privacy
choice mechanisms offered to consumers are ineffective due to lack of enforcement and buy-in
from companies handling consumer data [40]. Furthermore, prior studies have found usability
issues with respect to privacy choice and consent interfaces. For example, some privacy choice
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mechanisms may require a high level of technical knowledge to configure [145]. Another usabil-
ity obstacle is the use of dark patterns in privacy choice and consent interfaces that nudge users
toward less privacy-protective options [3, 37, 213]. Improving the effectiveness of the notice and
choice model of privacy protection requires an emphasis on the usability of notice and choice
mechanisms. This in turn requires developing novel transparency and privacy control mecha-
nisms, as well as addressing usability issues in existing interfaces. The results of prior research
in this domain emphasize the importance of testing consent and privacy choice interfaces for
different aspects of usability, as these interfaces impact consumers’ privacy outcomes.

This thesis contributes to a better understanding of how current consent and privacy choice
mechanisms can be improved. Specifically, the work described focuses on “opt-out” choice
mechanisms, which allow consumers to deny some aspect of data collection or processing,
as they are the most common implementation of choice under the current notice and choice
paradigm. The first portion of this thesis furthers explore different usability aspects of web-
based privacy choice mechanisms. First, it provides an overview of how these privacy choices
are provided in practice, particularly mechanisms related to email marketing, targeted adver-
tising, and data deletion (Chapter 3), and then describes different usability issues related to
common implementations of these privacy choice mechanisms (Chapter 4). Next, this thesis
summarizes to what extent graphical icons can effectively communicate the presence of privacy
choices (Chapter 5). In the next chapter, this thesis assesses how well controls for targeted ad-
vertising on Facebook are aligned with user needs (Chapter 6). The second portion of this thesis
proposes and demonstrates a comprehensive set of guidelines for conducting systematic usability
evaluations of consent and privacy choice interfaces. It first describes the development of this
guidance, which defines seven high-level usability objectives for privacy choice interfaces and
includes guidelines for practitioners on utilizing traditional HCI research methods to uncover
usability issues (Chapter 7). Finally, this thesis demonstrates the application of this guidance in
an extensive usability evaluation of cookie consent interfaces, which demonstrated the impact of
different design choices on overall usability (Chapter 8).

Thesis Statement
This thesis describes usability issues that limit the effectiveness of existing privacy choice mech-
anisms, provides guidelines for conducting systematic usability evaluations of privacy choice
interfaces, and demonstrates the application of this guidance in a comprehensive evaluation of
cookie consent interfaces.
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Chapter 2

Background & Related Work

This section provides an overview of the current regulatory framework that mandates certain
types of privacy controls, including those explored in this thesis. It further describes prior work
examining compliance with existing regulation. Next, this section provides an overview of stud-
ies exploring consumers’ desire for privacy controls, the usability of current choice mechanisms,
as well as alternative mechanisms for communicating privacy controls.1 Last, is an introduction
to existing frameworks and methods for exploring user interaction with systems, and how they
relate to interfaces for consent and privacy control.

2.1 Privacy Choice Regulatory Framework
The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), a comprehensive privacy
legislation having global impact, went into effect in May 2018. The GDPR emphasizes con-
sumers’ consent to the processing of their personal data for purposes that go beyond what is
required to fulfill a contractual obligation or immediate business interests. In asking for consent,
companies must present a clear, affirmative action, and ask visitors for agreement rather than in-
corporating the consent into default settings, such as pre-checked boxes (Art. 4). Consent should
be in an easily accessible form, using simple, clear language and visualization, if needed; if the
consumer is a child, the language must be understandable by a child (Art. 12). Moreover, visitors
are allowed to withdraw their consent at any time (Art. 7). The GDPR also grants consumers
whose data is collected in the European Union the “right to be forgotten.” This stipulates that
under certain circumstances, companies must comply with consumer requests to erase personal
data (Art. 17). Additionally, consumers were granted “the right to object” when their personal
data is processed for direct marketing purposes (Art. 21) [63]. In the wake of its enactment, the
GDPR has inspired several other national privacy laws, including those in Canada, Japan, South
Korea, Colombia, Argentina, and South Africa [210].

The GDPR also laid the groundwork for the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), which
went into effect in 2020. The California state law requires certain companies to provide notice to
consumers related to data collection. Among other privacy rights, it grants California residents

1This overview was adapted from the Background and Related Work sections of publications described in this
thesis [101, 102, 103, 105].
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the right to opt out of having their personal data sold to third parties, for example, for marketing
purposes [183]. The initial proposed text of the regulations specified that this opt-out be pro-
vided through “an interactive form accessible via a clear and conspicuous link titled ’Do Not
Sell My Personal Information,’ or ‘Do Not Sell My Info’ on the business’s website or mobile
application,” as well as an optional opt-out icon [181]. The CCPA also gives California residents
the right to request their personal data be deleted, except in certain circumstances, such as when
the information is needed to complete an unfinished transaction [183]. The California Privacy
Rights and Enforcement Act (CPRA), which will go into effect in 2023, builds upon the CCPA.
The law provides additional privacy rights to California consumers, including a right to opt out
of a business using sensitive personal information and to opt out of the sharing of information
with third parties (in addition to selling). Furthermore, the CPRA explicitly prohibits the use of
dark design patterns in consent interfaces [182].

Other laws in the United States require privacy choice mechanisms in certain contexts. The
Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998 (COPPA), for example, requires online ser-
vices that collect personal information of children under 13 years old to delete it upon parental
request [80]. Additionally, the Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography and Mar-
keting (CAN-SPAM) Act of 2003 established national standards for companies that send elec-
tronic commercial messages to consumers. It requires companies to provide consumers with a
means to opt out of receiving communications, accompanied by a clear and noticeable explana-
tion about how to use the opt-out. Once the commercial message is sent, opt-outs must be active
for at least 30 days, and any opt-out request must be honored within 10 business days [79].

In addition to legal requirements, there have been self-regulatory proposals related to privacy
choices. Two protocols spearheaded by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) — the Platform
for Privacy Preferences Project (P3P) and Do Not Track (DNT) — aimed to automatically apply
consumer privacy preferences through browser-based settings [226, 228]. However, unresolved
ambiguities regarding the implementation of these protocols and lack of industry support led
to poor adoption [40, 110]. Since the early 2000s, industry organizations in the United States
and Europe — including the Network Advertising Initiative (NAI), Digital Advertising Alliance
(DAA), and Interactive Advertising Bureau Europe (IAB Europe) — have adopted principles and
self-regulatory requirements related to practices used in online behavioral advertising [48, 119,
169]. For example, member companies of the Digital Advertising Alliance (DAA) are required
to provide opt-outs for tracking-based targeted advertising by placing an AdChoices icon and
an approved text above an ad [48]. This requirement applies to data used by the company or
transferred to other non-affiliated entities to deliver tailored ads, but not for other collection
purposes [158]. These groups have also introduced guidelines to address new regulation. IAB
Europe published the Transparency and Consent Framework for obtaining consumer consent
under the GDPR [119]. The DAA also introduced the PrivacyRights icon, a green variant of the
AdChoices icon, and an opt-out tool to address the CCPA’s opt-out requirements for the sale of
personal information [50].

Though privacy legislation including the GDPR and CCPA have provided some amount of
baseline privacy protection, these legislative and self-regulatory efforts have primarily resulted
in additional privacy choices being available for consumers. The availability of these choices
provides consumers greater control over how their digital data is used and handled by companies,
empowering individual decision-making.
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2.2 Compliance with Privacy Choice Requirements

Prior studies have explored compliance related to privacy control requirements. An audit of
top North American retailers in 2017 by the Online Trust Alliance found that 92% of websites
surveyed offered unsubscribe links within messages. However, the study also revealed that com-
pliance issues with CAN-SPAM still exist as some retailers offered broken unsubscribe links,
or continued to send emails after the 10-business-days deadline [186]. This study highlights
additional potential issues with current privacy choice mechanisms that go beyond usability.

There is also evidence of mixed compliance with the GDPR. Degeling et al. found that,
among the more than 6,000 European websites surveyed in 2018, 85% had privacy policies; many
websites had updated their privacy policies or started to display cookie consent notices when the
GDPR went into effect, likely in response to the GDPR’s transparency requirements [47]. How-
ever, Soe et al. manually evaluated cookie consent notices on 300 online news outlets based on
13 heuristics and found that these notices may be violating the intent of the GDPR. Additionally,
their results provide a reference for several types of common dark patterns specific to consent
notices [213]. Furthermore, some major websites were found to still deliver targeted ads to Eu-
ropean visitors who did not consent to the use of their personal data [45]. It is also unclear
whether the changes websites are implementing actually serve to protect consumers. Facebook,
for example, was criticized for their post-GDPR privacy changes, as users are still not able to
opt out of Facebook’s use of behavioral data to personalize their News Feeds or optimize its
service [35]. Similarly, the Norwegian Consumer Council evaluated GDPR-related settings up-
dates on Facebook, Google, and Windows 10, finding evidence that consumers are pushed to less
privacy protective options through design techniques, such as obscured pre-selected defaults and
privacy-protective settings being less salient than privacy-invasive ones [37].

Early research has also highlighted usability issues related to the CCPA’s do-not-sell opt-out
provision. Consumer reports found that some websites did not have the required do-not-sell
link, and that consumers struggled to locate opt-out links on websites and complete opt-out
processes offered by data brokers [155]. O’Connor et al. conducted a manual review and user
study of websites’ do-not-sell opt-out mechanisms and found that these processes are permeated
with dark patterns which influence user behavior [180]. These studies underscore the need for
usability testing guidance, such as that provided in this thesis, that can help detect the presence
of dark patterns in privacy choice and consent interfaces.

Furthermore, studies have identified issues related to noncompliance with self-regulatory
guidelines for targeted advertising. Hernandez et al. found in 2011 that among Alexa’s US top
500 websites only about 10% of third-party ads used the AdChoices icon, and even fewer used
the related text [108]. Less than half of DAA and NAI members examined by Komanduri et
al. complied with the enhanced notice requirement of these organizations’ guidelines [136]. In
2015, Cranor et al. reported that around 80% of the privacy policies of industry group members
analyzed did not meet self-regulatory guidelines related to transparency and linking data with
personally identifiable information [42]. This prior work demonstrates the limitations of a purely
self-regulatory approach to consumer privacy protection, and suggests that legislation must play
a role under the notice and choice model of privacy protection.
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2.3 Consumer Perceptions of Data Use
Prior studies have shown that consumers have long been uncomfortable with certain data han-
dling practices commonly used by companies in the digital age. For example, in a survey con-
ducted by Business Week and Harris Poll in 2000, 78% of respondents were concerned that com-
panies would use their information to send junk emails [24]. Similarly, in another 1999 survey,
70% of respondents wanted to have the choice to be removed from a website’s mailing list [41].
In Rader et al.’s interview study, awareness of data aggregation and cross-platform inferences
increased the likelihood of privacy concern [192]. More recently, Murillo et al. examined users’
expectations of online data deletion mechanisms and found that users’ reasons for deleting data
were varied and largely depended on the type of service [168]. Fiesler and Hallinan analyzed
public reactions to two major data-sharing controversies and found strong outrage and concern
relating to unexpected types of data use [83].

Most prior work on consumer attitudes toward the use of their personal data has focused on
targeted advertising practices. Internet users consider targeted advertising a double-edged sword:
targeted advertising stimulates purchases and is favored by consumers when it is perceived to be
personally relevant; yet, it also raises significant privacy concerns due to the large amount of
personal data being collected, shared, and used in a nontransparent way [17, 134]. Prior research
has shown rich evidence of consumers’ objection to data collection for targeted advertising pur-
poses. In Turow et al.’s 2009 national survey, over 70% of respondents reported that they did
not want marketers to collect their data and deliver ads, discounts, or news based on their inter-
ests [219]. Similarly, in McDonald and Cranor’s 2010 survey, 55% of respondents preferred not
to see interest-based ads, and many were unaware that opt-out mechanisms existed [160]. These
findings are supported by qualitative work, such as Ur et al.’s 2012 interview study, in which
participants generally objected to being tracked and sometimes found ads to be “creepy” [222].

Prior work has also found that consumers have an oversimplified, inaccurate, and/or incom-
plete ideas of how targeted advertising and data aggregation by large internet companies occur.
For example, many consumers may not know that ads they see may be based on their email
content [160]. Yao et al. showed that mental models about targeted advertising practices contain
misconceptions, including conceptualizing trackers as viruses and speculating that trackers ac-
cess local files and reside locally on one’s computer. Others were completely unaware of targeted
advertising practices [238]. In 2019, a Pew Research Center poll found that 74% of respondents
did not know about the list of traits and interests that Facebook had gathered about them, about
half were uncomfortable with how Facebook had categorized them, and 27% found the catego-
rizations to be largely inaccurate [112]. In particular, consumers have been observed to have a
low understanding of “third-party” data collection, advertising networks, and data aggregation
across websites or apps [192, 222]. A 2020 study of Twitter users by Wei et al. found that,
while almost all participants correctly understood targeting based on factors such as location,
age, and keywords, the vast majority of participants did not correctly understand targeting using
list-based audiences, behavioral inferences, or interactions with other mobile apps. Participants
also tended to consider these approaches to be more privacy-invasive and unfair than targeting
based on factors such as language or age [232].

Furthermore, previous research suggests that consumers have varying privacy needs that de-
pend on the privacy choice context. A study by Lin et al. used clustering techniques and identified
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four different profiles of users with regards to mobile app preferences [149]. However, other pri-
vacy decisions have been found to be more nuanced. For example, results from Zhang et al.’s
experience sampling study highlights the complexity of user preferences with regards to video
analytics scenarios [240]. Given consumers’ privacy concerns, diversity in privacy preferences,
and lack of complete understanding of companies’ data handling practices surfaced by this prior
work, it is imperative for companies to be respectful of user privacy in their treatment of con-
sumer data. Moreover, usable privacy control mechanisms are necessary to enable consumers to
adjust companies’ handling of their data.

2.4 Usability of Privacy Choice Mechanisms
Despite significant privacy concerns, consumers struggle to protect their online privacy against
targeted advertising for multiple reasons [39]. Two aspects that limit users’ capabilities in dealing
with targeted advertising include the asymmetric power held by entities in the targeted advertis-
ing ecosystem, and consumers’ bounded rationality and limited technical knowledge to fully
understand and utilize privacy-enhancing technologies [1, 2, 61]. Furthermore, the usability
of websites’ privacy communications has long been problematic [159, 160]. Recent work has
shown that privacy policies, where privacy choices are often disclosed, still exhibit low readabil-
ity scores [65, 150]. Additionally, most websites fail to provide specific details regarding the
entities with which they share data and the purposes for which data is shared [97].

Another barrier to the usability of privacy choice and consent mechanisms is the presence of
dark patterns. Dark patterns in design can be used to surreptitiously achieve a business objective,
often at the expense of the user [21]. Since the concept was introduced, different taxonomies have
been developed to categorize dark patterns (e.g., [99, 106, 146]). Dark patterns have been found
in different aspects of transparency and privacy, such as explanations of AI algorithms [32] and
identity management controls [90], which overlap with the design of consent and privacy choice
interfaces. Consent interfaces specifically have also been evaluated for dark patterns using dif-
ferent methodologies. Utz et al. conducted a field study exploring the impact of four design
variables, finding that position of the interface, choices offered, nudging patterns, and language
used in the interface text impact users’ interactions with the interface [224]. Drawing from exist-
ing literature in design, law, and privacy, Gray et al. performed an interaction criticism of consent
banners from four perspectives: the designer’s intent, designed UI, end-user, and potential so-
cietal impact. By reviewing recordings from over 50 websites, they identified different stages
of the consent task flow and common design choices that raised ethical dilemmas that warrant
additional dialogue [100]. Nouwens et al. quantified the impact of different consent interface de-
sign choices through an online experiment, finding that the display of granular options within an
initial cookie consent prompt decreased the probability of a user giving consent, while removing
a “reject all” button increased the probability of consent [177]. In contrast, studies have also
shown how design patterns could be used to nudge users toward more privacy-protective options
in different contexts [3].

Other studies have explored privacy choice and consent mechanisms for usability issues be-
yond dark patterns. A 2018 analysis by the Nielsen Norman group revealed usability issues
related to unsubscribe options in marketing emails, such as inconspicuous links without visual
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cues indicating that they are clickable, long and complicated processes involving many check
boxes and feedback-related questions prior to the final unsubscribe button, as well as messag-
ing that might annoy or offend users [172]. The Global Privacy Enforcement Network (GPEN)
reported that only half of the websites and mobile apps they evaluated provided instructions for
removing personal data from the company’s database in the privacy policy, and only 22% spec-
ified the retention time of inactive accounts [97]. An encouraging effort is the JustDelete.me
database,2 which rated the account deletion process of 511 web services as easy (i.e., “simple
process”), medium (“some extra steps involved”), hard (“cannot be fully deleted without con-
tacting customer services”), or impossible (“cannot be deleted”). More than half of the websites
analyzed (54%) were rated as having an “easy” process for deleting an account from the website.

Others have evaluated opt-out tools for targeted advertising, which include third-party cookie
blockers built into web browsers, browser extensions, and opt-out tools provided by industry self-
regulatory groups. The effectiveness of these tools varies. Many opt-out options, for example,
prevent tailored ads from being displayed but do not opt users out of web tracking [18]. A 2012
study found certain browser extensions and cookie-based tools to be helpful in limiting targeted
text-based ads, but the ‘Do Not Track option in browsers was largely ineffective [9]. Prior eval-
uations of targeted advertising opt-out tools have revealed numerous usability issues that can
impose a heavy burden on users. For instance, using opt-out cookies is cumbersome, as these
cookies can be easily modified by third-party companies and need to be manually installed and
updated, and may be inadvertently deleted [158]. Browser extensions partially mitigate these
issues but introduce other problems. Studies have found that users may have difficulty compre-
hending the information provided by tracker-blocking extensions, as well as with configuring
these tools [145, 207]. Some of these tools have since been updated to address usability con-
cerns. Opt-out tools offered by industry self-regulatory groups also exhibit low comprehension,
as studies have found that the NAI’s description of opt-out cookies led to the misinterpretation
that the opt-out would stop all data collection by online advertisers, and DAA’s AdChoices icon
failed to communicate to web users that a displayed ad is targeted [160, 222]. Moreover, when
the AdChoices icon is presented on a mobile device, it tends to be difficult for people to see [93].

The prior work described here reflects on some of the usability issues with current mecha-
nisms for consent and privacy control. This thesis builds on this work by evaluating the usability
of different types of privacy controls along various metrics (Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6, 8). Moreover,
Chapter 7 of this thesis presents guidance for conducting usability evaluations of privacy and
consent interfaces so that usability issues may potentially be identified and addressed prior to the
deployment of these interfaces.

2.5 Communicating the Presence of Privacy Choices

Privacy choices are often disclosed in privacy policies. However, research has shown that most
users do not read privacy policies [165, 179] or struggle to comprehend them due to vague
descriptions and jargon [16, 125, 161, 196]. Given the estimated time required to peruse pri-
vacy policies on visited websites, it would be unrealistic to expect users to read them rou-

2https://backgroundchecks.org/justdeleteme/
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tinely [159]. These findings suggest the need for alternative privacy notices or additional tools
that make privacy information more accessible and understandable [205]. Examples of such
alternatives include privacy dashboards [11, 95], privacy certifications and seals [14], privacy
grades and scores [54, 96, 127, 190], privacy labels [57, 130, 132, 218], consent banners and
pop-ups [153, 177, 224], and privacy icons [114, 120, 167, 199].

Privacy dashboards allow consumers to inspect the data companies have collected about them
and adjust their privacy settings [198]. For example, the browser extension Ghostery provides
an interface for users to learn which web trackers are present on visited websites and block or
permit certain trackers [95], while the Opt-Out Easy browser extension surfaces opt-out choice
mechanisms from a website’s privacy policy [11]. Privacy seals and certifications, such as the
Enterprise Privacy Certification by TrustArc (formerly TRUSTe) [14], are designed to signal
that businesses comply with legal requirements or industry standards [198]. Privacy grades and
scores indicate how well websites protect their users’ privacy through numeric ratings, (e.g.,
ToS;DR [127], Privacy Finder [54, 96], and PrivacyGrade.org for mobile apps [190]). Privacy
labels, similar to food nutrition labels, help users quickly learn about and compare privacy-related
attributes of products or services, including websites [130, 131], Internet of Things devices [57,
58], search results [25, 218], and mobile apps [6, 132]. Privacy choices, mostly related to cookie
management, are also presented in consent pop-ups and banners on websites [47].

Researchers have proposed various privacy icons as succinct indicators of complex privacy
concepts. Some privacy icons represent specific data practices, such as Disconnect.me’s icons
for different types of tracking [52] and Mozilla’s icons for retention periods and third-party data
sharing and use [167]. Some only serve specific application domains, such as social media [120],
web links [128], or webcams [55, 189], while others can apply across contexts [114]. Icons are
also commonly used as security indicators (e.g., a lock in a browser’s URL bar that indicates
HTTPS [81]). However, prior work has found that users tend to ignore or misunderstand these
indicators [89, 148, 208]. Fewer privacy icons are designed to convey privacy choice, consent,
or opt-outs. The Stanford Legal Design Lab has proposed icons that could potentially indicate
privacy choices, but they have not been empirically evaluated [215]. While the Data Protection
Icon Set (DaPIS) has been user-tested, it is specific to GDPR consumer privacy rights [199] .

Icons have several advantages that can address the limitations of traditional privacy notices.
Icons can visually communicate information concisely while circumventing language and cul-
tural barriers [156]. Icons can be useful information markers since they are easy to recog-
nize [22, 116]. When placed next to lengthy privacy statements, icons can enhance readability by
helping users navigate the text [199]. In a review of iconography guidelines, Bühler et al. sum-
marized principles for effective icons — they should be based on users’ knowledge and needs,
utilize well-known concepts, and closely mimic real-world objects [22]. However, designing
comprehensible icons is challenging. Icons alone sometimes perform worse than text-only or
icon-text interfaces in assisting learning [233]. Fischer-Hübner et al. therefore argue that icons
should be used alongside text to illustrate data practices in privacy policies and aid user com-
prehension [84]. Beyond an icon’s comprehensibility, discoverability is another challenge. For
instance, the size, position, state, and color all impacted how visible the AdChoices icon was to
users on a mobile device [93].

Privacy icons explored in prior work have primarily focused on communicating data prac-
tices, but few have achieved widespread adoption. Even widely adopted icons, such as DAA’s
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AdChoices icon, are problematic [93, 160, 222]. Using icons to convey privacy choices has been
less explored. This thesis fills this gap through a study that iteratively designed and evaluated pri-
vacy choice icons and associated link texts (Chapter 5). Complementing prior research on icons
for GDPR-specific user rights [199], this study focused on conveying the presence of general
privacy choices, as well as the CCPA-mandated do-not-sell opt-out.

2.6 Evaluating the Usability of Privacy Choice Interactions
While there is no single definition of “usability” in the context of user interfaces, several frame-
works have been developed to aid researchers and user experience professionals in systematically
identifying and describing users’ interaction with a system. The International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) definition of usability includes aspects related to the effectiveness, effi-
ciency, and satisfaction of a particular interface. Quesenbery’s definition also includes effective-
ness and efficiency, and further defines usability as related to engagement, error tolerance, and
ease of learning. Morville’s UX honeycomb describes seven facets of describing an interface:
useful, desirable, valuable, usable, findable, credible, and accessible [13]. The User Interaction
Cycle, built upon Norman’s theory of action, divides the cognitive and physical processes com-
posing a user action into four stages: high-level planning (identifying goals and tasks), transla-
tion (formulating a plan given the interface), physical action (using the interface), and assessment
(understanding the outcome of the action) [4]. More directly related to this thesis Feng et al. de-
fine the usability of “meaningful privacy choices” as related to five dimensions: effectiveness
(whether privacy choices are aligned with user needs), efficiency (whether privacy choices can
be exercised with minimal effort), user awareness (whether choices are effectively communi-
cated to users), comprehensiveness (whether privacy choices communicate the full scope of the
action), and neutrality (whether privacy choice interfaces exhibit any dark patterns) [82]. They
further describe a design space for privacy choices, which is complementary to the usability
testing guidelines that this thesis contributes in Chapter 7.

The field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) has adapted research methods from other
disciplines to systematically explore user needs and identify usability issues throughout the de-
velopment process of an interface. Hertzum describes five maxims related to usability evalu-
ations that are often in tension with each other; the first three (robustness, validity, and com-
pleteness) apply to the methodology used for testing, while the last two (impact and cost) relate
to integrating the results of the evaluation into the development process [109]. Some methods,
including surveys, diary studies, interviews, focus groups, ethonographies, and usability tests,
involve recruitment of individuals that ideally closely represent actual users of the deployed
system [142]. Inspection-based methods, including heuristic evaluations and cognitive walk-
throughs, rely on evaluators, often with user experience expertise, to identify potential usability
issues with an interface [234]. Both user studies and inspection-based methods offer advantages
and disadvantages. Though user studies provide better insights about user needs and more real-
istic perspectives related to how users may interact with a system compared to inspection-based
evaluations, they may be costly to run. Inspection-based assessments can typically be conducted
more quickly with fewer logistic barriers, but may only uncover certain types of usability is-
sues [234]. Sandars argues that two or more evaluation techniques may be required to fully
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understand user needs [204]. However, as has become common adage,“testing one user is 100
percent better than testing none” [139].

Methods for usability testing are often applied for the purposes of accessibility testing. Ac-
cessibility is an important aspect of usability, with the key difference being that accessibility is-
sues have a greater impact on people with disabilities or who use assistive technologies [202]. As
such, multiple guidelines have been developed to help organizations ensure that their web inter-
faces are accessible. The most prominent of these is the W3C Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG)
which has become the global standard for web accessibility [202, 227]. Since the release of the
initial version of the guidelines multiple tools have been developed to facilitate organizations’
use of the WCAG, including simple checklists and automated testing software [202]. Existing
guidelines for accessibility provide direction as to what type of guidance would be most benefi-
cial to practitioners with regards to evaluating the usability of privacy choice interfaces.

While usability testing of consent and privacy choice interfaces has many parallels with ac-
cessibility testing, one significant difference is understanding the influence of dark pattern de-
signs on consumer choices. Though the academic literature on dark patterns has been rapidly
expanding, there has been less of a focus on formalizing what defines a dark pattern and how
to apply HCI research methods to systemically analyze interfaces for them. Recent work by
Mathur et al. furthers the literature in this regard by categorizing prior dark pattern definitions
and taxonomies and providing an overview of concepts similar to dark patterns discussed in other
fields of study. Furthermore, they identified four normative perspectives that can aid in identi-
fying dark patterns: individual welfare, collective welfare, regulatory objectives, and individual
autonomy [157]. While Mathur et al. also demonstrate how HCI empirical methods can iden-
tify dark patterns, they discuss the application of methods broadly and across different contexts.
Zagal et al. developed a more concrete evaluation framework, but it was exclusively for the con-
text of game design [239]. This thesis builds on this prior work by providing detailed guidance
that practitioners can use to systematically identify potential dark patterns in consent and privacy
choice interfaces.

These guidelines for evaluating privacy choice interfaces described in Chapter 7 complement
existing ones for evaluating the effectiveness of privacy disclosures [78, 205]. These evalua-
tion guidelines could also utilize cognitive frameworks related to privacy and security decision-
making, such as the Communication-Human Information Processing (C-HIP) model from the
field of warnings science [237] and the human-in-the-loop security framework which identifies
different factors that may impact the behavior of a user interacting with a security or privacy
interface, such as a privacy notice [38]. Previous studies have used HCI research methods to
evaluate security and privacy disclosures against different components of the the human-in-the-
loop model. Some have conducted evaluations of disclosures by measuring outcomes such as
purchase behavior, taking into account factors related to the intentions of a “human receiver,” or
user of a privacy interface, such as privacy attitudes and motivations [57, 218]. One evaluation
related to the capabilities attribute of a human receiver is an interview study by Emami-Naeini
et al. which leveraged experts’ knowledge to determine what privacy and security information
would be helpful to consumers when purchasing Internet of Things (IoT) devices [58]. Some
experiments have explored aspects of communication delivery by manipulating variables, such
as the timing and placement of privacy disclosures, in realistic contexts of user decision-making
where communication impediments may prevent users from noticing a disclosure in the first
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place [54, 132]. Other user studies relate to the communication processing aspect of the human
receiver, including research by Balebako et al. which measured comprehension of standardized
content for privacy disclosures [10] and Kelley et al. which measured knowledge retention from
different formats of privacy disclosures [131]. While this prior work focused on evaluating pri-
vacy disclosures, similar approaches can be utilized for the evaluation of privacy choice and
consent interactions and are outlined in the guidelines presented in Chapter 7 of this thesis.
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Chapter 3

An Empirical Analysis of Data Deletion
and Opt-Out Choices

As described in Chapter 1, the dominant approach for dealing with privacy concerns online, espe-
cially in the United States, has largely centered around the concepts of notice and consent [197].
Along with transparency, consumer advocates and regulators have asserted the need for con-
sumers to have control over their personal data [56, 76, 138]. This has led some websites to offer
different types of privacy controls, such as opt-outs for email communications or targeted ads,
and mechanisms for consumers to request deletion of their personal data.

Despite the availability of privacy controls, including mechanisms created by industry self-
regulatory groups (e.g., the Digital Advertising Alliance [48]) as well as those mandated by
legislation, consent mechanisms appear to have failed to provide meaningful privacy protec-
tion [40, 200]. For example, many consumers are unaware that privacy choice mechanisms ex-
ist [93, 160, 222]. Additionally, past research has identified usability and noncompliance issues
with particular types of opt-outs, such as those for email communications and targeted advertis-
ing [61, 108, 136, 145, 186]. This thesis builds on this prior work by contributing a large-scale
and systematic review of website privacy choices, providing deeper insight into how websites
offer such privacy choices and why current mechanisms might be difficult for consumers to use.

This chapter details findings from an in-depth heuristic analysis of opt-outs for email commu-
nications and targeted advertising, as well as data deletion choices, available to US consumers.
Through a manual review of 150 English-language websites sampled across different levels of
popularity, we analyzed the current practices websites use to offer privacy choices, as well as
issues that may render some choices unusable. Our empirical analysis focused on two research
questions: 1) What choices related to email communications, targeted advertising, and data dele-
tion do websites offer? and 2) How are websites presenting those privacy choices to their visitors?

We found that most websites in our sample offered choices related to email marketing, tar-
geted advertising, and data deletion where applicable: nearly 90% of websites that mentioned
using email communications or targeted advertising in their privacy policy provided an opt-out

This chapter is a lightly edited version of a paper previously published as: Hana Habib, Yixin Zou, Aditi Jannu,
Neha Sridhar, Chelse Swoopes, Alessandro Acquisti, Lorrie Faith Cranor, Norman Sadeh, and Floriah Schaub. “An
Empirical Analysis of Data Deletion and Opt-Out Choices on 150 Websites.” In Proceedings of the Symposium on
Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS). USENIX, 2019 [101].
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for that practice, and nearly 75% offered a data deletion mechanism. These choices were pro-
vided primarily through website privacy policies, but were often also presented in other locations.
Furthermore, our heuristic evaluation revealed several reasons why people may find these choices
difficult to use and understand. In over 80% of privacy policies analyzed, the policy text omitted
important details about a privacy choice, such as whether a targeted advertising opt-out would
stop all tracking on a website, or the time frame in which a request for account deletion would be
completed. Though a less frequent occurrence, some policies contained opt-out links that direct
the user to a page without an opt-out, or referred to non-existent privacy choices. We further
observed a lack of uniformity in the section headings used in privacy policies to describe these
choices. Compounded, these issues might make privacy choices hard to find and comprehend.

This chapter makes the following contributions:
• A better understanding of the mechanisms websites currently use to provide choices related

to these practices.
• Analysis of how current mechanisms may fall short in helping consumers take advantage

of available choices.
• Discussion of a foundation for future research into the development of best practices for

the implementation of privacy choice mechanisms.

3.1 Study Methods
We developed an analysis template for the systematic analysis of data deletion, email, and tar-
geted advertising choices offered by websites along multiple metrics. Our analysis included
websites sampled across different ranges of web traffic that were registered primarily in the
United States.

3.1.1 Template for Analysis
We implemented a comprehensive template in Qualtrics to facilitate standardized recording of
data for researchers’ manual content analysis of websites. For the purpose of our analysis, we
defined opt-outs for email communications as mechanisms that allow users to request that a web-
site stop sending them any type of email message (e.g., marketing, surveys, newsletters). Any
mention of an advertising industry website or opt-out tool, as well as descriptions of advertising-
related settings implemented by the website, browser, or operating system (e.g., “Limit Ad Track-
ing” in iOS) was considered as an opt-out for targeted advertising. We identified data deletion
mechanisms as a means through which users can delete their account or information related to
their account, including via an email to the company.

In completing the template, a member of the research team visited the home page, privacy
policy, and account settings of each website examined, and answered the relevant template ques-
tions according to the privacy choices available. For each choice identified, we recorded where
the privacy choice is located on the website, the user actions required in the shortest path to ex-
ercise the choice, and other information about the choice provided by the website. To complete
the template, researchers were asked to:

1. Visit the homepage of the website.
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2. Note if there was a notice to consumers regarding the use of cookies on the website.
3. Create a user account for the website using an alias and email address provisioned for this

analysis.
4. Review any targeted advertising opt-outs on a page linked from the homepage that de-

scribes advertising practices (i.e., an “AdChoices” page).
5. Visit the website’s privacy policy.
6. Review any email communications in the privacy policy.
7. Review any targeted advertising opt-outs in the policy.
8. Review any data deletion mechanisms in the policy.
9. Note whether the privacy policy mentions Do Not Track.

10. Note any other privacy choices in the privacy policy and linked pages providing privacy
information.

11. Review any email communications opt-outs in the user account settings.
12. Review any targeted advertising opt-outs in the user account settings.
13. Review any data deletion mechanisms in the user account settings.
14. Note any other privacy choices in the account settings.

At every stage, researchers also made note of practices for offering privacy controls that
seemed particularly detrimental or beneficial to usability throughout the Interaction Cycle, a
framework for describing the end-to-end interaction between a human and a system [4].

To refine the template, our research team conducted six rounds of pilot testing with 25 unique
websites from Amazon Alexa’s1 ranking of top 50 US websites. For every round of piloting, two
researchers independently analyzed a small set of websites. We then reconciled disagreements
in our analysis, and collaboratively revised the questions in the template to ensure that there was
a mutual understanding of the metrics being collected.

3.1.2 Website Sample
We examined 150 websites sampled from Alexa’s ranking of global top 10,000 websites (as of
March 22, 2018). To understand how privacy choices vary across a broad range of websites, we
categorized these websites based on their reach (per million users), an indicator of how popular
a website is, provided by the Alexa API. We selected two thresholds to divide websites and
categorized them as: top websites (ranks 1 - 200), middle websites (ranks 201 - 5,000), and
bottom websites (ranks ¿ 5,000). These thresholds were identified by plotting websites’ reach
against their rank, and observing the first two ranks at which reach leveled off. Our analysis
included 50 top, 50 middle, and 50 bottom websites randomly selected from each range. We
stratified our sample as such, since consumers may spend significant time on websites in the long
tail of popularity. The stratified sample enables us to understand the privacy choices provided on
low-traffic websites, and how they differ from choices on popular websites.

The ICANN “WHOIS” record of 93 websites in our sample indicated registration in the
United States, while other websites were registered in Europe (26), Asia (11), Africa (4), Central

1Amazon Alexa Top Sites: https://www.alexa.com/topsites
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America/the Caribbean (2), or contained no country related information (14). In constructing
our sample, we excluded porn websites to prevent researchers’ exposure to adult content. To
simplify our data collection, we also excluded a handful of websites drawn during our sampling
that required a non-email based verification step, or sensitive information like a social security
number (SSN) or credit card, to create a user account. Due to the language competencies of
the research team, we only included websites written in English, or those with English versions
available. All websites included in our study were analyzed between April and October 2018.
Data collected from our pilot rounds are not included in our analysis. The types of websites
included in our sample ranged from popular news and e-commerce websites to university and
gaming websites.

Due to the GDPR, many websites were releasing new versions of their privacy policies during
the period of our data analysis. In October 2018 we reviewed all websites in our dataset that had
been analyzed prior to May 25, 2018, the GDPR effective date, and conducted our analysis again
on the 37 websites that had updated their privacy policy. Our reported findings are primarily
based on the later versions of these policies, but we also compared the pre- and post-GDPR
versions for these websites, and highlight differences.

3.1.3 Data Collection
The researchers involved in data collection went through a training process during which they
completed the template for several websites prior to contributing to the actual dataset. To ensure
thorough and consistent analysis, two researchers independently analyzed the same 75 (50%)
websites sampled evenly across categories. Cohen’s Kappa (κ = 0.82) was averaged over the
questions in which researchers indicated whether or not privacy choice mechanisms were present
on the page being analyzed. All disagreements in the analysis were reviewed and reconciled, and
the remaining 75 websites were coded by only one researcher. Analyzing one website took 5
to 58 minutes, with an average of 21 minutes spent per website. This variance in analysis time
was related to websites’ practices. For example, websites that did not use email marketing or
targeted advertising could be reviewed more quickly. To prevent browser cookies, cookie set-
tings, or browser extensions from affecting website content, researchers collected data in Google
Chrome’s private browsing mode, opening a new browser window for each website.

3.1.4 Limitations
The privacy choices we reviewed may not be representative of all websites. Our sample only
included English-language websites, which may not be reflective of websites in other languages.
We also only included websites from Alexa’s top 10,000 list. Websites with lower rankings may
exhibit a different distribution of choices than that observed in our sample. Moreover, in the
process of random sampling, we excluded a small number of websites, primarily for financial
institutions, that required sensitive personal information (e.g., SSN or credit card) for account
registration. Considering the sensitive nature of this type of personal information, these websites
may offer privacy choices through different means or offer other choices. However, our sample
still includes many websites that collect credit card information and other sensitive personal
information, but do not require it for account creation. Despite these exclusions, we are confident
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the websites we analyzed provide broad coverage of websites’ most prominent practices for
offering opt-outs and deletion mechanisms.

Additionally, since our analysis was conducted using US IP addresses, we may not have
observed privacy choices available to residents of other jurisdictions (such as the EU) with other
legal privacy requirements. Our analysis thus only reflects privacy choice mechanisms available
to US-based consumers.

Lastly, our study cannot provide definite conclusions about how consumers will comprehend
and utilize the privacy choices we analyzed. We chose a content analysis approach in order to
be able to gain a systematic overview of current practices in provisioning opt-out choices, which
was not provided by prior work at this scale. Nonetheless, based on prior opt-out evaluations
and design best practices, we hypothesize that certain design choices (e.g., multiple steps to an
opt-out choice) will appear difficult or confusing to users. Our findings also surface many other
issues that pose challenges to consistent privacy choice design. The effects of these issues on
consumers could be studied in future work.

3.2 Results
Our manual content analysis of 150 websites revealed that privacy choices are commonly avail-
able, but might be difficult to find and to comprehend. We identified several factors that likely
negatively impact the usability of privacy choices, such as inconsistent placement, vague descrip-
tions in privacy policies, and technical errors.

3.2.1 Overview of Privacy Policies
Nearly all of the websites in our sample included a link to a privacy policy from the home
page. The only websites that did not include a privacy policy were three bottom websites. Of
the 147 policies analyzed, 15% (22) were a corporate policy from a parent company. In line
with prior findings, comprehension of the text that describes privacy choices requires advanced
reading skills [65]. However, about a third of policies in our analysis adopted tables of contents
to present the information in a structured way, or linked to separate pages to highlight particular
sections of the policy.

Privacy choices text has poor readability

For websites in our sample that had a privacy policy, we recorded the policy text and marked out
the portions that described privacy choices. We then conducted a readability analysis using the
text analysis service readable.io.

As reported in Table 3.1, the Flesch Reading Ease Scores (FRES) for text related to email
opt-outs, targeted advertising opt-outs, and data deletion choices received means and medians of
about 40 on a 0 to 100 point scale (with higher scores indicating easier-to-read text) [86]. The
analyzed text for all three types of privacy choices on the Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level (FGL),
a grade-based metric, had means and medians around 13, which implies the text requires the
audience to have university-level reading abilities. On Flesch’s 7-level ranking system, over
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Flesch Reading Ease Flesch-Kincaid

Mean SD Mean SD

Email Comm. 39.54 13.55 13.89 3.40
Targeted Adv. 39.38 15.41 13.72 4.48
Data Deletion 38.98 17.89 14.28 5.40
Privacy Policies 45.80 10.72 10.20 2.44

Table 3.1: Readability scores for privacy policy text describing email opt-outs, advertising opt-
outs, and deletion choices.

90% of the analyzed privacy choices were described in text that was “very difficult,” ”difficult,”
or ”fairly difficult” to read.

Privacy policies as a whole had better, but not ideal, readability, compared to privacy choice
text: our analyzed privacy policies had a mean FRES of 45.80 and a mean FGL of 10.20, which
align with prior readability evaluations of privacy policies, both across domains [65] and for
particular categories (e.g., social networking, e-commerce, and healthcare websites [59, 162]).
Nevertheless, literacy research suggests materials approachable by the general public should
aim for a junior high reading level (i.e., 7 to 9) [113]. These statistics of our analyzed privacy
policies and text related to privacy choices, which were all post-GDPR versions, suggest that
most of them still fail to comply with the GDPR’s “clear and plain language” requirement, a key
principle of transparency.

Some websites use table of contents and support pages

We also observed that a significant portion of the policies in our sample were organized using
a table of contents. Of the 147 privacy policies, 48 (33%) included a table of contents, which
provides a road map for users to navigate a policy’s sections. Additionally, 53 (36%) policies
linked to secondary pages related to the company’s privacy practices. For example, Amazon and
Dropbox have individual pages to explain how targeted advertising works and how to opt-out.

3.2.2 Presence of Privacy Choices

In this section, we first focus on whether and where choices were present on the websites an-
alyzed. More details about how these choices are described in policies are presented in Sec-
tion 3.2.3. We found that privacy choices are commonly offered across all three website tiers.
Beyond privacy policies, websites often provide opt-outs and data deletion choices through other
mechanisms, such as account settings or email.

Privacy choices are prevalent

All three types of privacy choices were prevalent in our sample. As seen in Table 3.2, 89% of
websites with email marketing or targeted advertising offered opt-outs for those practices, and
74% of all websites had at least one data deletion mechanism. The location of privacy choices
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Email Communications Targeted Advertising Data Deletion

# of sites applicable 112 95 150
# of sites choice present 100 85 111
% of applicable sites 89% 89% 74%

Table 3.2: Summary of the availability of each type of privacy choice and websites on which
they are applicable.
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Figure 3.1: ]
Location of privacy choices for top, middle, and bottom websites. Top websites offered the

most privacy choices.

across top, middle, and bottom websites is displayed in Figure 3.1. Top websites were found to
provide more privacy choices than middle and bottom websites.

Email opt-outs were links in policies and emails

Most often, opt-outs for email communications were offered in multiple ways. Nearly all (98
of 100) websites offering email communication opt-outs presented the opt-out for emails in the
privacy policy; however, only 31 policies included a direct link to the opt-out page, while 70
stated that users could unsubscribe within emails. Additionally, 51 websites had an opt-out in
the account settings, the majority of which (33) lead to the same opt-out described in the privacy
policy, and 15 websites provided a choice for email communication during account creation.

Advertising opt-outs were links in privacy policies

Websites primarily used their privacy policy to provide opt-outs for targeted advertising. Of 85
websites that offer at least one targeted advertising opt-out, 80 provided them in the privacy pol-
icy. Among them, 74 also provided at least one link, while the remaining just described an opt-out
mechanism with text, such as “. . . you can opt out by visiting the Network Advertising initiative
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of different types of targeted advertising opt-outs in privacy policies and
“About Ads” pages across top, middle, and bottom websites.

opt out page.” However, 58 websites had multiple links leading to different opt-out tools, which
may cause confusion about which tool visitors should prioritize and what the differences are.

On 26 websites, an “AdChoices” page linked from the homepage described the website’s
advertising practices and presented opt-out choices. Among them, 15 used text containing the
words “ad choices” to refer to the page; others labeled the page as “interest-based ads,” “cookie
information” or “cookie policy.” Additionally, 12 websites included opt-outs in the user account
settings, 11 of which led to the same opt-out page presented in the policy.

As seen in Figure 3.2, many websites referred to opt-out tools provided by advertising indus-
try associations. However, 27% of opt-out links pointing to the DAA or NAI directed visitors
to their homepages, instead of their opt-out tools. This creates a substantial barrier for people
to opt-out because visitors still need to find the appropriate opt-out tool on the DAA and NAI
websites. Conversely, 21 of 22 links to the European Interactive Digital Advertising Alliance
(EDAA) in the website policies led directly to the EDAA’s opt-out tool. Less common, some
websites provided advertising opt-outs implemented by Google or the website itself. Others pro-
vided instructions for adjusting cookie or ad related settings in the browser or operating system,
such as the “Limit Ad Tracking” setting in iOS. The use of other services like TrustArc (formerly
TRUSTe) or Evidon was also relatively rare.

Data deletion controls were provided in privacy policies and account settings

We observed that 111 websites in our sample (74%) provided data deletion mechanisms to their
users, which is higher than the 51% in the sample analyzed by GPEN in 2017 [97]. Among
websites offering deletion mechanisms, 75 only provided the choices through the privacy policy,
three only displayed them in the user account settings, and 33 provided them through multiple
locations. However, even when data deletion choices are described in the privacy policy, only 27
policies included a direct link to a data deletion tool or request form. The more common practice
was to offer instructions about how to email a data deletion request, as was done in 81 policies.
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The GDPR contributed to more deletion controls

In our sample, 37 websites updated their privacy policy around the GDPR effective date. Four
websites added their privacy policies post-GDPR. Most of the 37 websites had already included
descriptions of privacy choices before the GDPR effective date, especially for marketing opt-
outs (29 out of 37). In our sample, the GDPR had the greatest impact on data deletion controls,
with 13 websites adding instructions for deleting account data to their post-GDPR privacy policy.
However, such dramatic change was not observed for email and advertising opt-outs.

Websites include other data collection controls

Though less common, some websites described additional privacy-related opt-outs in their pri-
vacy policy and account settings. Opt-outs for web analytic services (e.g., Google Analytics)
were offered by 21% (31) of websites. Interestingly, 17 websites offered opt-outs for the sharing
of personal information with third parties. For example. CNN’s privacy policy2 stated that “We
may share the Information with unaffiliated Partners and third parties. . . ” and provided a link
to an opt-out from such sharing. Additionally, nine websites described controls offered by the
website, browser, or operating system related to the use of location history or location data.

Only 28 of the 150 websites analyzed (19%) displayed a cookie consent notice on their home
page, alerting users that cookies are being used on the website and getting consent to place
cookies in the user’s browser. Among them, only five offered a means to opt out or change
cookie related settings. However, as these websites were accessed from US IP addresses, we
may have observed different practices than those offered to EU-based visitors. Prior work has
found a substantial increase in cookie consent notices on European websites post-GDPR [47].

Do Not Track has low adoption

Of the 150 websites analyzed, only eight (5%) specified that they would honor Do Not Track
(DNT), a mechanism that allows users to express that they wish not to be tracked by websites,
while 48 (32%) explicitly stated that the website will not honor it [228]. Another 91 (61%)
did not specify whether or not they would respect the DNT header, which is in violation of the
California Online Privacy Protection Act (CalOPPA) [26].

3.2.3 Descriptions of Choices in Privacy Policies

In addition to analyzing whether privacy choices are present in privacy policies, we analyzed how
those choices are presented or described. We found a lack of consensus in the wordings used to
present privacy choices. Additionally, many websites provided little information regarding what
actually happened when a targeted advertising opt-out or data deletion choice was exercised, thus
potentially confusing or misleading users.

2https://www.cnn.com/privacy
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N-Gram Email Communications Targeted Advertising Data Deletion

how we use 9 5 2
opt out 13 7 2
person* data 8 1 10
person* inform* 7 2 13
third part* 0 14 2
we collect 15 7 5
we use 11 5 2
your choic* 11 9 10
your inform* 7 3 10
your right* 9 2 20

Table 3.3: Bigrams and trigrams occurring in at least 5% of privacy policy section headings.
Counts are the number of policies (out of 147) in which a n-gram occurred in the headings of
sections containing a privacy choice. Some policies described the same privacy choice under
multiple headings, or used multiple n-grams in a heading.

There is no dominant wording for section headings

Table 3.3 summarizes common bigrams and trigrams in policy section headings related to privacy
choices. Across policies, similar headings were used to present all three types of privacy choices,
e.g., referring to collection and use of personal data or information, or describing a visitor’s
rights or choices. In contrast, the bigram “opt out” more commonly referred to choices related to
email communications or targeted advertising. Similarly, advertising opt-outs were sometimes
presented under sections describing third parties, which is not as applicable to the other two
types of privacy choices. However, no single n-gram occurred in more than 20 of the policies we
analyzed. This lack of consistency across websites could make locating privacy choices across
websites difficult for visitors. Furthermore, some policies included multiple headings related to
privacy choices, which could also potentially add significant burden to visitors.

Most marketing opt-outs are first-party

Among the 98 websites that provided at least one marketing communication opt-out in their pri-
vacy policy, 80 websites offered opt-outs from the website’s own marketing or promotions. Ad-
ditionally, 20 policies stated it is possible to opt out of marketing or promotions from third-party
companies, and 19 policies specified that visitors could opt out of receiving website announce-
ments and updates. Other less common forms of emails sent by websites that could be opted out
from included newsletters, notifications about user activity, and surveys. Some websites offered
opt-outs for different types of communications, such as SMS communications (10) and phone
calls (8).

Targeted advertising opt-outs are ambiguous

We observed that privacy policies typically did not describe whether visitors were opting out of
tracking entirely or just the display of targeted ads. Only 39 of the 80 websites that offered opt-
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outs for targeted advertising within their privacy policy made this distinction within the policy
text. Among them, 32 websites explicitly stated that the opt-out only applied to the display of
targeted ads. This lack of distinction could be confusing to visitors who desire to opt-out of
tracking on the websites for targeted advertising purposes.

The same ambiguity exists with respect to whether an opt-out applies across multiple browsers
and devices. Seventy-three websites’ policies did not specify whether the opt-out would be ef-
fective across different devices, and 72 did not clarify whether the opt-out applied across all the
browsers a visitor uses.

Data deletion mechanisms vary by website

The data deletion mechanisms presented in the privacy policies of 108 websites varied. Visitors
had the option to select certain types of information to be removed from their account on 80
websites. Furthermore, 41 websites offered the option to have the account permanently deleted,
and 13 allowed visitors to temporarily suspend or deactivate their account.

How soon the data would actually be deleted was often ambiguous. Ninety of 108 websites
offering deletion did not describe a time frame in which a user’s account would be permanently
deleted and only four policies stated that information related to the account would be deleted
“immediately.” Another three claimed the time frame to be 30 days, and two websites said the
deletion process could take up to one year.

3.2.4 Usability of Privacy Choices
Our analysis included how many steps visitors had to take to exercise a privacy choice. We found
that email communications opt-outs, on average, required the most effort. We also recorded
specific usability issues on 71 websites (30 top, 23 middle, and 18 bottom) that could make
privacy choices difficult or impossible to use, such as missing information and broken links.

Privacy choices require several user actions

We counted user actions as the number of clicks, hovers, form fields, radio buttons, or check
boxes encountered from a website’s home page up until the point of applying the privacy choice.
Table 3.4 displays summary statistics related to the shortest path available to exercise choices
of each type. Opt-outs for email communications and data deletion choices, on average, con-
tained more user actions, particularly check boxes and form elements, compared to opt-outs for
targeted advertising. This is likely due to the reliance on the DAA and NAI opt-out tools, which
typically required two or three clicks to launch the tool. Data deletion and email communications
choices, on the other hand, often required form fields or additional confirmations. At the extreme
end, 38 user actions were required to complete the New York Times’ data deletion request form,
which included navigating to the privacy policy, following the link to the request form, selecting
a request type, selecting up to 22 check boxes corresponding to different New York Times ser-
vices, filling in eight form fields, selecting four additional confirmation boxes, and completing a
reCAPTCHA.3

3reCAPTCHA: https://www.google.com/recaptcha/intro/v3.html
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Clicks Boxes Hovers Form Other Total

Email Comm. 2.90 1.68 0.38 0.33 0.17 5.32
Targeted Adv. 2.80 0.10 0.25 0.00 0.01 3.16
Data Deletion 2.93 1.05 0.23 1.07 0.05 5.32

Table 3.4: Average number of actions required in the shortest path to exercise privacy choices,
counted from the home page up until, but not including, the action recording the choice (i.e.,
“save/apply” button).

Policies contain missing, misleading, or unhelpful information

Many choice mechanisms were confusing or impossible to use because of statements in the
website’s privacy policy. In six instances, text in the policy referred to an opt-out, but that opt-out
did not exist or the website did not provide vital information, such as an email address to which
visitors can send privacy requests. Six websites included misleading information in the policy
text, such as presenting the Google Analytics opt-out browser extension as an opt-out for targeted
advertising,4 and omitting mentions of targeted advertising in the privacy policy while providing
opt-outs elsewhere on the website. Additionally, seven websites mentioned user accounts in the
privacy policy but no mechanisms to create a user account were observed on the website. Two
of these cases were TrustedReviews and Space.com, whose policies covered multiple domains,
including some with user accounts. These issues appeared in fairly equal frequency across top,
middle, and bottom websites.

Some websites had broken choice mechanisms and links

We also recorded 15 instances in which provided links to relevant privacy choice information or
mechanisms were broken or directed to an inappropriate location, such as the website’s home-
page, or the account settings for a parent website. We further observed that four websites offered
choice mechanisms that did not appear to properly function. For example, on Rolling Stone’s
email preferences page, selections made by visitors seemed to be cleared on every visit. Game-
Press’s data deletion request form was implemented by Termly and did not seem to refer to
GamePress, making it unclear where and how the form would be processed.

Some websites made poor design choices

We noted several website design choices that may impact the usability of privacy choices. On
ten websites, we observed a privacy policy displayed in an unconventional format, such as in a
PDF or in a modal pop-up dialogue, instead of a normal HTML page. This may impact how
well visitors can search for privacy choices in a policy. Another design choice that impacted
searchability was collapsing the policy text under section headings; keyword search is not effec-
tive unless all sections are opened. Five policies also had stylistic issues with their policies, such

4Google merged its advertising and analytics platforms in July 2018, but the Google Analytics opt-out extension
only pertains to analytics tracking.
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as including opt-out links that were not clickable or advertisements in the middle of the policy.
Some websites offered burdensome pages for managing email communication settings, requiring
visitors to individually deselect each type of communication sent by the website. Others placed
the option for opting out of all communications after a list of different types of content, rather
than before it, making it less visible. For example, Amazon offered this option after listing 79
communications types, which rendered it invisible until scrolling much further down the page.

Aids for privacy choice expression

Conversely, a few websites made additional efforts to make their privacy choices more accessible
to visitors. Many opt-outs (such as the Google Ad Settings page) went into effect once a visitor
expressed a privacy choice, and did not require the additional step of pressing a confirmation
(i.e., “save/apply”). Some, like Metacrawler, centralized the privacy choices related to email
communications, targeted advertising, and data deletion into a single section of the policy. Oth-
ers, including Fronter, were diligent about providing links to related privacy information, such
as regulation or the privacy policies of third parties used by the website. To further aid visitors,
three websites (BBC, Garena, and LDOCE Online) presented important privacy information in
a “Frequently Asked Questions” format. Moreover, Google and Booking.com, provided users
with a short video introducing their privacy practices.

3.3 Improving Privacy Choices

Our findings indicate that certain design decisions may make exercising privacy choices difficult
or confusing, and potentially render these choices ineffective. We provide several recommenda-
tions for improving the usability of web privacy choices. Our recommendations not only serve as
concrete guidelines for website designers and engineers, but also have the potential to help pol-
icy makers understand current opt-out practices, their deficiencies, and areas for improvement.
These suggestions could be integrated into future guidelines, laws, and regulations.

Our discussion is based on the Interaction Cycle, which divides human interaction with sys-
tems into four discrete stages [4]. It serves as a framework to highlight the cognitive and physical
processes required to use choice mechanisms, and in turn synthesizes our findings to address spe-
cific usability barriers. We mapped the expression of online privacy choices to the Interaction
Cycle as: 1) finding, 2) learning, 3) using, and 4) understanding a privacy choice mechanism.

3.3.1 Finding Privacy Choices

3.3.2 Use standardized terminology in privacy policies

As noted in Section 3.2.3, no single n-gram was present in an overwhelming majority of privacy
policy section headings in which choices were described, and there was much variation in how
websites offered privacy choices. For example, data deletion mechanisms were placed under
headings like “What do you do if you want to correct or delete your personal information?”
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in some policies, but under more general headings like “Your Rights” in others. Even more
confusing, some policies contained multiple titles similar to both of these.

Inconsistencies across different privacy policies may make finding specific privacy choices
difficult. We recommend that future privacy regulations include requirements for standardized
privacy policy section headings. Such guidance exists for privacy notices of financial institutions
in the United States, as well as data breach notifications to California residents [27, 223]. Our
results highlight the most common terms that websites already use in providing privacy choices,
which could serve as a foundation for formulating such guidance.

3.3.3 Unify choices in a centralized location
Websites sometimes offer different opt-out choices on different pages of the website for the same
opt-out type. This problem is most salient for targeted advertising opt-outs, which could appear
either in privacy policies, account settings, or an individual “AdChoices” page linked to from
the home page. Furthermore, some privacy policies did not link to the “AdChoices” page or the
account settings where the advertising opt-outs were located. Therefore, by looking at just the
privacy policy, which may be where many users would expect to find privacy choices, visitors
would miss these opt-outs available to them.

One potential solution is having all types of privacy choices in a centralized location. This
can be achieved as a dedicated section in the privacy policy, or even as an individual page with
a conspicuous link provided on the home page. However, it will likely require regulatory action
for many companies to prioritize reorganizing their current opt-outs in this way.

3.3.4 Learning How To Use Privacy Choices
Simplify or remove decisions from the process

Another practice that adds to the complexity of exercising opt-outs is the presence of links to
multiple tools. For instance, more than one third (58) of our analyzed websites provided links to
multiple advertising opt-outs. To simplify the privacy choice process, websites should unify mul-
tiple choice mechanisms into a single interface, or provide one single mechanism for a particular
type of privacy choice. If not technically feasible, websites should help visitors distinguish the
choices offered by each mechanism.

Ensure all choices in the policy are relevant

The use of one policy for a family of websites might be the reason for some of the points of confu-
sion highlighted in Section 3.2.4. These corporate “umbrella policies” might explain cases where
we observed links from the privacy policy directing to unrelated pages on a parent company’s
website, or references to account settings even when the website does not offer mechanisms to
create user accounts. While maintaining one policy may be easier for parent companies, this
places a substantial burden on visitors to identify the practices that apply to a particular website.

To mitigate such issues, companies should carefully check if the information provided in
the privacy policy matches the websites’ actual practices. If an umbrella policy is used across
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multiple websites, practices should be clearly labelled with the websites to which they are ap-
plicable. Regulatory authorities should further exert pressure by emphasizing the necessity of
having accurate privacy policies and conducting investigations into compliance.

3.3.5 Using Privacy Choices

Simplify multi-step processes

We noted that privacy choices typically require multiple steps, which may frustrate and confuse
users. As described in Section 3.2.4, our analyzed privacy choices required an average of three to
five user actions prior to pressing a button to apply the choice, assuming the visitor knew which
pages to navigate to in advance. On the extreme end, completing one deletion request form
required 38 user actions, as the interface included several boxes related to different services of-
fered by the website. Though this type of interface allows users to have greater control, websites
should also have a prominent “one-click” opt-out box available to visitors.

It is also conceivable that many companies may deliberately make using privacy choices
difficult for their visitors. In this case, it is up to regulators to combat such “dark patterns” [3, 37].
Though it may be unrealistic to set a threshold for the maximum number of user actions required
to exercise a privacy choice, regulators should identify websites where these processes are clearly
purposefully burdensome and take action against these companies. This would both serve as
a deterrent to other companies and provide negative examples. Precedents of such regulatory
action have emerged, such as a ruling by the French Data Protection Authority (the “CNIL”)
which found that Google fails to comply with the GDPR’s transparency requirement as its mobile
phone users need “up to five or six actions to obtain the relevant information about the data
processing” when creating a Google account [118].

Some of our analyzed websites have already provided exemplary practices to simplify pri-
vacy choices, e.g., automatically applying privacy choices once the user selects or deselects an
option, rather than requiring the user to click an additional “save” or “apply” button. Clicking
an additional button may not be intuitive to users, especially if it is not visible without scrolling
down the page. Removing this extra step would avoid post-completion errors, in which a user
thinks they have completed privacy choice, but their choice is not registered by the website. A
requirement that all changes in privacy settings must be automatically saved could be integrated
into regulations and related guidelines. However, any changes should be made clear to the user
to avoid accidental changes.

Provide actionable links

Our findings show that the use of links pointing to privacy choices was not ubiquitous, and
varied substantially across different types of privacy choices; 93% of websites that offered the
choice to opt out of targeted advertising provided at least one link, whereas the percentage for
email communication opt-out and data deletion choice was 32% and 24% respectively. Websites
that do not provide links usually provide text explanations for the opt-out mechanisms instead.
However, visitors may not follow the text instructions if significant effort is required, such as
checking promotional emails in their personal inbox for the “unsubscribe” link, or sending an
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email to request their account to be deleted. We also found that some websites may not provide
sufficient guidance to support exercising a privacy choice.

Our findings point to the necessity to enhance the actionability of privacy choices by provid-
ing links. However, there should be a careful decision about how many links to include and where
to place them. Ideally, only one link for one particular type of opt-out should be provided. When
multiple links are presented on the same page, there needs to be sufficient contextual information
to help users distinguish these links. Of equal importance is the functionality of provided links.
In our analysis, we observed a few instances in which the provided links were broken, directed to
an inappropriate location, or had styling that easily blended in with text. These practices reduce
the actionability of the corresponding privacy choice and negatively impact the user experience.

3.3.6 Understanding Privacy Choices
Describe what choices do

We found that privacy policies did not provide many details that informed visitors about what
a privacy choice did, particularly in the cases of targeted advertising opt-outs and data deletion
choices. Among all websites that provided targeted advertising opt-outs, fewer than 15% distin-
guished opting out of tracking from opting out of the display of targeted ads, or indicated whether
the opt-out was effective on just that device or browser or across all their devices and browsers.
Similarly, among all websites that provided data deletion choices, only 19% stated a time frame
for when the account would be permanently deleted.

Future regulations could stipulate aspects that must be specified when certain opt-outs are
provided (e.g., the device that the opt-out applies to). This may reduce instances where visitors
form expectations that are misaligned with a companies’ actual practices.

3.4 Conclusion
We conducted an in-depth empirical analysis of data deletion mechanisms and opt-outs for email
communications and targeted advertising available to US consumers on 150 websites sampled
across three ranges of web traffic. It is encouraging that opt-outs for email communications
and targeted advertising were present on the majority of websites that used these practices, and
that almost three-quarters of websites offered data deletion mechanisms. However, our analysis
revealed that presence of choices is not the same as enabling visitors to execute the choice.
Through our holistic content analysis, we identified several issues that may make it difficult for
visitors to find or exercise their choices, including broken links and inconsistent placement of
choices within policies. Moreover, some policy text describing choices is potentially misleading
or likely does not provide visitors with enough information to act. Design decisions may also
impact the ability of visitors to find and exercise available opt-outs and deletion mechanisms.
We offer several design and policy suggestions that could improve the ability of consumers to
use consent and privacy control mechanisms.
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Chapter 4

The Usability of Websites’ Opt-Out and
Data Deletion Choices

As outlined in Chapter 2, an expanding body of privacy regulations requires websites and on-
line services to present users with notices and choices regarding the usage of their data. These
regulations aim to provide transparency about data processing policies and give users access and
control over their own data. Some regulations — such as the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) and a few US laws — include specific usability requirements [62, 183, 223]. In part
due to these regulations, privacy controls now seem to be ubiquitous on websites. Particularly
common are opt-outs for email communications or targeted ads, options for data deletion, and
controls and consent for use of cookies, as highlighted by the results detailed in Chapter 3.

However, availability does not imply usability, leaving open the question of whether these
controls are actually useful to consumers. The results described in Chapter 3 indicate poten-
tial usability issues with the types of controls studied. However without an exploration of how
users may interact with such controls, it is difficult to definitively determine whether the issues
identified lead to usability barriers in practice. Past user studies have found various usability
problems with available privacy controls, particularly in tools for limiting targeted advertising
(e.g., [93, 144]). This research described in this chapter expands on that work by exploring the
usability of websites’ own opt-outs for targeted ads. Furthermore, it examines choices beyond
those related to advertising, providing insight into the usability of email marketing and data
deletion choices required by the CAN-SPAM Act and GDPR, respectively.

This chapter details an in-lab usability study with 24 participants. Participants were first
asked about their expectations regarding websites’ data practices and privacy controls. They
completed two tasks that were representative of common practices for offering privacy choices,
as identified in Chapter 3. Tasks differed by the choice type (opting out of email communication,
opting out of targeted ads, or requesting data deletion), choice location (account settings, privacy
policy), and mechanism type (described in policy text, link from policy text).

We find that despite general awareness of deletion mechanisms and opt-outs for advertising

This chapter is a lightly edited version of a paper previously published as: Hana Habib, Sarah Pearman, Jiamin
Wang, Yixin Zou, Alessandro Acquisti, Lorrie Faith Cranor, Norman Sadeh, and Florian Schaub. “’It’s a scavenger
hunt’: Usability of Websites’ Opt-Out and Data Deletion Choices.” In Proceedings of the Conference on Human
Factors in Computing Systems (CHI). ACM, 2020 [102].
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and email, participants were skeptical of the effectiveness of controls provided by websites. and
resorted to consulting help pages or contacting the website. Participants also expressed desire
for additional controls over data sharing and deletion.

This chapter makes the following contributions:
• A holistic usability evaluation of the end-to-end interaction required to use common imple-

mentations of privacy controls for email marketing, targeted advertising, and data deletion.
• Design implications applicable for making these online opt-out and deletion choices more

usable and useful to consumers.

4.1 Study Design

We conducted a lab study with 24 participants. In this section we describe our study design and
data analysis approach.

4.1.1 Study Session Components

Each lab session consisted of an interview portion followed by a set of tasks conducted on a lab
computer. Participants were also asked follow-up questions after completing each task.

Interview

The first portion of the study session, a semi-structured interview, had a median length of 11
minutes (min: 5 minutes, max: 22 minutes). First, we asked participants what types of data
they thought websites collected about them and how they thought it was used. Next we asked
participants what types of controls they expected to have over how websites could use their
data, as well as where they expected to be able to find these controls. To learn more about
expectations related to email marketing, targeted advertising, and data deletion specifically, we
asked participants to recall a recent time when they received a marketing email, saw a targeted
ad, and provided a website with personal information. For each, we followed up with questions
about what types of control they thought were available, and how they would attempt to exercise
that control.

Task Selection

In the second portion of the study session, we asked each participant to complete two opt-out
tasks on a lab computer. In each task, participants were asked to use a privacy choice on a web-
site while thinking aloud. Each privacy choice task was one of the following: opting out of email
newsletters from a website, opting out of targeted advertising on a website, or requesting dele-
tion of personal information from a website. Although other privacy choices exist, we wanted to
examine the usability of a set of choices over different types of data handling practices. Addi-
tionally, the choices selected are prevalent in the current online ecosystem and fall under legal or
other regulatory requirements.
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Website Name Task Type PP | AS # Actions Mechanism

majorgeeks.com email AS 9 checkbox
foodandwine.com email PP 5 link to email options
internshala.com email PP 9 text, refer to emails
wordpress.com ads AS 9 toggle option
colorado.edu ads PP 16 links to opt-out tools
coinmarketcap.com ads PP 10 text, delete cookies
phys.org deletion AS 9 delete account
nytimes.com deletion PP 46 link to request form
runescape.com deletion PP 9 text, email request

Table 4.1: The websites used for email opt-out, targeted advertising opt-out, and date deletion
tasks and their associated mechanisms in the privacy policy (PP) and account settings (AS), as
well as the minimum number of user actions required to exercise each control.

In Chapter 3, we reviewed controls for email marketing, targeted advertising, and data dele-
tion on 150 websites and found that these choices are most commonly presented using one of
three patterns: a user account setting, a link from the privacy policy, or text instructions in the
privacy policy. To identify specific tasks for this user study, we examined the collected empirical
data and looked for websites that used just one of the three patterns (some websites used more
than one pattern, e.g., both a user account setting and privacy policy link). For each of the task
types, we selected three websites that followed these patterns, resulting in a set of nine websites.
The websites selected and their choice mechanisms in the privacy policy or user account settings
are presented in Table 4.1.

To minimize learning effects and prevent fatigue, we counter-balanced and stratified tasks
such that each participant completed two different task types. One task was selected to be on a
website with an account settings mechanism and the other task on a website with a privacy policy
mechanism, allowing us to examine the usability of the most common practices used by websites.
This resulted in 12 possible groupings of the websites selected for the study. We recruited 24
participants and assigned a pair of participants to each grouping, with each member of the pair
performing the tasks in the inverse order.

Task Introduction

Prior to each study session, researchers opened a new window in Google Chrome’s Incognito
mode and logged into a Gmail account created for the study. Before being given their first
task, participants were told that they could use this Gmail account and could search online for
any information that they needed to complete the task. Participants were also notified that, if
applicable, they could assume they had user accounts on the websites they would visit for the
study tasks. Participants were not required to use their own credentials or personal information
for any of the tasks, and instead were provided with credentials created for the study through
printed index cards when reaching the log-in step on the website.

We described the email opt-out, targeted advertising opt-out, and deletion tasks to participants
as the following scenarios:
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You just got the tenth update email from [website] today, and now you want to stop
receiving them.

You’ve been seeing advertisements on [website] for a pair of shoes that you searched
for last month, and now you want to stop seeing them.

You’re uncomfortable with [website] keeping a record of your location, and want to
remove all of your data from the company’s databases.

After being read the appropriate scenario, participants were instructed to open a new browser
tab or proceed as they would at home while thinking aloud.

Task Follow-Up

After each task, we asked a set of follow-up questions regarding the participant’s experience with
the task and their understanding of what effects their actions would have. We also asked about
their past experiences with similar tasks and their familiarity with the website used in the task.

After participants completed both tasks and the task follow-up questions, we asked them
which task they found easier, and why. We also asked about their past choices to use opt-out
mechanisms or privacy controls on websites. Lastly, we inquired as to whether they wished
websites offered any additional controls related to privacy or personal data and what they thought
they should look like.

4.1.2 Data Collection
One researcher moderated all participant sessions. A second researcher attended each session
to take notes. At the beginning of their session, participants completed a consent form that
described the nature of the interview and tasks and notified participants that audio and screen
recordings would be captured. We audio-recorded participants’ responses to interview questions,
comments and questions during the computer tasks, and responses to follow-up questions after
the computer tasks. Participants’ actions during the computer tasks were screen-recorded. This
study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards (IRB) at Carnegie Mellon University and
the University of Michigan.

The 24 participants were recruited locally in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania using Craigslist, Red-
dit, and a university subject pool. In recruitment posts, potential participants were invited to
complete a screening survey with questions about demographics, as well as engagement in four
common privacy practices selected from a Pew Research Center survey [154]. A sample of par-
ticipants — diverse in gender, age, and educational attainment — was selected from among the
respondents. Those who completed the in-lab study session were compensated with a $20 Ama-
zon gift credit. The study sessions lasted a median of 50 minutes (min: 30 minutes, max: 78
minutes). The large variance in session duration was related to how fast participants were able
to complete their tasks. While all participants attempted their tasks, those who stated they did
not know what to do next or still had not completed the task after eight minutes were given a
hint to log in or look for a “privacy-related page” (depending on the task). This threshold of
eight minutes was determined through pilot sessions. Any assistance provided was noted and
incorporated into our analysis.
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Figure 4.1: Terminology used to present relative frequency of themes.

4.1.3 Data Analysis

Interview recordings were transcribed using an automated transcription service (temi.com),
and a researcher then corrected errors in the transcripts. The use of a third-party transcription
service was IRB-approved, and participants consented to the sharing of recordings with a third-
party service. We took extra measures to preserve participants’ privacy prior to uploading the
recordings by removing any personally identifying details, such as name and address, that a small
number of our participants revealed during their interview. We conducted inductive coding on
the interview transcripts. To develop an initial codebook, one researcher performed open coding
to identify themes and merged common codes as needed. Two researchers then collaboratively
revised the codebook after individually coding a random sample of six interviews using the
initial iteration of the codebook and reviewing all disagreements in their coding. After coming
to an agreement on the codebook, the remainder of the interviews were double-coded. Any
disagreements were again reviewed and reconciled.

We created an analysis template to systematically count the interactions and errors made
during the tasks. One researcher reviewed all screen recordings of the session tasks along with
any researcher notes from the session to create initial counts of interactions and errors. Another
researcher then reviewed and confirmed the interactions recorded.

We organized our findings according to the User Action Framework, which offers a sys-
tematic framework for assessing and reporting usability data. Within this framework, Andre
et al. [4] adapted Norman’s theory of human-computer interaction [175] and discuss user in-
teraction in terms of four cyclic phases: high-level planning (“users determine what to do”),
translation (“users determine how to do it”), physical action (“users do the physical actions they
planned”), and assessment (“users assess the outcome of their actions”). In Chapter 3, we applied
this framework to online privacy choices in an empirical analysis of opt-out and data deletion ac-
tions across websites, and mapped these phases of the interaction to finding, learning, using, and
understanding privacy choice mechanisms. Here we apply the same framework to the actions
we observed in the lab.

As our study was primarily qualitative, we do not report exact numbers when presenting most
of our study findings. However, following recent qualitative work at CHI [57], we adopted the
terminology presented in Figure 4.1 to provide a relative sense of frequency of major themes.

4.1.4 Limitations

The exploratory nature of this study provides insights into possible usability issues with com-
mon practices used to provide privacy choices, but cannot provide quantitative claims about how
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frequently these issues may occur in the real world. Similarly, our limited sample size of 24 par-
ticipants, though diverse, was not representative of all internet users, and likely over-represented
technically savvy users.Thus the frequency of issues reported by our participants may not reflect
the frequency with which these issues would be encountered by a general population. However,
it is unlikely that less technically savvy users would face fewer issues when opting out or deleting
their data. As such, the issues and opinions reported only present a subset of all possible ones.

While our sample of nine websites was representative of the common practices websites use
to provide privacy choices, it is not representative of all types or categories of websites that
exist. Our results may not generalize to other types of websites, particularly those that are more
complex than those included in our sample and offer multiple products or services. Additionally,
design variations and specific peculiarities of each website may have impacted the difficulty
of exercising the privacy choices present and thus participants’ opinions. However, this was a
deliberate trade-off as using live websites allowed us to gain insight into the usability of real-
world privacy choices. We note specific features that seemed particularly detrimental or helpful
when exercising privacy controls.

While our study was designed to mitigate learning effects, it is still possible that participants
used knowledge acquired in their first task to complete their second task. Similarly, while we
avoided directly mentioning “privacy” or “security” during the pre-task interview (unless a par-
ticipant brought up the topic), the questions may have biased participants to think more about
privacy and security than they otherwise would have.

4.2 Participants
Table 4.2 provides a summary of participant demographics, as well as which tasks participants
were assigned. In our sample, 13 participants identified as female and 11 as male. Our sample
had a wide distribution of ages, but skewed towards higher levels of educational attainment. Six
participants reported having an education in or working in computer science, computer engineer-
ing, or IT. In their responses to the screening survey, all 24 participants reported to have cleared
cookies or browsing history, 22 had refused to provide information about themselves that was
not relevant to a transaction, 13 had used a search engine that does not keep track of search his-
tory, and 10 added a privacy-enhancing browser plugin like DoNotTrackMe or Privacy Badger.
This distribution is somewhat higher than that found by Pew [154], suggesting our sample may
be more privacy-aware than the general public. Almost all participants reported having prior
experience with controls for email marketing, and most had prior experiences with advertising
and deletion controls.

4.3 Results
We next present our findings structured around the four stages of the interaction cycle: finding,
learning, using, and understanding privacy choice mechanisms. We highlight participants’ ex-
pectations, actual performance in session tasks, as well as website practices that make exercising
privacy choices more difficult for users and those that make it easier.
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ID Gender Age Education Technical Task 1 Task 2

P1 F 35-44 Professional majorgeeks runescape
P2 F 18-24 Bachelors wordpress internshala
P3 F 25-34 Some college wordpress foodandwine
P4 M 55-64 Bachelors wordpress nytimes
P5 F 45-54 Bachelors wordpress runescape
P6 F 25-34 Masters phys internshala
P7 F 45-54 Associates phys foodandwine
P8 F 25-34 Bachelors phys coinmarketcap
P9 F 25-34 Bachelors phys colorado

P10 M 25-34 Masters X colorado majorgeeks
P11 M 55-64 Masters nytimes majorgeeks
P12 F 18-24 Associates internshala wordpress
P13 M 35-44 Some college X foodandwine wordpress
P14 F 18-24 Bachelors nytimes wordpress
P15 M 18-24 Bachelors runescape wordpress
P16 F 55-64 Bachelors X foodandwine phys
P17 M 45-54 Associates X coinmarketcap phys
P18 M 55-64 High school colorado phys
P19 F 55-64 Masters majorgeeks coinmarketcap
P20 M 35-44 Associates X majorgeeks colorado
P21 F 35-44 Masters majorgeeks nytimes
P22 M 25-34 Bachelors coinmarketcap majorgeeks
P23 M 18-24 Masters internshala phys
P24 M 25-34 Bachelors X runescape majorgeeks

Table 4.2: Participant demographics (gender, age, education, technical background) and task
assignments.

4.3.1 Planning: Finding Privacy Choices
Participants expected to find privacy choices within the context of how a website uses their data
(for example, unsubscribe links within emails) or on a user account settings page. The presence
of multiple paths to a privacy control made the control easier to find.

Expectations are dependent on choice type

In response to pre-task questions, some participants mentioned expecting to find data-use con-
trols in the account settings or on a privacy settings page. A few participants mentioned consent
dialogues, either through the browser or the website. Additionally, a few participants described
browser settings or functions, such as private browsing and plugins.

Participants had similar responses when describing where they would like privacy controls
to be placed. Half of the participants suggested that controls should be placed within a website’s
account settings. Some preferred to see privacy controls in context on the website (e.g., where
data is collected). Other suggestions provided by participants included being able to email a
company with requests and receiving monthly digest emails summarizing the data the website
has about them.

When asked about email marketing controls, almost all participants mentioned unsubscribe
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links within emails. Some also described more granular controls, such as the ability to select
which marketing messages to receive or to change the frequency of emails through website ac-
count settings. Some described other control mechanisms, such as contacting the website and
using unsubscribe features built into email clients.

To control the display of targeted advertising, about half the participants mentioned privacy
enhancing strategies, such as using ad-blocking extensions, clearing the browser history, using
private browsing mode, changing browser settings, or using a privacy-protective search engine.
A few participants mentioned being able to find controls by interacting with the corner of an
advertisement (likely referring to the DAA’s AdChoices icon or ad controls provided by social
media sites). Only a few participants mentioned controls for advertising being available in the
account settings. A few also mentioned avoiding clicking on ads as a type of control.

Most participants expected deletion controls to be available in the account settings, and some
believed that deletion could be achieved by contacting the website. Only a few participants
mentioned finding deletion controls elsewhere on the website, such as in a frequently-asked-
questions page.

Participants’ initial strategies varied by choice type

Most of the 16 participants assigned to an email opt-out task first looked for or used an unsub-
scribe link in an email sent by the website, which could be found in the provided Gmail account.
Almost all participants reported using such links prior to the study. A few had other initial strate-
gies for finding unsubscribe mechanisms, such as using the search feature of the browser to find
the term “unsubscribe” on the home page or the search feature of the website to find the website’s
privacy policy.

Participants used a variety of strategies for completing their targeted advertising opt-out task,
some of which were more effective than others. Some first went to the account settings, while
only a few first looked in the privacy policy. A few explained that they would try to find an ad on
the website and look for an icon leading to opt-out options. A few went into the browser settings
to look for advertising-related options, while a few others immediately resorted to emailing the
website for help. As P18 reasoned, “Well, if they’re not able to help then they would respond
back and say here is the correct way to opt out of what you’re looking for.” A few participants
looked for opt-out choices on other pages, such as the website’s cookie policy, terms of service,
and frequently-asked-questions page.

Participants had a more uniform set of strategies for deletion mechanisms. Most immediately
logged into the website. A few resorted to frequently-asked-questions pages or contacting the
website. Finally, a few participants looked for account-related information in registration emails
from the website.

Policy and settings mechanisms required assistance

Almost all participants required assistance finding the account setting or privacy policy mech-
anism related to their study task. On the three websites that had privacy choices in account
settings, some were able to use the mechanism on their own after being prompted to log into
the website, but a few needed further guidance to look within the account settings to complete
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Figure 4.2: Screenshot of settings menu on majorgeeks.com where participants had difficulty
finding the correct path to e-mail opt-outs.

the task. P6, who was unable to find the advertising opt-out on wordpress.com described the
process: “It’s what I call a scavenger hunt. I’ve gone all throughout this website, apparently a
legitimate website, but I still can’t do what I really like to do.” On the six websites where the
privacy choices were in the privacy policy, some were able to find the privacy choice text or link
without guidance (however P10 admitted they were prompted to think about privacy because of
the pre-task interview). A few were able to use the choice mechanism after they were given the
hint to look for a privacy-related page, while a few others did not initially see the control in the
policy and required prompting to look further.

Poor labels cause confusion

On two of the websites, there were multiple pages that had labels with words that were related
to what the task was. For example, some participants assigned to opt out of email market-
ing from majorgeeks.com went to a different settings page called “alert preferences” that
included settings related to notifications received while on the website. The correct setting
could be found under the “privacy” or “contact details” settings pages. However, as seen in
Figure 4.2, these options were presented in a list with no descriptions. Similar confusion oc-
curred on coinmarketcap.com where a few participants assigned to find controls related to
targeted advertising went to a page linked from the homepage called “advertisers” with informa-
tion for companies that wished to place ads on the site. This suggests that more descriptive labels
on these websites would help users find choice mechanisms more easily.
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Multiple paths made choices easier to find

On some websites, there were multiple paths to the same choice mechanism, which made them
easier to find. All participants assigned to request data deletion from nytimes.com first vis-
ited the account settings, where they found a link to the privacy policy, which in turn contained
a link to the request form. Similarly, most participants assigned to request data deletion from
runescape.com used the site’s search feature or looked through its support pages and found
a page titled “Your Personal Data Rights,” which provided a summary of the same information
provided in the privacy policy. However, one additional location where participants expected
an opt-out choice for email marketing was on the page to subscribe to emails. All four partic-
ipants assigned to find the opt-out link in foodandwine.com’s privacy policy clicked on the
prominent “subscribe” button on the homepage and expected to find a means to unsubscribe.

4.3.2 Translation: Learning Privacy Choices

Participants had clear expectations about what choices available to them should do. We also
observed several design decisions made by websites that impacted participants’ comprehension
of these choices.

Participants desired controls over data sharing and deletion

Participants demonstrated incomplete mental models of the choices that were provided to them,
especially when describing controls related to how websites can use collected data in the ab-
stract. The only website-offered controls that were mentioned by multiple participants were
cookie consent notices and security controls, such as encryption or multi-factor authentication.
A few participants mentioned withholding information about themselves when using a website
or avoiding using a website entirely. However, a few participants discussed deletion controls
prior to being prompted.

Participants’ understanding of website-provided controls appeared more concrete when asked
about specific practices, such as email marketing, targeted advertising, and data deletion. As
mentioned earlier, nearly all reported that they had used unsubscribe links within emails. Re-
lated to advertising, some participants expected to be able to report a particular advertisement
as irrelevant. Half of the participants who mentioned this type of control also mentioned seeing
such a control on a social media website, such as Facebook or Twitter. Only a few expected
to be able to opt-out of targeted advertising entirely. When asked about choices related to data
deletion, some were unaware of deletion controls offered by websites, but about half expected
to be able to delete data from their profile and some mentioned being able to delete their entire
account. Nearly all participants who mentioned a deletion mechanism stated that they had used
such controls in the past.

When asked about privacy controls they wished websites offered, most participants men-
tioned controls for data sharing and deletion. As P11 stated, “Well in the ideal world, you should
be able to tell the website, look, I’m giving you this information, but don’t share it.” A few men-
tioned wanting to tell websites to not save their information, while a few others desired greater
controls over content that is displayed to them, such as recommended articles. More broadly, a
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few participants expressed a desire for greater transparency about data sharing or existing con-
trols. However, a few others stated that they were satisfied with their current privacy options or
could not articulate additional desired control mechanisms.

Formatting and text cause confusion

Another usability issue that made it difficult for participants to interpret choices was poor for-
matting and explanatory text. Most participants trying to find information about opt-outs for
advertising in coinmarketcap.com’s privacy policy clicked on the link to install the Google
Analytics opt-out browser extension, likely due to the placement of a link in policy text refer-
ring to advertisers and the use of cookies. However, the opt-out extension only opts users out
of Google’s tracking for analytics purposes, and not advertising. Similarly, most participants
assigned to runescape.com found a page related to data rights, but had difficulty figuring out
how to actually request deletion because of the page’s format. As seen in Figure 4.3, removing
your personal data appears to be a clickable option. However this is not the case and most were
confused about why nothing appeared to happen. The text description provided after a list of
data rights directs users to complete a subject access request form, labelled as “Make a Subject
Access Request,” which is linked after a button labelled “Fix it Fast: Account Settings.” Most
participants who saw this page incorrectly clicked on the account settings link instead of request-
ing deletion through emailing the contact provided on the page or the request form, as instructed.
The placement of these two links made it unclear which privacy rights listed on the page could
be accomplished through each mechanism.1

Conversely, colorado.edu’s privacy policy contained links to the three advertising opt-
out tools in a single paragraph, which led participants to at least see all three tools (even if none
actually selected all three, as discussed in the next subsection).

On phys.org a clear “Manage account” button visible on the landing page of the account
settings conveyed the correct interaction path to almost all participants assigned to the website.
However, some of the participants who clicked this button and saw the setting to delete the ac-
count were unsure whether that mechanism would also delete their data, and navigated away
from the page to look for other options. A statement indicating that profile data will be erased
permanently was not presented until after clicking the initial delete button. However, this confir-
mation assured participants that the mechanism would accomplish their task.

4.3.3 Physical Action: Using Privacy Choices

Exercising privacy choices required a high level of effort from participants, as measured by
the number of actions such as clicks, scrolls, and checkboxes in the interaction path of using a
choice mechanism. Certain practices used by the websites in our sample made exercising privacy
choices more difficult.

1This page on runescape.com was updated after our study. The new version partially addresses these issues
by reducing the page’s text. However, it is still unclear which privacy rights listed can be accomplished by the two
mechanisms shown.
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Figure 4.3: List of data rights available on runescape.com which misleadingly seemed like it
was clickable.

High level of effort exerted in exercising policy choices

Figure 4.4 displays the number of user actions in participants’ interaction path when using pri-
vacy choices located in the account settings and privacy policy. Using a choice mechanism in
account settings resulted in an average of 26.1 user actions (min: 8, max: 43, sd: 11.5). Interac-
tions using links in the privacy policy had 37.5 actions (min: 11, max: 59, sd: 15.2), on average,
and those with text instructions in the policy had 57.6 (min: 18, max: 87, sd: 27.5). While policy
links took participants exactly where they needed to go, text instructions were vague and re-
quired extra effort to figure out what to do. Furthermore, participants took many more steps than
the shortest, ideal path for completing a task. The shortest interaction path for account settings
mechanisms would have taken 9 total actions averaged over the three websites, while policy link
choices needed 22.3, and policy text required 9.3.

Most participants who used the account settings mechanisms on wordpress.com or phys.org
said that they were easy to use because of the simplicity of the setting. For example, P6 described
the account deletion process on phys.org: “It said delete my account which was pretty clear.
And then there was this other page that like made it very clear that that’s what was going to
happen.” Some noted that these mechanisms were easy to find. A few appreciated that, unlike
another mechanism they used, the account settings option would be applied right away and did
not require a response from the website. Nearly all participants assigned to opt out of emails
from majorgeeks.com also found the mechanism straightforward or easy to use, but most
found the setting hard to find.

Participants who were assigned to tasks with privacy choice links or text instructions in the
website’s privacy policy explicitly mentioned that they found these mechanisms hard to find
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Figure 4.4: Number of clicks, scrolls, form fields, check boxes, hovers, and other user actions, av-
eraged over all websites, in the participants’ interaction with account settings and policy choices.

or that finding them required too much reading. Reactions to the data deletion request form
on nytimes.com were mixed. Most participants disliked being presented with many similar-
seeming options related to data processing, only being able to submit one request type at a time,
or having to manually select 22 services from a list. However, others reported that the policy was
easy to find through the account settings and the form was straightforward to use.

Unsubscribe links within emails were also considered straightforward to find and use. Partic-
ipants highlighted user-friendly features these pages that they encountered previously or during
the study. These included opt-outs that were automatically applied without extra confirmation
or entry of their email address, as well as interfaces that allowed users to select emails from the
website they would like to continue to receive (as long as a button to stop all emails was visible).

Choices require unnecessary user effort

Some practices used by websites for offering privacy choices place undue burden on users. An
example is requiring users to submit written requests, a common practice websites use to offer
data deletion identified in Chapter 3. Participants had difficulties articulating such requests.
P4, who was trying to opt-out of targeted advertising on wordpress.com, drafted a message
to customer service that asked “How can I delete a specific webpage that is contacting me?”
Additionally, a few participants who wrote account deletion or unsubscribe requests did not
include all the information the website would need to act on their request, such as the username
or email address used in registering for an account on the website.
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Another practice that complicates opt-out choices for users is offering multiple links to differ-
ent opt-out tools. The privacy policy for colorado.edu contained links to advertising opt-out
tools offered by the DAA, NAI, and Google. All participants assigned to this website visited only
one or two of the three links. Participants had varying justifications for which links they clicked
on. Half selected the DAA and NAI links because they (correctly) believed they would apply to
multiple third-parties and not just Google. However, many entities participate in both industry
opt-out programs, and participants may not have realized the overlap. Another explained that
they chose to click on the Google advertising opt-out because they were already within Google’s
ecosystem (i.e., using Google Chrome and Gmail) so they thought the opt-out would be more
broadly applied, especially if they stayed logged into the Google account. Though Google owns
the largest online advertising exchange, using an industry provided opt-out tool may have greater
impact on limiting targeted ads.

Simple design flaws also place extra burden on users. For example, on majorgeeks.com
when a user changes a setting it is not automatically saved; users have to press a “save” button
at the bottom of the page. The website also does not provide a warning that there are unsaved
changes. A few participants assigned to this website found the correct opt-out setting but did not
press “save,” resulting in lost changes and the opt-out not being applied. This is an example of
a post-completion error [174]. In contrast, a warning reminded a few participants assigned to
wordpress.com to save their changed settings.

4.3.4 Assessment: Understanding Privacy Choices

Participants expressed skepticism that the privacy choices they use will actually be honored by
websites. Websites were also unclear about what happens when such controls are used.

Skepticism of privacy choice effectiveness

During the pre-task interview, participants expressed doubts that data-related controls companies
offered actually were effective. A few thought that there was nothing they could do to control
ads, or were skeptical that available control mechanisms changed which ads were displayed. As
P16 explained, “It’s like the door open/close on the elevator. It’s just there to make you feel like
you have some power. But I really don’t think it does anything.” Others assumed data-sharing
agreements between companies precluded opt-outs. P12 explained, “I think it would be really
difficult to like kind of untether them from each other cause I know they have a lot of agreements
with each other and stuff like that.” Some expressed skepticism that their data would actually be
permanently deleted by a company when requested. As P6 stated, “I think that I could like go
through the motions of deleting the information, but I feel like it might still be there even if I tried
to delete it.”

We also noted that skepticism of deletion choices persisted even after participants used dele-
tion mechanisms in the study. A few participants assigned to phys.org believed they were
simply deactivating their account and that their account data would not actually be deleted by the
company. A few others assigned to nytimes.com or runescape.com were unsure whether
or not their data would be fully deleted.
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We observed that participants had more confidence in the mechanisms they used to opt-out
of email marketing, due in part to prior experience. Almost all participants who used an email
opt-out believed that they would eventually stop receiving emails from which they opted out,
even if it takes a few days. A few mentioned they might receive a final email to confirm their
unsubscribe request.

Confusion about scope of targeted advertising opt-outs

Most participants assigned to use an advertising opt-out had misconceptions about whether the
mechanism they used would be effective across different browsers or devices. Some who used
cookie based opt-outs on coinmarketcap.com or colorado.edu were unsure or had mis-
conceptions about whether they would continue seeing targeted ads. Most misconceptions were
related to inaccurate mental models of how cookies were stored, with some believing that they
were synced to a user’s Google profile. Thus they believed that any changes to cookies made us-
ing Chrome on a computer would prevent them from seeing targeted ads when they used Chrome
on their phone.

4.4 Discussion
We conducted an in-lab study with 24 participants to explore the usability and usefulness of
privacy controls. Our results highlight several design and policy implications for how websites,
particularly those that offer a small number of privacy choices such as those in our sample, should
present controls for email marketing, advertising, and deletion. However, further study is needed
before these initial findings can be translated to broader policy or design recommendations.

4.4.1 Design Implications
We noted several design decisions that made completing the privacy choice tasks particularly
difficult, as well as some that seemed to aid participants. Our findings are especially relevant to
controls in user account settings or privacy policies.

Provide unified settings in a standard location

Unifying privacy choices into a single, standard location (perhaps in the form of a dashboard)
would likely make these controls easier for users to find. Some participants recognized that many
websites have controls in account settings pages and looked for controls there. If the practice of
putting privacy choices in account settings was more widely adopted and promoted, it is likely
that most users would learn to look there. However, privacy controls for which a login is not
essential should also be available without requiring users to log in or even to have an account.

Privacy controls could also be implemented as an interface within web browsers, which in
turn could convey users’ choice information to websites in a computer-readable format. This
could allow for opting out once for all websites (the idea behind the Do Not Track mechanism),
or for all websites that meet certain criteria. It could also save users the effort of finding choice
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mechanisms on websites and instead allow them to go to a menu in their web browser, where they
would be provided with available choices that could be exercised through the standard interface.

Supplement with additional paths and in-place controls

Even after unifying choices in one place, websites should still offer multiple paths to those con-
trols so that they are easy to find. Links to privacy controls should be placed anywhere users
might look, such as the account settings, privacy policy, and website help pages. For example,
all participants assigned to the nytimes.com reached the deletion request form in the privacy
policy through the account settings, not the link in the website footer mandated by the Califor-
nia Online Privacy Protection Act (CalOPPA). Websites should ensure that if they have multiple
links or mechanisms they are consistent with each other and lead to the same results.

Control mechanisms that are offered within the context of how data is used by the website
can also supplement unified privacy dashboards. With email marketing, participants in our study
were generally aware of unsubscribe links in emails and thought they were easy to find. Similarly,
a few participants recalled the ability to control targeted ads on a website by interacting with the
corner of an ad.

Reduce effort required to understand and use choice

Websites in our study imposed much of the effort required to exercise privacy choices onto users.
It was up to users to distinguish between multiple targeted advertising opt-out tools and figure out
how to articulate written deletion requests. For these choices to actually be useful, websites need
to place more effort into packaging them into simple settings offered through the website. The
mechanisms participants favored the most in our study were toggles or clearly-labelled buttons
offered in the account settings. Such settings could automatically place opt-out requests through
commonly used industry tools such as those offered by the DAA and NAI, or trigger database
queries to remove a user’s personal information.

How privacy controls are labelled and organized in a unified privacy dashboard will impact
their usability. Our study highlighted that imprecise navigation labels may confuse users. Within
a page, controls should be clearly organized and labelled. Websites should conduct user testing
with the design of their particular privacy dashboard pages to ensure that people can find the
information they need.

Bolster confidence that choices will be honored

Participants in our study were skeptical that privacy choices would actually be honored by web-
sites. Better communication about what exactly a setting does also could help relieve skepticism.
For example, phys.org stated the time period after which account data would be deleted in
the final step of the account deletion process. Websites should also provide confirmation that a
choice has been applied after users complete the process. A confirmation message can be dis-
played within the website itself if the choice is immediately applied. For choices, such as email
unsubscribes, that require time to process and complete, at minimum there should be a confir-
mation message that acknowledges the request and provides a clear estimate of how long it will
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take to honor the request. For requests, such as those for data deletion, that may take more time
before the choice is fully applied, the website should also send a confirmation email.

4.4.2 Public Policy Implications
The recent enactment of comprehensive privacy legislation, such as the GDPR and CCPA, require
companies to not only offer privacy choices, but also make them usable. Prior laws, such as the
CAN-SPAM Act, included requirements for privacy mechanisms to be clear and conspicuous.
Our results indicate that website privacy choices similar to those in our study remain difficult for
users to find and use, but that some of these usability requirements are having an impact.

We observed that unsubscribe links within emails had better usability relative to the user ac-
count and privacy policy mechanisms we studied. This is likely an effect of CAN-SPAM Act
requirements. From our study, it is apparent that unsubscribe links are widely used and that, over
time, people have learned to expect these links in the marketing emails they receive. For other
regulation to have similar impact, design guidelines for how websites should present privacy
choices may be helpful. Guidance on where and how privacy controls should be presented will
likely lead to less variation among websites and could allow users to develop consistent expec-
tations. Moreover, future regulation should incorporate the results of usability studies to inform
these design guidelines or could require websites to conduct user testing to ensure that choices
are useful and usable for consumers.

4.5 Conclusion
We conducted a 24-participant in-lab usability evaluation of privacy controls related to email
marketing, targeted advertising, and data deletion. Our findings highlight the need to better
align the location and functionality of choices to user expectations of where to find these choices
and how to operate them. Additionally, simple interface changes, including better labeling and
use of confirmation messaging, would make choices more useful and increase users’ confidence
in their effectiveness. Furthermore, the relative success of unsubscribe links mandated by the
CAN-SPAM Act suggests that the standardization of choices through regulation could improve
the usability of choices.
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Chapter 5

How to (In)Effectively Convey Privacy
Choices with Icons and Link Texts

It is clear that the mechanisms that websites commonly use to provide privacy notice and choice
are fraught with issues. Privacy policies, commonly used to provide notice, are lengthy [47, 159]
and full of jargon [65]. Among other issues, the research detailed in Chapters 3 and 4 demon-
strated that privacy choice mechanisms are difficult to find, as their location varies across web-
sites. Privacy advocates, legal experts, and academic researchers have argued for standardized
mechanisms to provide privacy notices and choices [5, 40, 198]. Requirements that privacy no-
tices and choices be clear and accessible have also emerged in recent regulation, such as the
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) [181] and Europe’s General Data Protection Regu-
lation (GDPR) [63]. Researchers have explored ways to help consumers find and understand
privacy-related information and choices. Examples include privacy dashboards [11, 95], certifi-
cations [14], scores [96, 190], labels [58, 130, 131], pop-ups [177, 224], as well as icons [10, 52,
55, 114, 120, 167, 199].

In principle, icons can communicate concepts quickly and concisely across linguistic and
cultural differences [123]. Icons can be recognized and memorized more easily than other UI
elements with richer information [199]. However, privacy concepts can be difficult to convey
through icons [10, 55, 198, 206]. Prior attempts at developing icons have primarily focused
on conveying information about data flows or specific data practices (e.g., [10, 52, 167, 199]).
The concept of choice has been less explored in previous privacy iconography research — even
though privacy choices are a key component of consumer privacy regulation [40, 63, 181].

The study detailed in this chapter investigates how to effectively convey to consumers the
presence of privacy choices on websites through icons and accompanying descriptions (which
we refer to as link texts). In particular, this study considers the presence of generic privacy
choices and an opt-out for the sale of personal information, as mandated by the CCPA. We first
developed 11 icons that center on three choice-related concepts: the broad idea of choice, the
action of opting-out, and choices regarding the sale of personal information, before selecting

This chapter is a lightly edited version of a paper previously published as: Hana Habib, Yixin Zou, Yaxing Yao,
Alessandro Acquisti, Lorrie Faith Cranor, Joel Reidenberg, Norman Sadeh, and Florian Schaub. “Toggles, Dollar
Signs, and Triangles: How to (In)Effectively Convey Privacy Choices with Icons and Link Texts.” In Proceedings
of the Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI). ACM, 2021 [103].
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five icons for further refinement and evaluation. Because icons — especially new ones — are
rarely fully self-explanatory [114], we further evaluated 16 link texts to accompany the icon,
including two link texts mandated by the CCPA. We then conducted a nearly full-factorial online
experiment (n=1,468) to assess how well different combinations of the most promising icons
and link texts from the pre-studies communicated the presence of privacy or do-not-sell choices.
Finally, we conducted an experiment to test an icon that the California Attorney General’s Office
(OAG) proposed for the CCPA opt-out [184] after we shared our initial results with them.

The results of this study suggest that a blue stylized toggle icon best conveyed the idea of
choices, whereas icons focused on the sale of personal information created misconceptions about
what would happen after clicking the icon. The Digital Advertising Alliance’s Privacy Rights
icon [50] and the older AdChoices icon [48], as comparison points for our newly designed icons,
suggested “more information” but not “choice.” For icon-text combinations, “Privacy Options”
paired with the blue stylized toggle icon best conveyed the presence of privacy choices. The link
texts mandated by the CCPA (“Do Not Sell My Personal Information” and “Do Not Sell My
Info”) effectively conveyed the expectation of choices related to the sale of personal information
in combination with most icons. Our follow-up study of the OAG’s icon revealed that even minor
design changes could severely reduce an icon’s comprehension and increase misconceptions.

This chapter makes the following contributions:
• Demonstration of an iterative evaluation approach that explores the comprehension of new

icons and link texts.
• Identification of promising icon and link text pairings that effectively indicate privacy

choices to consumers.
• Valuable insights for future work in the design of privacy choice indicators.

5.1 Study Overview

Between November 2019 and February 2020, we conducted a series of studies to iteratively de-
sign and evaluate two types of icons and associated link texts: one indicating the presence of
generic privacy controls on websites, and the other indicating choices related to the sale of per-
sonal information, as required by the CCPA. Our research involved two pre-studies (one focusing
on icons and the other on link texts), a large-scale online experiment to evaluate icon-link text
combinations, and a follow-up evaluation of an icon that the Office of the California Attorney
General (OAG) had proposed based on our initial findings.

Icon Pre-Study (Section 5.2, n = 520) We developed 11 privacy icons that center on three
choice-related concepts: the broad idea of choice, the action of opting out, and choices regarding
the sale of personal information. We iteratively refined and tested these icons to identify which
to include in our main experiment. Our icon pre-study suggests that a stylized toggle switch was
promising for conveying the presence of choice; three icons that included dollar signs, slashes,
stop signs, and ID cards were good candidates for conveying the CCPA do-not-sell opt-out.
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Link Text Pre-Study (Section 5.3, n = 540) We tested 16 textual descriptions, or link texts, to
accompany the icons we developed. We analyzed how each link text, when displayed alone, was
interpreted by participants; and identified three link texts (“Privacy Options,” “Privacy Choices,”
and “Personal Info Choices”) with mostly correct interpretations. The two CCPA link texts (“Do
Not Sell My Personal Information” and “Do Not Sell My Info”) effectively indicated choices
related to the sale of personal information, but did not generalize to broader privacy-related
choices.

Icon-Text Combinations Evaluation (Section 5.4, n = 1,468) We conducted a large-scale,
nearly full-factorial online experiment to evaluate how well 23 combinations of icons and link
texts, selected from our pre-studies, communicated the presence of privacy choices and do-not-
sell choices. We showed participants one icon-text combination on a screenshot of a fictitious
online shoe retailer webpage, mimicking how users may see such privacy choice indicators in the
real world. A blue stylized toggle icon paired with the link text “Privacy Options” best conveyed
the presence of privacy choices. The two CCPA link texts effectively conveyed the presence of
do-not-sell opt-outs when paired with most icons.

OAG Icon Evaluation (Section 5.5, n = 421) After we shared our results with the OAG, they
proposed an icon for the CCPA’s do-not-sell opt-out, which was similar to our stylized toggle
icon but with notable deviations. We conducted a follow-up experiment to explore the impact
of the icon’s toggle style and color on expectations for do-not-sell choices. Compared to our
stylized toggle icon, participants were much more likely to perceive the OAG’s proposed icon as
a toggle switch rather than a static icon.1

5.2 Icon Pre-Study
We developed 11 icons related to privacy choices and evaluated how users interpreted the icons
with and without a text description. We found that a stylized toggle icon effectively commu-
nicated the concept of choice, but communicating the concept of “privacy choice” was difficult
without text. While icons with arrows to depict removal were mostly unsuccessful, icon ele-
ments focusing on “do not” and “sell” could communicate an opt-out for the sale of personal
information. However, participants often misunderstood an icon without a text description.

5.2.1 Icon Development
Icon ideation

To explore potential icon candidates, we leveraged existing privacy iconography to generate three
key concepts in line with our objectives: the broad concept of choice, the action of opting out,
and a specific opt-out related to the sale of personal information for the CCPA. We did not
attempt to design an icon that visualizes privacy since privacy is a broad concept with many

1In March 2021, the OAG announced amendments to the CCPA to include our blue stylized toggle icon as an
optional logo or button when notifying consumers of their right to opt out of the sale of personal information [185].
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Figure 5.1: Common themes that emerged in one of the brainstorming sessions for an icon that
conveyed opting-out.

interpretations [178]. Additionally, we did not test existing privacy and security icons since they
are already known for representing other concepts unrelated to privacy choices (e.g., lock or
shield for HTTPS indicator [81]), or focus on specific data practices [199].

To capture a wide range of icon ideas embodying the three choice-related concepts we iden-
tified, we conducted design ideation activities at our institutions with colleagues interested in
privacy and security research. During the activities, participants drew ideas on sticky notes and
discussed themes with the group. We then conducted affinity diagramming [142] of the sketches
by grouping similar ideas and identifying themes in the visual elements participants used to repre-
sent the three concepts (see Figure 5.1). In selecting themes to iterate upon further, we eliminated
those focusing on privacy more than choice due to our goal of conveying choice. We also elimi-
nated themes that seemed too abstract from privacy choice (e.g., leaving or refusing something)
or difficult to graphically depict (e.g., third parties). Considering that web icons are generally
small, we further eliminated themes that would produce unrecognizable icons when shrunk down
in size due to complexity (e.g., exchange/trade-off of data for money). We identified five themes
(see Table 5.1) that had the potential to represent our three choice-related concepts effectively.
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Choice Concept Icon Themes Preliminary Icons

Privacy choice/consent • toggle switch Stylized-Toggle
• change toggle or checkbox choice Changed-Choice

DoNot-Checked

Opting Out • withdrawing something from a basket or box Box-Arrow

Circle-Arrow
Folder-Arrow

Do-Not-Sell Choices • no money/selling DoNot-Dollar

• stop selling personal info Slash-Dollar

Stop-Dollar

ID-Card

Profile

Existing icons DAA Privacy Rights

DAA AdChoices

Table 5.1: Icon themes that emerged in ideation sessions for each choice-related concept, and the
corresponding icons included in our preliminary testing.

Refinement with graphic designers

Next, we worked with three graphic designers to develop icons for the five themes. The graphic
designers worked individually with sketches from our brainstorming sessions as a starting refer-
ence, and were encouraged to produce variants and alternative designs, such as varying the shape
or size of icon elements. The research team jointly reviewed the graphic designers’ work and
selected 11 icon designs as candidates for user testing in the icon pre-study.

Table 5.1 shows all 11 candidate icons. Three icons were intended to convey the broad idea
of choice: one featured a toggle — a standard UI element for turning on or off settings [8];
and two featured checkboxes (transitioning from a checked to an unchecked box, or negating a
checkbox), since checkboxes are common in online forms and consent interfaces [8]. Three icons
were intended to convey the action of opting out, which is analogous to withdrawing consent:
two had an arrow coming out of simple shapes (a circle and a box); and the third used a file
folder to represent personal data. Five icons were intended to convey do-not-sell choices: three
used different negations of a dollar sign to represent stopping a sale, and two further included
a “person” element to represent personal data. To minimize potentially biasing effects of color
in our pre-study, we created the initial versions of our icons in black and white. Additionally,
we included the DAA’s AdChoices [48] and Privacy Rights [50] icons in our icon pre-study as a
benchmark for industry practices.
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5.2.2 Preliminary Icon Testing
We conducted an initial round of user testing on all 11 candidate icons to decide which to test
in subsequent studies. We developed an online survey to capture qualitative and quantitative
responses that would help us identify feasible icons for indicating the presence of generic privacy
choices and do-not-sell choices.

Study protocol

Our initial testing sought to identify difficult-to-interpret icons and specific icon elements that
help indicate privacy or do-not-sell choices. We implemented a between-subjects design, in
which we showed each participant one of the icon candidates at random without context. To
examine the impact of placing a link text next to the icon (as required by the CCPA), half of
the participants saw the icon displayed with the text “Do Not Sell My Personal Information.”
We hypothesized this text would aid the comprehension of icons intended to convey do-not-sell
choices.

After presenting the icon, we asked participants to provide open-ended responses regarding
their interpretation of the icon and their expectations of what would happen if they clicked on
it — this was to capture their unprimed impressions of the icon. As a complementary quantita-
tive data point, we next showed participants all icons, asked them to select which one would best
convey the presence of privacy choices and do-not-sell choices respectively, and explain the ratio-
nale behind their selection.2 We then asked participants about their familiarity and expectations
regarding the DAA’s AdChoices icon [48] to evaluate the recognizability and comprehension of
an already widely deployed privacy choice icon. Lastly, we collected participants’ demographic
information and asked about awareness of a US law that required companies to provide a “do not
sell” option. Appendix C.1.1 includes the full set of survey questions.

For this and all subsequent studies, we did not collect personal data from participants, and
we instructed participants to avoid revealing personal information in their open-ended responses.
The Institutional Review Boards at Carnegie Mellon University and the University of Michigan
approved all study protocols.

Recruitment and sample demographics

We recruited 240 participants from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) to ensure roughly 20
responses per condition — a sufficient number for capturing a variety of opinions for descriptive
analysis. We set the recruitment filter as US residents over 18 years old, with a 95% or higher
approval rate. Before answering survey questions, participants reviewed a consent form and con-
firmed their age and residency eligibility. The average study completion time was 5.25 minutes,
and participants were compensated $1.00 (average $11.43/hour).

In line with demographic characteristics of MTurk workers [117], our samples for this and the
subsequent studies were diverse but not representative of the US general population: they skewed
younger, more male, and more educated. We summarize participant demographics here once as

2The Privacy Rights icon was green when presented alone but black-and-white when presented with other icons
to eliminate the impact of color on participants’ selection.
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they were fairly uniform across all studies, and provide detailed demographics for each study in
Appendix C.3. Participants were residing in most US states (with 10-20% living in California)
and somewhat tech-savvy (with 23-48% reporting education or job experience in computer sci-
ence, computer engineering, or IT). 3-10% of participants reported awareness of a US law that
required companies to provide a “do not sell” option, with relatively higher percentages in the
icon-text combinations and OAG toggle evaluations, indicating a potential increase of awareness
after the CCPA went into effect. Once a participant completed one of our studies, we did not
permit them to participate in any subsequent studies evaluating icons and link texts.

Data analysis

We conducted a thematic analysis [203] of participants’ qualitative responses. One author exam-
ined a subset of the qualitative data to identify common themes and developed an initial code-
book. The team then discussed the initial codebook, adding and modifying codes as necessary.
To ensure high consistency in coding, two authors coded 20% of all responses and additional
responses if needed until reaching a Cohen’s κ of at least 0.7, which is considered sufficient
agreement [85] (average κ=.81 across all questions).3 Most responses mapped clearly to a code,
and ambiguous responses were discussed by multiple researchers before being coded. After we
achieved high inter-coder reliability, one researcher coded the remaining responses. We calcu-
lated descriptive statistics of coded qualitative data but did not conduct any hypothesis testing,
as our primary objective for this pre-study was to eliminate from further consideration icons that
appeared confusing or did not effectively convey intended concepts. Eleven responses were ex-
cluded from analysis, as they only included text that did not respond at all to the open-ended
questions. We note the number of responses excluded from the analysis for this and subsequent
studies in Appendix C.3.

Findings

As shown in Table 5.2, most icons did not lead to their intended interpretations when shown
alone. Participants did not exhibit a clear preference for which icon best represented generic
privacy choices, but most chose Slash-Dollar as the icon for representing do-not-sell choices.

A stylized toggle icon best conveyed “choice.” Among the three icons that were intended to
convey choice, participants commonly associated Stylized-Toggle with the notion of choosing or
selecting something. Participants thought of “completion” (i.e., marking something as completed
or completed downloads), rather than choice, upon seeing DoNot-Checked. Changed-Choice
received a variety of interpretations, suggesting that it would not work well for indicating privacy
choices either.

Icons for conveying “opting out” were confusing. Though two participants interpreted Box-
Arrow as “removing something” (as intended), other participants interpreted it differently. Par-

3Responses to the AdChoices interpretation lacked variations, meaning that a single disagreement between
coders would cause a significant drop in Cohen’s κ. For this question, we used inter-coder percentage agreement
instead to measure inter-coder reliability and ensured the percentage agreement was at least 75%.
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Name Icon Common Interpretations (# of Participants)

Stylized-Toggle accept/decline (4); activate/deactivate (2); true/false (2); mark as
completed (1)

Changed-Choice okay/exit options (1); accept/decline (1); true/false (1); opposite is true
(1); no guesses (2)

DoNot-Checked activate/deactivate (2); mark as completed (2); completed downloads (2);
accept/decline (1)

Box-Arrow removing something (2); okay/exit options (2); email or message (1); no
guesses (1)

Circle-Arrow move forward/go (3); email or message (1); no guesses (2)

Folder-Arrow folder/file (4); email or message (3)

DoNot-Dollar cancel payment (2); losing money (2); low balance (2); money/paying (2);
cash/dollars not accepted (1); something is free or requires no money (1)

Slash-Dollar cash/dollars not accepted (4); something is free or requires no money (3);
money/paying (1)

Stop-Dollar money/paying (4); account balance (2); something costs money (2);
something is free or requires no money (1); cash/dollars not accepted (1)

ID-Card payment method (4); something related to a person and money (3);
something costs money (2); account balance (1); no guesses (1)

Profile money/paying (2); stop spending money (2); something costs money (2);

DAA more information (3); move forward/go (2); play button (2)

Table 5.2: Participants’ coded open-ended responses to “What does this symbol communicate to
you?” from conditions in which the icon was shown without a link text in the icon preliminary
testing, along with a code’s number of occurrences. Interpretations that align with the icon’s
intended meaning are bolded.

ticipants mostly interpreted Circle-Arrow as something related to motion, and focused on the
folder element rather than the arrow in Folder-Arrow; neither prompted participants to think of
opting out.

Dollar signs suggested payment rather than selling. All icons intended for do-not-sell choices
conveyed a sense of payment or money, but not selling. Interpretations included “cash or Amer-
ican dollars are not accepted,” “something is free,” “something requires payment,” and “some-
thing related to an account balance.” Promisingly, three participants connected ID-Card with a
person and money, which aligns with its intended purpose of signaling do-not-sell choices.

No clear preference for the privacy choices icon. Participants were divergent in their opin-
ions of which icon best represented choices about the use of personal information (see Fig-
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Figure 5.2: Preliminary testing participants’ selections for an icon that best conveys there’s an
option to (1) “tell websites ‘do not sell my personal information”’ (blue); and (2) “make choices
about the use of my personal information” (red).

ure 5.2). Stylized-Toggle was selected most frequently, though ID-Card, DAA, and Folder-Arrow
were not far behind. In open-ended responses, participants identified certain icon elements that
conveyed privacy choices to them, including “select/choose” (32.3%), “money/selling” (21.0%),
“personal information” (19.2%), and “stop/do not” (16.6%). The mentioning of “money/selling”
and “stop/do not” suggests potential priming effects from the question that asked about the best
icon for do-not-sell choices or the “Do Not Sell My Personal Information” link text if presented.

Slash-Dollar preferred as “do-not-sell” icon. Participants exhibited a clear preference for
which icon best represented do-not-sell choices as 38.9% selected Slash-Dollar (see Figure 5.2).
In open-ended responses, participants mentioned “money/selling” (48.9%), “stop/do not” (46.7%)
and “personal information” (21.0%) as important icon elements for conveying do-not-sell choices.
Participants preferred “stop/do not” to be represented by a circle with a slash, rather than an oc-
tagonal stop sign or a do-not-enter sign, as indicated by the stark difference between Slash-Dollar
and DoNot-Dollar/Stop-Dollar. This suggests that the octagon shape in Stop-Dollar may be dif-
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Figure 5.3: Promising icons from preliminary testing in their refined versions.

ficult to recognize as a stop sign without color, and the “do not enter” sign in DoNot-Dollar was
not widely recognized, or was misidentified as a minus sign.

5.2.3 Refined Icon Testing

Our preliminary testing suggested comprehension issues with most icons but surfaced some
promising candidates. In selecting icons for further testing, we included Stylized-Toggle and
ID-Card as candidates for privacy choices: the former appeared to communicate “choice” well,
and the latter was ranked highly by participants in preliminary testing. For do-not-sell icon can-
didates, we included Slash-Dollar due to participants’ preferences and Stop-Dollar to explore
whether color would increase recognition of the stop sign.

We evaluated refined versions of the four icons mentioned above and the DAA’s Privacy
Rights icon (see Figure 5.3) to further narrow down icon selections for the larger-scale icon-text
evaluation. Specifically, we colored the stop sign and slash red in ID-Card, Stop-Dollar, and
Slash-Dollar, and made the dollar sign in Slash-Dollar more readable. We colored Stylized-
Toggle blue — a neutral color that does not convey a particular state, unlike green or red.

Study protocol

We followed the same protocol as before to evaluate the five icons. To mitigate a potential
priming effect, we randomized the order of the “best icon” questions for privacy/do-not-sell
choices. We recruited 280 participants (roughly 28 per condition) to detect a medium effect size
(.3) [33] with at least 80% power for our planned statistical analysis. We aimed for a medium
effect size due to the study’s exploratory nature and to save the budget for oversampling in the
icon-text evaluation. The average study completion time was 4.50 minutes, and each participant
received $1.00 (average $13.30/hour).

Data analysis

We followed the same qualitative data analysis approach as before (κ=.79). Additionally, we
collaboratively categorized the codes used to analyze open-ended responses to “What does this
symbol communicate to you?” as correct or incorrect interpretations regarding the icon’s in-
tended purpose. We then used these binary labels as the dependent variable of Chi-squared tests
(or Fisher’s exact tests when applicable) to determine whether the overall difference in study
conditions were statistically significant. Follow-up pairwise comparisons were adjusted with
Holm-Bonferroni corrections.
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Name Icon Common Interpretations (# of Participants)

ID-Card something costs money (9); sending money to someone (5); money/paying
(5); something related to a person and money (3); account balance (3) ;
price related (2) ; payment methods accepted by website (2)

Slash-Dollar something is free or requires no money (12); cash/dollars not accepted (6);
money/paying (4); selling is not allowed (1)

Stop-Dollar money/paying (10); stop spending money (5); something costs money (4);
price related (3); sale/discount (3); no guesses (3)

Stylized-Toggle accept/decline something (11); activate/deactivate something (4);
true/false (4); okay/exit options (3)

DAA more information (11); play button (7); move forward/go (3); ad related (2)

Table 5.3: Participants’ coded open-ended responses to “What does this symbol communicate to
you?” from conditions in which we showed the icon without a link text in the refined icons study,
along with a code’s number of occurrences. Interpretations that align with the icon’s intended
meaning are bolded.

Findings

Participants interpreted Stylized-Toggle as an indicator of some form of choice, and preferred it
over other candidates for conveying generic privacy choices. Consistent with the preliminary
testing, participants preferred Slash-Dollar for communicating do-not-sell choices. The CCPA
link text’s presence made participants more likely to expect an icon to lead to do-not-sell choices.

Stylized-Toggle was interpreted as intended. Table 5.3 provides common interpretations of
each icon when displayed without the CCPA link text. A Fisher’s exact test showed significant
differences between icons, when presented alone, in generating correct interpretations that align
with the icon’s intended meaning (p<.001, V=.58). Pairwise comparisons found that Stylized-
Toggle was more likely to be interpreted correctly compared to other icons (all p<.001). Open-
ended responses suggested that Stylized-Toggle was primarily interpreted as an option to “ac-
cept/decline” or “activate/deactivate” something. In contrast, the interpretations of other icons
often misaligned with their intended meanings. The DAA’s Privacy Rights icon conveyed an op-
tion to “get more information” but did not suggest a choice or opt-out. Common interpretations of
Slash-Dollar, were “something is free or does not require money” or “cash or American dollars
were not accepted.” ID-Card was mostly interpreted as “something costs money.” Stop-Dollar
was similarly associated with money, but not selling.

Clear icon preference for privacy choices and do-not-sell choices. With the colorized icons,
participants exhibited a clear preference for Stylized-Toggle to represent choices about the use of
personal information. 16.8% of participants stated that a toggle “with a checkmark and an X in
it” appropriately conveyed choice. Similar to the preliminary testing, Slash-Dollar was selected
most frequently for conveying do-not-sell choices; ID-Card ranked second (see Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.4: Refined testing participants’ selections for an icon that best conveys that there’s an
option to “tell websites ‘do not sell my personal information”’ (blue); and “make choices about
the use of my personal information” (red).

CCPA link text led to expectations of do-not-sell choices. A Chi-squared test showed that
participants who saw the CCPA link text were significantly more likely to interpret the icon as
its intended meaning (p<.001, φ=.38). Of the 139 participants who saw an icon with the CCPA
link text, 43.2% (60) expected some form of choice to stop websites from selling their personal
information. 13.7% (19) expected the ability to configure the types of personal information they
could prevent from being sold or entities to which information is sold. 31.7% (44) expected
being immediately opted out of the sale of personal information after clicking. There was no
significant difference between icons in creating any of these expectations, suggesting that the
link text impacted participants’ expectations rather than the icon. Notably, the CCPA link text’s
presence did not eliminate misconceptions, such as expecting a different type of privacy choice
(e.g., opting out of data collection on the website) or interpreting the link text as a warning not
to give out their personal information to websites.

DAA’s AdChoices icon still mostly unknown. Even though the DAA launched its AdChoices
icon in 2010, only 40 (14.3%) participants recalled seeing this icon before. The most common
expectation of the AdChoices icon was that it provided more information about something, as
indicated by 152 (54.3%) participants. Only six participants expected it would lead them to
choices related to targeted advertising. Our results confirm Leon et al.’s 2011 findings that there
is little recognition of the AdChoices icon [144] — time and widespread adoption does not seem
to have increased consumer awareness of this icon.
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• Do Not Sell My Personal Information • Privacy Options
• Do Not Sell My Info • Privacy Opt-Outs
• Don’t Sell My Info • Privacy Choices
• Do Not Sella • Personal Info Choices
• Don’t Sella • Personal Info Options
• Do-Not-Sell Choicesa • Personal Info Opt-Outs
• Do-Not-Sell Options • Do Not Sell My Info Choicesb

• Do-Not-Sell Opt-Outsa • Do Not Sell My Info Optionsb

aPreliminary link text testing only
bRefined link text testing only

Table 5.4: Link texts tested in the link text pre-study.

5.3 Link Text Pre-Study

We developed and iteratively evaluated potential link texts to accompany our icons and aid com-
prehension. “Privacy Choices” emerged as the best candidate for conveying generic privacy
controls with few misconceptions, closely followed by “Privacy Options.” The CCPA link text
variants performed well in conveying do-not-sell opt-outs but did not generalize to other types of
privacy controls.

5.3.1 Link Text Development

We generated link text candidates by identifying words or phrases corresponding to the three icon
concepts we focused on (choice, opting-out, and do-not-sell). During our ideation, we observed
that link texts could follow a pattern of two components: a privacy-focused prefix and, optionally,
a choice-focused suffix. We wanted to explore whether the general prefix “privacy” or the more
specific prefix “personal info” would more clearly convey the type of choices. For the suffix, we
hypothesized that the broad terms “choices” and “options” would create different expectations
compared to “opt-out,” a more specific type of choice. We also included the two CCPA do-not-
sell opt-out texts [181] and their variants — including an abbreviated version (“Don’t Sell My
Info”), and versions emphasizing choice rather than information (e.g., “Do-Not-Sell Choices”) —
to control for confounds and explore potential alternatives to the CCPA link texts.

Our initial set included 14 link texts revolving around six words or phrases: personal info/privacy/do-
not-sell for the prefix, and choices/options/opt-outs for the suffix. After preliminary testing, we
eliminated four with poor comprehension and added two for further testing. Table 5.4 shows the
full set of link texts we evaluated.

5.3.2 Preliminary Link Text Testing

We tested the initial link text set using a similar protocol as the icon pre-study. Based on the
findings, we eliminated four candidates from subsequent testing and added two more variants of
the CCPA link texts.
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Study protocol

We showed each participant one of the 14 candidate link texts at random, styled as a hypertext
link but non-clickable, without an icon or other context. We asked participants to describe their
expectations of what would happen if they clicked on the link and interpretations of specific text
components. Then, we presented eight scenarios constructed from open-ended responses from
the icon pre-study and asked participants to rate the likelihood that clicking on the link would
lead to each scenario. Two scenarios were accurate expectations related to privacy notices and
choices, three were accurate expectations related to do-not-sell, and three were misconceptions
(see Q3 in Appendix C.1.2). Lastly, participants were asked demographic questions and about
their familiarity with the CCPA. We recruited 140 participants on MTurk (roughly ten responses
per condition) to have a diverse set of qualitative responses for descriptive analysis. The av-
erage study completion time was 4.20 minutes, and each participant received $1.00 (average
$14.29/hour).

Data analysis

We coded participants’ open-ended responses using the same approach as in the icon pre-study
(κ=.89). The coded data was used for descriptive analysis only, as our primary goal was to iden-
tify link texts with high rates of misconceptions and eliminate them from further consideration.

Findings

Our preliminary testing of link texts suggested a greater influence of the prefix, rather than the
suffix, on expectations of what happens after clicking the link. “Personal information” was
understood as personally-identifiable information, and its absence led to misconceptions about
the word “sell.”

“Personal information” was primarily interpreted as PII (personally identifiable informa-
tion). When asked to interpret the phrase “personal information,” “personal info,” or “info,” 33
of the 57 participants (57.9%) who saw a corresponding link text listed examples of PII, such as
name and birthday. 11 participants interpreted the phrase as demographic information, such as
age or gender. Nine participants thought it referred to their IP address or location, and another
nine believed it referred to cookies or past activities on the website or elsewhere.

“Sell” on its own was often misunderstood. Without an explicit reference to personal infor-
mation, participants struggled to identify the subject to which “sell” referred. Among the 45
participants who saw one of the “do not sell” variants without “personal information” or “my
info,” 18 (40.0%) thought the sale referred to a physical product. Four thought the sale was re-
lated to stocks or money, and five did not know what the sale is about. Given that participants
saw the link text with no further context, it is not surprising that such misconceptions occurred.
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5.3.3 Refined Link Text Testing
Our preliminary testing showed that link texts containing the word “sell” without “info” did
not convey privacy choices or do-not-sell choices well. Therefore, we eliminated four corre-
sponding link texts from further testing but retained “Do-Not-Sell Options,” which conveyed a
control/choice related to personal information about as frequently as “Privacy Opt-Outs” and
“Personal Info Options.” We added two new link texts (“Do Not Sell My Info Choices” and “Do
Not Sell My Info Options”) to assess how adding choice-related suffixes would affect the inter-
pretation of the CCPA-mandated link texts. We did not test “Do Not Sell My Info Opt-Outs,” as
our preliminary testing suggested “opt-outs” might be less intuitive than “choices” or “options.”

Study Protocol

We recruited 400 additional participants, roughly 33 per condition, to detect a medium effect size
(.3) with at least 80% power for our planned statistical analysis comparing expectations generated
by the candidate link texts. The average study completion time was 4.1 minutes, and participants
were compensated $1.00 (average $14.63/hour). Since we used the same protocol and survey
instrument, we aggregated participant responses with those collected from the preliminary testing
for the analysis.

Data Analysis

We followed the same qualitative data analysis approach as in previous studies; two authors
coded 20% of the data (κ=.81) and one author coded the remainder. For this and the follow-
ing studies, we structured the codebook hierarchically by grouping codes into four categories
(high-level codes) for category-level analysis. Specifically, we labeled “yes” or “no” for whether
a code conveyed (1) the concept of choice; (2) the ability to opt out of the sale of personal
information; (3) the concept of privacy broadly; and (4) misconceptions.4 Three authors com-
pleted the mapping for all codes together and resolved any disagreements. We then used the
values of these categorizations as the dependent variables in Pearson chi-square or Fisher’s exact
tests, with link text conditions as the independent variable. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons were
Holm-Bonferroni corrected.

Findings

As seen in Figure 5.5, participants’ expectations significantly varied across link texts. “Privacy
Choices” created the least misconceptions. The CCPA link texts and their variants successfully
led to expectations of do-not-sell choices.

Link text suffix did not impact expectations of choices. 47.9% of participants expected to
see some form of choices, including those related to privacy and do-not-sell. As seen in Fig-
ure 5.5, there was a significant overall difference between conditions (p<.001, V=.27). Pairwise

4For example, the response “It would give you the option to not have your personal information given, shared, or
sold to someone else” was coded as “choices: do not sell.” For high-level categories, the code was labeled as “yes”
for conveying choice and do-not-sell, and “no” for conveying privacy or a misconception.
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of expectations in response to “What do you think would happen if you
clicked on this [link]?” in our link text pre-study.

comparisons revealed that the only significant difference was between “Privacy Options” and
“Do-Not-Sell Options” (p=.04); 67.6% and 25.0% of participants in those conditions expressed
expectations of choices, respectively. The choice-related suffixes (i.e., “choices,” “options,” or
“opt-outs”) did not appear to impact participant expectations of choices, given the small differ-
ences between link texts with the same privacy-related prefix.

CCPA link text variants led to expectations of do-not-sell choices but did not generalize.
As seen in Figure 5.5, there was a significant difference between conditions in generating expec-
tations of do-not-sell choices (p<.001, V=.34), or something more broadly related to privacy
(p<.001, V=.42). Link texts beginning with “Do Not Sell” most often led to expectations of
do-not-sell choices, with “Do Not Sell My Info Choices” performing significantly better than
“Personal Info Options” (p=.005), “Privacy Options” (p=.008), and “Privacy Choices” (p=.04)
in this regard. 35.0% of participants who saw “Do Not Sell My Info Choices” expected do-
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not-sell choices, whereas no participants who saw “Personal Info Options” or “Privacy Options”
expressed the same expectation. However, link texts beginning with “Do Not Sell” did not ef-
fectively convey broader privacy-related information or options. “Privacy Options,” “Privacy
Choices,” and “Privacy Opt-Outs” were all significantly better than “Do-Not-Sell Options” (all
p<.001), “Do Not Sell My Info Choices” (.0003<p<.012), “Don’t Sell My Info” (.001<p<.04),
and “Do Not Sell My Info” (.002<p<.05) for this purpose. 67.1% of participants who saw a
“Privacy” prefixed link text described a privacy-related expectation, compared to 21.4% who
saw a “Do Not Sell” prefixed link text.

“Privacy Choices” generated the least misconceptions. As seen in Figure 5.5, the distribu-
tion of misconceptions were not even across conditions (p<.001, V=.39). Pairwise comparisons
revealed that “Privacy Choices” created significantly fewer misconceptions than “‘Do Not Sell
My Info” (p=.04). Among the 63 participants who saw one of the link texts beginning with “Do
Not Sell,” some thought the link would lead to phishing/malware risks (16), investment advice
(8), the site’s policy on selling items (8), and ads for privacy products or other services (6).

Some link texts might apply to both privacy choices and do-not-sell choices. In examining
participants’ Likert responses to the predefined scenarios, five link texts were rated as “definitely”
or “probably” likely to lead to choices about how personal information is used and shared by over
three quarters of participants. Among them, “Personal info Choices,” “Privacy Opt-Outs,” “Do
Not Sell My info Options,” and “Privacy Options” were also among the top five link texts rated
as “definitely” or “probably” likely to lead to the scenario describing choices about the sale of
personal information. This suggests that these four link texts had the potential to convey both
generic privacy choices and do-not-sell choices relatively well.

5.4 Icon-Text Combinations Evaluation
Our pre-studies suggested a need for combining icons with link texts, consistent with prior re-
search and recommendations [84, 233]. Icons alone do not necessarily translate to correct expec-
tations even with a certain degree of familiarity [123, 199], as reflected by our findings on the
DAA’s AdChoices icon. Similarly, link text alone might not stand out. Pairing the two together
can attract user attention and aid comprehension [116]. We conducted a large-scale evaluation to
find icon-text combinations that accurately convey privacy choices and do-not-sell choices.

5.4.1 Method

For icons, we selected Stylized-Toggle and Slash-Dollar, since they were the most preferred for
indicating privacy choices and do-not-sell choices respectively. We also included DAA’s Privacy
Rights icon because of its potential for widespread adoption by DAA member companies. For
link texts, we selected “Privacy Options” and “Privacy Choices” since they best generated expec-
tations of choices/controls and expectations related to privacy (see Figure 5.5). We also included
the two CCPA-mandated link texts since they conveyed do-not-sell choices well. We did not
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include any variants of the CCPA link texts since the choice-related suffix did not influence par-
ticipant expectations. Additionally, we included “Personal Info Choices” since Likert responses
to predefined scenarios suggested it worked well to communicate both do-not-sell choices and
broader privacy controls.

Study protocol

To measure to what extent icons and link texts interact with each other in shaping participant
expectations, we used a nearly full-factorial experimental design including four icon conditions
and six link text conditions (a total of 23 conditions). The four icon conditions were the DAA’s
Privacy Rights icon, Slash-Dollar, Stylized-Toggle, and no icon. The six link text conditions were
“Do Not Sell My Personal Information,” “Do Not Sell My Info,” “Privacy Choices,” “Privacy
Options,” “Personal Info Choices,” and no link text. We excluded the combination of no icon
and no link text since participants would not see any information. Our examination of icon-text
combinations was exploratory — even though the pre-studies indicated that some icons and link
texts perform better than others for certain purposes, interaction effects might exist between the
icon and text, making it difficult to generate specific hypotheses.

We followed a between-subjects design, showing each participant an icon-text combination
at random. While we presented icons and link texts with no context in the pre-studies, here we
showed the icon and link text together on a fictitious online shoe retailer website (see Figure 5.6)
to emulate how consumers might encounter them in the wild. We modified the eight scenar-
ios for Likert questions based on common expectations uncovered in the link text pre-study;
two were correct expectations, two were semi-correct expectations, and the rest were miscon-
ceptions about unwanted outcomes (see Q3 in Appendix C.1.3). We recruited 1,468 MTurk
participants (roughly 64 per condition) based on heuristics that would allow us to run planned
regressions [188]. The average study completion time was 4.55 minutes, and participants were
compensated $1.00 (average $13.19/hour).

Data analysis

We followed the same qualitative analysis approach as in the link text pre-study (κ=.83) before
using the data for quantification.5 We coded participants’ responses about expectations to iden-
tify common themes, then categorized individual codes based on whether they convey the idea of
choice, do-not-sell choices, privacy broadly, or misconceptions. We then ran logistic regressions
using these high-level code categories as the dependent variable, the icon-text combination con-
dition as the main independent variable, and participant demographics as control independent
variables. We ran additional logistic regressions with the same independent variables on a bi-
nary variable that represented participants’ expected likelihood of each predefined scenario.6 We
applied Holm-Bonferroni corrections to p-values in all regressions since we conducted multiple

5There was little diversity in responses to the question regarding the meaning of “sell” in the link text. Thus,
we used percentage agreement rather than Cohen’s κ to measure inter-coder reliability and ensured the percentage
agreement was at least 75%.

6“Definitely” and “probably” were coded as “expected” (expecting the scenario would happen) and the other
answer options were coded as “unexpected.”
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Figure 5.6: Icon and link text presented on a fictitious online shoe retailer webpage used in
the icon-text combination evaluation. The icon and link text were highlighted with an orange
rectangle to attract participants’ attention. Shown is the condition combining Stylized-Toggle
(icon) and “Privacy Options” (link text).

tests without preplanned hypotheses [7]. Detailed regression results are provided in Tables 7
and 8 as part of Appendix C.4.1.

5.4.2 Findings

We found significant differences between icon-text conditions in creating expectations of privacy
choices or do-not-sell choices; link texts impacted participant expectations more than icons in
this regard. Furthermore, Slash-Dollar and “Personal Info Choices” generated more misconcep-
tions than the other icons or link texts.

Conveying privacy choices. Regressions of participants’ categorized open-ended expectations
(Table 7 in Appendix C.4.1) compared how well different icon-text combinations conveyed the
concepts of choice (e.g., “My choices would pop up on the screen”) and privacy (e.g., “It will
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of Likert responses across conditions in icon-text combinations evalua-
tion.

enable a more private experience”). Compared to Toggle-Privacy Options as the baseline, com-
binations including the “Privacy Options” or “Privacy Choices” link text, as well as Stylized-
Toggle by itself, performed similarly in generating privacy-related expectations; participants
in all other combinations were significantly less likely to expect something related to privacy
(.005<OR<.13, all p<.001). Furthermore, participants were significantly less likely to expect
some form of choice when seeing the link text “Personal Info Choices” without Stylized-Toggle,
or DAA/Dollar without an accompanying link text (.03<OR<.27, .001<p<.03).

Figure 5.7a shows participants’ Likert responses to the generic privacy choice scenario. Over-
all, Toggle-Privacy Options was the best candidate for conveying “choices about how personal
information is used or shared”: 93.4% of participants who saw this combination thought they
would definitely or probably be led to privacy choices. Regressions of Likert responses (Table 8
in Appendix C.4.1) further showed that participants were significantly more likely to expect
privacy choices when seeing Toggle-Privacy Options, compared to Toggle-Do Not Sell My Per-
sonal Information, Slash-Dollar icon alone, and DAA icon alone (.03<OR<.17, .001<p<.009).
However, the differences between Toggle-Privacy Options and other conditions with “Privacy
Options” as the link text were minimal and not significant in regressions. Most combinations
involving the “Privacy Options” and “Privacy Choices” link texts effectively conveyed privacy
choices.

Conveying do-not-sell choices. Regressions of participants’ categorized open-ended expec-
tations indicated that the two CCPA-mandated link texts significantly outperformed other link
texts in creating the expectation of do-not-sell choices (e.g.,“It would let you opt out of them
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selling your information”). Relative to “Do Not Sell My Personal Information” with no icon, all
conditions with the link texts “Privacy Options,” “Personal Info Choices,” and “Privacy Choices”
performed significantly worse in generating expectations of do-not-sell choices (.01<OR<.13,
all p<=.001). There were no significant differences between “Do Not Sell My Personal Infor-
mation” or “Do Not Sell My Info” in this regard.

Figure 5.7b shows participants’ Likert responses to the do-not-sell choices scenario. The
three conditions with the highest percentage of definitely/probably responses all included one of
the CCPA link texts: No Icon-Do Not Sell My Info (82.1%), DAA-Do Not Sell My Info (70.5%),
and No Icon-Do Not Sell My Personal Information (67.8%). Regressions on Likert responses
further showed that No Icon-Do Not Sell My Personal Information performed significantly better
than the DAA (OR=.06, p<.001) and Slash-Dollar icons alone (OR=.28, p=.04) in conveying
do-not-sell choices, suggesting effectiveness of the CCPA link texts in this regard.

Stylized-Toggle was occasionally perceived as an actual control button. While Toggle-
Privacy Options conveyed privacy choices well and the two CCPA mandated link texts conveyed
do-not-sell choices well, putting Stylized-Toggle next to the CCPA link texts led to an unintended
consequence. 40.0% of participants who saw Toggle-Do Not Sell My Personal Information ex-
pected that clicking on them would definitely or probably “give the website permission to sell my
personal information.” Stylized-Toggle significantly increased the likelihood of this misconcep-
tion compared to no icon (OR=5.25, p=.02) when combined with the “Do Not Sell My Personal
Information” link text. This suggests that participants might perceive Stylized-Toggle as an actual
control switch for the sale of one’s personal information on the website when the icon was next to
the CCPA link texts. However, we did not observe a similar pattern in participants’ open-ended
expectations — this expectation only emerged when we explicitly asked participants whether
clicking the icon would give the website permission to sell their personal information, indicating
a potential priming effect.

Misconceptions with Slash-Dollar icon and “Personal Info Choices.” Regressions of partic-
ipants’ categorized open-ended expectations revealed that Slash-Dollar without a link text signif-
icantly increased the likelihood of misconceptions relative to Toggle-Privacy Options (OR=67.2,
p<.001). Among the 371 participants who saw Slash-Dollar, 33 (8.9%) expressed expectations
of payment options, particularly related to secure or encrypted payment (e.g., “It would present
your rights to pay through secure links”). These findings indicate that the Slash-Dollar icon, even
when paired with a link text, might be too suggestive of payment, transaction, or other financial
concepts that do not concern personal information.

Also relative to Toggle-Privacy Options, all conditions with “Personal Info Choices” in-
creased the likelihood of misconceptions (11.9<OR<18.1, .005<p<.04). Only 42.0% of partic-
ipants who saw “Personal Info Choices” accurately interpreted choices as controls related to the
collection, processing, and sharing of their personal data or broader privacy choices, compared
to 66.5% of those who saw “Privacy Choices.” Misinterpretations of choices most frequently in-
cluded profile settings related to purchasing shoes (16.7%; e.g., “Probably it would let you input
your shoe size, height, favorite styles, etc. for a more customized look”). Other misconceptions
included that the link would lead to choices about shoe styles or sizes available on the website
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Figure 5.8: Our stylized toggle, OAG’s proposed opt-out button, its variant, and the iOS switch
button.

(13.1%) and choices related to payment methods (1.6%). The remaining participants were either
not sure about or did not specify the types of choices they expected.

5.5 OAG Icon Evaluation
In February 2020, the California Attorney General’s office (OAG) released the first set of modi-
fications to the CCPA regulations [184] after we had shared our results with them. The proposed
modifications included an opt-out icon (CalAG-Toggle) that was similar, but not identical to our
Stylized-Toggle icon (see Figure 5.8).

Our icon-text combinations evaluation suggested that Stylized-Toggle might occasionally be
perceived as an actual control switch rather than an icon when paired with the CCPA-mandated
link texts. We were concerned that CalAG-Toggle would make this misconception even more
likely for two reasons. First, CalAG-Toggle closely resembled the toggle switch in iOS (see
Figure 5.8). By contrast, Stylized-Toggle used a checkmark and “X” to visually convey the
availability of options and a dividing line to differentiate it from a real toggle control. Second,
CalAG-Toggle being in red created a potentially confusing double negative when paired with
“Do No Sell My Personal Information.” One could interpret it as either “my data is currently
being sold” (because red indicates the setting “Do Not Sell My Personal Information” being off),
or “my data is currently not being sold” (because red indicates the sale of personal information
is prohibited). In contrast, Stylized-Toggle used blue, a neutral color that does not convey a
particular state. We conducted a follow-up study to examine whether the style and color of
CalAG-Toggle might diminish icon comprehension compared to Stylized-Toggle.

5.5.1 Method
We used the method already employed in our icon-text combinations evaluation to test the OAG’s
proposed icon.

Study protocol

To understand to what extent icon style and color jointly shape participant interpretations, we
implemented a full factorial design that included two color conditions (red, blue) and three style
conditions (six conditions total). In addition to Stylized-Toggle and CalAG-Toggle, we created
a third style condition, CalAGX-Toggle (see Figure 5.8), which seeks to improve the visual aes-
thetics of CalAG-Toggle by enlarging the “X” to make it visually equivalent to the circle.
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As before, we used a between-subjects design, showing participants one of the six icons
at random next to “Do Not Sell My Personal Information” on a fictitious online shoe retailer
website. In addition to their open-ended expectations, we asked participants about the likelihood
of eight scenarios occurring on a Likert scale. In order to understand whether participants viewed
the toggle as an actual control switch, we included two misconception scenarios of immediate
settings changes (see Q3 in Appendix C.1.4). We recruited 421 MTurk participants (roughly
70 per condition) for this study based on heuristics for running our planned regressions [188].
The average study completion time was 4.6 minutes, and participants were compensated $1.00
(average $13.04/hour).

Data analysis

We used the same approach employed in our previous studies to analyze qualitative data (κ=.90).
Additionally, we grouped codes into high-level categories as to whether the code conveyed (1)
any misconceptions or (2) the icon was perceived as an actual control switch. We then ran
logistic regressions on these coded expectations and Likert responses (converted into a binary
variable) to scenarios. We treated the interaction term [36] between icon color and style as the
key independent variable, and participant demographics as the control independent variables.7

Detailed regression results are provided in Tables 9 and 10 of Appendix C.4.2. We did not
apply corrections to p-values since we ran a small number (2) of regressions with preplanned
hypotheses (i.e., Stylized-Toggle would perform better than CalAG/CalAGX-Toggles) [7].

5.5.2 Findings

We found that Stylized-Toggle better conveyed do-not-sell choices than the OAG’s proposed opt-
out icon and its variant with fewer toggle-related misconceptions. The icon’s color (red or blue)
did not significantly alter participant expectations in most cases.

Stylized-Toggle better created expectations of do-not-sell choices. Figure 5.9 shows expec-
tations of what would happen after clicking an icon. The most frequent expectation regarding
Stylized-Toggle (29, 21.2%) was to be directed to a page with choices about the sale of personal
information, a correct and desired interpretation according to the CCPA [181]. This expectation,
however, was mentioned much less often in conditions involving CalAG-Toggle (16, 11.9%) and
CalAGX-Toggle (10, 7.6%). The significant differences were confirmed by regressions on Likert
responses to the do-not-sell choices scenario, in which participants who saw Stylized-Toggle were
significantly more likely to expect “it will lead me to a page where I can choose whether or not
the website can sell my personal information” compared to CalAG-Toggle (OR=.40, p<.001)
and CalAGX-Toggle (OR=.41, p=.001).

7Following statistical analysis guidelines [201], for any model in which the interaction effect between style and
color was not significant, we compared its performance with another model without the interaction term (i.e., style
and color was examined in isolation as main effects). If the “interaction model” provided a much better fit to the
data than the “main effect only model,” we report results from the first model; otherwise, we report results from the
latter model.
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Figure 5.9: Common expectations of what would happen after clicking based on open-ended
responses in conditions with Stylized-Toggle (n=137), CalAG-Toggle (n=134) and CalAGX-
Toggle (n=132).

Stylized-Toggle led to fewer toggle-related misconceptions. Regressions on participants’ cat-
egorized open-ended expectations revealed that CalAG-Toggle and CalAGX-Toggle were signifi-
cantly more likely to generate misconceptions compared to Stylized-Toggle (OR=2.3, OR=2.4;
both p=.003). Examples of these misconceptions include perceiving the toggle icon as an ac-
tual switch, expecting a negative outcome (e.g., more tracking), or believing that nothing would
happen. Specifically, participants who saw CalAG-Toggle and CalAGX-Toggle were signifi-
cantly more likely to perceive the toggle as an actual control switch compared to Stylized-Toggle
(OR=2.4, p=.003; OR=2.4, p=.004). A participant quote that conveyed this misconception is
“It would change between red and green depending on if I wanted to allow it.”

As shown in Figure 5.9, the most frequent expectation in conditions involving CalAG-Toggle
(38, 28.4%) and CalAGX-Toggle (30, 22.7%) was that the icon was an actual toggle switch
currently set to “Do Not Sell My Personal Information” — clicking would give the website
permission to sell the user’s personal information, which is the opposite of the intended meaning.
Users who have this notion might avoid clicking the icon or link text for fear of losing their
privacy and thus lose the opportunity to exercise the do-not-sell opt-out. In contrast, only 10
(7.3%) participants who saw Stylized-Toggle mentioned this misconception.

Another misconception that occurred for all three icon styles (9, 6.6% for Stylized-Toggle;
8, 6.0% for CalAG-Toggle and 12, 9.1% for CalAGX-Toggle) was that the website is currently
selling the user’s personal information, and that clicking the toggle would stop it. Participants
who held this misconception understood the icon’s purpose but misinterpreted the icon’s func-
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tionality — according to the CCPA [181], the icon should take users to respective settings but
is unlikely to result in immediate changes. Regressions on the Likert responses for the respec-
tive scenario revealed interaction effects between toggle style and color; Stylized-Toggle in blue
significantly decreased the likelihood of this misconception compared to Stylized-Toggle in red
(OR=2.78, p=.006) and CalAGX-Toggle in blue (OR=2.75, p=.009). This misconception is not
particularly problematic as it is less likely to discourage users from clicking. However, a privacy
choice icon ideally should communicate both its intention and its function accurately.

5.6 Discussion
Our findings provide insights into the design and effectiveness of icons and link text in conveying
privacy choices. Below we discuss our study’s limitations and outline implications for design
practice and privacy regulations.

5.6.1 Limitations
Our research has several limitations. First, we recruited all participants from Mechanical Turk,
and they were more educated and tech-savvy than the U.S. general population. Nonetheless, prior
work has shown that MTurkers are more demographically diverse than student samples [15, 23]
and that they offer similar responses to security and privacy surveys as traditional participant
pools [195]. Second, our experiments focused on one application scenario (a fictitious online
shoe retailer), which might have primed participants (e.g., to associate the dollar sign with pay-
ment and “sell” with shoe discounts). That noted, participants’ responses for our best perform-
ing icons/link texts did not indicate that the website context affected their interpretations. Third,
we measured the perception and comprehension of the icon/text by presenting them in a static
screenshot; we did not measure whether participants would notice the icon/text on their own or
how participants would interact with the provided choices as that was not the focus of this study.8

Fourth, we did not investigate accessibility issues or evaluate the use of icons with screen read-
ers. Lastly, we did not directly compare our privacy choice icons with icons focusing on different
privacy-related aspects (e.g., those that seek to visualize the concept of privacy itself or specific
data practices [199]), which could be a contribution of future work.

5.6.2 Design Implications
Icons for privacy choices should be rooted in simple and familiar concepts

Stylized-Toggle was participants’ favorite privacy choice icon in the pre-study, and performed
best in conveying privacy choices when paired with “Privacy Options” in the icon-text com-
binations evaluation. Stylized-Toggle adopts a minimalistic design and conveys the notion of

8We measured participants’ attention to the icon/link text in another study for the OAG [43]. Specifically, we
showed participants a website screenshot and asked them a question about a nearby link, then removed the screenshot
and asked them to describe any icon/link text they had noticed that would help them opt out of the sale of personal
information. Less than half of the participants could accurately recall seeing the icon/link text for do-not-sell opt-
outs.
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choice using a toggle — a familiar and common UI element representing the ability to make
selections [8]. Nonetheless, the OAG icon evaluation shows the importance of an icon taking
inspirations from rather than copying other familiar UI elements to convey the intended concept
without creating confusion. Conversely, the icons that were comprehended poorly and thus ex-
cluded after the icon pre-study either attempted to convey a more abstract concept (e.g., the three
icons that intended to convey ‘‘opt out”) or appeared too complicated as they combined mul-
tiple concepts (e.g., ID-Card and Profile combined elements representing “do not,” “personal
information,” and “money/selling”).

Our findings suggest that an icon for privacy choices should focus on a simple and familiar
concept, like choice, instead of abstract or complex concepts. For the same reason, we hypoth-
esize that a choice-focused icon would work better than an icon attempting to convey “privacy”
in indicating privacy choices — future work is needed to validate this hypothesis, as we did
not test privacy-focused icons. While prior work has proposed graphical representations of pri-
vacy — such as sunglasses, keyholes, locks, and cameras — users’ mental models of privacy are
diverse and nuanced [178]. Instead, we opted to highlight the notion of choice through the icon
and use the word “privacy” in the accompanying text. As our findings show, this effectively
clarified the type of choice the icon represents.

Icons should be accompanied by link texts

In line with prior work suggesting that icons and text information should appear in conjunc-
tion [60, 187, 206], our findings show that link text has a significant impact on the icon’s com-
prehension. Participants who saw an icon without a link text exhibited more misconceptions.
Even when participants correctly recognized the concept of choice, payment, or stopping, they
often failed to connect those concepts to personal information without a text description. In our
icon-text combinations evaluation, conditions without link text performed comparatively worse.
These findings suggest the importance of placing a descriptive link text next to an icon to aid
comprehension and reduce misconceptions. This does not undermine the merits of icons — they
still complement and reinforce a text description with a visual depiction, which aids recogni-
tion [116], enables textual descriptions to be more concise [84], and conveys concepts across
language barriers [199]. Any icon should come with a text description when first introduced, and
once it has been broadly adopted, further testing should evaluate if the text can be removed.

Usability issues of the AdChoices icon persist despite wide adoption

Even though thousands of companies have adopted the DAA’s AdChoices icon [51], our partici-
pants struggled to recognize it or accurately interpret it. In the icon pre-study, only 14% of par-
ticipants recalled seeing the icon before, and even fewer correctly associated it with advertising
choices. This finding echoes prior work conducted nearly a decade ago [144, 222], and shows
that comprehension of this icon has not improved much since then. Coloring the AdChoices
icon in green — as done by DAA’s Privacy Rights icon — did not improve comprehension either.
Most participants thought of “more information” upon seeing the lowercase “i” and perceived
the triangle shape as an audio/video play button. Icons have the potential to acquire a universal
communicative power after being used over time even when their constitutive elements may not
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be intuitive, as demonstrated by the gear icon for settings [211] or the three arrow triangle for
recycling [126]. However, our findings suggest that this is not the case for the two DAA icons,
as our participants rarely associated them with privacy, do-not-sell, or other types of choices.
Rather than adopting a problematic icon and expecting users will understand it over time, our
findings demonstrate the importance of evaluating initial icon designs with user testing to ensure
the icon is comprehensible.

Privacy choice indicators are only one component of usable privacy choices

As demonstrated in Chapter 4, users struggle to find privacy choices on websites. Our research
seeks to help users with this discovery problem. Our proposed icon-text combinations could
serve as gateways leading users to website privacy choices, especially if a standard mechanism
were to be adopted and used consistently. Nevertheless, privacy choice indicators alone are
insufficient. Designing indicators to help users locate privacy choices is only the first step in
improving end-to-end interactions with those choices. The indicators have to compete with many
other UI elements for users’ attention, and they still place the burden of accessing, learning, and
exercising privacy choices on users [40, 135, 151]. Therefore, the interfaces users encounter
after clicking on an icon/link text should be designed to minimize user effort. For instance, a
web form for the CCPA do-not-sell opt-out could provide a conspicuous global “opt out” option
on top, with more granular options presented below [172]. For a more substantial reduction in
user burden, privacy choice indicators should be part of automated mechanisms [11, 107, 235],
such as APIs that allow users to control privacy settings across websites in their web browsers,
or personalized privacy assistants that learn users’ privacy preferences and semi-automatically
configure settings for them [12, 34, 44, 151].

5.6.3 Public Policy Implications

Incorporate user testing into the policy-making process

Researchers have argued that privacy interfaces should be developed through a user-centric and
iterative design process involving user testing at early stages [10, 205, 206]. Unfortunately,
most existing privacy laws either do not emphasize usability or include vague requirements for
presenting privacy choices in UI design. For instance, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
advocates that any privacy notice or choice must be “clear and prominently displayed” [229]
but does not provide specific guidance on how to achieve this [76, 77]. In contrast, the widely
adopted model privacy notice for US financial institutions was the product of an iterative design
and testing process [94]. Another positive example is the guidance for GDPR compliance from
the UK Information Commissioner’s Office [122], which included visual examples to illustrate
what constitutes valid consent [121]. The OAG’s consideration of our research in the CCPA
rule-making process further demonstrates that incorporating user-tested privacy interfaces into
privacy laws is not only necessary but also feasible. The OAG removed their proposed opt-out
icon from the CCPA regulations [183] after we shared our findings with them about how their
icon could generate critical misconceptions. Subsequently, the OAG added our blue stylized
toggle icon in an amendment to the CCPA to convey the presence of do-not-sell opt-outs [185].
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Mandate unified privacy choices indicators

Even though the CCPA has an optional icon for conveying do-not-sell opt-outs [185], we consider
it unrealistic and inefficient for privacy laws to require a specific icon or UI element for each
privacy choice that businesses might offer, voluntarily or to comply with regulations. A web
page with many different indicators is likely to confuse or overwhelm consumers [137]. Instead,
mandating a standardized privacy choices indicator that direct users to all privacy choices in one
place (e.g., a centralized privacy dashboard, account settings, or dedicated privacy choices page)
would provide numerous benefits. For lawmakers, this approach is more economical compared
to the significant time and resources required to develop, test, and oversee the enforcement of
individual privacy choice indicators. Consumers would also appreciate a consistent and thus
learnable path to navigate and exercise privacy choices [174]. Our research shows that Stylized-
Toggle paired with the link text “Privacy Options” could be a good candidate for such a unified
privacy choices indicator.

User-tested icons should be paired with public outreach and education

User testing can identify poor privacy choice indicators with comprehension issues, such as the
DAA icons or the OAG proposed icon [184], that would require significantly more effort in con-
sumer education. However, even for icons that have gone through rigorous testing, consumer
education is still needed to raise awareness, communicate the icon’s purpose, and dispel mis-
conceptions. In our research, even the best-performing Stylized-Toggle icon generated miscon-
ceptions occasionally. We find little documentation on associated education or public outreach
efforts for most existing privacy icons. While there have been education campaigns for the Ad-
Choices icon in the US and Europe [49, 217], consumer awareness remains low, as we and others
have found [46, 222]. Whether this is due to ineffective messaging or insufficient reach is unclear.
We suggest that effective education campaigns for new privacy choice icons need to address the
misconceptions uncovered in initial user testing, create an active and engaging learning experi-
ence [140], and possibly use personalized education content tailoring toward individual users’
characteristics [209, 231].

5.7 Conclusion
We conducted a series of studies to design and evaluate icons and link texts for conveying the
presence of general privacy choices and the CCPA-mandated opt-out for the sale of personal
information. While most icons we tested were poorly interpreted without a link text, a stylized
toggle icon effectively conveyed the notion of choice and performed the best in conveying privacy
choices when paired with “Privacy Options.” The two CCPA-mandated link texts (“Do Not Sell
My Personal Information” and “Do Not Sell My Info”) accurately communicated do-not-sell opt-
outs combined with most icons. Our results provide implications for designers and policymakers
by highlighting the importance of accompanying icons with text descriptions, using standardized
visual indicators to help users locate privacy choice mechanisms, and incorporating user testing
into policy-making processes.
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Chapter 6

Identifying User Needs for Advertising
Controls on Facebook

The research previously presented in Chapters 3 and 4 primarily focused on consumers’ ability
to find, comprehend, and use different types of privacy choice mechanisms. Chapter 5 presented
a potential solution for more effectively communicating the availability of privacy choice mech-
anisms. The research described in this chapter focuses on another aspect of usability: whether
privacy choice mechanisms actually align with user needs. This is studied in the context of
controls for online behavioral advertising (OBA) available on Facebook.

OBA, an integral part of how many free online services operate, generates over $100 billion
of revenue each year, primarily profiting major tech companies, such as Google and Facebook,
that serve targeted ads [98]. Facebook allows advertisers to target ads to users based on rich
behavioral data including demographics, location data, interests, similarities to other groups of
individuals, activities on Facebook such as clicking ads or interacting with business pages, and
activity on other websites or apps [73, 74]. These practices may help advertisers reach interested
audiences, and allow consumers to use services without a fee while potentially receiving more
relevant ads. However, many argue that OBA can cause privacy harm to users [29, 91, 225]. Prior
work has found that while consumers have some understanding of the data collected about them,
they do not have a complete understanding of companies’ advertising practices and sometimes
find them creepy [192, 222, 238]. Furthermore, users may not be sufficiently equipped to make
informed decisions about the use of their data for OBA [2].

Facebook has considerably expanded its user privacy settings over the past several years, and
now offers numerous controls related to users’ advertising experience. Previous work has ex-
amined Facebook’s privacy settings, primarily in the context of whether they address user needs
for privacy from other Facebook users [152, 236]. What is missing is an understanding of user
needs related to Facebook’s data collection and advertising practices. This chapter fills this gap
through a survey and remote usability study exploring what Facebook users want to control about
their advertising experience, and specific concerns that shape their needs related to advertising
controls. Additionally, this study contributes a better understanding of the usability barriers pre-

This chapter is a lightly edited version of a paper in submission as: Hana Habib, Sarah Pearman, Ellie Young,
Jiamin Wang, Robert Zhang, Ishika Saxena, and Lorrie Faith Cranor. “Identifying User Needs for Advertising
Controls on Facebook” [105].
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sented by current implementations of such controls on Facebook. Our results highlight how
different design choices can impact the usability of advertising controls, providing insights for
platforms beyond Facebook.

Our survey identified some Facebook advertising controls that participants were already using
for both privacy-related as well as user experience reasons, and others that participants had not
yet discovered but seemed likely to address their needs. Participants in our remote usability study
struggled to find and navigate available advertising controls, but controls directly accessible from
an advertisement were perceived to be more usable. Furthermore, while participants exhibited
a reasonable comprehension of granular controls related to specific ads, advertisers, or personal
information used in targeting, they struggled to understand controls related to the use of list-based
audiences and data aggregation from third-parties. We also found that participants had differing
needs and priorities related to advertising controls, which could be categorized into four groups
according to their sentiments toward targeted advertising and concerns related to data collection.

This chapter makes the following contributions:
• Demonstration of where Facebook’s ad controls fall short in terms of usability and where

they seem to meet user needs.
• A set of functional requirements to address a wide range of user objectives related to

targeted advertising, spanning from a desire for less data collection to a desire for ads
that are even more relevant to their interests.

• Discussion of how the usability findings and functional requirements may be helpful for
improving the usability of ad controls on other platforms beyond Facebook.

6.1 Online Survey
We conducted an online survey to gain preliminary insights into users’ strategies for controlling
their advertising experience as well user needs that are unmet by existing controls. Our findings
suggest that Facebook users have different goals related to the ads they see on the platform,
including some that are already addressed by current controls. However, there seems to be a lack
of awareness of these controls, suggesting issues of discoverability. These results helped inform
the design of our remote usability study tasks.

6.1.1 Survey Methods
We ran our survey on two crowdsourcing platforms. Prior to the survey, participants completed
a consent form approved by our IRB.

Survey Design

Participants answered up to 28 multiple-choice and open-ended survey questions. To capture
background information related to participants’ Facebook experience, we first asked multiple-
choice questions regarding frequency of Facebook usage, frequency of encountering Facebook
ads, and device preference when using Facebook. We then asked open-ended, multiple choice,
and Likert-scale questions to learn more about participants’ sentiments toward the ads they see
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on Facebook, drawn from prior work [222]. To capture information about the use of specific
types of ad controls, the survey then presented opportunities to describe any past experience
attempting to control the amount or topics of ads they saw on Facebook, which advertisers were
able to show them ads on Facebook, and/or which information was used to target them with
ads on Facebook. To further probe participants’ past experiences with Facebook’s ad controls,
we next asked participants to recall whether they had ever seen an ad on Facebook they did
not want to see, and if so, what (if anything) they did about it. Similarly, participants were
then shown screenshots of the desktop and mobile versions of Facebook’s Ad Preferences (as
it appeared in June 2020) and were asked to recall any past experience with it: whether they
had ever changed their settings using that page, and if they had, what settings they changed and
why. To better understand user objectives related to advertising that may not have been captured
by the previous questions, we asked another open-ended question: “Are there any aspects of
advertising on Facebook that you would like to control or change but haven’t yet been able to?
If so, please describe.” Additionally, to learn more about the use of other types of ad control
strategies participants were asked to select which, if any, strategies or software they currently
use to control ads on the device they use the most. Last, participants answered demographic
questions about their age, gender, and race or ethnic identity. The full survey is presented in
Appendix D.2.

Survey Analysis

We used thematic analysis to categorize the free responses. Two researchers worked collab-
oratively to build the codebook, using affinity diagramming to create categories for questions
about users’ attitudes and reasons for their behaviors. The data was coded by one of the two re-
searchers. To ensure consistency, the two coders reviewed each other’s work. We also performed
an additional round of higher-level coding that incorporated responses to multiple questions to
generate two lists: one of goals participants had described related to controlling ads and another
of Facebook advertising controls that participants had mentioned using at any point in the sur-
vey. We primarily report on this higher-level coding as this most directly impacted the remote
usability study.

6.1.2 Recruitment & Demographics

Participants were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) and Prolific in July 2020.
We required participants to be at least 18 years old, live in the United States, and speak English.
MTurk participants were required to have least a 97% approval rating and 50 previously approved
HITs. MTurkers completed a short screening survey and then were invited to complete our main
survey if they reported using Facebook within the past year. Participants from Prolific were
filtered for Facebook use using Prolific’s pre-screening tool.

We collected 29 MTurk responses and 150 Prolific responses.1 Survey responses were eval-
uated holistically for quality based on reCAPTCHA scores, Qualtrics bot flagging, completion
time (at least one minute spent), and manual review of free responses to determine whethey they

1We began recruitment on both platforms, but due to low MTurk data quality completed recruitment on Prolific.
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were intelligible. One Prolific response was discarded because the participant reported no Face-
book use in the past year in our survey’s frequency-of-use question. From MTurk, we recruited
48 participants to take the screening survey, 29 of whom met eligibility requirements and com-
pleted the main survey. Of those 29 responses, one was discarded because the same MTurker
completed the task twice due to a technical error, and four were discarded due to extremely low-
quality free response answers (e.g., blocks of text copied and pasted from Wikipedia). In total,
we used data from 173 participants, 149 from Prolific and 24 from MTurk.

Most participants completed the survey in under 10 minutes. Respondents were compensated
$2.00 for their participation (equivalent to about $12.00/hr). Among participants, 52.0% identi-
fied as men, 45.7% as women, and 2.3% non-binary or agender. Our sample was 71.3% white.
Participants’ age ranged from 18 to 76 with a median age of 31. 63.6% of our participants re-
ported being daily Facebook users, 32.4% reported using Facebook less than every day but more
than once a week, and 4.0% used Facebook less than once a week but more than once a month.
The vast majority of participants performed at least some of their Facebook use on mobile de-
vices. 61.8% used it on both phones and laptop or desktop computers, 32.4% only on phones,
and 5.8% only on computers. Among these 163 Facebook mobile users, 56.4% used Android
phones, 44.2% used iPhones, and 16.0% used iPads or other tablets. 63.4% reported that they
normally used the Facebook app rather than visiting Facebook through their mobile browser.

6.1.3 Survey Results
We present survey results related to participants’ goals and previous experiences in using Face-
book’s ad controls. Participants described a variety of desired ad controls, many of which are
already provided by Facebook. We observed that the objectives described by participants re-
flected both privacy and user experience-related motivations. However, low engagement with
these controls suggest an issue of discoverability, particularly for controls in Ad Preferences.

User Goals Related to Ad Controls

Participants described a variety of goals related to their Facebook advertising experience. While
many are already addressed by existing controls, other goals articulated by participants are not
currently implemented by Facebook features and were perceived to require a dramatic shift in
Facebook’s revenue model (marked with a ∗).

Limiting Collection/Use of Third-Party Data. Of the goals that can be addressed by existing
controls, controls related to data collected from third-party websites and apps were mentioned
most frequently. In response to the question of what they would like to change about advertising
on Facebook, one participant wanted Facebook to “. . . stop tracking me when I use other sites
that aren’t even Facebook.” The collection and use of some types of third-party data can be
controlled through the Off-Facebook Activity and Data from Partners controls, respectively.

Adjusting Ad Relevance. Another frequently mentioned type of desired control pertained to
the relevance of ads. Specifically, participants described wanting control over the topics used
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for ad targeting to make ads more relevant to them. In explaining their past use of the Interest
Categories menu within Ad Preferences, one participant wrote, “I didn’t really care for beauty
salons and I prefer my ads to be tailored to me.”

Blocking Ads or Advertisers. Participants also commonly described wanting controls to block
specific ads or advertisers that they found annoying or repetitive, both of which are available
through an ad’s contextual menu. As one participant described, “I get a lot of repeats for the
same written advertisement with different pictures and I want to get rid of it. ”

Other Goals Met by Existing Controls. Some participants desired greater transparency about
what data Facebook has about them and how ads are funded and targeted to users, which may
be at least partially addressed by the data access tool and “Why am I seeing this ad?” feature.
A few wanted to control the quantity or type of political ads that they were shown. A control
for this (Ad Topics: Social Issues, Elections or Politics within Ad Preferences) became available
to U.S.-based users in June 2020 just prior to us running this survey [71, 194]. Additionally, a
couple of participants wanted to control visibility of social actions such as liking or commenting
on ads, which can be done with “Ads that include your social actions” within Ad Preferences.

∗Limiting the Number of Ads. The most common goal related to their Facebook advertising
experience participants mentioned was reducing the number of ads they encountered or removing
ads from the platform altogether. Some mentioned being willing to pay to use Facebook if it
meant an ad-free experience. However, many participants recognized that this type of control
was unlikely given their (sometimes incorrect) perception of Facebook’s business model. One
participant stated, “I would prefer if there were no ads whatsoever on Facebook, but I am aware
that they bank on selling our information to third parties who then display personalized ads on
our pages.”

∗Limiting Facebook Tracking and Targeting. Participants also expressed general privacy
concerns about tracking and ad targeting that suggested interest in broader controls to disable
these practices. These controls would differ from existing ones related to limiting collection or
use of third-party data as they would disable Facebook’s tracking and ad targeting entirely, rather
than specific practices that enable it. Similar to participants who desired reducing the number
ads they experience on the platform, participants recognized that Facebook’s tracking and ad
targeting is what generates revenue for the platform. Some also mentioned being willing to pay
for the service if it led to greater control over the collection and use of their data.

∗Moderating Ads. In describing desired controls or changes to their advertising experience,
many participants mentioned concerns about clickbait, scams, and disinformation in ads. Though
Facebook does allow users to report individual ads for these reasons and has a review process
for ads [68], participants expressed that Facebook should play a larger role in ad moderation
and quality control. As one participant articulated, “I wish the Facebook would act more like a
old school publisher and establish standards and practices and not publish content (ads or other
content) that does not conform to those standards.”
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Previous Engagement with Ad Controls

Despite participants’ concerns and desired changes related to their advertising experience, rela-
tively few had reported using Facebook’s advertising controls even when coming across an un-
wanted ad. However, non-Facebook strategies for controlling online ads appeared to be widely
used in our sample.

Reactions to Unwanted Facebook Ads. When prompted about their prior experiences with
Facebook ads, 49 participants (28.3%) recalled seeing an ad on Facebook in the past month that
they did not want to see. Fifteen of those participants said they did nothing about it, or simply
scrolled past it. Of the 21 respondents who said they did take action about an unwanted ad, a
majority (18 participants) used the contextual menu directly on the ad itself to hide or report
the ad or advertiser. Only one participant went to the Ad Preferences interface and adjusted
their Interest Categories in response to a specific unwanted ad. Two other participants took
actions outside of Facebook in response to unwanted ads, such as using the “adaware button”
or starting to use private browsing mode, and one of the participants who hid the ad from the
contextual menu also “disable[d] cookies on websites I visit.” The remaining thirteen did not
clearly articulate what they did, and just described what they did not like about the ad.

The Ad Preferences Page. Only 33 participants (19.0%) reported having used the Ad Prefer-
ences page before, which suggests possible discoverability problems with this page. About half
(16) did not clearly state what type of change they made, but among those who recalled what
they did, most changed settings limiting the use of third party data or relating to interests. While
19 participants reported a desire to control the collection or use of third-party app data, only four
recalled having used the Data from Partners setting. In addition, while 16 participants reported a
desire to manipulate ad topics or interests, only nine participants had removed Interest Categories
from their profile via Ad Preferences. We also asked participants about their motivation for vis-
iting Ad Preferences. Some gave responses that corresponded to their general attitudes toward
Facebook ads, such as finding ads annoying, irrelevant, or creepy. Several also noted that they
visited Ad Preferences because someone they knew suggested it, and one said that they visited
the page due to a prompt that appeared when they were hiding an ad using contextual controls.

Contextual Menu Controls. Participants who reported a desire to control specific ads or ad-
vertisers appeared to be relatively successful in finding these controls within an ad’s contextual
menu. Of the 28 participants who mentioned wanting to hide a specific ad at some point in the
survey, 22 had reported using the contextual Hide Ad control. Nine participants also reported
using contextual Report Ad controls. Similarly, six of nine participants who wanted to hide ads
from an advertiser reported using this option within an ad’s contextual menu.

Other Ad Controls. While reported usage of Facebook ad controls was overall low, the major-
ity of participants did take actions to control ads on the internet in general. 69.9% of participants
reported taking some step, such as using an ad blocker, private browsing mode, or antivirus
software, to try to control online advertising on their devices.
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6.2 Remote Usability Study

Based on results from our survey, we designed a remote usability study to further explore user
needs for and the usability of Facebook’s advertising controls.

6.2.1 Remote Usability Study Design

We used our survey findings to identify study tasks. Sessions were held remotely and participants
used their own Facebook accounts. We analyzed the empirical and qualitative data on how
participants performed tasks and viewed the ad controls they encountered.

Study Tasks Selection

To facilitate and anchor an in-depth discussion about the usability and usefulness of controls, we
developed study tasks related to Facebook advertising that involved user goals addressable by
different existing controls. We used our survey results to evaluate which Facebook advertising
controls would be the most interesting to include by mapping the available settings along two
metrics: reported desirability and reported usage. This mapping uncovered four controls that
corresponded to three areas that seemed interesting to explore: controls that had relatively higher
reported usage and desirability, controls that had relatively lower reported usage but high de-
sirability, and controls that had both relatively low reported usage and low reported desirability
but that we speculated might be more desired if more users were aware of them. No controls
appeared to map to the fourth area (relatively high reported usage and low reported desirability).

The controls we included in our study tasks are listed in Table 6.1. The Hide Ad control had
both a relatively high desirability and reported usage, and is available through a contextual menu
on an advertisement. The Manage Future Activity and Data About Your Activity from Partners
controls both address concerns reported in the survey about data from outside of Facebook being
used to target ads but did not appear to be frequently used. The List Usage controls, which
determine whether a particular advertising list containing information shared from third parties
can be used to both show and exclude users from seeing particular ads, appear to be controls that
were neither frequently used nor address a frequently reported concern. However, prior work
suggests that the use of advertising lists in online advertising is not well-known and causes user
concern, thus settings to control advertising lists may be of interest to users [232]. In addition
to tasks involving these four controls, we also included a task to more directly measure the
discoverability of the Ad Preferences page.

Study Session Components

Each session consisted of a semi-structured interview portion followed by tasks conducted on
the participant’s device. Sessions were recorded and transcribed using Zoom’s cloud recording
features, and were attended by at least two members of the team. After the completion of each
task, we asked questions about their experience.
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Control Description Location Reported
Desirability

Reported
Usage

Hide Ad “Never see this specific ad again” Contextual High High

Data from Partners “Personalized ads based on your
activity on other websites, apps or
offline”

Ad Preferences High Low

Manage FutureActivity “Choose whether your off-Facebook
activity is saved with your account”

Your Facebook
Information

High Low

List Usage “You can choose whether lists
[company name] uploaded can be
used to show you/exclude you from
seeing ads.”

Ad Preferences Low Low

Table 6.1: Facebook controls used in study tasks, how they are described by Facebook, where
they are located on the platform, and survey participants’ reported level of desirability and usage.

Pre-task Questions. We began the session with questions about participants’ perceptions of
Facebook advertising. First, we asked participants what information they thought Facebook
collects about them, whether Facebook has access to their interaction with other websites or apps,
along with how this sharing works, and what Facebook might do with this information. Next,
we asked about the ads participants see on Facebook, including how relevant they are to their
interests, how repetitive ads seem, the overall amount of advertising, and how ads on Facebook
compare to the ads they see on other services. We further explored participants’ perceptions
of how personalized ads occur by asking them to recall a targeted ad on Facebook. To learn
more about participants’ previous behaviors related to Facebook advertising, we asked them to
recall a recent time they saw an ad on Facebook that they did not want to see and followed up
with questions about why they did not want to see the unwanted ad and if they took actions in
response. We further asked if they had tried changing settings related to advertising on Facebook,
their awareness of advertising lists or audience-aware advertising on Facebook, and if there are
any aspects Facebook advertising that they would like to control but have not yet been able to.

Study Tasks. Participants were assigned to one of two groups of study tasks using balanced as-
signment to ensure device diversity for each task group. Tasks were grouped to mitigate learning
effects and ensure consistent session durations. Due to the remote nature of the study, partic-
ipants used their own Facebook accounts and were asked to share their screens over Zoom to
enable richer discussions of their interactions while completing the study tasks. Each task was
described as a scenario and participants were encouraged to think aloud while completing the
tasks. Participants were given a hint if they were not sure what to do next in their task.

Group 1 (Hide Ad, Ad Preferences Discoverability, List Usage): For the Hide Ad task
involving the Hide Ad control in the contextual menu, we first asked participants to scroll
through their News Feed to locate an ad. We then described the scenario as: “Imagine that
you do not like this ad and do not want to see this specific ad in the future. How do you
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think you could remove the ad from your News Feed right now?” For the Ad Preferences
Discoverability task, participants were prompted: “Could you show us what you would try
to do if you were looking to change your Facebook settings related to advertising?” For
the List Usage scenario, we had participants review the information on the Audience-based
advertising page within Ad Preferences and then asked: “What would you do to manage
how a particular company could use an advertising list on Facebook?”

Group 2 (Hotel Deals): For the Hotel Deals task, we described the scenario as: “Imagine
you went to a few travel websites, and you don’t like that the ads you’re now seeing on
Facebook are all related to hotel deals. How would you stop this from happening in the
future with your other browsing activity?” To complete this task, participants needed to
utilize either the Data from Partners or Manage Future Activity controls, as both controls
relate to the use of data about off-Facebook activities for advertising.

Task Follow-up. We followed up each task with questions about the usability of the control.
We also asked participants about their understanding of how the control would impact the ads
they see both on and off Facebook. To learn more about the utility of these controls, we also asked
whether the control was something they would like to use, and about their past experiences with
the scenario. We also asked similar questions about other controls in the menu (i.e., Report Ad
and Why Am I Seeing This Ad? in the contextual menu and Clear Off-Facebook History in the
Off-Facebook History settings page). Participants who were assigned to the Hotel Deals task
were directed to the other control related to the scenario (i.e., to the Manage Future Activity
control if they initially found the Data from Partners control and vice versa). They were then
asked to summarize both controls and describe their similarities and differences.

After completing their group-assigned study tasks, participants were directed to Ad Pref-
erences and given time to explore the available advertising controls. We then asked about the
usability and their past experience with this page and other ad controls that they might have
changed on Facebook in the past. We also asked participants which study tasks they found eas-
ier, and why. Lastly, we inquired as to what participants would want a Facebook “magic button”
to do related to advertising, as well as what other controls regarding their personal data that they
wished Facebook offered.

Data Analysis

We analyzed the empirical and qualitative data captured in the study session transcripts (cor-
rected by the research team), researcher notes taken during the session, and screen recordings of
the session tasks. We developed an analysis template that allowed us to systematically record
empirical metrics about the study tasks such as the pages the participants visited while finding
the control, whether and how long participants took to find the control, whether they required a
hint to complete the task, and if they navigated away from the control related to study task. To
ensure consistency in the data analysis, two researchers independently completed the template
for five of the 25 study sessions. Though we observed low disagreement (¡10% of analyzed met-
rics) in the analysis, all disagreements were discussed and reconciled. The remaining participant
sessions were reviewed by one researcher.
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We also conducted a thematic analysis of the qualitative data. One researcher developed an
initial codebook after the first stage of interview recruitment. We iterated on our codebook as
we completed and coded additional interviews until we observed no additional meaningful codes
being added. Members of the study team involved in coding jointly coded one session to ensure
a shared understanding of the codebook. The remaining sessions were distributed among the
research team and coded by one researcher. Researchers conferred with each other throughout
coding to ensure consistency and updated previously coded data. Last, one researcher conducted
affinity diagramming of the thematic coding, grouping participants with similar viewpoints. A
second researcher verified these groupings.

Research Ethics

The study protocols for both the survey and remote usability study was approved by the IRB at
our institution. Prior to scheduling a study session, participants completed a consent form that de-
scribed the study procedure, including that participants would use their own Facebook accounts
and that sessions would be recorded. These aspects of the consent form were also reviewed with
participants at the beginning of the study session. Participants were told that turning their camera
on was optional, but that their video would appear in the recording if enabled. We also notified
participants that we could edit the recording to remove anything that they were uncomfortable
with us storing long-term.

Given the virtual nature of the interview and use of participants’ personal Facebook accounts,
we also included measures in our protocol to minimize collection of personal information that
was unnecessary for our study goals, especially from non-consenting individuals. In the screen-
ing survey used in recruitment for our remote usability study, we only collected contact email
addresses from eligible participants. At the beginning of the sessions, we confirmed that partic-
ipants were in a quiet and private location. We also informed participants that we could pause
the recording if needed, such as if someone appeared in the background. Participants joining
the session from their mobile device were encouraged to enable “Do Not Disturb” mode so that
notification previews would not be recorded. Those using a laptop or desktop computer were
encouraged to share only the browser window with Facebook through Zoom, rather than their
entire desktop. Additionally, if a password prompt appeared during the session, participants
were asked to pause their screen share; if they had difficulty doing so, the interviewer paused the
session recording. After completing our analysis, we used the blur tool in Adobe Premiere Pro
to obscure participants’ personal information as well as any information about the participants’
friends from the screen recordings, and edited this information from the audio.

This study was funded by a gift from Facebook, which was disclosed to participants in both
the survey and remote usability study consent forms. Research activities were carried out solely
by individuals affiliated with Carnegie Mellon University, and no parties at Facebook were in-
volved in the study design or data collection. We presented anonymized and aggregated study
results to interested stakeholders at Facebook on two occasions. These meetings primarily served
to communicate our study findings, but also resulted in insights regarding what types of analyses
of the collected data would have greatest impact to the company.
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6.2.2 Recruitment and Demographics

Prior to recruiting participants, we conducted four pilot study sessions to refine our study protocol
and determine study length and compensation.

Participants were recruited through Craigslist postings advertising a 60-90 minute virtual
study about Facebook settings, compensated with a $25 Amazon gift card. We recruited partici-
pants from four cities in the mid-West and mid-Atlantic regions of the US. Potential participants
completed a screening survey (provided in Appendix D.4) that asked about their Facebook usage
and perceptions, technical knowledge and skill, and demographics. To be eligible for the study,
participants were required to be Facebook users over the age of 18, located in the US, and fluent
in English. We conducted purposive sampling, balancing our sample for device type, age, race,
technical education, and perceptions of Facebook advertising. To capture perspectives of those
who are most likely to struggle with advertising controls, we also prioritized recruitment of in-
dividuals who were over 65 or demonstrated low technical knowledge or skill. We conducted
recruitment in three stages, after which we observed saturation in the data.

In total, we conducted study sessions with 25 participants between October 2020 and Jan-
uary 2021. Twelve participants were assigned Group 1 tasks and 13 were assigned Group 2
tasks.2 Given our sample size and purposive sampling criteria, we aimed for demographic diver-
sity rather than a representative sample. Eleven participants identified as male and 14 as female.
Participants ranged in age from 21 to 66 years old, with a mean age of 37. Eighteen partici-
pants identified their race as white, four as black or African American, and three as Asian. Our
participants reported a mixed background related to technical knowledge and skill. Seventeen
participants reported not having a a formal education in a computer-related field, such as com-
puter science or IT. While 24 participants correctly identified the definition of a cookie (in the
context of the Internet) on the screening survey, five participants reported that they would ask
for help if they did not know how to do something on their phone or computer. Our participants
were fairly active Facebook users, with all participants reporting using the platform at least once
a week and 22 reporting using it every day. Fifteen participants conducted the task portion of the
study session from their desktop or laptop computer, five used an Android device, and five used
an iPhone or iPad. The median length of study sessions was 61 minutes (min: 38 minutes, max:
117 minutes).

6.2.3 Remote Usability Study Results

While participants exhibited some understanding of Facebook’s advertising practices, they did
not fully understand the mechanisms enabling data sharing and collection from companies out-
side of Facebook. During session tasks, participants encountered difficulties finding, navigating,
and understanding current ad controls, and expressed some skepticism regarding Facebook’s
efforts in providing these controls. Throughout the session, participants described various objec-
tives related to the ads they see on Facebook, which we observed were related to their overall
opinions about Facebook ads, and could be categorized into four groups.

2Three participants in Group 1 were not able to complete the List Usage task due to technical difficulties with
Facebook.
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Perceptions & Behaviors

Understanding of Facebook advertising. When describing their previous experiences with
Facebook ads, participants discussed receiving ads based on activities they performed on Face-
book, as well as outside of Facebook. Participants in our sample were generally aware that
Facebook had access to data about users’ activities on websites and apps that are not affiliated
with Facebook, in addition to user activities on the platform or other Facebook-owned services.
When describing how data collection from third-parties occurred, participants believed that apps
or companies could directly share user data with Facebook as well as through Facebook track-
ing technologies collecting data from these other websites or apps. While this suggests some
awareness of Facebook’s capabilities to collect data from third parties, participants had difficulty
describing the exact data sharing practices or mechanisms used in this data collection. This is
unsurprising given the complexity and lack of transparency about Facebook’s advertising ecosys-
tem. Participants surmised two primary uses for the data Facebook collects about its users: the
personalization of Facebook content such as ads, and a misconception that the data is sold to
other companies.

Past experiences with controlling ads. Most participants had taken actions related to the ad-
vertising they experience online, particularly on Facebook. Participants frequently recalled using
the Hide Ad control from the contextual menu. We observed that although some participants had
settings other than the default on their Ad Preferences page, most of these participants did not re-
call having made changes to the Ad Preferences settings. Less common was previous experience
clearing off-Facebook activity associated with the account using the Off-Facebook Activity set-
tings. Participants described experiences using advertising controls on other platforms as well,
such as those available through contextual menus on the corner of an ad or ad settings provided
by a website or app. The use of ad blockers was also common, though participants did not
believe they impacted Facebook ads or data collection, or were not sure. Other strategies par-
ticipants mentioned for managing their advertising experience included using private browsing
mode or private web browsers such as Brave, using the opt-out tool implemented by the Digital
Advertising Alliance, enabling VPNs, and clearing their browsing history.

Usability of Facebook Ad Controls

Participants struggled with most session tasks, particularly with finding and understanding avail-
able Facebook controls. While they provided suggestions on how Facebook could improve its
advertising controls, many suspected that Facebook’s motivations in providing these controls
were not in users’ best interests.

Location of controls. In locating task-related controls, participants had least difficulty finding
the contextual Hide Ad option. In finding Ad Preferences, participants easily completed the first
three steps of the interaction (clicking the down arrow in the main navigation bar, then Settings &
Privacy, then Settings) but had difficulty locating the Ads link to Ad Preferences in the navigation
menu. Many required a hint to keep scrolling through the menu, as it was the eighteenth link
on the desktop version of the Facebook website and twenty-first on mobile. Participants spent
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the most time on the Hotel Deals task; an average of 7.8 minutes (min: 3 minutes, max: 24
minutes). Only one participant found the Manage Future Activity setting in the Off-Facebook
Activity page, while others attempted to identify appropriate controls within Ad Preferences.

Despite many participants having visited the page before, Ad Preferences was generally per-
ceived to be difficult to find. Participants complained that there were too many options to look
through on the Settings page. As one participant explained: “I got into it by sheer luck. I don’t
know if I could do it again if I wanted to.” Others thought that the interaction path to get to Ad
Preferences is too long, saying, “You got to go through mazes to get to it.” There were partic-
ipants who considered Ad Preferences intuitive to find. One participant explained their process
as: “I know I’m trying to do advertisements. So then I kind of just went through [the Settings
page] and just found words that associate with advertisements and it took me a minute.” No
participant reported that the Manage Future Activity control was easy to find. One participant
described the interaction as “I had to...like open the door to open another door to open another
door, that was ridiculous.”

Participants suggested ways to make Ad Preferences easier to find. This included providing
it as an option earlier in the current interaction, such as in the Settings & Privacy menu or main
Settings drop-down menu, rather than a link from the Settings page. Another suggestion was
to have it as an option in an ad’s contextual menu (currently it is linked from the Why Am I
Seeing this Ad? option). Other suggestions would make Ad Preferences even more prominent,
such as an icon in the main navigation bar (i.e., next to the Notifications icon) or a link in
the Your Shortcuts section (located on the left side of the page on Facebook’s desktop site).
One participant noticed the AdChoices link and icon, required for Digital Advertising Alliance
members [48], and suggested that it or one next to it could lead to Ad Preferences rather than the
current informational page.

Layout of controls. In addition to considering the Hide Ad control easy to locate, participants
also thought it was easy to use. While most participants assigned this task had used this control
before, even those who had not used it before reported similar sentiments. Participants suggested
one way to simplify the feature even more would be to remove the prompt requesting a reason
for hiding the ad to make it a single-step process, similar to how the feature is implemented on
other services.

The interaction required to manage the use of advertising lists did not appear to be obvious
to some participants, even when starting from within the Audience-based advertising menu in
Ad Preferences. During this task, one participant followed a Facebook help page linked from the
Audience-based advertising menu, which included instructions for adjusting the Data from Part-
ners setting instead of usage of advertising lists. Most commonly, participants needed prompting
to click on a specific advertiser from the list of advertisers that appears in the Audience-based
advertising menu. One participant described the interface as “really clunky...to be required to
click through to like this list usage section and then go through and click like ‘do not allow’ [for
individual companies].” Multiple participants suggested that a single opt-out related to the usage
of advertising lists would greatly simplify the current interface.

Participants expressed mixed opinions about the layout of controls within the Ad Preferences
page. Some thought it was too time consuming to go through all the settings menu, or reflected
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the sentiment that there were “too many options in too many different places.” In contrast,
others found Ad Preferences easy to navigate. Suggestions for improving the current layout of
controls included consolidation, such as centralizing controls to one menu, or having a single
button or opt-out to disable existing controls related to data sharing. Others recommended more
radical changes to Ad Preferences, such as reducing advertising controls to user defined topics or
allowing users to indicate what topics of ads they would be interested in seeing and to block types
of ads they do not want to see. One participant defined a simple hierarchy of toggle switches: a
top-level option to specify whether or not Facebook could show ads, then a toggle for whether or
not those ads could be personalized to a users’ interests, and a third toggle related to whether ads
could be targeted based on data from outside of Facebook (rather than just Facebook activity).

Understanding controls. Participants in the Ad Preferences Discoverability task correctly
identified the page as related to advertising settings but expressed differing views related to how
understandable the page was. For example, one participant appreciated that there was a short
explanation of each control on the page, while another complained: “it looks like there’s a lot
of wording that doesn’t make it simple so you don’t want to click on something and like break
Facebook.” Others thought it was difficult to distinguish how the available controls differ from
one another.

During the session tasks and participants’ exploration of Ad Preferences, we observed that
some controls were understood better than others. Specifically, most participants were able to
determine how granular controls related to specific ads, advertisers, or information used for tar-
geting would impact the ads they see. An exception is the Ad Topics controls which allow users
to mark “see fewer” for a standard list of advertising topics. Participants commonly believed
that those topics were customized to the user through the interests Facebook inferred from their
activity. Also less clear were controls for how the data collected through different advertising
practices could be used. For example, participants thought controls related to the use of advertis-
ing lists would block ads from a particular advertiser or prevent them from sharing information
with Facebook. Similarly, some participants had a misconception that disabling the Manage Fu-
ture Activity and Data from Partners controls would lead to ads that were not personalized, rather
than just personalized with Facebook activity. Participants also did not comprehend how these
two controls differed; the former being related to the collection of off-Facebook activity and the
latter the use of off-Facebook activity for advertising.

Speculation about Facebook’s ad controls. Participants offered much speculation related to
how and why Facebook implemented its advertising controls in the way it did. Many felt that
Facebook made the controls intentionally hard to find or use. As one participant suggested, “I’m
sure they did it on purpose to make it difficult for you to find this [the Ad Preferences page].
Obviously because they don’t want to lose the revenue.” Others suggested that the controls
do not actually do what they claim to do. One participant stated that they preferred extremely
granular controls related to the types of data used in advertising and practices related to data
collection so they would have more confidence that the control actually functions as described.
There were also participants who believed that Facebook was lying about a stated practice or
being misleading in their explanations of their practices.
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Ad Opinions Privacy
Concern

Engagement
w/ Controls

Primary Goal(s)

The Privacy Concerned Creepy High High Prevent tracking
Less personalization

The Advertising Curators Sometimes
helpful

Low High More personalization

The Advertising Irritated Annoying Low Medium See fewer ads
Stop repetitive ads

The Advertising Disengaged Resigned
Ignore them

Medium Low Various

Table 6.2: Summary of user groupings related to participants’ opinions about advertising, level of
privacy concern, willingness to engage with advertising controls, and goals related to advertising.

Participants expressed conflicting opinions related to how committed Facebook is to offering
user controls. One participant stated, “I definitely think there’s an attempt at least by Facebook
to try and be somewhat transparent about their practices, and what they’re sharing, and what
they’re collecting.” On the other hand, others felt that Facebook provided ad controls only to
avoid scrutiny from regulators or users. Some expressed a sense of futility in using Facebook’s
ad controls: “I mean, does it make a difference? No, not really. They still know everything they
need to know. They still have the information of billions of people. But I guess it gives me the
illusion of having a little more privacy.”

User Goals Related to Facebook Ads

We identified four groupings of users who shared overall common sentiments about their ad
experience and ad controls, which are summarized in Table 6.2.

The Privacy Concerned. Six participants expressed primarily negative opinions about the ads
they see on Facebook and found them creepy. As one participant described, “I always get up-
set when I see tailored ads because because it always feels like an invasion of privacy and that
somebody’s watching what you do.” Relative to the other groups, this group had a higher level
of concern related to Facebook tracking. Their primary goals related to their Facebook adver-
tising experience included preventing cross-site tracking and receiving generic ads. Participants
seemed willing to use controls and had past experiences with Facebook’s ad controls. Some
had also used other mechanisms to control ads, including private browsing mode and advertising
settings on other apps or websites. Participants expressed a desire for controls and transparency
related to Facebook tracking, such as being able to opt-out of tracking entirely and the ability to
erase the personal data held by third-party advertisers.

The Advertising Curators. In contrast to other groups, a group of six participants stated that
they did not mind the ads they saw on Facebook and sometimes found them helpful. Participants
in this group also seemed willing to use advertising controls, and many used controls in the past.
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Their primary goals for controlling their advertising experience included being able to adjust
ad personalization so that ads are personalized even more to their interests, such as by hiding
specific ads or advertisers. Participants also indicated wanting greater control over the topics of
the ads they see on Facebook, such as by being able to directly indicate topics related to their
interests as well as topics that are not related to their interests. For example, one participant who
used the Clear Off-Facebook History feature during their session explained, “I’m just thinking
that they had all this information on me . . . and I just wanted to get rid of it and start from scratch
because my preferences may change over time.” Concerns related to tracking or privacy were
rarely mentioned by participants in this group.

The Advertising Irritated. This group of seven participants had negative opinions about Face-
book advertising. Rather than privacy concerns, participants’ primary complaint was that ads on
the platform were annoying. Participants’ annoyance with ads was related to the the number of
ads they see on the platform, as well as the ads they see being too repetitive. They appeared to
be somewhat less willing to engage in Facebook ad controls, but some had used ad controls on
the platform in the past. Participants in this group primarily wanted to be able to stop repetitive
ads, or have some way to limit the amount of advertising they see on Facebook (which they rec-
ognized would be against Facebook’s monetary interests). In their explanation of why they were
not likely to use the Hide Ad feature in the future, one advertising-irritated participant described,
“Because I don’t really care so much what ads I see. I just want to see less of them. So, you
know, until they introduce that option, which I don’t think they ever will, then I just don’t care
that much.”

The Advertising Disengaged. Another group of six participants was disengaged with the ad-
vertising they experienced on Facebook. Some said that they ignored the ads that they see, while
others expressed a resigned acceptance that targeted ads and data collection practices that enable
them are just the way the Internet functions, even if they found them privacy-invasive. As one
participant summarized, “I totally believe that all these companies have so much information on
us at this point, and it’s just, it is what it is, you know. I can just choose not to use it. But I
do. So I kind of just have to accept the consequences of that.” Many had previous experience
with using ad blocking extensions or ad controls on Facebook and other services but expressed
a low willingness to further engage with them. When prompted about the desired functionality
of ad controls, participants described more of a variety of goals compared to other groups. Some
described desired controls related to tracking, such as a setting to indicate that only the “min-
imum” information required for targeted advertising could be collected by the platform, and a
way to select what information Facebook could collect. Others described controls related to
personalization of ads, such as being able to select which advertisers could serve them ads.

6.3 Discussion
Our study explored user needs for advertising controls on Facebook, finding that users have
differing goals related to the management of their advertising experience. While some goals were
motivated by privacy concerns, others were more related to user experience on the platform. We
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found that the implementations of Facebook’s existing advertising controls fell short of users’
needs and expectations in some regards, but aligned well in others. Our results have implications
for the design of advertising controls on Facebook as well as other platforms.

6.3.1 Limitations

While our study provides insight into user needs, it is not without its limitations. In both our
survey and remote usability study we focused primarily on advertising controls implemented by
Facebook, and not those available through third-parties such as the Digital Advertising Alliance
(DAA). While we collected some data about participants’ past experience with external ad con-
trols, such as browser extensions and private browsing, we did not explore the usability or utility
of those mechanisms in detail.

The timing of our study may have influenced some of our findings. Because our study was
conducted shortly before and after the 2020 US Presidential election, participants had been seeing
more election-related ads than they might normally see, and this appeared to influence partici-
pants’ opinions about Facebook advertising. Furthermore, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we
conducted what would have been an in-person lab study in a virtual setting, with both benefits
and drawbacks. While it allowed us to recruit participants outside of our immediate geographic
area, we may have introduced a self-selection bias of only participants who were comfortable
with using Zoom teleconferencing. Additionally, the virtual nature of the session may have led
participants who primarily use Facebook on their mobile device to join their study session using
their laptop or desktop computer, where they might have been more familiar with Zoom but less
familiar with Facebook’s settings. Our remote usability study explored the opinions and experi-
ences of 25 participants. While we believe this provided a reasonable sampling of US Facebook
users’ experiences with ad controls, a larger study would likely have uncovered other experi-
ences, and perhaps additional user groups. Additionally, while we attempted to mitigate priming
effects with neutral questions (e.g., “What do you think about the ads you see on Facebook?”)
during initial discussion of advertising, it is possible that discussion of Facebook’s data collection
may have primed participants to think about privacy more than they would have otherwise.

6.3.2 Do Current Facebook Ad Controls Meet User Needs?

In terms of usability, current Facebook advertising controls had mixed results in meeting user
needs. A major obstacle for participants in completing most study tasks was finding the Ad
Preferences page. Though participants were able to complete the first two steps of the interac-
tion, they struggled to find the Ads link from the navigation menu in the main Settings page,
which only appeared after several scrolls. Participants seemed to be overwhelmed by the num-
ber of links in the menu. During their exploration of Ad Preferences, participants felt that the
current structure was too time-consuming and required too much effort to click through to ac-
cess the different controls. In contrast, participants were able to find the Hide Ad control within
the contextual menu accessible from an ad easily. Though it is unclear exactly how hiding a
specific advertisement would impact Facebook’s advertising algorithms, participants exhibited
a relatively better understanding of this feature and other granular controls related to specific
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advertisers and interest categories, compared to their understanding of controls related to the use
of Facebook collected data (e.g., the Data from Partners setting).

Similar to prior work that grouped Facebook users based on their privacy needs and behaviors
related to other platform users [236], we were able to group users with different types of needs
related to the functionality of ad controls. The available Facebook advertising controls meet
the needs of some types of users more than others, particularly those who want ads to be more
personalized to their interests. For example, controls related to removing interest categories,
particular advertisers, and hiding specific ads are well aligned with user goals described by the
Advertising Curators and Advertising Irritated. Additional controls that allow users to customize
topics of interest could be offered. Considering the misconceptions related to the Ad Topics
portion of Ad Preferences, repurposing this interface to allow users to select topics of ads they
want to see and topics to block would benefit these users.

Current Facebook controls for advertising fall short of meeting the needs of the Privacy
Concerned and Advertising Disengaged, who expressed a greater level of privacy concern. These
participants were interested in preventing data sharing and tracking, rather than the use of shared
data. Of the available controls, those in the Off-Facebook Activity menu best met the needs of
these users. Facebook’s description of these tools states that they pertain to data shared through
Facebook’s “business tools” and discloses only some of what these tools may be [72]. It is likely
that the Off-Facebook Activity controls do not entirely prevent the cross-platform data sharing
that is concerning to many users.

6.3.3 How Can Current Facebook Ad Controls Be Improved?
In considering user needs related to advertising controls, Facebook and other platforms should
first and foremost consider the discoverability of controls. As many of Facebook’s controls are
centralized to Ad Preferences, it is vital that users are able to easily access this page. Participants
provided several suggestions for simplifying the interaction required to reach this page. This
included providing a link to Ad Preferences in either the Settings or Settings & Privacy drop-
down menus that occur in the first two steps of the current interaction. Another suggestion was
to include a link to the Ad Preferences page directly in the contextual menu available from an ad
rather than requiring the additional step of first clicking “Why Am I Seeing This Ad?”

It is also important for platforms like Facebook to implement controls that meet the needs
of different types of users. In addition to needs related to the functionality of controls, interface
needs should also be considered. Our findings suggest that some users prefer very granular
advertising controls such as the Hide Ad control, while others would prefer coarser controls that
would stop all tracking or targeting. Furthermore, controls that required several interactions to
change the setting such as the Manage Future Activity and List Usage controls were perceived to
be particularly cumbersome. Similarly, some participants in our study appeared to be dissatisfied
with the multi-layer design of the controls within Ad Preferences. Thus, to make current controls
more usable, Facebook should consider alternate designs. For example, the current multi-layer
design could be improved by providing coarse controls over targeted practices directly on the
Ad Preferences landing page and then more granular controls within sub-menus. Alternatively, a
hierarchical layout might help to guide users through available options and thus reduce the effort
required to engage with advertising settings.
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Our study also highlighted the importance of fostering and maintaining user trust. Partici-
pants were cognizant of Facebook’s tumultuous history with privacy and other social issues. This
appeared to impact their confidence in the advertising controls they encountered during the study
and their perceptions of Facebook’s motivations for providing these controls. Such skepticism
could affect how likely users are to engage with the controls. Thus, it is important for companies
to follow practices that respect user values and needs, such as disclosing why they provide some
controls but not others, as well as how they process user data, even when it is not being used for
direct advertising on the platform.

6.3.4 Design Implications for Platforms Beyond Facebook
While Facebook’s extensive data collection capabilities and public controversies may result in
some privacy concerns specific to Facebook, we believe this study offers findings that can inform
the design of advertising controls on other platforms as well.

Assess User Needs

Our results highlight that users have differing goals related to their advertising experience on
Facebook, such as making it more tailored to their interests or trying to minimize privacy inva-
sion. Designers of advertising controls should examine the diverse needs of their users even when
they are in conflict with each other: a “one-size-fits-all” approach will likely result in some users’
needs being unmet. Furthermore, designers should be cognizant of the tension between provid-
ing users with meaningful control and overwhelming them. Simply implementing a plethora of
advertising-related controls on a platform will also result in unmet needs. As demonstrated in
our study, users may struggle to understand the difference between controls when presented with
a large number of options. This highlights the necessity of following user-centered design prac-
tices and thoroughly understanding user needs prior to the deployment of an interface. While
our study design provides an example of how such a needs assessment could be conducted once
there is at least a high-fidelity prototype of an interface, other types of formative studies could
be conducted earlier in the design process [142]. Designs should also be rigorously tested with
large populations of users to ensure that they can meet diverse needs.

Make Controls Findable

Many of our findings regarding users’ expectations related to locating and using advertising
controls would also likely apply to other platforms. For example, in our study, participants who
were assigned to locate advertising settings correctly began their interaction with the Settings
drop-down menu. Other platforms should follow this standard practice in UI design so that users
can easily find advertising and privacy controls. Furthermore, our results suggest contextual
menus located directly within an advertisement can effectively supplement advertising controls
within settings pages. Our study participants frequently reported using the Hide Ad feature
within this type of contextual menu when discussing their past experiences with advertising
controls. Providing advertising and other privacy controls within such a contextual menu enables
users to make in-the-moment decisions related to their advertising experience and potentially
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other uses of their data. Such contextual menus could also provide a direct link to advertising
and privacy controls located within settings pages so that they are more easily accessible if users
want to further engage with the platform’s privacy features.

Align Functionality with Expectations

Controls that have unexpected functionality have poor usability and fall short of meeting users’
needs. For example, participants in our study expected the list of topics in the Ad Topics menu
to be customized to the user rather than to be a global list for all users. This global list lead
to confusion, as some participants felt that the topics presented were not at all related to their
interests. Considering the extensive amount of data collection and personalization of content
elsewhere on the platform, the misconception that the Ad Topics menu is customized to users
is understandable. Potentially compounding this confusion is that Facebook does allow users to
remove “Interest Categories” from their profile, which is a list of topics that is customized to
each user based on topics Facebook has inferred the user is interested in. However, this menu
is much less prominent within the Ad Preferences page, requiring two more additional clicks
within the Ad Settings tab. The Ad Topics menu is just one example of how controls could be
misaligned with user expectations, but there may also be other controls that do not match user
expectations. Thus, another important reason to conduct usability testing of privacy controls
before implementation is to ensure that they are aligned with user expectations.

6.4 Conclusion
We conducted a two-part study to explore user needs for advertising controls on Facebook. We
first ran a survey on Mechanical Turk and Prolific, which identified existing controls that seemed
aligned with user goals related to controlling their Facebook advertising experience. Then we
conducted a remote usability study to explore user goals in more detail and identify usability
barriers with existing Facebook controls. Our results highlight that users have varying objectives
and opinions related to Facebook ads. Some of Facebook’s existing controls, particularly those
related to controlling specific ads, advertisers, or information used in targeting, aligned well with
user needs. However, the discoverability of some controls was low, and controls related to the
use of collected data were poorly understood and did not appear to fully address participants’
concerns related to tracking.
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Chapter 7

Guidelines for Evaluating Privacy Choice
Interfaces

The previous chapters of this thesis applied different research methods from the field of HCI to
explore the usability of privacy choice mechanisms. In Chapter 3, a heuristic evaluation iden-
tified common practices used to provide certain types of privacy choices, as well as usability
barriers that suggested existing controls are difficult to use. Common implementations of these
privacy choice mechanisms were further explored in Chapter 4 through a interview and lab study,
which provided design implications that would make such controls more usable. Chapter 5 uti-
lized online experiments to iteratively evaluate new icons for addressing discoverability issues
related to current privacy choice mechanisms. In Chapter 6, a survey in combination with an
interview and lab study, explored a different aspect of usability; whether existing controls ad-
dress user needs. This chapter synthesizes the approaches used in these studies, as well as prior
usability evaluations of privacy choice interfaces, into comprehensive guidance that can inform
organizations about how to assess their own privacy choice interfaces.

Historically, companies may not have exerted more than minimal effort in testing the usabil-
ity of such interfaces, and have had economic motivation to encourage users to share their data
through the consent and privacy choice mechanisms they provide. On the other hand, the poor us-
ability of such interactions, including the use of dark patterns which may make privacy-protective
options less usable than other options, may not always be intentional. Prior work suggests that
designers consider user values including usability and privacy but are pulled to make contradic-
tory design decisions to meet stakeholder goals [31]. Moreover, designers are not privacy experts
and thus may not be familiar with methods to evaluate the effectiveness of consent and privacy
choice experiences. Privacy choice interfaces require different considerations than other types of
interfaces. Typically, users make privacy decisions when trying to accomplish a different goal
(e.g., browse a website) which impacts how they interact with the privacy choice interface and
the metrics by which these interfaces are considered usable. Given the direction of regulatory
requirements, even companies that are less user-value centered in their design practices have mo-
tivation to change course and ensure the usability of their consent flows. As such, it is important
to develop tools that simplify conducting such usability evaluations.

The goal of guidelines proposed in this chapter is to help increase the usability of privacy
choice and consent interfaces, reducing the user burden involved in privacy decision-making. As
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the research presented in the previous chapters of this thesis highlight, it is important for organi-
zations to conduct usability evaluations to ensure that provided privacy controls are effective in
enabling consumers to better manage their privacy. These evaluation guidelines can serve as a set
of best practices when testing privacy choice interactions, and also justify why resources should
be allocated to conduct such usability evaluations. As such, they may be beneficial to designers
without privacy expertise, as well as privacy practitioners who do not have much usability experi-
ence. Furthermore, regulators can use these guidelines as a means to hold companies accountable
to rigorous usability testing of their privacy choice and consent processes.

This chapter first identifies seven high-level usability objectives, identified through a review
of both general and privacy choice-specific definitions of usability. It then highlights different
research methods and study designs that can be used to perform usability evaluations of privacy
choice interfaces, and provides guidance for organizations on selecting an appropriate evalua-
tion method. Next, the chapter proposes a set of comprehensive guidelines that can be used by
practitioners to evaluate the usability of privacy choice interface designs. These guidelines are
structured according to the seven high-level goals of privacy choice interface usability evalu-
ations, and should build on initial needs assessment conducted for a particular privacy choice
interface. For each guideline, example prompts and metrics that address the high-level evalu-
ation goals are provided. These are drawn from classic approaches to usability testing, prior
work in privacy choice evaluations, and normative perspectives related to dark patterns [157].
The guidelines highlight how to apply different HCI research methods that are best aligned with
particular high-level study goals. So that these guidelines are beneficial to organizations with dif-
ferent levels of usability testing resources and can be applied in different stages of the interface
development process, both inspection-based methods, such as heuristic evaluation and cogni-
tive walkthrough, as well as user study methods, including surveys, interviews, and usability
tests, are described. Furthermore, the guidelines highlight prior studies that align with particular
high-level study objectives and different research methods.

This chapter makes the following contributions:
• Definition of seven high-level usability objectives relevant to privacy choice interactions.
• An overview of research methods and study designs for evaluating the usability of privacy

choice interfaces.
• Guidance pertaining to selecting an appropriate usability evaluation approach.
• A set of comprehensive guidelines, including suggested metrics and question prompts, to

evaluate again each high-level usability objective.

7.1 Evaluation Objectives

To consider the holistic usability of privacy choice interfaces, it is important to first identify
aspects of usability that are relevant to the privacy choice experience. Privacy choice interactions
differ from other interactions in that users are typically not trying to achieve a privacy goal
when they interact with a system. Thus, the way they interact with privacy choice interfaces
will be heavily impacted by their primary goal. Furthermore, when evaluating privacy choice
interfaces it is important to consider that users’ behaviors and attitudes toward such interfaces
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are heavily influenced by their past experiences with similar privacy choices. As a result, it
may be necessary to overcome habituation to achieve meaningful privacy choice for a particular
context. A review of different definitions of usability resulted in seven high-level objectives for
usability evaluations, which provide an organizing structure for the guidelines.

7.1.1 Previous Usability-Related Definitions

We first provide an overview of the six usability definitions, primarily selected from textbooks
in HCI and privacy. The first two definitions pertain to privacy choice interactions specifically,
while the latter four are generalizable to other types of interfaces.

1. Feng et al. [82] provide a definition of usable privacy choice interactions, which include
components related to usability more generally as well as those more specific to privacy
choice interfaces. They describe the concept of meaningful privacy choices which “extend
beyond traditional usability considerations to include several facets that are more specif-
ically tied to supporting users in making privacy decisions that capture their true privacy
preferences.” According to Feng et al.’s definition, components of meaningful privacy
choice include:

• Effectiveness: whether privacy choices are aligned with user needs
• Efficiency: whether privacy choices can be exercised with minimal effort
• User awareness: whether choices are effectively communicated to users
• Comprehensiveness: whether privacy choices communicate the full scope of the ac-

tion
• Neutrality: whether privacy choice interfaces exhibit dark patterns, particularly those

that make exercising privacy-protective options more difficult to use than other avail-
able options

2. Schaub and Cranor [205] explain that “meeting legal and regulatory obligations is not
sufficient to create privacy interfaces that are usable and useful for users.” Components
they consider required for effective privacy interfaces include:

• Findability: whether people can find provided privacy information and controls
• Understandability: whether people can understand provided privacy information and

controls
• Usability: whether people can successfully use provided privacy information and

controls
• Usefulness: whether privacy information and controls align with users’ needs with

respect to making privacy-related decisions and managing their privacy

3. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 9241 [124] provides a defi-
nition of usability that is generalizable to users’ interactions with any computerized system.
The standard considers usability as the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction with which
users achieve specified goals in particular environments. It defines these three components
as:

• Effectiveness: the accuracy and completeness with which specified users can achieve
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specified goals in particular environments
• Efficiency: the resources expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness of

goals achieved
• Satisfaction: the comfort and acceptability of the work system to its users and other

people affected by its use

4. Quesenbery [191] extends ISO’s definition of usability and describes the “5 Es” of a
usable interface as:

• Effective: how completely and accurately the work or experience is completed or
goals reached

• Efficient: how quickly this work can be completed
• Engaging: how well the interface draws the user into the interaction and how pleasant

and satisfying it is to use
• Error tolerant: how well the product prevents errors and can help the user recover

from mistakes that do occur
• Easy to learn: how well the product supports both the initial orientation and contin-

ued learning throughout the complete lifetime of use

5. Nielsen [170] defines usability as a “quality attribute that assesses how easy user interfaces
are to use.” The five “quality components” of usability include:

• Learnability: how easy is it for users to accomplish basic tasks the first time they
encounter the system

• Efficiency: once users have learned the system, how quickly can they perform tasks
• Memorability: when users return to the system after a period of not using it, how

easily can they reestablish proficiency
• Errors: how many errors do users make, how severe are these errors and how easily

can they recover from the errors
• Satisfaction: how pleasant is it to use the system

6. Morville’s UX Honeycomb [166] is commonly referred to in web design and explains the
“qualities of user experience that web designers must address.” These qualities include
whether interfaces are:

• Useful: does the interface actually allow users to do something that has utility for
them

• Desirable: is the interface attractive, does it lead to users having positive emotions
• Valuable: does the interface do something of value to the organization (e.g., advance

the group’s mission, contribute to the bottom line)
• Usable: can users perform the action they intend to perform
• Findable: can users locate the control that they need
• Credible: do users believe that the control does what it is supposed to do
• Accessible: is this control usable to people who do not have specialized knowledge

or expertise, is this control usable by users with disabilities
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7.1.2 Grouping Usability Definition Components

We analyzed the components of the six definitions and grouped them into seven high-level
groups, corresponding to different objectives of usability evaluations. Table 7.1 highlights that
the components of the six definitions have substantial overlap. There are also aspects considered
in the four general usability definitions that are not included in either Feng et al.’s [82] or Schaub
and Cranor’s [205] definitions that are more specific to privacy choice interactions. Additionally,
Feng et al.’s definition includes an aspect of usability that is especially important to evaluate in
the context of privacy choice interfaces: the impact of nudging patterns. We developed defini-
tions for each of our seven objectives in the context of privacy choice interfaces:

1. User Needs: Whether a privacy choice interface addresses the intended users’ privacy
needs in a particular privacy choice context. Also includes accuracy and completeness of
the interface in addressing these needs.
Components from previous definitions:

(a) Effectiveness (Feng et al. [82], ISO [124], Quesenbery [191])
(b) Usefulness (Schaub and Cranor [205], Morville UX Honeycomb [166])

2. User Ability & Effort: Whether a privacy choice interface allows the intended users to
accomplish a particular privacy goal and with minimal effort.
Components from previous definitions:

(a) Efficiency (Feng et al. [82], ISO [124], Quesenbery [191], Nielsen [170])
(b) Usability (Schaub and Cranor [205], Morville UX Honeycomb [166])
(c) Accessible by “non-experts” (Morville UX Honeycomb [166])

3. User Awareness: Whether the intended users are aware that a particular privacy choice
exists within a privacy choice interface, and if they are able to find it.
Components from previous definitions:

(a) User awareness (Feng et al. [82])
(b) Findability (Schaub and Cranor [205], Morville UX Honeycomb [166])
(c) Easy to learn - initial orientation (Quesenbery [191], Nielsen [170])

4. User Comprehension: Whether the intended users understand what a particular privacy
choice does and the implications of their decisions.
Components from previous definitions:

(a) Comprehensiveness (Feng et al. [82])
(b) Understandability (Schaub and Cranor [205])
(c) Easy to learn - continued learning (Quesenbery [191])

5. User Sentiment: Whether the intended users are satisfied with a privacy choice interface
and options it provides. This includes whether users have faith that the privacy choice will
be honored.
Components from previous definitions:

(a) Satisfaction (ISO [124], Nielsen [170])
(b) Engaging (Quesenbery [191])
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Related to
user needs

Related to
ability &
effort

Related to
awareness

Related to
comprehension

Related to
sentiment

Related to
decision
reversal

Related to
nudging
patterns

Feng et al. [82] Effectiveness Efficiency User
awareness

Comprehensiveness Neutrality

Schaub &
Cranor [205]

Usefulness Usablity Findability Understandability

ISO [124] Effectiveness Efficiency Satisfaction

Quesenbery [191] Effectiveness Efficiency Easy to learn
(initial use)

Easy to learn
(continued used)

Engaging Error
tolerant

Nielsen [170] Efficiency Satisfaction Error
tolerant

Morville UX
Honeycomb [166]

Useful Usable,
Accessible

Findable Desirable,
Credible

Table 7.1: Components of the referenced usability definitions grouped according to different
usability aspects.

(c) Desirable (Morville UX Honeycomb [166])
(d) Credible (Morville UX Honeycomb [166])

6. Decision Reversal: Whether a privacy choice interface allows the intended users to correct
an error or change their decision. This also includes the effort required to do so.
Components from previous definitions:

(a) Error tolerant (Quesenbery [191], Nielsen [170])

7. Nudging Patterns: Whether the design of a privacy choice interface leads the intended
users to select certain choices in the interface over others. In contrast to the other high-
level objectives which are applicable to almost any type of user interface, evaluating for
nudging patterns is especially relevant to contexts in which users are asked to give up
something, such as their personal data to the benefit of the company.
Components from previous definitions:

(a) Neutrality (Feng et al. [82])

7.2 Research Methods
This section describes different research methods and study designs that can be applied to evalu-
ate how well privacy choice interfaces meet the desired usability objectives. While this may not
be a comprehensive list of all possible evaluation techniques, it demonstrates a wide breadth and
diversity of approaches.

7.2.1 Expert Evaluation Methods
Inspection-based approaches can be adapted to evaluate the usability of privacy choice and con-
sent interfaces. While the usability of privacy choice interfaces overlap with the usability of other
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types of interfaces overall, a key difference is analyzing the impact of any potential nudging pat-
terns that may appear in the design. Below is a brief description of five inspection-based methods
that could be used in evaluating for different usability objectives. Additional information about
these approaches can be found in the HCI literature (e.g., [234]).

• Perspective-based UI Inspection: One or more people evaluate the privacy choice in-
terface from the perspective of different user personas or categories of users (super-users,
less-tech savvy, visually-impaired users. Evaluations can also be conducted through the
lens of a specific normative value, in this case privacy.

• Individual Expert Review: One or more experts in HCI, the privacy choice domain,
or the product conducts a review to find usability problems in a privacy choice interface
according to the usability objective(s).

• Cognitive Walkthrough: An expert interacts with a privacy choice interface to identify
usability issues that primarily impact its learnability. This method is based on the theory
that users learn through exploration.

• Heuristic Evaluation: An individual or team evaluates a privacy choice interface design
against a list of UX principles (e.g. Nielsen Heuristics) or other pre-defined criteria (e.g.,
regulatory requirements).

• Formal Usability Evaluation: Trained inspectors conduct coordinated, individual usabil-
ity assessments of a privacy choice interface (similar to formal code inspections). This may
include collecting information about the shortest path to complete a privacy choice task,
the minimum number of actions required to complete it, or the time taken to complete the
task.

7.2.2 User Study Designs
User studies can complement inspection-based evaluations with perspectives from individuals
who are more likely to represent the opinions and behaviors of end-users of the privacy choice
interface. User study evaluations of privacy choice interfaces could be implemented through
different research methods and study designs. Some may involve assigning participants to a task
involving a privacy choice interface, with questions being asked before or after task completion
(or both). In lieu of a task, participants may be asked about their previous experiences with a
privacy choice interface if it has already been deployed. It is also possible for studies to combine
these elements to explore whether privacy choice interfaces meet particular usability objectives.

No Task Assigned

• Qualitative Prompts: Participants’ are asked about their desires relating to privacy or past
experiences with a privacy interface. However, a limitation of asking about past experi-
ences is that participants may not fully recall the interface or their interactions.

Research methods: online survey, interviews, focus groups
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• Quantitative Metrics: This type of study involves measurement of users’ behavior when
interacting with a deployed privacy choice interface, for example average amount of time
spent before making a choice and percentage of users who click each button. Similar met-
rics may be used to compare multiple design variants of a privacy choice interface. While
measurement studies provide insight into how users are interacting with an interface, they
do not typically provide an explanation as to why users interact with it in the way that they
do, unless paired with an interview or survey.

Research methods: field study, A/B testing

Participants Assigned Privacy Task

In these study designs, participants are explicitly instructed to interact with or focus on a privacy
choice interface. Research methods: online survey, online experiment, lab usability study.

• Participant Inspection: Participants are shown a privacy choice interface and are encour-
aged to fully engage with it prior to answering questions (e.g., about what choice they
would make or to measure their awareness or comprehension). Typically, participants are
allowed to reference the interface while they are answering questions.

• Participant Quick Review: Participants are shown a privacy choice interface but are only
allowed a short period to engage with it (e.g., 3 seconds). Typically, participants are not
allowed to reference the interface while they are answering questions.

• Hypothetical Scenario: Participants are given a realistic scenario which motivates a pri-
vacy choice-related task, and are asked how they would complete the task or use a privacy
choice interface according to what was described in the scenario.

• Make Personal Privacy Choices: Participants are shown a privacy choice interface and
are asked how they would interact with it according to their privacy preferences.

Participants Assigned Distraction Task

Considering that privacy/security are often secondary priorities when users interact with a sys-
tem, simulating this in a user study might require assigning participants a “distraction task”.
Examples of distraction tasks might include shopping for a particular item, or finding informa-
tion on a website. Participants should encounter the privacy choice interface, or an indicator
leading to it, in their interactions during the distraction task. Unlike studies that use deception,
participants are not actively misled about the true purpose of the evaluation; instead the goal of
the evaluation is described in vague terms (e.g.,“evaluating the shopping experience on a partic-
ular website”) to prevent priming participants to focus on the privacy choice interface. Research
methods: online experiment, lab usability study.

• Privacy Choice Prompt Appears: Participants are asked to complete a task that is unre-
lated to the privacy choice interface being evaluated, but are exposed to the privacy choice
interface at some point in the study.
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• Participant Seeks Out Privacy Settings: Participants are asked to complete a task that is
unrelated to privacy but as part of the interface they can see the current privacy settings.
During the course of task completion they may choose to change their privacy settings
according to their preferences.

7.2.3 Selecting Evaluation Methods

When selecting research methods and study designs to use in privacy choice interface evalua-
tions, it is important to consider several factors related to the organization conducting the evalua-
tion and particular interface being evaluated. These factors may impact the suitability of different
research methods. Here we describe a few of these practical considerations, though there may be
others that impact a given privacy choice interface assessment.

Design Stage of the Privacy Choice Interface

An important factor that impacts what types of usability evaluations of a privacy choice interface
are suitable is where in the design process the evaluation is being conducted. Ideally, the usability
of a particular design will be assessed throughout the different stages of design, with multiple
research methods. These usability assessments should build on each other. For example, a
usability assessment in the ideation design phase may involve using qualitative methods, such as
interviews or focus groups, to better understand users’ needs in the context of a privacy choice
interface. Expert evaluations, online surveys, experiments, and lab usability studies may be
conducted with prototypes of the privacy choice interface to assess how well users’ needs are
met, as well as to what extent other usability objectives, including ability & effort, awareness,
and comprehension, are achieved. Once a privacy choice interface is deployed, expert evaluations
and field studies may be used to confirm that the usability of the final design is similar to results
from previous usability testing.

Data Needed for Organizational Decisions

When considering the scope of possible research methods for assessments of privacy choice in-
terfaces, it is necessary to prioritize which and what type of data are most important to capture
from an organizational perspective. For example, some organizations may have additional re-
quirements related to privacy choice that must be examined through a usability evaluation and
thus focus more on a subset of the described usability objectives. Furthermore, organizations
may differ in how they weigh and use different types of data in design decision-making. User
studies that involve empirical data, such as field studies, online experiments, or lab usability
studies, typically provide the best representation of how users may perceive or react to a par-
ticular design once it is deployed. However, other types of user studies involving self-reported
data may still provide enough of this insight to help organizations move forward with certain
decisions. Expert evaluations can also play an important role in organizational decision-making,
particularly in contexts where user feedback may not be helpful (e.g., new technologies where
the average user may not be aware of all possible interaction paths).
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Availability of Resources for Usability Testing

Another important consideration in planning usability evaluations is the resources available, in
terms of time, budget, and skill set of the evaluation team. While inspection-based evaluations
are typically less costly than user studies in terms of time and budget, they require one or more
evaluators with specific legal, design, or privacy expertise. User studies involving primarily
quantitative data, such as surveys, can be deployed to a large number of participants (e.g., through
online crowd-sourcing platforms) and analyzed in a short amount of time but may require a larger
testing budget. Qualitative user studies can be run with a smaller budget but may require more
time for both data collection and analysis.

Considerations for Special Population Groups

The research methods described in this section describe how general approaches to usability
testing can be adapted to evaluate privacy choice interfaces. To ensure that meaningful privacy
choice mechanisms are available to a broad population of internet users with differing abilities,
evaluations utilizing these approaches should be performed in conjunction with accessibility as-
sessments for which there are established guidelines [227]. In addition to users with disabilities,
it may be beneficial for organizations to evaluate certain privacy choice interfaces with other
vulnerable populations, such as marginalized racial groups or gender identities. Not only might
these groups have specific privacy needs on a platform, the way they use existing privacy choice
interfaces may differ from other users. A perspective-based evaluation could provide an initial
understanding of the usability of privacy choice interfaces for a special population. User studies
with participants recruited from these special populations should be conducted to further this un-
derstanding. When conducting research with vulnerable groups, researchers should incorporate
additional ethical considerations in their study design, beyond what is required for user studies
with a more general population. Such measures may include extra measures to preserve partici-
pant privacy, particularly if participation in the study could pose a safety concern. Additionally,
participants in vulnerable populations may have urgent privacy needs related to a certain technol-
ogy or platform. In addition to accomplishing their research objectives, researchers may consider
taking a more active role in helping participants in these vulnerable population groups address
their needs. An example of such a “clinical” approach is research by Freed et al. understanding
the security and privacy concerns of survivors of intimate partner violence [88].

7.3 Evaluation Guidelines
The evaluation guidelines are organized according to the seven identified high-level usability
evaluation goals. It is important to note that acceptable thresholds for meeting these guidelines
are not universal, but rather depend on the context of the privacy choice interface. Many factors,
including intended user groups, complexity of options, and devices used to display the privacy
choice interface, influence whether a given privacy choice interface is sufficiently usable. For
each guideline we include:

• A description of measures or example prompts. We refer to established usability metrics
and heuristics when appropriate, or specific components of existing usability scales that
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are applicable to the privacy choice context.

• Additional details for implementing the guideline in an evaluation study.

• Research methods or study designs most appropriate for implementing the guideline

• The types of privacy choice interfaces the guideline applies to, in terms of the Timing
component of the privacy choices design space [82]: all (any privacy choice interface),
on-demand (privacy settings pages that users seek out), or interruptive (privacy choice
interfaces that appear at setup, just-in-time, are context-aware, are periodic, or are person-
alized to the user.

• Citation(s) for prior evaluations of privacy choice interfaces demonstrating the guideline
(if applicable). These examples were selected to illustrate concepts in this document but is
not a complete list of prior privacy choice interface evaluations.

7.3.1 User Needs

Ideally, the design team would have completed a needs assessment during the design phase using
qualitative approaches such as interviews/focus groups, diary studies, and qualitative surveys.
These guidelines pertain to evaluating whether the interface is aligned with the identified needs
and how well/completely it addresses them. If privacy choice interfaces are being used in con-
texts where it is unlikely that users already know their privacy needs, the choice interface should
help users identify privacy goals they may have when using the system. Furthermore, evaluat-
ing interruptive privacy choice interfaces for User Needs may require special considerations in
user studies since making privacy-related decisions will likely not be users’ primary goal when
they encounter it. Such evaluations could involve instructing participants to pay attention to any
privacy-related options that appear, drawing their attention to a general area of a website or app
containing the choice interface, or providing an opportunity to review the privacy choice interface
with more focused attention.

1. Users’ privacy objectives related to their use of a system
• Example prompts:

What settings or controls related to [domain of privacy choice] would you like
to have available to you, if any? [for initial exploration into user needs prior to
designing the privacy choice interface]
What other settings or controls related to [domain of privacy choice] would you
like to have available to you, if any? [for further exploration into user needs
related to an existing privacy choice interface design]
What would you like to change about [domain of privacy choice] that you haven’t
yet been able to? [for further exploration into user needs related to a deployed
or prototyped privacy choice interface design]

• Similar prompts may have been used in the initial needs assessment, but can also be
used again afterwards to reflect on whether the implemented interface meets users’
goals. This prompt assumes that participants have experience using the system, but
not necessarily the privacy choice interface being evaluated.
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• Methods: survey, interview, focus group
• Timing: all
• Prior work: [105]

2. Users’ intentions when interacting with a privacy choice interface
• Example prompt: What were you trying to achieve when you [interaction with pri-

vacy choice interface]?
• This prompt should get participants to reflect on what their goals were in a past in-

teraction with a privacy choice interface, which could be privacy related (e.g., trying
to prevent a certain type of data collection) or more practical (e.g., to continue to
the main website). This prompt assumes that participants had experience with the
privacy choice interface being evaluated, for example through a study task.

• Methods: survey, interview, online experiment, lab usability study
• Timing: all
• Previous work: [102]

3. How completely does the implemented interface achieve users’ needs?
• Example heuristics:

Does the interface meet the needs of different types of users (including those
who may have conflicting goals)?
Does it allow users to achieve all of their stated objectives, or only some of them?

• This requires having some knowledge of users’ objectives through a user study, and
could be done in conjunction with User Needs Guideline 1.

• Methods: perspective-based UI inspection, individual expert review
• Timing: all

4. How accurately does the implemented interface achieve users’ needs?
• Example heuristics:

Does the interface do what users would like it to do?
How does it help users accomplish their goals?

• This requires having some knowledge of users’ intentions when using a privacy
choice interface, and could be done in conjunction with User Needs Guideline 2.

• Methods: individual expert review
• Timing: all

7.3.2 User Ability & Effort

This objective corresponds to what most usability testing guidelines cover, and primarily involves
quantitative measures that estimate the effort involved in using the interface. These metrics can
be used to compare interfaces (e.g., a previous version of the interface, alternate designs, or the
interface of a similar product). For user studies, measuring ability and effort usually involves
assigning participants to complete a task involving the interface. Much of the effort involved in
using a choice interface will likely be in finding where it is, but users could possibly make other
errors such as forgetting to save their privacy choices or toggling a choice in the wrong direction.
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1. Percentage of participants able to complete a privacy choice task without aid; type
and extent of assistance required

• Example prompts & metrics:
What would you do if you wanted to [complete privacy choice task]?
Given a task that requires using a privacy choice interface, were participants able
to complete it on their own?
In moderated studies, what were the hints/aid required to help participants com-
plete their task?

• Methods: Online experiment, lab usability study
• Timing: all
• Prior work: [102, 105]

2. Time taken to complete a privacy choice task
• Example metrics:

Given a task that requires using a privacy choice interface, how long did it take
for participants to complete this task?
Alternative time-based metrics include time-based efficiency and overall relative
efficiency [164]

• When evaluating time-based metrics, it is important to consider that there may be a
wide range of user ability with regards to reading speed, physical dexterity, and eye-
sight which should be taken into account when determining an acceptable usability
threshold for a particular privacy choice interface.

• Methods: Online experiment, lab usability study
• Timing: all
• Prior work: [105]

3. User actions required to complete a privacy choice task
• Example metrics:

Given a task that requires using a privacy choice interface, how many user actions
(e.g., clicks, hovers, form fields) did it take for participants to complete this task?
What common errors did users make in completing the task?

• Methods: Online experiment, lab usability study
• Timing: all
• Prior work: [102]

4. Perceived effort in completing the privacy choice task
• After completing a task that requires using a privacy choice interface, participants

can be asked questions related to the perceived ease or difficulty of their experience.
Alternatively, these questions can be asked about participants’ prior experiences with
a privacy choice interface outside of the study environment.

• Commonly used prompts that measure perceived effort on a Likert scale include [141]:
The Single Ease Question (SEQ)
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Items 2, 3, 4, and 8 on the System Usability Scale (SUS)
• Methods: Online experiment, lab usability study
• Timing: all
• Prior work: [102, 105]

5. Estimated ability and effort required to complete a privacy choice task
• Example heuristics:

A set of design heuristics specific to the privacy choice interface
Established usability heuristics (e.g., items 1-3, 7, 8 of Nielsen heuristics [171])
How does the ability and effort of an “expert” with prior knowledge of the inter-
action compare to those of user study participants to complete a privacy choice
task? This could be done in conjunction with 2 and 3.

• Methods: Heuristic evaluation, formal usability evaluation
• Timing: all
• Prior work: [101]

7.3.3 User Awareness

In the context of what the user is actually doing, we want to ensure that they recognize that the
privacy choice(s) exist and that they are able to find them. This is likely the most difficult aspect
of users’ interaction with a privacy choice interface and may be measured together or separately
from User Ability & Effort (Section 7.3.2). An acceptable threshold for user awareness, as well
as other usability objectives, needs to take into account the context the privacy decision (e.g.,
sensitivity of the data being requested, other privacy protections provided, and the intended users
for the interface). Testing for user awareness may be less important for privacy choice interfaces
that interrupt the user, compared to on-demand privacy settings pages that users must seek out.
Furthermore, for step-wise privacy choice interfaces, in which privacy choices are incrementally
revealed, it may be sufficient to evaluate whether users are aware of the general types of options
available to them, rather than every option offered in the interface.

1. Percentage of participants aware the privacy choice exists
• Participants can be shown a privacy choice or be exposed to one while completing a

distraction task. Evaluators can ask participants follow-up questions including:
Whether participants recall the specific privacy choice interface or options avail-
able to them related to privacy
Whether participants realize they were asked to make a privacy choice and are
able to identify which choice they made
What participants can recall from the privacy choice interface

• Methods: Survey, online experiment, lab usability study
• Timing: all
• Prior work: [43]

2. Percentage of participants able to find the privacy choice
• Example metrics:
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Given a task that requires using a privacy choice interface, were participants able
to find it on their own without guidance from the researcher?
In moderated studies, what were the hints/aid required to help participants find
the privacy choice?

• Methods: Online experiment, lab usability study
• Timing: On-demand privacy choices
• Prior work: [102, 105]

3. Time taken to find the privacy choice
• Example metrics:

Given a task that requires using a privacy choice interface, how long did it take
for participants to find the correct privacy choice?
How did this compare to the time it took an “expert” with prior knowledge of the
system to find it?

• Methods: Online experiment, lab usability study
• Timing: On-demand privacy choices
• Prior work: [105]

4. Path taken while trying to find the privacy choice
• Example metrics:

Given a task that requires using a privacy choice interface, how long did it take
for participants to find the correct privacy choice?
How did this compare to the interaction path of an “expert” with prior knowledge
of the system to find it?

• Methods: Online experiment, lab usability study
• Timing: On-demand privacy choices
• Prior work: [105]

5. Perceived difficulty in finding the privacy choice
• Example prompts:

After completing a task that requires using a privacy choice interface, partici-
pants can be asked questions related to the perceived ease or difficulty in finding
the privacy choice.
Alternatively, these questions can be asked about participants’ prior experiences
with a privacy choice interface outside of the study environment.

• Methods: Online experiment, lab usability study
• Timing: On-demand privacy choices
• Prior work: [105]

6. Estimated difficulty in finding the privacy choice
• Inspection-based approaches can be used to estimate the difficulty of finding a privacy

choice. This can be accomplished through a cognitive walkthrough of the system or
identifying a set of heuristics.

• Example heuristics:
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A set of design heuristics specific to the privacy choice interface
Established usability heuristics (e.g., items 4 and 6 of Nielsen heuristics [171])
How does the ability of an “expert” with prior knowledge of the system compare
to those of user study participants to find the privacy choice interface? This could
be done in conjunction with 3 and 4.

• Methods: Heuristic evaluation, cognitive walkthrough
• Timing: On-demand privacy choices
• Prior work: [101]

7.3.4 User Comprehension

In order for a privacy choice to be effective, it is important to ensure that users actually under-
stand what the interface does, or if there are common misconceptions about its functionality.
When evaluating for comprehension, it is important to keep in mind that users may not have a
thorough understanding of the technologies that the privacy choice interface is about. Therefore,
evaluations should consider whether users understand the options that are available to them and
the implications of their decision, given their (often) incomplete technical knowledge.

1. Objective knowledge when users’ attention is focused on a privacy choice interface
• Example prompts & heuristics:

What would you expect to happen when [description of privacy choice decision]?
Do participants understand the privacy benefits and risks associated with differ-
ent options?
If applicable, can participants recognize whether a privacy choice is optional or
mandatory?

• Methods: Survey, online experiment, lab usability study
• Timing: all
• Prior work: [102, 103, 105]

2. Objective knowledge when users’ attention is not focused on a privacy choice inter-
face

• Example heuristics:
Given their normal interaction with a system, do participants understand what
the privacy choice interface does and the implications of a decision?
How well does their objective knowledge compare to those of users’ who had
focused attention on the privacy choice interface?

• Similar to measuring awareness of a privacy choice, this measure might require as-
signing participants to a distraction task.

• Methods: Online experiment, lab usability study
• Timing: Interruptive

3. Perceived difficulty in learning or comprehending the privacy choice interface
• After completing a task that requires using a privacy choice interface, participants

can be asked questions related to the perceived ease or difficulty in learning or com-
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prehending the privacy choices.
• Commonly used prompts that measure perceived learnability include:

What (if anything) they found difficult to understand about the privacy choice
interface.
Items 5, 6, 7 and 10 on the System Usability Scale (SUS) [141]

• Alternatively, these questions can be asked about participants’ prior experiences with
a privacy choice interface outside of the study environment

• Methods: Survey, online experiment, lab usability study
• Timing: all
• Prior work: [102, 105]

4. Estimated difficulty in learning or comprehending the privacy choice interface
• Inspection-based approaches can be used to estimate the difficulty of learning or com-

prehending a privacy choice interface. Example heuristics may include:
Item 10 of Nielsen heuristics [171]
What, if any aid, might be required
Whether particular types of users might have greater difficulty in learning or
comprehending what the choice interface does

• Methods: Heuristic evaluation, cognitive walkthrough, or perspective-based UI in-
spection

• Timing: all
• Prior work: [101]

7.3.5 User Sentiment

Likert measures and qualitative prompts can be used to gauge users’ satisfaction with a privacy
choice interface after they have had some experience using it, such as through a study task. It is
important to consider that users’ sentiment may be impacted by their needs and comprehension
of a given privacy choice interface.

1. Users’ perceptions of transparency and control after interacting with a privacy choice
interface

• Example prompts:
To what extent do you feel this [privacy choice interface] provides sufficient
control over your data?
How transparent do you feel that this [privacy choice interface] is related to the
use of your data?

• These could be measured using a Likert scale with a follow-up qualitative prompt to
explore further.

• Methods: Survey, online experiment, lab usability study
• Timing: all

2. Subjective knowledge after interacting with a privacy choice interface
• Example prompts:
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To what extent do you feel informed about your choices related to [privacy
choice domain]?
How capable do you feel in making a decision related to [privacy choice do-
main]?
How confident are they in their privacy choice (e.g., item 9 of SUS [141])?

• These could be measured using a Likert scale with a follow-up qualitative prompt to
explore further.

• Methods: Survey, online experiment, lab usability study
• Timing: all

3. Users’ comfort and trust in the privacy choice interface
• Example prompts:

How comfortable or uncomfortable do you feel about how your data will be
used?
To what extent do you feel that your [privacy choice decision] will be honored?

• These could be measured using a Likert scale with a follow-up qualitative prompt to
explore further

• Methods: Survey, online experiment, lab usability study
• Timing: all

4. Users’ self-reported investment in their privacy choice
• Example prompts:

How carefully did you consider your [privacy choice]?
Imagine that you saw this [privacy choice interface], how likely would you be to
engage with [the privacy choice interface]?

• These could be measured using a Likert scale with a follow-up qualitative prompt to
explore further.

• Methods: Survey, online experiment, lab usability study
• Timing: all Prior work: [43]

7.3.6 Decision Reversal

Users need to be able to change their privacy choice decision, both immediately after an interac-
tion with a privacy choice interface and, if applicable, at a later time through user settings offered
through the website or app. This allows for users to correct an error they may have made in their
initial privacy choice as well as circumstances in which users change their mind about how their
data is used or collected. The measures under User Ability & Effort related to making an ini-
tial privacy choice can be adapted to measure users’ ability and effort in reversing their privacy
decision (both immediately after making an initial decision and at a later point in time in which
the choice interface or a settings page must be revisited). Similarly, those related to User Aware-
ness and User Comprehension can be utilized to ensure that users can find and understand the
information and processes that a part of reversing their privacy decision. In this case, the privacy
choice task assigned to participants would be to undo or modify their initial privacy choice. This
aspect of usability is applicable to the entire privacy choice design space.
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7.3.7 Nudging Patterns

Privacy choice interfaces often exhibit dark patterns that nudge users to less privacy-protective
outcomes to the benefit of the company. This usually occurs when privacy-protective options are
made less salient or more cumbersome to use than the alternatives. Furthermore, regulations such
as the GDPR and CPRA make the use of dark patterns in privacy choice interfaces, particularly
those related to consent, illegal. As such it is important for designers to be aware of the way they
are nudging consumers and evaluate whether this nudging would be considered a dark pattern.
In some contexts, it may even be appropriate for interfaces to nudge users to privacy-protective
choices. To evaluate privacy choice interfaces for dark patterns, we should consider the four
normative perspectives described by Mathur et al. with regards to privacy [157].

1. Impact of the privacy choice interface on individual welfare
• Mathur et al. suggest measuring a “welfarist conception of privacy” [157] which may

help designers quantify and communicate the business impact of their design choices.
Example metrics include:

Calculating the financial value of the data disclosed because of a design pattern
Examining the proportion of users whose needs were not satisfied because of a
dark pattern

• An evaluation of individual welfare should also consider what needs the user has for
a system outside of privacy, and whether the privacy choice interface interferes with
those needs. These metrics could also highlight whether individual welfare could be
improved with nudges toward privacy-protective choices.

• Methods: Survey, field study, online experiment
• Timing: all
• Prior work: [177]

2. Impact of the privacy choice interface on users’ trust
• Privacy choice interfaces should be evaluated on whether they are detrimental to the

collective welfare. In the context of privacy choice interfaces, dark patterns may
result in a loss of trust or skepticism (e.g., in the company, in companies using similar
privacy choice interfaces)

• Example prompts:
Prompts related to User Sentiment (e.g., Guidelines 1 and 3) could also be used
to evaluate a privacy choice interface’s impact on user trust

• Similarly, they could be applied to evaluate whether nudges toward privacy-protective
choices improve trust

• Methods: Survey, field study, online experiment
• Timing: all

3. Unintended societal consequences caused by the privacy choice interface
• Another aspect of collective welfare is analyzing whether the privacy choice inter-

face could lead to unintentional disclosure of personal information, and whether this
could have negative societal-level impact. A prominent example is Facebook users
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unknowingly consenting to their data being shared with Cambridge Analytica, which
used the data to influence global elections [163].

• Methods: Individual expert review
• Timing: all
• Prior work: [100]

4. How well the privacy choice interface aligns with regulatory objectives
• Both GDPR and CCPA/CPRA have provisions related to the usability of privacy

choice interfaces, particularly to the consent of data collection. Prior empirical eval-
uations of consent notices have identified dark patterns that likely violate the spirit of
GDPR and could potentially lead to regulatory penalties. Particularly Nowens et al.
and Soe et al. provide a list of design criteria for cookie consent notices to evaluate
for the presence of dark patterns and potential violations of the GDPR [177, 213].
This includes that consent be explicit (e.g., require a click from the user), consent
must be as easy to withdraw or refuse as it is to give, and the privacy choice interface
contain no pre-selected boxes for non-necessary purposes [177]. Other potentially
violating design patterns are the absence of actual choices in the interface (e.g., in-
structions to change privacy choices are simply described in a notice text), choice
toggles that are unlabelled, and not using antonyms of the consent option to label the
option denying consent [213] .

• Methods: Heuristic evaluation, individual expert review
• Timing: all
• Prior work: [100, 177, 213]

5. How well the privacy choice interface enables individual autonomy
• Mathur et al. [157] suggest evaluating to what degree an interface interferes with

“users’ ability to make independent decisions,” which would require comparing in-
terfaces with nudging patterns with a neutral design. This could be measured through
measures that align with other evaluation objectives including:

If a privacy choice interface design seems to nudge users to a particular option
(i.e., what options do users select under different designs?)
If an option that aligns with their preferences is available (see User Needs Guide-
line 1)
If they are able (and effort required) to choose their preferred option (see User
Ability & Effort Guidelines 1, 2,and 3)
Whether users are aware of all options available to them (see User Awareness
Guideline 1)
If they can comprehend available options (see User Comprehension Guidelines 1
and 2)
Users’ perceptions of autonomy (see User Sentiment Guidelines 2 and 4)

• Similarly, in some contexts it may be beneficial to evaluate whether interfaces utiliz-
ing reflective design better enable individual autonomy, as suggested by Terpstra et
al [216].

• Methods: Survey, online experiment, lab usability study
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• Timing: all
• Prior work: [177]

7.4 Discussion
This document contributes a guide that organizations can use to evaluate the usability of their
privacy choice interfaces. First, it identifies seven high-level objectives that are aligned with
the usability of privacy choice interfaces, based on the HCI and privacy choice literature. Next
is an overview of research methods and study designs that could be utilized in evaluations of
privacy choice interfaces. For each of the seven usability objectives, the document describes
several evaluation guidelines utilizing these research methods as well as corresponding example
measures and prompts.

These guidelines are intended to allow evaluators of privacy choice interfaces to uncover a
breadth of potential usability issues. While organizations can apply these guidelines to a privacy
choice interface that is already in use, ideally the applicable guidelines would be incorporated
into an iterative design process so that usability issues can be addressed prior to the interface be-
ing deployed. To evaluate privacy choice interfaces thoroughly, it is likely that multiple, comple-
mentary evaluations will be necessary utilizing different research methods and study protocols.
At least one evaluation should be conducted with study participants interacting with the privacy
choice interface in a realistic context, as this approach is most likely to mirror how users would
interact with the interface once it is deployed. The data collected from this evaluation could be
used to confirm potential usability issues identified through other approaches, such as through
expert evaluation.

It is important to recognize that better design of privacy choice interfaces, particularly those
that allow users to decline data sharing just as easily as to agree to it, may be at odds with
revenue-generating goals of a company. Though mounting consumer pressure should encour-
age companies to better privacy practices, it is still unclear whether this will translate to better
consumer privacy protection. Privacy choice requirements in new regulation, which include gen-
eral requirements for usability, provide further incentive for companies to evaluate their privacy
choice interfaces. While these guidelines could help organizations meet such usability require-
ments, and regulators to hold organizations accountable to better design practices, it is possible
that interface designs that perform best in terms of meeting usability objectives (such as those
that bundle certain privacy choices) would not be in full compliance with legal requirements in
a particular jurisdiction. Conversely, it is likely that not all lawful designs of privacy choice
interfaces would perform well in meeting the usability objectives described in these guidelines.

The evaluation guidelines listed in this document could also be used in contexts other than
evaluating the usability of a single privacy choice interface. The same measures and prompts
described could be applied in studies that compare multiple privacy choice interface designs to
identify which design elements are beneficial or detrimental to different aspects of usability. As
such, the evaluation guidelines provided are an initial step towards implementation guidelines
that would standardize privacy choice interfaces for certain contexts. While adoption of new
frameworks, including automated decision-making and standardized privacy choice interfaces,
are necessary to further reduce the burden of privacy-decision making from users, these guide-
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lines provide immediately actionable guidance for organizations in how to improve consent and
privacy choice interfaces for users.
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Chapter 8

Applying the Evaluation Guidelines to
Cookie Consent Interfaces

Chapter 7 proposed a comprehensive set of guidelines that can be used to evaluate privacy choice
interfaces in different contexts. While these guidelines included example metrics and prompts
for each high-level usability objective, it may be difficult for organizations that have less experi-
ence with usability testing to understand how to appropriately utilize them when evaluating their
privacy choice interfaces. To demonstrate the application of the guidelines in a particular privacy
choice context, we conducted a usability evaluation of cookie consent interfaces.

While the guidelines could have been demonstrated in other privacy decision-making con-
texts, we chose to focus on cookie consent notices for several reasons. First, interfaces related
to the use of cookies are prevalent on websites and apps, particularly after a 2009 amendment
to the EU’s ePrivacy Directive [115]. These interfaces have become vital to organizations as
they are used to meet legal requirements for notice and consent to data collection and process-
ing under the GDPR and CCPA [63, 183]. As such, internet users encounter these interfaces
daily. While existing privacy regulation stipulates that these interfaces be usable, there are no
standards for usable cookie consent interfaces. As a result, organizations use a wide range of
design practices in their implementations, some of which have been highlighted in prior work as
dark patterns [100, 177]. Dark patterns — design practices that nudge users toward less privacy-
protective options — within cookie consent interfaces could lead to users unknowingly consent-
ing to data collection or failing to exercise their preferred privacy choices. Beyond dark patterns,
it is important to consider other usability aspects of cookie consent interfaces, such as user aware-
ness and comprehension of choices, as interfaces with poor usability could lead to privacy fatigue
in users, described as “the tendency of consumers to disclose greater information over time when
using more complex and less-usable privacy controls” [129].

We based our evaluation of cookie consent notices on those implemented through Consent
Management Platforms (CMPs). These services have emerged to help organizations manage
consent flows on their websites and apps in compliance with regulatory requirements. According
to a report by the ad-tech company Kevel, approximately 52% of the top 10,000 US websites

This chapter is a lightly edited version of a paper in submission as: Hana Habib, Megan Li, Ellie Young, and
Lorrie Faith Cranor. “‘Okay, whatever’: An Evaluation of Cookie Consent Interfaces” [104].
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that serve ads have a CMP-implemented cookie consent interface, with five CMPs capturing
the majority of the market share [133]. While some design aspects of the consent interface are
standardized for each CMP, there are others that organizations can choose to customize for their
particular website or app. Considering the prevalence of CMPs and consolidation of the space
into a handful of services, improvements in the usability of CMP-implemented cookie consent
interfaces would have widespread impacts.

We conducted a two-stage evaluation to demonstrate the application of the guidelines pro-
vided in Chapter 7. First, we performed an inspection-based evaluation of 191 cookie consent
interfaces implemented through five major CMP services, using an approach informed by three
standard HCI methods: heuristic evaluation, cognitive walkthrough, and independent expert re-
view [234]. We evaluated each interface for several dark pattern heuristics identified in prior
work as well as other potential usability barriers. Our inspection-based evaluation yielded a list
of design parameters that appear to be customizable through CMPs. In the second stage of our
evaluation, we drew on our findings from our inspection-based evaluation to further investigate
seven design parameters (listed in Section 8.2.1 of this chapter) that may impact the usability of
consent notices. We conducted a between-subjects online experiment with 1,109 participants to
evaluate the usability of 12 consent interface designs, utilizing the metrics and prompts provided
in the evaluation guidelines. Participants in the experiment were asked to complete a shopping
task on a prototype of a fictitious online retailer, where they encountered one of the consent inter-
face design variants. Following task completion, participants answered survey questions related
to the usability of the consent notice.

Our analysis of participants’ interactions with the prototype website and survey responses
highlighted significant differences in terms of usability between the design variants tested. We
found that prominence of the consent interface impacted participants’ awareness of available
choices. Additionally, both the presentation of cookie consent choices as a link within the consent
interface text as well as the inclusion of text highlighting negative outcomes of not allowing
optional cookies appeared to impact participants’ comprehension of which choices were being
recommended by the website. Our results also indicate that the absence of in-line cookie options
within the initial screen of the interface appeared to have reduced participants’ investment in
their consent decision.

This study complements the growing body of research related to cookie consent interfaces.
Our inspection-based evaluation builds on Soe et al.’s [213] review of consent notices on news
websites by applying a similar set of dark pattern heuristics to cookie consent notices imple-
mented through CMPs. A limitation of prior work is that usability is primarily framed through
the lens of dark patterns. However, as Chapter 7 highlights, the privacy and usable design liter-
ature defines usability through a variety of other aspects related to how people interact with and
perceive an interface. Complementing work by Utz et al. [224] and Nouwens et al. [177], our
online experiment explores the impact of seven additional design parameters of consent inter-
faces and provides deeper perspective into other usability aspects of consent interfaces beyond
dark patterns. Furthermore, our discussion surrounding the presence and impact of dark patterns
supports Gray et al.’s [100] interaction criticism with empirical evidence regarding the impact of
certain design parameters.

This chapter makes the following contributions:
• Demonstration of the application of the evaluation guidelines provided in Chapter 7 to the
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domain of cookie consent interfaces.
• A summary of dark pattern heuristics identified in our inspection-based evaluation of

cookie consent interfaces implemented through CMPs.
• Quantification of the usability impact of seven design parameters through a user study

evaluation of 12 cookie consent interface designs.
• Identification of design choices that organizations could make, or that could be incor-

porated into a standardization effort, that would improve the usability of cookie consent
interfaces.

8.1 Inspection-Based Evaluation of Cookie Consent Interfaces
As an initial step in our evaluation of design practices used in CMP-implemented cookie consent
interfaces, we conducted an inspection-based evaluation of such interfaces across a wide range of
websites. We developed a standardized procedure for our evaluation, informed by independent
expert review, cognitive walkthrough, and heuristic evaluation approaches [234]. Utilizing the
results of this expert review, we identified design parameters for consent interfaces that seem to
be customizable through CMPs and may have an impact on usability.

8.1.1 Inspection Procedure

To conduct our inspection-based evaluation of CMP-implemented interfaces, we first identified
five services that are in widespread use through a review of prior work in this space [111, 177]:
Cookiebot, Crownpeak, OneTrust, QuantCast, and TrustArc. We built upon Nouwens et al.’s
dataset of 680 popular UK websites [177] and compiled a diverse set of 932 websites that have
consent interfaces that are implemented through these CMPs. To diversify our website sample,
we developed a web scraper using webXray, a tool for analyzing webpage traffic [147], which
looked for domain requests to any of the CMPs identified. We ran our scraper on 1,000 web-
sites, randomly sampled from Tranco’s list of top 10,000 global websites [143] (as of June 21,
2021) and stratified for web popularity. This yielded another 251 websites for our sample set
of websites using CMP-implemented notices. We also referred to any reported client organi-
zations included on each service’s website, but only found one instance of a consent interface
implemented through a CMP.

In total, we evaluated 191 websites drawn from our list of websites that contain a consent
interface implemented through one of the five CMPs. We evaluated at least ten interfaces imple-
mented through each CMP and attempted to identify distinct interface designs within the group
of websites using each service, particularly which cookie options were provided, where and how
they were presented to users, and the content of the interface text. Thus our sample includes
a wide variety of interfaces but is not representative of the frequency with which each type of
interface appears.

For each website, one member of the research team visited the desktop version of the website
from a computer with a US-based IP address using private browsing mode to mitigate impact of
the researcher’s prior cookie consent decisions. The researcher first evaluated the interface based
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on a set of dark pattern heuristics identified in prior work, including design patterns that may
lead to unintentional data disclosure or be considered illegal under the GDPR or CCPA [157,
177, 213]. Specifically they identified:

• Unequal paths: The interface had unequal interaction paths for the most and least privacy-
protective options (see Figure 8.1a).

• “Bad defaults”: The interface had default options that were not privacy-protective (see
Figure 8.1b).

• Confusing buttons: The interface had unintuitive placement of buttons for confirming
users’ cookie preferences and allowing all cookies (see Figure 8.1c).

• No choices: The interface did not provide choices related to the use of cookies (see Fig-
ure 8.1d).

• Confirmshaming: The interface used “confirmshaming’ which is wording that guilts or
shames users to influence their decision [20] (see Figure 8.1e).

After evaluating the interface against these heuristics, the researcher conducted a cognitive
walkthrough of the cookie consent interface by clicking on available options and links within the
interface, observing any potential usability barriers. Finally, the researcher made any additional
notes about aspects of the consent interface that may confuse users based on their knowledge
of usability and dark patterns. The researcher’s observations were recorded in a database, along
with screenshots or screen recordings of the analyzed cookie consent interface.1

8.1.2 Inspection Evaluation Results
Dark pattern heuristics and other usability issues were prevalent in the CMP-implemented con-
sent interfaces we evaluated. We then identified a list of ten design parameters that appear to be
customizable through CMPs and may impact the usability of consent interfaces.

Summary of Dark Pattern Heuristics & Usability Barriers

As shown in Table 8.1, the vast majority of the consent interfaces (88.0%) reviewed exhibited a
dark pattern heuristic, including some that may be in violation of GDPR requirements [63]. The
most prevalent, observed on 150 (78.5%) websites, was having a simpler interaction path for
less privacy-protective cookie options (i.e.,“accept all cookies”) than for more privacy-protective
options. Forty-nine (25.4%) of consent interfaces in our sample also had pre-selected or de-
fault options that were less protective of users’ privacy than other available options. This dark
pattern heuristic occurred relatively more frequently in consent interfaces implemented through
OneTrust or TrustArc, but as our sample is not representative, this may or may not reflect trends
across all websites using these CMPs.

Some consent interfaces also exhibited usability barriers, beyond potential dark patterns, that
were uncovered during a cognitive walkthrough of the interfaces. One example was a consent
interface that contained an “Options” button on the cookie options page that did not appear to do
anything but dismiss the consent interface.2 This would likely impact users’ comprehension of
the interface, as well as sentiment towards the company. Another interface contained a “Confirm

1The database of our observations is available at https://airtable.com/shrnbTJ0ZIPl9OMm6.
2This particular consent interface was on friday-ad.co.uk and implemented through Quantcast.
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(a) Consent notice with unequal paths. The op-
tion to “Accept all cookies” is a prominent but-
ton but more privacy-protective options are pro-
vided through a less conspicuous “Cookie set-
tings” link.

(b) Cookie preferences page within a consent
interface with “bad” defaults where the de-
fault setting (“Advertising Cookies”) is the least
privacy-protective option available.

(c) Cookie preferences page with confusing
buttons. The placement of “Allow All” and
“Confirm My Choices” is unintuitive consider-
ing that submit buttons typically appear on the
bottom right.

(d) Cookie consent notice with no choices. The
privacy policy simply describes the use of cook-
ies rather than an interface where users can make
choices about the use of cookies.

(e) Example of a type of confirmshaming where it is implied that users do not want “the very best
service” or appreciate “the best quality organic ingredients” if all cookies are not accepted.

Figure 8.1: Examples of cookie consent interfaces found during our inspection-based evaluation
for each dark pattern heuristic.
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CMP (n) Unequal paths “Bad” defaults Confusing buttons No choices Confirmshaming Other barriers None

OneTrust (70) 60 33 21 4 1 5 6

Quantcast (69) 55 0 0 7 1 1 7

CookieBot (20) 9 5 0 2 0 5 8

TrustArc (19) 14 9 0 2 1 0 2

CrownPeak (13) 12 2 1 2 0 1 0

150 49 22 17 3 12 23

Table 8.1: Counts of the dark pattern heuristics and other usability barriers identified during our
inspection-based evaluation of consent interfaces implemented through five CMP services. (n =
number of consent interfaces evaluated for a particular CMP)

My Choices” button within the cookie options page but no choices were actually present on the
page.3 The absence of choices on an interface where users would expect them to be present
is highly likely to impact users’ ability to effectively make decisions related to cookies on the
website. In contrast, some interfaces included options to enable or disable different categories
of cookies on the initial screen of the interface,4 which prior work has shown to impact users’
engagement with consent options [177, 224].

Design Parameters for CMP-Implemented interfaces

We used our recorded observations to compare consent interfaces implemented through the same
CMP. In doing so, we identified design parameters that we hypothesized would have an impact on
the usability of the consent interface and that appear to be customizable through CMPs. We enu-
merated ten such parameters related to specific components of the cookie consent interface (such
as the interface text or interface buttons) or the user interactions involved in the consent decision,
as well as possible implementations of the parameter that we observed (listed in Table 8.2).

8.2 User Study Evaluation of Consent Interface Designs

To further investigate the usability impact of design choices that organizations can make when
implementing their cookie consent interfaces, we conducted a large-scale online user study in
which 1,109 participants were each randomly assigned to visit and interact with a fictitious e-
commerce website implementing one of 12 cookie consent design variants. This online experi-
ment builds on our inspection-based evaluation — as well as prior user studies of consent inter-
faces — by evaluating the impact of different design parameters in consent interfaces against a
comprehensive definition of usability rather than primarily through the lens of dark patterns.

3This particular consent interface was on sketchup.com and implemented through OneTrust.
4An example of such a consent interface is on acm.org implemented through CookieBot.
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Design Parameter Possible Implementations Usability Objective(s)

Prominence of the consent
interface

persistent “Cookie Preferences” button,
non-blocking banner, consent wall

User awareness

Path to a cookie options interface
(where options to allow/deny
cookies are presented)

link embedded in text, equally weighted
interface button, in-line options in initial screen

User awareness

How/whether the notice described
the presence of choices

loss aversion text present, text mentions that
options are available

User awareness, User sentiment

Readability of the notice fonts, colors, contrasts, text layout (bulleted vs.
paragraph)

User comprehension

Text within button options generic (“Okay,” “Submit”), detailed (“Allow
selected cookies,” “Allow all cookies”)

User comprehension

Layout of cookie options page choices separated in multiple tabs, all choices
on same page

User ability & effort

Process for changing or revoking a
consent decision

none (clear browser cookies), link in cookie
policy, persistent “Cookie Preferences” button

Decision reversal

Placement of button options “Allow all” option shifts with user actions,
“Allow all” remains in place

User ability & effort

The granularity of choices offered cookie-level, category-level User ability & effort

The number of clicks required to
reach the choices interface from
the notice

2 or more clicks, 1 click, no clicks (in-line
options)

User ability & effort

Table 8.2: List of design parameters that appear to be customizable through CMPs, possible
implementations for each (in order of the least to best option for usability based on our expert
knowledge), and the corresponding usability objectives that we hypothesized could be impacted.
The seven parameters explored in our user study are italicized.

8.2.1 User Study Design

We enumerated possible design choices for each design parameter we identified through our
inspection-based evaluation of consent interfaces in Table 8.2 based on the practices we observed
in the design of the consent interfaces we looked at in our inspection-based evaluation. As it was
infeasible to study all of the possible design choices, we ranked the design parameters according
to what was likely to have the most impact on usability and prioritized design choices for which
there has not yet been much research or established best practice in UX design. Along these
criteria, we decided not to explore the placement of button options within the consent interface
(for which there are established best practices [87]) and the granularity of choices offered (for
which there has been prior research that shows that users may be overwhelmed by having too
many choices [19]). Similarly, we did not include a study variable explicitly exploring the num-
ber of clicks required to reach a choices interface from the initial screen of the consent notice,
as prior research has shown that choices are most usable when presented on the initial screen of
the interface [177]. Our study also did not explore accessibility issues, such as those related to
color contrast and size of button components within the interface, which also have established
guidelines [227].
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The remaining seven design parameters corresponded to variables in our study. We developed
the following hypotheses for these variables:

H1. Prominence of the consent interface: User awareness of cookie consent options would
be better for a fully-blocking consent interface (i.e., “consent wall”), compared to a non-
blocking consent banner or “Cookie Preferences” button at the bottom of a webpage (a
design option for OneTrust).

H2. Path to a cookie options interface: User awareness of cookie consent options would be
better for “in-line” cookie options provided on the initial screen of the interface (a design
option for CookieBot), compared to a link to a cookie choices page embedded within the
text of the interface or a button leading to a choices page.

H3. Loss aversion framing describing the presence of choices: The presence of text highlighting
negative outcomes of not accepting optional cookies would exploit a cognitive bias called
loss aversion, where people prefer to avoid a loss compared to gaining something equivalent,
creating a nudging effect towards accepting all cookies and impacting user sentiment.

H4. Layout of the notice text: User comprehension of the cookie consent decision would be
better for a bulleted format of the text, compared to paragraph format.

H5. Text within button options: User comprehension of the cookie consent decision would be
better if the button options detailed the action of the button (i.e., “Allow selected cookies”
and “Allow all cookies”), compared to more generic text (i.e.,“Submit” and “Okay”).

H6. Layout of cookie options page: A cookie choices page with all options on one screen (i.e.,
“single-page” layout), would make it easier for users to change choices with less effort,
compared to a choices page comprised of tabs for different categories of cookies used on
the website (i.e., “multi-page” layout).

H7. Process for changing or revoking a consent decision:
(a) Decision reversal would be better facilitated by a persistent “Cookie Preferences” (a

design option for OneTrust), compared to a website’s cookie and privacy policy.
(b) Decision reversal would be better facilitated if the process for changing or revoking a

consent decision is stated in the notice text.

We developed 12 design variants of cookie consent interfaces, provided in Appendix E.1, to
explore our study variables and test our stated hypotheses. So that we could isolate the effect of
each design choice, one design variant was composed of what we considered as “best practices”:
what we hypothesized as the most privacy-protective or usable options for each study variable
(see Figure 8.2a). Ten of the design variants manipulated just one study variable such that they
differed from the “best practices” baseline in only one aspect of the interface design. A twelfth
design variant explored the combination of design choices that we considered were the least
privacy-protective or usable, which we refer to as “worst practices” (see Figure 8.2b). The design
variants included a link to a single-layer “Cookie Preferences” page (shown in Figure 8.3a) or a
multi-layer version of the page (Figure 8.3b), which included information about cookies and four
different cookie categories (strictly necessary, performance, functional, and targeting) as well as
toggles to enable/disable the later three categories. Table 8.3 provides an overview of the design
variants explored in our study and their values for the seven study variables.
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(a) “Best practices” cookie consent interface design variant used as a baseline for comparison which
incorporated the design choices that we considered as most privacy-protective or beneficial to usability.

(b) “Worst practices” cookie consent interface design variant which incorporated the design choices that
we considered as least privacy-protective or most detrimental to usability.

Figure 8.2: Two consent interface design variants that demonstrate the design choices for each
parameter explored in our study.

8.2.2 User Study Data Collection & Analysis

Experimental Protocol

We conducted an online experiment utilizing a between-subjects protocol to test our hypotheses.
To explore the impact of the different design parameters in a realistic context, we presented our
consent notice designs in the context of a fictitious e-commerce website that sold cups, mugs,
and other drinkware. We implemented the parts of an e-commerce website relevant to the cookie
consent experience or basic shopping functionality, including a cookie consent interface (varied
per condition), privacy policy, cookie policy, product catalog, and product detail pages using
Adobe XD. We implemented the prototypes only in a desktop version of a website to maximize
the chances of participants being able to read and interact with the consent notice. In order to
capture participants’ interactions with the website as well as timing data, we utilized a usability
testing platform called Useberry. After completing the study consent form and verifying their
eligibility, participants in our study were assigned one of the study conditions at random and
directed to Useberry. To prevent participants from overly fixating on the consent notice, par-
ticipants were give a distraction task — to add a product from the store catalog to their cart.
Participants were instructed to interact with the prototype as they would a real website and per-
form whatever action they would take the first time they visited a real e-commerce website. After
the initial instruction screens, participants were exposed to a cookie consent interface design ac-
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(a) Single-layer “Cookie Preferences” interface linked from the cookie consent interface in ten of the
design variants.

(b) Multi-layer “Cookie Preferences” interface linked from the cookie consent interface in the layout-
multilayer and worst-practices design variants.

Figure 8.3: The two styles of “Cookie Preferences” linked through the cookie consent interface
design variants explored in our study.
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Condition Name Prominence Options
Path

Loss Aversion Text Layout Button Text Choices Layout Decision
Reversal

best-practices fully-blocking in-line absent bulleted detailed single-page persistent
button

prominence-cornerButton non-blocking
button

n/a n/a n/a n/a single-page persistent
button

prominence-banner non-blocking
banner

in-line absent bulleted detailed single-page persistent
button

options-embeddedLink fully-blocking embedded
link

absent bulleted detailed single-page persistent
button

options-interfaceButton fully-blocking interface
button

absent bulleted detailed single-page persistent
button

text-lossAversion fully-blocking in-line present bulleted detailed single-page persistent
button

text-layoutParagraph fully-blocking in-line absent paragraph detailed single-page persistent
button

button-generic fully-blocking in-line absent bulleted generic single-page persistent
button

layout-multilayer fully-blocking interface
button

absent bulleted detailed multi-page persistent
button

reversal-noInstructions fully-blocking in-line absent bulleted detailed single-page no instructions
(button
present)

reversal-cookiePolicy fully-blocking in-line absent bulleted detailed single-page cookie policy

worst-practices non-blocking
banner

embedded
link

present paragraph generic multi-page no instructions
(cookie policy)

Table 8.3: Overview of the 12 cookie consent interface design variants and their values for the
seven design parameters explored in our online experiment.

cording to their assigned condition. Once participants completed the study task, or indicated that
they give up on the task, they were directed to a follow-up survey implemented on Qualtrics.

The survey (provided in Appendix E.2) included questions for evaluating the different high-
level usability objectives provided in the evaluation guidelines described in Chapter 7. Partici-
pants first answered questions related to user awareness and unfocused comprehension based on
their recall of the consent notice. After completing this portion of the survey, participants were
provided an opportunity to refer back to the consent interface and prototype of the e-commerce
website as they answered additional questions.

Our protocol was approved by our university’s Institutional Review Board. While participants
consented to their interactions with the prototype website being captured, we did not collect any
personal information from participants.

Participant Recruitment

To prevent priming potential participants, we described the study as a study requesting feedback
about an e-commerce website. As cookie consent interfaces and users’ experiences with them
may differ across legal jurisdictions, we only recruited US-based participants. Additionally,
participants were required to be over 18 years old, fluent in English, and have access to a tablet
or computer to complete the study (to properly render the prototypes). Median completion time
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for our study was 15 minutes and 48 seconds, and participants were compensated $5.00.

Based on a power analysis for our planned statistical tests, at least 66 participants per condi-
tion (786 participants total) would be needed to detect a moderate effect size with at least 80%
power. In total, 1,316 participants from Prolific completed our study between July 28 and July
30, 2021.

Data Analysis

Our analysis includes data from 1,109 participants. We did not include responses from 127 par-
ticipants who were inadvertently exposed to two different versions of our consent notice due to a
technical issue with Useberry prior to completing the survey.5 We also removed responses from
42 participants who were detected using a mobile device by Useberry, as our prototypes were
designed for tablet or desktop viewing. Last, we removed 38 participant responses for which a
valid Useberry session (sessions in which we could confirm participants saw a consent notice
either through successful task completion or reviewing their interaction data) was not recorded.
A few participants completed the study twice, so we retained only their first submission.

We analyzed user interaction and timing metrics collected through Useberry, as well as par-
ticipants’ survey responses. Since Useberry could not be configured to record participants’ exact
consent decision in a format appropriate for such large-scale analysis, we analyzed participants’
self-reported consent decision from the survey. Participants first indicated which cookie options
they selected in the recall portion of the survey, and answered the same question after reviewing
the consent interface. A researcher reviewed a recording of a participant’s interactions with the
prototype captured by Useberry to verify their consent decision if there was a discrepancy in their
response to these two questions, or if they indicated selecting an unavailable option (i.e., “Allow
social media cookies” or “Allow no cookies”). Approximately 20% of participants’ consent
decisions were reviewed in this manner.

In our reporting of statistics, we include both p-values and an effect size for the appropriate
statistical test. Since our study was powered to detect at least moderate effect sizes with at least
80% for our planned analysis, we note any significant results for which a smaller effect size was
observed. P-values from any post-hoc pairwise comparisons were adjusted with a Bonferonni
correction to be able to correct for additional comparisons with categorical data. We conducted
a thematic analysis of qualitative survey questions. One member of the research team developed
an initial codebook based on a subset of 10% of responses drawn at random. Two researchers
then independently coded another random subset of 20% of the data, achieving a Cohen’s κ
inter-rater agreement of 0.84 (averaged over all questions), which is considered as high agree-
ment [85]. Any conflicts in the coding were resolved and the codebook was accordingly modified
in collaboration. The remaining survey responses were coded by a single researcher using the
modified codebook.

5Due to the same technical issue with Useberry, another 342 Prolific workers attempted to participate in our
study but were unable to complete it. These participants were compensated $1.00 for their time.
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Gender Age (Years) Race/Ethnicity Education Income Tech Expertise

Agender 0.45% 18-24 64.9% Am. Indian/Alaska Native 1.0% High school or less 15.0% <$10k 8.6% Yes 17.0%
Female 79.8% 25-34 26.3% Asian 8.7% Some college 30.7% $10k to $49,999 31.2% No 83.0%
Male 15.1% 35-44 5.6% Black 5.1% Associates/Bachelors 40.7% $50k to $99,999 29.5%
Non-binary/Genderqueer 4.1% 45-54 2.4% Hispanic/Latinx 3.2% Graduate/Professional 13.6% $100k to $149,999 14.5%
Self-described 0.36% 55-64 0.63% Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 0.26% No response 0.09% ≥ $150k 9.8%
No response 0.27% > 65 0.0% White 79.7% No response 6.4%

No response 0.45% Self-described 1.1%
No response 1.1%

Table 8.4: Summary of participant demographics. Participants were allowed to select multiple
options for race/ethnicity so percentages are greater than 100. Those who reported having a for-
mal education or work experience in a computer-related field were counted as technical experts.

8.2.3 Participant Demographics

Table 8.4 provides a demographics summary of our study population. While our participant
sample was diverse, it was not representative of the US population, skewing more female, white,
and younger than the general population [221]. It is likely that our study was impacted by an
influx of new registrations on Prolic by young females that occurred in July 2021 due to a viral
video on TikTok [30]. We report on the impact of age and gender in our analysis of participants’
consent decision, awareness of available cookie options, comprehension of the interface, and
investment in decision-making. The vast majority of our participants (85.8%) reported shopping
online at least once a month, and only four participants indicated that they never shop online.
This suggests that participants in our sample likely had prior experiences with websites similar
to our prototype which may have influenced their interactions during our study.

8.2.4 User Study Results

Our study results, summarized in Table 8.5, highlight that several design parameters that we ex-
plored significantly impacted the usability of consent interfaces. We found that the absence of
in-line options within the initial screen of the interface impacted participants’ consent decision,
comprehension of available cookie options, as well as sentiment toward the consent interface.
Additionally, we observed that awareness of available cookie options was impacted by the promi-
nence of the consent interface and that the presence of loss aversion text in the notice influenced
participants’ comprehension of which cookie options were being recommended. Furthermore,
a persistent “Cookie Preferences” button improved participants’ ability to change their initial
consent decision.

User Needs

The majority (72.7%) of our participants who made a consent decision selected the “Allow all
cookies” option in the interface, 24.4% selected “Allow only strictly necessary cookies,” and
another 2.9% allowed some custom combination of strictly necessary, performance, functional,
or targeting cookies. As shown in Figure 8.4, participants’ cookie consent decision significantly
differed across conditions (p < 0.001, V = 0.29). Participants in all four conditions that did not
include in-line options were significantly more likely to consent to all cookies, compared those
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Hypothesis Result Summary

H1. Prominence of the consent interface Supported Compared to best-practices, participants in prominence-cornerButton had less awareness
of a privacy decision and available cookie options.

H2. Path to a cookie options interface Not supported While there no significant impact on awareness, we did find that the absence of in-line
options impacted focused comprehension and investment in decision-making.

H3. Loss aversion framing describing
the presence of choices

Not supported While there was no significant impact on participants’ consent decision or sentiment, we
did observe that participants in text-lossAversion were more likely to comprehend the
recommended option as “allow all cookies” compared to those best-practices.

H4. Layout of the notice text Not supported No significant impact on comprehension or other usability aspects were observed
between text-layoutParagraph and best-practices.

H5. Text within button options Not supported No significant impact on comprehension or other usability aspects were observed
between button-generic and best-practices.

H6. Layout of cookie choices page Partially supported Though only a small number of participants visited the “Cookie Preferences” page in
either condition, fewer participants in layout-multilayer changed toggles for cookie
options compared to those in options-interfaceButton

H7a. Process for changing or revoking a
consent decision: persistent button

Supported Compared to best-practices, participants in reversal-cookiePolicy were significantly less
likely to report a correct method for changing their consent decision.

H7b. Process for changing or revoking a
consent decision: no instructions

Not supported No significant impact on participants’ reporting of a correct method for changing their
consent decision was observed between reversal-noInstructions and best-practices.

Table 8.5: Summary of findings related to our initial hypotheses for the seven design parameters
explored in our study.

in best-practices. We did not observe significant impact of age or gender on participants’ consent
decision on the prototype website.

About half of participants who selected “Allow all cookies” (50.2%) described that their
goal was to dismiss the consent notice (e.g., “I just wanted to get to the website and thought,
‘Okay, whatever”’). suggesting that participants may have become habituated into clicking this
option when available. Others who allowed all cookies described more specific goals, such
as enabling specific features of the website (e.g.,“Ease of use when I return to the website in
remembering my information”), allowing for full functionality of the website (e.g., “To gain
full access to the website and all its features”), or improving the performance of the website
(e.g.,“For the website to run as smooth as possible”). In contrast, the majority of those who only
allowed strictly necessary cookies (57.9%) described privacy-related goals, including limiting the
amount of personal data that is collected (e.g., “Bare minimum private information collected”)
or web tracking that may occur which could lead to targeted ads (“I don’t want my actions to
be tracked unnecessarily, especially for targeting ads.”). Some participants who selected this
option expressed that they wanted to limit the number of cookies because of an incomplete
understanding of web cookies (e.g.,“I do not really understand cookies, but I think that they
clog up your computer so I wanted to avoid this.”). These results highlight the importance of
providing cookie options that align with specific goals.

In assessing user needs related to the consent interface, we also asked participants to describe
what, if any, additional options related to cookies they would like have. While the majority of
participants did not articulate any additional choices they would like to have, most commonly
participants suggested providing an option for denying all cookies (which would be infeasible
for an e-commerce website given current web technology). Others suggested providing “cookie
options” for other privacy or security-related features (e.g., “Cookies that will help keep pass-
words and logins safe.”), or an option for cookies not to persist beyond the browsing session
(e.g., “Option to clear cookies when done browsing”). In lieu of additional options, some par-
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Figure 8.4: Participants’ cookie consent decisions in their interactions with the prototype web-
site where “custom” refers to any combination of strictly necessary, performance, functional,
or targeting cookies. Three participants who saw blocking consent notice (in the reversal-
cookiePolicy, reversal-noInstructions, and button-generic conditions) bypassed making a con-
sent decision by clicking on other links within the consent notice, which dismissed the notice in
the prototype.

ticipants desired additional information, such as definitions for the term cookies and different
cookie categories or how the website would behave if not all cookies were allowed.

User Ability & Effort

In the survey participants were provided an opportunity to review the consent notice again and
were explicitly asked to select what their preferred consent decision would be for the website. In
their response, 40.1% indicated they would want to allow all cookies, 29.7% preferred to allow
only strictly necessary cookies, 25.2% indicated a custom combination of cookie categories, and
5.1% preferred that the website not use any cookies at all. There was no significant difference
between conditions in participants’ preferred consent decision. Excluding participants who re-
ported that they would prefer not to allow any cookies (a preference that could not be selected
in any condition), less than half of participants (45.3%) actually selected their preferred consent
decision during their interactions with the website. A Pearson’s chi-squared test found that this
significantly differed across conditions (p < 0.001, V = 0.34). As no participants in prominence-
cornerButton made a consent decision, post-hoc comparisons found that participants in that con-
dition were significantly less likely to select their preferred consent decision compared to those
in best-practices. However, the majority of participants (74.0%) felt that it was very easy or
somewhat easy to make their preferred consent decision, which did not significantly differ across
conditions. Taken together, these results suggest that while the majority of participants in the
prominence-cornerButton condition did not find it difficult to use the consent interface, the ab-
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sence of a banner or pop-up consent interface severely impacted participants’ ability to provide
their cookie preferences.

Participants spent an average of 1 minute and 28 seconds with 9.1 clicks to complete the
study task (i.e., adding a product to the shopping cart), which was not found to significantly
differ across conditions. This suggests that the effort required to complete a consent decision
was similar across conditions. In our analysis of participants’ interactions with the prototype
website, we observed that 24.0% of participants in worst-practices and 19.8% of participants in
prominence-nonblockingBanner went directly to the catalog without making a consent decision.
No participants in prominence-cornerButton were observed indicating their cookie preferences
at any point during their interactions with the website. This implies that a substantial portion of
users are likely not to indicate their cookie preferences if not blocked from using other parts of
the website.

Beyond making a consent decision with a button option, we observed 99 additional interac-
tions with other components of the cookie consent interface, seven interactions with one of the
links to the website’s privacy policy (located within the consent interface or in the footer of the
website), and no interactions with the website’s cookie policy. Figure 8.5 provides a summary of
participants’ engagement with cookie-related options, which we observed appeared to impacted
by our some of our study variables. Fewer participants made changes to the toggles correspond-
ing to different cookie categories in the single-page options layout of the cookie choices interface
in options-interfaceButton than in the multi-page layout in layout-multilayer, suggesting that the
increased effort required to change choices in the multi-layer design may have deterred partici-
pants from exercising the options available to them. However, this difference was not found to
be statistically significant.

User Awareness

While 86.8% of participants made a consent decision during their interaction with the prototype
website, only about two-thirds (66.6%) recalled doing so. This gap in recall was not found to
be significant across conditions. Nearly all remembered the privacy decision being about the use
of cookies on the website. A Fisher’s exact test found that recall of making a privacy decision
significantly differed across conditions (p < 0.001, Cramer’s V = 0.48), with participants in the
prominence-cornerButton and worst-practices conditions reporting significantly less awareness
of a privacy decision in follow-up pairwise comparisons compared to those in best-practices.
Three-quarters of participants in best-practices recalled making a privacy decision, compared to
half of worst-practices participants and only 2.9% of prominence-cornerButton participants.

In their recall of options related to specific categories of cookies, participants correctly re-
called between three and four categories out of seven listed (two of which were not actually
available on the website). A Kruskal-Wallis test found that participants’ recall of the options
related to specific cookie categories was significantly different across conditions but with a small
effect size (p < 0.001, η = 0.053). Similar to recall of making a privacy decision, participants
in prominence-cornerButton (2.7 options correct on average) and worst-practices (2.8 correct)
had significantly worse recall of available cookies options, compared to those in best-practices
(3.5 correct) — not surprising as it appears that none of the participants in this condition made a
cookie consent selection and likely did not even view the options. Kruskal-Wallis tests found that
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Figure 8.5: A summary of participants’ engagement with the cookie consent interface beyond
selecting one of the button options. Specifically, we noted (if applicable to the study condition)
whether participants changed any of the in-line options in the interface, clicked on the link or
button leading to the cookie choices interface, clicked the persistent cookie preferences button,
or changed any toggles within the cookie choices interface. Interactions not applicable to a
condition are marked with a ‘X’.

recall of cookie options was also significantly impacted by age (p = 0.005, η =.006) and gender
(p < 0.001, η = 0.010) though with small effect sizes. Those aged 35 and older had better recall
of available options (3.6 correct) than those younger 35 (3.2 correct). Compared to females (3.2
correct), males were found to have significantly better recall (3.6 correct). However it is unclear
whether participants with better observed recall truly were better at recalling information, or if
they had simply reviewed their cookie options more carefully.

Our analysis of interactions with the website prototype (reported in Figure 8.5) also provides
evidence that user awareness of cookie options was impacted by our study variables. While
the “Cookie Preferences” button in the bottom corner of the webpage was used in almost all
of the other design variants, it seemed to go ignored in prominence-cornerButton, suggesting
that a fully-blocking or banner-style consent notice led to greater awareness of available cookie
choices. Though participants engaged with the “Edit cookie preferences” button in options-
interfaceButton relatively more than the in-line options in best-practices, a smaller percentage
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of participants in options-embeddedLink clicked on the link within the text to the cookie choices
interface. While this suggests that the embedded link was not prominent and contributed to lower
user awareness of choices, these differences were not found to be statistically significant.

User Comprehension

To gauge participants’ comprehension of their cookie-related choices, the survey included five
multiple-choice questions in which participants were asked to select the correct definitions for
the term “cookies” (in the context of the internet) and each of the four cookie categories included
in the interface. On average, participants correctly answered between two and three questions,
based on their recall of the website and consent interface when their attention likely was not
focused on available cookie choices. Participants’ unfocused comprehension was not found to
significantly differ across conditions. Less than half of participants (47.6% ) selected the correct
definition for “performance cookies” and only 16.0% selected the correct answer for “functional
cookies,” suggesting that these two labels for cookie categories are not very intuitive. Most
commonly, participants thought functional cookies were those that were needed for the website
to work properly – the correct definition for “strictly necessary cookies.” Kruskal-Wallis tests did
find significant differences with small effect sizes by age (p = 0.01, η = 0.005), as well as gender
(p < 0.001, η = 0.01). Those younger than 35 correctly answered 2.7 questions, compared to
3.1 questions for those 35 and older, while females answered 2.6 questions correctly on average,
compared to 3.1 questions for males.

A Friedman test found a significant improvement in comprehension (p < 0.001, Kendall’s
W = 0.59) by about one question when participants answered the same five comprehension
questions again after being able to review the consent interface. Unlike participants’ unfo-
cused comprehension, there was a significant difference across conditions in focused compre-
hension (p < 0.001, η = 0.08). Compared to those in best-practices, participants in options-
embeddedLink, options-interfaceButton, and layout-multilayer answered more of the compre-
hension questions correctly after reviewing the consent interface. This may be because partici-
pants in these conditions were not exposed to the different cookie category terms through in-line
options and instead saw them on the Cookie Preferences page where they were defined. When
asked which aspects of the consent interface they referred to when answering the survey ques-
tions, a larger percentage of participants in these conditions did report referring to the Cookie
Preferences page, compared to those in best-practices. While there was not a significant differ-
ence by gender in focused comprehension, a Kruskal-Wallis test did find a significant impact of
age with a small effect (p < 0.001, η = 0.01). Unlike unfocused comprehension, those younger
than 35 exhibited better comprehension than older participants, answering 3.7 questions correctly
compared to 3.3.

After reviewing the consent interface, participants were asked how easy or difficult they
thought the consent interface was to understand. Over two-thirds (68.0%) reported that it was
somewhat easy or very easy to understand, which was was not significantly different across con-
ditions. The survey also asked participants about their comprehension of which cookie consent
option was being recommended by the interface, reported in Figure 8.6. A Pearson’s chi-squared
test did find that participants’ interpretations did significantly differ across conditions (p< 0.001,
V = 0.15). The majority of participants in worst-practices (60.0%) and options-embeddedLink
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Figure 8.6: Participants’ comprehension of what (if any) cookie consent options the website
seemed to be recommending.

(50.0%) thought that the interface was recommending to allow all cookies, compared to only
38.6% of those in best-practices, highlighting the impact of the absence of an equally weighted
interface button leading or corresponding to other possible cookie options. The majority of par-
ticipants in text-lossAversion (51.7%) also thought that the website was recommending to allow
all cookies, indicating a possible outcome of including such text in the consent interface.

Participants were also asked to indicate the likelihood of five different scenarios if a cookie
consent decision was not made on the website. The most common expectations were “all cookies
would be allowed and the entire website would still work” and “no cookies would be allowed
by some parts of the website would still work,” rated as “probably yes” or “definitely yes” by
68.3% and 56.0% of participants respectively. This highlights that ambiguity that exists in cur-
rent implementations of cookie consent interfaces, as both of these scenarios are technically
feasible. Pearson’s chi-squared tests found that expectations for both scenarios significantly dif-
fered across conditions (p = 0.02, V = 0.13 and p = 0.003, V = 0.14 respectively) but in follow-up
pairwise comparisons no conditions significantly differed from best-practices.

User Sentiment

To gauge participants’ level of investment in making a cookie consent decision, we asked partic-
ipants who indicated that they made a consent decision on the prototype website two multiple-
choice questions and one Likert scale question related to their decision-making process. Pearson
chi-squared tests found that there was a significant different across conditions in participants’
strategies for selecting their cookie preferences (p < 0.001, V = 0.18), as well as their engage-
ment with the interface text (p < 0.001, V = 0.23). Similarly, a Kruskal-Wallis test found that
participants’ ratings for how carefully they made their consent decision also differed across con-
ditions but with a small effect size (p < 0.001, η = 0.051). Significantly more participants in
options-embededLink (83.3%, p.adj = 0.006) reported choosing the “easiest option” when mak-
ing their consent decision and were more likely to report that they made their decision “not at all
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carefully” (73.4%, p.adj = 0.04), compared to participants in best-practices (55.7% and 46.6%
respectively reported the same). Similarly, significantly more participants in worst-practices
than best-practices made their decision “not at all carefully” (75.6%, p.adj = 0.01) and reported
skipping over the interface text (59.0%, p.adj = 0.001). Those in layout-multilayer were also
significantly more likely to report choosing the “easiest option” (80.7%, p.adj = 0.04). This sug-
gests that the absence of in-line options within the initial screen of the consent interface may
have reduced participants’ investment in their consent decision.

Pearson chi-squared tests and a Kruskal-Wallis test comparing responses to these three ques-
tions also revealed significant differences in decision-making investment with age and gender.
Compared to those 35 years or older, younger participants were more likely to report choosing
the “easiest option” (p < 0.001, V = 0.16), skipping over the notice text (p = 0.001, V = 0.11),
and making their decision “not at all carefully” (p < .001, η = 0.051 [small effect]). Relative to
males, females reported less investment in their decision-making, being more likely to choose
the “easiest option” (p < 0.001, V = 0.20), skipping over the notice text (p = 0.002, V = 0.10),
and making their decision “not at all carefully” (p < 0.001, η = .065).

Participants also answered several questions to assess their subjective knowledge related to
the consent interface. Across all conditions, 92.2% felt “moderately” or “extremely” informed
about their choices related to cookies. A Kruskal-Wallis test found that there was an overall
difference between conditions with a small effect size (p < 0.001, η = 0.026), but in follow-
up pairwise comparisons no significant differences were found between best-practices and other
conditions. Similarly, 95.3% reported feeling “moderately” or “extremely” capable of making
a cookie decision, which did not significantly differ across conditions. A smaller percentage
(79.5%) of those who made a consent decision were “moderately” or “extremely” confident that
their consent decision was the right choice for them, which also did not significantly differ across
conditions. This supports that there was some degree of misalignment between participants’
actual consent decisions and their preferred decisions.

We also asked participants several questions related to other aspects of user sentiment toward
the consent interface. Overall, 92.2% of participants felt “moderately” or “extremely” informed
about data collected by cookies on the website. While a Kruskal-Wallis test found that there was
an overall difference between conditions with a small effect size (p < 0.001, η = 0.039), no con-
ditions were found to be significantly different from best-practices in post-hoc comparisons. The
overwhelming majority of participants (93.8%) also reported feeling that the interface provided
the cookie choices that they wanted, which was not found be be significant across study condi-
tions. Compared to their perceptions of transparency and control, participants reported slightly
lower levels of comfort and trust in their actual consent decisions; 80.0% were “moderately” or
“extremely” comfortable about the use of cookies on the website given their consent decision
and 83.4% were “moderately” or “extremely” trustful that their cookie consent decision would
be honored by the website. These sentiments were also not found to differ significantly across
conditions suggesting that there may be some aspect of the consent process overall rather than a
particular aspect of the interface design that is impacting user sentiment.
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Decision Reversal

A Pearson’s chi-squared test found that participants in the best-practice condition that contained
a persistent “Cookie Preferences” button in the bottom right corner of the page were significantly
more likely than those in reversal-cookiePolicy which did not contain this button to recognize
a correct method to change their initial cookie consent decision (p = 0.001, V = 0.28). The
vast majority (81.8%) of best-practices participants stated that they would use this button to
change their decision, while 45.3% of participants in reversal-cookiePolicy stated they would
visit the website’s cookie policy (as instructed in the notice text). We found that the presence
of reversal instructions did not have a significant impact on participants’ ability to reverse their
initial consent decision.

When asked how they would reverse their preferences if there was no “Cookie Preferences”
button, only 16.1% of participants in the conditions that contained this button described an effec-
tive alternative method for revising their consent decision for the website, such as the website’s
privacy or cookie policy, deleting browser cookies, using a different browser or device, or visiting
the website in private browsing mode. This suggests that after being exposed to the “Cookie Pref-
erences” button its absence had a much greater impact than if participants had not seen it at all.
Along these lines, 42.2% said that they would give up trying to change their consent preferences
or just leave the website. Over a fifth (22.9%) described other strategies that could potentially
lead them to a correct decision reversal path, such as changing browser settings, looking through
the settings or other parts of the website, contacting the website, or searching for instructions
using a search engine. A small portion of participants (10.4%) described an incorrect strategy
such as refreshing the page or revisiting it in another tab, and another 6.3% were not sure what
they would do to reverse their consent decision.

8.3 Discussion

In this section, we first describe limitations of our evaluation of cookie consent interfaces. We
then discuss nudging patterns with regards to our consent interface designs, the final aspect of the
evaluation guidelines described in Chapter 7. Last, we review the implications of our findings on
the design of cookie consent interfaces.

8.3.1 Limitations

While our study provides valuable insights into the usability of consent interfaces, it is not with-
out its limitations. We developed our list of 10 design parameters based on our inspection and
evaluation of consent interfaces implemented by CMPs. It is possible that cookie consent in-
terfaces that are not implemented through CMPs incorporate other design parameters that were
not uncovered in our inspection-based evaluation. Furthermore, our user study only explored a
subset of the identified design parameters and implementations corresponding to these parame-
ters. Though prior research and best practices exist with regard to the three parameters we did
not include (placement of button options, number of clicks required to reach the cookie choices
interface, and granularity of the choices offered), these should be further explored in the context
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of cookie consent interfaces. Our study also did not evaluate the accessibility of cookie consent
interfaces, which should be implemented according to standardized accessibility guidelines to
ensure that they are usable by a larger population of internet users [227].

Though our user study evaluated our cookie consent interface designs in a realistic context,
participants were aware that they were interacting with a prototype website through Useberry,
which may have impacted their interactions and impressions of the consent interface. Addi-
tionally, while Useberry allowed us to capture interaction data related to the time and number
of clicks participants spent on the study task, we were unable to analyze these metrics specifi-
cally for the consent interface. Considering participants’ interactions with the consent interface,
it appears that none of the conditions required significantly more effort, with the exception of
the prominence-cornerButton variant. As none of the participants in that condition attempted to
make a consent decision, we cannot draw conclusions about the amount of effort required. How-
ever the lack of interaction with “Cookie Preferences” button in that condition raises questions
about whether participants even noticed that it was there.

Our study also explored cookie consent interfaces in the context of a single website. As such,
we cannot provide insight into usability aspects that may be impacted when users encounter such
interfaces across multiple websites or apps. Future work could more deeply explore usability
issues, such as decision fatigue, as well as the impact of trust in a particular brand in the context
of users’ cookie consent decision.

Our results may also be impacted by the relatively poor gender and age diversity of our user
study sample. While we did not find that gender or age significantly impacted participants’ con-
sent decisions, we did observe differences in user awareness, comprehension, and sentiment.
Female-identifying participants and those under the age of 35 had less awareness and compre-
hension of available cookie options and were less invested in their decision-making, on average,
compared to male-identifying participants or those older than 35. Technical literacy more gen-
erally is likely to differ with gender and age, as 10.5% of females under 35 in our study sample
reported having a degree or working in a computer-related field, compared to 78.7% of males
older than 35. Given that our sample was dominated by participants with less investment in in
their decision-making and lower comprehension of available cookie options, we expect we may
have failed to detect some differences in conditions that might be detectable in a more represen-
tative study. Future work evaluating the usability of consent interfaces should be conducted with
a study population that is more representative of the internet population overall.

8.3.2 Evaluating for Dark Patterns
Next we apply the guidelines provided in Section 7.3.7 to evaluate our consent interface designs
for the presence and impact of dark patterns.

Alignment With Regulatory Objectives

Our inspection-based evaluation confirms the work of Nowens et al. and Soe et al. which found
that the majority of consent interfaces users interact with may not meet the requirements of
GDPR [177, 213]. None of the cookie consent design variants explored in our study, includ-
ing best-practices, completely meet the design criteria this prior work has proposed for meet-
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ing GDPR requirements. Our results suggest that non-blocking cookie consent interfaces, such
as those tested in our prominence-cornerButton, prominence-banner, and worst-practices con-
ditions, would not immediately meet requirements for consent to be explicit since many par-
ticipants in those conditions did not make a consent decision during their interaction with the
website. In order to satisfy this requirement with a non-blocking interface, a website or app
would need to be implemented in such a way that data collection did not occur until the user
made a consent decision. While the three design variants that did not include in-line options —
options-embeddedLink, options-interfaceButton, and worst-practices — did not require signifi-
cantly more effort to make a consent decision, refusing consent to all cookies appeared to require
more effort than consenting to all cookies as significantly more participants in those conditions
consented to all cookies compared to best-practices. None of our design variants explored a label
for the option allowing only strictly necessary cookies that was the exact antonym of “Allow all
cookies” (such as “Deny optional cookies”) which is recommended practice to make it easy for
users to deny consent for some purposes but not others [213]. However, considering our best-
practices variant included in-line options with check-boxes next to different cookie categories,
using the word “Deny” next to a check box may make it confusing as to whether checking the
boxes would allow or deny those categories.

Impact on Individual Autonomy & User Trust

Our results indicate that the design parameters we explored had a significant impact on individual
autonomy. As reported in Section 8.2.4 (User Needs), without the presence of in-line cookie
options available in the initial screen of the interface, participants seem to be nudged towards
allowing all cookies. Our results indicated that our design variants included cookie options that
aligned well with participants’ preferences, but less than half of participants actually selected the
cookie option for their reported preference. Considering that no condition significantly differed
from best-practices in this regard, it is likely that factors external to the design of the consent
interface, such as participants’ past experiences with cookie consent interfaces and a desire to
continue to the shopping task, influenced participants’ decision-making which is reflected in
participants’ reported goals. Our results also indicate that individual autonomy with regards to
awareness and comprehension of available cookie options may be impacted by the prominence
of the choice interface and absence of in-line options. While participants in conditions with a less
prominent interface exhibited lower awareness of available consent options compared to those
in best-practices, participants in conditions without in-line options had better comprehension
of these options when revisiting the consent interface (presumably because a larger portion of
them visited the “Cookie Preferences” screen), suggesting a need for more information in the
initial layer of the consent screen. We also observed that the absence of in-line options impacted
participants’ perceptions of autonomy, as participants in these conditions reported a lower level
of investment in their decision-making compared to those in best-practices. In contrast to our
findings related to individual autonomy, we did not find that the design parameters we explored
significantly impacted user’s trust in the privacy choice interface, as participants reported similar
perceptions of transparency and control and levels of comfort across conditions.
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Consequences to Individual Welfare & Society

While our study did not specifically focus on the impact to individual welfare or societal conse-
quences, our results provide some insights into these aspects of dark patterns in the context of
cookie consent interfaces. Considering that users must make consent decisions on each website
or app they use, aggregated together the cost of reading these notices, comprehending available
options, and making a decision is likely not trivial. Future work could more thoroughly explore
this impact to individual welfare, using an approach similar to McDonald and Cranor’s estimate
of the cost of reading privacy policies [159], and could quantify specific costs associated with
different consent interface design parameters. It is likely that users have formed coping strategies
to manage the burden of cookie consent decisions, considering that over half of participants in
our best-practices condition reported selecting the “easiest option” when making their consent
decision. To minimize consequences to individual welfare, it is likely that existing cookie con-
sent interfaces will need to be supplemented or replaced with alternative consent mechanisms.
One potential solution is a proposal by the UK Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) which
would allow users to set their cookie preferences once in their web browsers and have those pref-
erences be automatically communicated to the websites they visit [220], similar to the Do Not
Track (DNT) standard [228].

In addition to impact to individual welfare, cookie consent decisions also have societal-level
consequences. Cookies, among other technologies, enable web tracking which feed into big
data aggregation. This data aggregation is used to train algorithms that aid humans in different
decision-making contexts that are critical to society, such as consumer credit ratings, employment
decisions, admissions to higher education institutions, and criminal punishments [64]. Our study
found that those who consented to only the use of strictly necessary cookies largely did so for
privacy-related reasons, including to limit the amount of data aggregation and web tracking that
occurs. This suggests that cookie consent interfaces that make it difficult for users to opt out
of optional cookies have an overall negative impact on society as they contribute to seemingly
limitless data aggregation against the desire of many consumers.

8.3.3 Design Implications

We found that several of the design parameters we explored had a significant impact on the us-
ability of the consent interface. Table 8.5 provides a summary of our findings related to each
of our initial hypotheses. Among the seven design parameters we explored, we find that the
prominence of the consent interface, presence of in-line options within the initial screen of the
interface, and presence of a persistent “Cookie Preferences” button for enabling changes to the
initial consent decision had the greatest impact on usability. These results are in line with prior
work which suggest that more salient privacy information and options yield better usability out-
comes (e.g., [53, 224]).

Prominence of the interface

Our results related to user awareness in Section 8.2.4 suggest that less conspicuous consent in-
terfaces may not be effective in communicating the presence of privacy choices. Additionally,
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as highlighted in Section 8.2.4, without a fully-blocking “consent wall” interface, many par-
ticipants proceeded to use the website without indicating a consent decision. Participants had
varying expectations as to how this inaction would be interpreted by the website, as reported in
Section 8.2.4, suggesting a need for non-blocking consent interfaces to clarify the privacy im-
plications of choosing not to engage. However, fully-blocking interfaces may come with some
usability trade-offs, particularly for users who may not know what their consent preference might
be for a particular website or app before they have interacted with it. It is important for users
to be able to get enough information about the context of this decision, which may be through
details available within the consent interface itself, or from other parts of the website that are still
visible or accessible with the consent interface overlay.

Presence of in-line options

Our findings provide further support to prior recommendations that cookie consent interfaces
should include in-line options to better enable consumer decision-making [177, 224]. As de-
scribed in Section 8.2.4, without these options available participants were more likely to allow
all cookies. Along these lines, an additional button option that more clearly corresponds to allow-
ing only strictly necessary cookies may be useful to consumers, considering that over a quarter
of participants reported this as their preferred consent decision. However, we did find a negative
impact of providing in-line options on participants’ comprehension of choices when explicitly
instructed to revisit the consent interface. Participants in these conditions seemed to be more
likely to guess at the definitions of the cookie options that were available, rather than review the
definitions on the “Cookie Preferences” page. This suggests that providing definitions of cookie
categories within the in-line options, such as through a tooltip, may help with comprehension
of choices and better enable user decision-making. However, both the addition of a third button
option and tooptip definitions for cookie categories should be tested for their usability impact.

Enabling decision reversal

While the “Cookie Prefrences” button on its own was ineffective for communicating the presence
of available cookie options, our results in Section 8.2.4 revealed that it did help participants
identify a means to change their initial consent decision. Furthermore, our results suggest that
the presence of this button following an interruptive banner or fully-blocking interface is enough
on its own to facilitate decision reversal, as we found no significant differences between the
reversal-noInstructions and best-practices variants. Therefore text instructions in the consent
interface related to the “Cookie Preferences” button for decision reversal could be removed,
which would reduce the reading effort required for the consent interface.

Recommendations for CMPs

Our inspection-evaluation of CMP-implemented consent interfaces, as well as prior work [177],
make it clear that CMPs are enabling companies to implement consent interfaces with known
dark patterns. Such design options include unequal paths for the most and least privacy protec-
tive options, privacy-invasive default cookie options, confusing placement of button options, and
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consent interfaces without any explicit cookie options. As such, CMPs should ensure that the
design parameters they make available to organizations do not facilitate such dark patterns. De-
sign choices included in our best-practices variant could guide CMPs in the design options they
provide, particularly our recommendations related to the prominence of the interface, presence
of in-line options, and enabling decision reversal. Furthermore, CMPs should provide guidance
with regards to the text that is included in the interface, such as avoiding loss aversion framing of
choices and suggesting more intuitive language to use instead of “performance” and “functional”
cookies. Last, CMPs should conduct usability assessments similar to this study, to identify and
address potential negative impacts of the design options they provide to organizations for their
consent interfaces.

8.4 Conclusion
To demonstrate the evaluation guidelines proposed in Chapter 7 we conducted a two-part study of
cookie consent interfaces, finding that the design of these interfaces significantly impact the high-
level objectives described in the guidelines. We first conducted a inspection-based evaluation of
consent interfaces implemented through consent management platforms (CMPs) which identi-
fied design parameters that organizations can customize for their websites or apps. To explore
which design choices for these parameters result in better usability, we conducted a large-scale
between-subjects experiment on Prolific evaluating 12 cookie consent design variants. We find
that several design choices, such as a “consent wall” implementation of the consent interface,
in-line options corresponding to cookie categories, and a persistent “Cookie Preferences” button
enabling decision reversal yielded significantly better usability outcomes. Our comprehensive
usability assessment of cookie consent interfaces provides an example of how the evaluation
guidelines described in this thesis can result in actionable design implications for a specific pri-
vacy choice context.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

This dissertation explores usability issues associated with different privacy choice mechanisms,
and provides comprehensive guidance for conducting evaluations of interfaces through which
privacy choice mechanisms are provided. A heuristic-based empirical evaluation of privacy
choices related to email marketing, targeted advertising, and data deletion identified several as-
pects of these privacy choices that may lead to poor user awareness and comprehension (Chap-
ter 3). These usability issues were further explored through a lab usability study which evaluated
common implementations of these three types of privacy choices and provided actionable guid-
ance for improving the usability of these privacy choice mechanisms (Chapter 4). A third study
aimed to address issues user comprehension of privacy choice mechanisms through an iterative
evaluation of new icons and accompanying text descriptions that communicate the presence of
available controls finding that a stylized toggle icon was most effective in this regard (Chapter 5).
Beyond awareness and comprehension, another aspect of usability explored in this dissertation is
whether privacy choice mechanisms address user needs. This was studied through a remote us-
ability study in the context of advertising controls available on Facebook which identified several
aspects in how current controls fall short addressing users’ privacy goals (Chapter 6). To aid pri-
vacy and design practitioners in conducting evaluations of their own privacy choice interfaces, the
approaches used in these usability evaluations, as well as prior research, were synthesized into a
set of comprehensive guidelines which address seven high-level usability objectives (Chapter 7).
Lastly, this dissertation demonstrates the application of this guidance through a two-part evalu-
ation of cookie consent interfaces which provided insights into the specific usability impact of
different design choices (Chapter 8).

9.1 Privacy Choice Interface Evaluation Approaches

Table 9.1 details the evaluation methods utilized in the studies described in this thesis and maps
them to the high-level usability objectives outlined in the evaluation guidelines presented in
Chapter 7. One of the studies described focused on a single high-level usability objective, three
explored multiple, while the last evaluated against all seven. This demonstrates that in applying
the guidelines, evaluation studies can be scoped to explore specific usability objectives related to
a privacy choice interface.
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Study Evaluation Method Usability Objective(s)

An Empirical Analysis of Data Deletion and
Opt-Out Choices (Chap. 3)

Heuristic evaluation Awareness, Ability & effort, Comprehension

The Usability of Websites’ Opt-Out and
Data Deletion Choices (Chap. 4)

Interview, Lab usability study,
formal usability evaluation

Awareness, Ability & effort, Comprehension

How to (In)Effectively Convey Privacy
Choices with Icons and Link Texts (Chap. 5)

Online experiments Comprehension

Identifying User Needs for Advertising
Controls on Facebook (Chap. 6)

Survey, Interview, Remote
usability study

User needs, Awareness, Ability & effort,
Comprehension

Applying the Evaluation Guidelines to
Cookie Consent Notices (Chap 8)

Heuristic evaluation, Cognitive
walkthrough, Independent expert
review, Online experiment

Awareness, Ability & effort, Comprehension,
User needs, User sentiment, Decision reversal,
Nudging patterns

Table 9.1: Overview of the evaluation methods discussed in this thesis and their mapping to the
high-level usability objectives described in the evaluation guidelines.

The studies described in Chapters 3 and 4 demonstrate how inspection-based usability evalu-
ations and user studies can complement each other. The research discussed in Chapter 3 utilized
a heuristic evaluation method based on a custom set of heuristics identified by the research team,
while the user study reported in Chapter 3 incorporated interview questions and privacy choice
tasks in which participants were described hypothetical scenarios. This study also included a
formal usability evaluation in which a researcher collected data related to the user actions re-
quired to use the privacy choice mechanisms to compare against the user actions in participants’
interactions. The results of both studies were discussed through the lens of the User Action
Framework [4] which corresponds to the user awareness, ability & effort, and comprehension
objectives of the evaluation guidelines. Both studies yielded in a similar set of design recom-
mendations, including for privacy regulation to include explicit usability requirements for pri-
vacy choice mechanisms.

As reported in Chapter 5, a series of online experiments utilizing participant inspection ap-
proach was used to evaluate user comprehension of new icons and link texts for conveying the
presence of privacy controls. This study demonstrates an iterative approach to conducting an
in-depth exploration of a single usability objective. While the initial experiments explored icons
and link texts without any additional context to capture participants’ unprimed impressions, the
final evaluation study placed the combination of icons and links in the context of a fictitious
online retailer. Follow-up work to this study used a similar approach to explore the impact of
these icons on user awareness and sentiment by assigning participants a distraction task to draw
attention to the area of the website containing the privacy choice mechanism [43]. This high-
lights that evaluation approaches can often be quickly retooled to explore additional high-level
usability objectives.

Chapter 6 describes a two-part study which primarily focused on user needs for advertising
controls on Facebook. The preliminary survey relied on participants’ recall of past experiences
with advertising controls which allowed for the collection of user study data at scale, but at the
potential cost of participants incorrectly remembering their previous interactions. However, this
survey identified groups of advertising controls that were incorporated into a second usability
evaluation. This follow-up evaluation, conducted as a remote usability study instead of an in-
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person laboratory study due to the COVID-19 pandemic, utilized an approach similar to that
described in Chapter 4. In addition to privacy tasks described through hypothetical scenarios,
this study included a participant inspection of Facebook’s Ad Preferences interface which yielded
additional usability findings related to user ability & effort and comprehension.

The research reported in Chapter 8 combined approaches used in the previous studies to con-
duct a comprehensive usability evaluation of cookie consent interfaces. A heuristic evaluation,
similar to that described in Chapter 3, was first conducted to identify design parameters associ-
ated with cookie consent interfaces implemented through CMPs. This was followed by an online
experiment, conducted in a similar manner as the final experiment described in Chapter 5. An
important difference between the approaches used in the two studies was that participants were
exposed to a cookie consent interface via an interactive prototype of an online retailer’s website
rather than a static image, which allowed for a better evaluation of user ability & effort. To
evaluate for user awareness of available choices, user needs, and unfocused comprehension of
cookie options, this study assigned participants a distraction task to more closely replicate how
users interact with consent interfaces on actual websites. A follow-up participant inspection of
the consent interface allowed for an evaluation of other aspects of comprehension, as well as user
sentiment and decision reversal.

While these studies demonstrate a variety of methods for conducting usability evaluations of
privacy choice interfaces, not all of the methods described in Chapter 7 were utilized. None of
the studies used a perspective-based UI inspection, which may be better than other approaches
for evaluating a consent interface through the lens of a particular user group (e.g., users of screen-
reading technologies) or privacy as a normative value (e.g., [100]). These studies also did not
include any field studies which can be used to evaluate several usability objectives for privacy
choice interfaces that have already been deployed (e.g., [11]). The user study approaches de-
scribed in this thesis did not include evaluations based on a participant quick review of the in-
terface which may be useful for evaluating user awareness and unfocused comprehension of
available privacy choice mechanisms. Additionally, none of the user studies described included
a distraction task in which participants would seek out privacy settings, an approach that would
that relate best to evaluating user ability & effort and user needs.

9.2 Implications for Consumer Privacy Regulation
The current regulatory landscape described in Chapter 2 has resulted in a number of different
privacy rights being available to consumers. As demonstrated in Chapter 3, these privacy rights
are implemented through different choice mechanisms. While the availability of privacy choices
enables individual decision-making, it does not provide a truly effective consumer privacy pro-
tection framework on its own. Privacy decision-making is difficult for several reasons; among
them are the highly-contextual nature of privacy [173] and consumers’ bounded rationality [2]. It
is important for regulation to couple privacy rights with appropriate baseline privacy protections
with regards to how organizations can process consumers’ personal data. Such measures can
allow consumers to form consistent expectations with regards to how their data will be handled
in a particular context, and in turn be better positioned to utilize the privacy choice mechanisms
that may be available.
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Additionally, regulation can ensure that existing privacy choice mechanisms are easy for con-
sumers to use. An important action that regulators have already started to take on this front is
combating dark patterns in privacy choice interfaces. For example, the French Data Protection
Authority fined Google C50 million for GDPR violations, specifically for failing to provide no-
tice in an easily accessible form and failing to obtain users’ valid consent to data processing for ad
personalization [118]. While dark patterns violate the intent behind the GDPR’s privacy choice
provisions, proposed and adopted regulation in the United States — the Deceptive Experiences
to Online Users Reduction (DETOUR) Act and California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA) — more
explicitly ban dark patterns in consent interfaces [92, 182].

Another means regulation could improve privacy choice experiences is through stipulating
explicit usability requirements for privacy choice mechanisms. These requirements should dic-
tate parameters including the location and visual presentation of controls. Our findings in Chap-
ter 4 suggest that the CAN-SPAM Act has likely been effective in making email unsubscribing
more usable. The law mandates the look and placement of email opt-out links in commercial
emails [79]. Thus participants in our study expected to find the unsubscribe link in that location.
It is possible that the CCPA with similar provisions regarding an opt-out for the sale of personal
information could have similar impact [183], though the law may be too recent for users to have
formed expectations with regards to the “Do Not Sell My Information” link.

When proposing these explicit usability requirements, regulators should incorporate user test-
ing into the policymaking process. Our evaluation of the icon proposed by the Office of the
California Attorney General (OAG) in Chapter 5 demonstrated that even seemingly small de-
sign changes could have a major usability impact. It is important — and feasible — to integrate
user testing into policymaking to ensure that privacy choice requirements are resulting in us-
able controls. Given our collaboration with the OAG, it appears that regulators are realizing the
importance of user testing for this aspect of consumer privacy law. In March 2021, the OAG
announced the approval of amendments to the CCPA which recommends the stylized toggle
icon developed and evaluated in Chapter 5 as an optional “Privacy Options” icon for conveying
do-not-sell choices and potentially other types of privacy choices in the future [185].

9.3 Future Research Directions
This thesis demonstrates various approaches to evaluating privacy choice interfaces, highlighting
the types of usability issues that can be uncovered in such evaluations (Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6). It
then synthesizes these approaches into a flexible set of guidelines that can be applied to differ-
ent privacy choice contexts (Chapter 7). Last, this thesis demonstrates the application of these
guidelines in an evaluation of cookie consent interfaces, and how they can be used to isolate
the usability impact of particular design decisions within privacy choice interfaces (Chapter 8).
However, cookie consent interfaces cover only a subset of the entire privacy choice design space
which can be classified along five dimensions [82]. As commonly implemented, they are visual
interfaces (modality) in the primary channel of communication that appear “just in time” when
a user visits a website or app (timing) to present (functionality) multiple choices (type) related
to cookies. Future work could apply these guidelines to additional privacy choice contexts, es-
pecially those that differ from cookie consent interfaces along these five dimensions. Additional
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demonstration of the guidelines could facilitate its use in practice and help better guide organi-
zations in their own evaluations of privacy choice interfaces. Furthermore, future applications
of the guidelines could help identify effective privacy choice interfaces in new domains, such as
augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR), for which there are new data collection capabil-
ities that must be communicated to users yet few established norms in providing privacy choice
mechanisms to users.

In addition to demonstrating the evaluation guidelines presented in Chapter 7 in additional
privacy choice contexts, it may be beneficial to build on this guidance to develop implementation
guidelines for specific privacy choice contexts. Such implementation guidelines would establish
proven “best practices” that organizations can follow to provide usable privacy choice mecha-
nisms to consumers. Chapter 8 provides an initial assessment seven cookie consent interface
design choices which future work could build off of to identify even more usable consent inter-
face designs. Implementation guidelines could become integrated into regulatory or industry-led
efforts to standardize certain types of privacy choice interfaces. An example of such an effort in
the privacy notice space is the model privacy notice required for US financial institutions under
the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) [223].

9.4 Usable Privacy Choices as Part of a Larger Framework
The work in this thesis focuses on the usability of existing privacy choice interfaces and identified
several coping strategies that users have formed to manage the complexity of privacy decision-
making. As described in Chapters 4 and 8 such strategies might include resorting to support
pages on a website or contacting the company for help. Moreover, this research presented specific
design implications for particular types of choice mechanisms that organizations could easily im-
plement to make existing controls more usable. For example, the study in Chapter 6 suggested a
relatively simple design change for Facebook’s Ad Topics menu that would allow users to have
greater control with regards to the categories of ads they see on the platform and better address
their needs. However, other design implications presented in this thesis could be more difficult
for organizations to adopt, particularly if more usable privacy choice mechanisms conflict with
their revenue model. Furthermore, the research presented in Chapters 4, 6, and 8 surface an even
larger issue of consumers being skeptical whether companies will even honor their privacy deci-
sions, given the perceived conflict with current revenue models. Such skepticism could prevent
consumers from engaging with existing privacy choice interfaces, which highlights a necessity
for organizations to be respectful of user privacy in all aspects data processing.

User skepticism of existing privacy controls also emphasizes that usable privacy choice mech-
anisms need to exist within a larger framework to reduce user burden in privacy decision-making.
In addition to providing baseline privacy protection, regulation must play a role in standardizing
practices with regards to how personal data is handled in certain contexts as well as how privacy
choice mechanisms are provided. Technology could further facilitate reducing the burden of user
consent. Given standardized practices for providing privacy choice mechanisms, applications uti-
lizing machine learning could aid users in utilizing available controls. Such tools are starting to
be developed, such as the Opt-out Easy browser plugin which automatically surfaces opt-out
choices provided in a websites privacy policy [11]. Technology can also be used to automati-
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cally communicate a consumer’s privacy preferences to a data collection entity. Such schemes
have been proposed and implemented for different privacy choice contexts [151, 220, 228] with
various levels of success [110]. As regulatory requirements related to privacy rights continue to
grow, it is possible that technical standards that facilitate the automatic communication of privacy
decisions may become more attractive to industry stakeholders as an alternative to privacy choice
interfaces that interrupt the user experience or require dedicated space on a website or app. Yet
until alternative privacy choice mechanisms become widely adopted, it is necessary to ensure
that existing mechanisms are usable to enable consumers to make effective privacy decisions.
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Appendix A: An Empirical Analysis of
Data Deletion...

A.1 Websites Analyzed

Top Websites

adobe.com, aliexpress.com, amazon.com, ask.com, bbc.co.uk, bet9ja.com, booking.com, buz-
zfeed.com, cnn.com, coinmarketcap.com, craiglist.org, dailymail.co.uk, dailymotion.com, diply.com,
discordapp.com, dropbox.com, ebay.com, etsy.com, facebook.com, github.com, google.com, in-
deed.com, mediafire.com, mozilla.org, nih.gov, nytimes.com, paypal.com, pinterest.com, providr.com,
quora.com, reddit.com, roblox.com, rumble.com, salesforce.com, scribd.com, slideshare.net,
spotify.com, stackexchange.com, stackoverflow.com, thestartmagazine.com, tumblr.com, twitch.tv,
twitter.com, w3schools.com, whatsapp.com, wikia.com, wikihow.com, wikipedia.org, wordpress.com,
yelp.com

Middle Websites

17track.net, abcnews.go.com, avclub.com, babbel.com, bbb.org, cbc.ca, colorado.edu, desmos.com,
file-upload.com, funsafetab.com, furaffinity.net, gamepress.gg, huawei.com, indiewire.com, in-
tel.com, internshala.com, kijiji.ca, ladbible.com, mit.edu, myspace.com, news24.com, open-
classrooms.com, opera.com, pathofexile.com, php.net, pixiv.net, poloniex.com, python.org, qwant.com,
researchgate.net, rollingstone.com, runescape.com, sfgate.com, signupgenius.com, space.com,
speedtest.net, theadvocate.com, trustedreviews.com, tufts.edu, ucl.ac.uk, umd.edu, ups.com, upsc.gov.in,
utah.edu, wattpad.com, wikiwand.com, worldbank.org, worldoftanks.com, yifysubtitles.com, zap-
meta.ws

Bottom Websites

abebooks.com, adorama.com, artsy.net, bovada.lv, cj.com, classlink.com, coreldraw.com, dot-
loop.com, elitedaily.com, eurowings.com, fangraphs.com, filmapik.co, findlaw.com, fineartamer-
ica.com, foodandwine.com, fronter.com, garena.com, gear4music.com, ghafla.com, hide.me,
hsn.com, hsreplay.net, junkmail.co.za, justjared.com, kodi.tv, ldoceonline.com, letgo.com, lpu.in,
majorgeeks.com, metacrawler.com, momjunction.com, mr-johal.com, ni.com, notepad-plus-plus.org,
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ou.edu, phys.org, playhearthstone.com, priceprice.com, rarlab.com, rice.edu, shein.in, statistic-
showto.com, stocktwits.com, theathletic.com, tradingeconomics.com, uottawa.ca, uptostream.com,
usgamer.net, volvocars.com, wimp.com

A.2 Website Analysis Template
Step 1: Visit the homepage of the website

1. Please enter the name of the website (use the format ”google.com”).

2. Did you see a notice for consumers that is an ”opt-in” to the website’s privacy policy and
terms of conditions (including the use of cookies)? [Yes, and it included a way to opt-out
or change settings; Yes, but it did not include a way opt-out or change settings; No]

3. Is there an option on the website to create a user account? [Yes, No, Other (please specify)]

Logic: The following two questions are displayed if Q3 = Yes

Step 2: Please create a user account for this site.

4. Do you see the option to opt out of the site’s marketing during the account creation process?
[Yes, No, Other (please specify)]

5. Does the website have account settings? [Yes, No, Other (please specify)]

Step 3: Look for an “about advertising” or “ad choices” related link on the home
page. Click on the “about advertising” or “ad choices” link if it is there.

6. Is there an “about advertising” or “ad choices” related link on the home page? [Yes, and it
works; Yes, but it’s broken; No]

Logic: The following question is displayed if If Q6 = Yes, and it works or Q6 = Yes, but
it’s broken

7. What was this link labeled? [Ad Choices, Something else (copy label) ]

Logic: The following three questions are displayed if Q6 = Yes, and it works

8. Where does the link direct you to? [Somewhere inside privacy policy, Somewhere inside
account settings, An individual web page within the site that introduces OBA opt-outs,
DAA’s webpage, NAI’s webpage, TrustE/TrustArc website, Other group’s webpage]

9. By which parties are the advertising opt-outs on this page implemented? Include all enti-
ties that are linked to on the page. (select all that apply) [DAA, DAA of Canada (DAAC),
European Interactive Digital Advertising Alliance (EDAA), Australian Digital Advertis-
ing Alliance (ADAA), NAI, TrustE/TrustArc service, The website, The browser or op-
erating system (e.g., instructions to clear cookies or reset device advertising identifier),
Google/Doubleclick, Other groups (please specify), There are no advertising opt-outs on
this page]
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10. How many user actions (e.g., clicks, form fields, hovers) are in the shortest path to com-
pletion out of all the opt-outs provided on this page?

11. What is the default setting for the opt-outs on this page (e.g., types of emails or ads already
opted out of)? If none, enter ’NA’.

Step 4: Now please go back to the homepage if you are not already there.

12. Could you find the link to the site’s privacy policy, or a page equivalent to a privacy policy?
[Yes, and the link works; Yes, but the link is broken; No]

Logic: The following six questions are displayed if Q12 = Yes, and the link works

Step 5: Visit the website’s privacy policy, or the page equivalent to a privacy policy.
Some websites may call their privacy policy something else.

13. Please copy and paste the URL for this page. Retrieve this policy through the policy
retrieval tool.

14. Please copy and paste the title of the site’s privacy policy.

15. Does the privacy policy (or equivalent page) have a table of contents? [Yes, No, Other
(please specify)]

Step 6.1: Next, do a search for “marketing,” “e-mail,” “email,” “mailing,” “sub-
scribe,” “communications,” “preference” or “opt” in the privacy policy to look for
marketing opt-outs. Also skim through the policy headings to double check.

16. Does the privacy policy say that the site sends marketing or other types of communica-
tions (including email)? [Yes, the site sends communications, No, the site does not send
communications, Not specified in the privacy policy, Other (please specify)]

17. Does the privacy policy have text about how to opt out of the site’s marketing? [Yes, No,
Not applicable (the site doesn’t send marketing messages), Other (please specify)]

Logic: The following six questions are displayed if Q16 = Yes

18. Please copy and paste the highest level heading in the policy where it describes how to opt
out of the site’s marketing.

19. Please copy and paste the paragraph(s) in the policy describing how to opt out of the site’s
marketing in the privacy policy.

20. According to the privacy policy, what types of communications can users opt out of re-
ceiving? (Make a note in the comment section if the first and third party emails are not
clearly distinguished) [Newsletters, First-party marketing/promotional emails, Third-party
marketing/promotional emails, User activity updates, Site announcements, Surveys, Mails,
Phone calls, Text Messages/SMS, Other (please specify), None of the above]

21. According to the privacy policy, what types of communications users CANNOT opt out of?
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[Newsletters, First-party marketing/promotional emails, Third-party marketing/promotional
emails, User activity updates, Site announcements, Surveys, Mails, Phone calls, Text Mes-
sages/SMS, Other (please specify), None of the above]

22. Does the privacy policy specify whether you can opt-out of marketing within the e-mails?
[Yes, you can opt-out within the e-mails; Yes, but you can’t opt-out with the e-mails; No,
it wasn’t specified]

23. Does the privacy policy include any links to marketing opt-outs? [Yes, there’s one link to
a marketing opt-out; Yes, there’re multiple links to a marketing opt-out; No]

Logic: The following four questions are displayed if Q23 = Yes, there’s one link to a
marketing opt-out or Q23 = Yes, there’re multiple links to a marketing opt-out

Step 6.2: Next, one by one click the links to the marketing opt-out links.

24. Do any of the links in the privacy policy to the marketing opt-outs work? [Yes, they all
work; Some work, but some do not; No, none of the links to the marketing opt-outs work]

25. Please copy and paste the URL(s) of the working links.

26. Please copy and paste the URL(s) of the broken links.

27. How many user actions (e.g., clicks, form fields, hovers) are in the shortest path to com-
pletion out of all the marketing opt-outs provided in the privacy policy?

Logic: The following two questions are displayed if Q12 = Yes, and the link works

Step 7.1: Next, do a search for “advertising,” “ads,” in the privacy policy in order to
find whether the site has targeted advertising and their related opt-outs. Also skim
through the policy headings to double check

28. According to the privacy policy, does the website have targeted advertising? [Yes, the
policy states there is targeted advertising; No, the policy states the website does not have
targeted advertising; Not specified by the privacy policy]

29. Does the privacy policy page have text about how to opt out of the site’s targeted advertis-
ing? [Yes, No, Not applicable (the site doesn’t use OBA), Other (please specify)]

Logic: The following seven questions are displayed if Q28 = Yes

30. Please copy and paste the highest level heading in the policy where it describes how to opt
out of OBA.

31. Please copy and paste the paragraph(s) in the policy describing how to opt out of OBA.

32. According to the text of the privacy policy page, what can users opt out from related to
OBA/tracking? [OBA only, Tracking, Not specified, Other (please specify)]

33. Does the privacy policy page say whether the OBA opt-outs located in the privacy policy
will be effective across different browsers? [Yes, the policy says they will be effective
across different browsers; Yes, but the policy says there’re for current browser only; Not
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specified by the privacy policy; Other (please specify)]

34. Does the privacy policy page say whether the OBA opt-outs located in the privacy policy
will be effective across different devices? [Yes, the policy says they will be effective across
different device; Yes, but the policy says there’re for current device only; Not specified by
the privacy policy; Other (please specify)]

35. By which parties are the OBA opt-outs mentioned by the privacy policy implemented?
Include all entities that are linked to from the privacy policy. [DAA, DAA of Canada
(DAAC), European Interactive Digital Advertising Alliance (EDAA), Australian Digital
Advertising Alliance (ADAA), NAI, TrustE/TrustArc service, The website, The browser or
operating system (e.g., instructions to clear cookies or reset device advertising identifier),
Google/Doubleclick, Other groups (please specify)]

36. Does the privacy policy page include any links to an OBA opt-out? [Yes, there is one link
to an OBA opt-out; Yes, there’re multiple links to different OBA opt-outs; Yes, there’re
multiple links to same OBA opt-out; No]

Logic: The following four questions are displayed if Q35 = Yes, there is one link to an
OBA opt-out or Q35 = Yes, there’re multiple links to different OBA opt-out

Step 7.2: Next, one by one click the links to the OBA opt-outs in the privacy policy.

37. Do any of the links in the privacy policy to the OBA opt-outs work? Note: Count links
with different text and the same URL as multiple links. Include links from the privacy
policy and one layer of linked pages as well. [Yes, they all work; Some work, but some do
not; No, none of the OBA opt-out links work]

38. Please copy and paste the URL(s) of the working links. Place each URL on its own line.

39. Please copy and paste the URL(s) of the broken links. Place each URL on its own line.

40. How many user actions (e.g., clicks, form fields, hovers) are in the shortest path to com-
pletion out of all the OBA opt-outs provided in the privacy policy?

41. What is the default setting for the OBA opt-outs in the privacy policy (e.g., types of emails
or ads already opted out of)? If none, enter ’NA’.

Logic: The following question is displayed if Q12 = Yes, and the link works

Step 8.1: Next, do a search for “delete,” “deletion,”“closing account,” “remove” or
similar terms in the privacy policy in order to find data deletion choices. Also skim
through the policy headings to double check.

42. Is there any information in the privacy policy that introduces how to delete your account
data? [Yes, No, Other (please specify)]

Logic: The following eight questions is displayed if Q42 = Yes

43. Please copy and paste the highest level heading in the policy where it describes how to
delete account data.
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44. Please copy and paste the paragraph(s) in the policy where it describes how to delete ac-
count data.

45. According to the privacy policy, what actions can users perform related to data deletion?
[Delete their account permanently, Suspend/deactivate their account (data will not be per-
manently deleted right away), Choose specific types of data to be deleted from their ac-
count, Not specified, Other (please specify)]

46. Please copy and paste the specific types of data indicated in the privacy policy.

47. According to the privacy policy, does the website suspend or deactivate your account be-
fore deleting it? [Yes, the policy says your account will be suspended; No, the policy says
your account will be deleted after a certain amount of time; Not specified in the policy;
Other (please specify)]

48. According to the privacy policy, after how long will the data be permanently deleted? [Not
specified, Immediately, One week, 30 days, 60 days, 90 days, 6 months, Other (please
specify)]

49. How many user actions (e.g., clicks, form fields, hovers) are in the shortest path to com-
pletion out of all the data deletion options?

50. Does the privacy policy include any links to delete your account data? [Yes, there’s one
link; Yes, there’re multiple links; No]

Logic: The following three questions are displayed if Q50 = Yes, there’re one link or Q50
= Yes, there’re multiple links

Step 8.2: Next, one by one click the links to the data deletion choices.

51. Does the link in the privacy policy to the data deletion choice work? [Yes, they all work;
Some work, but some do not; No, they’re all broken]

52. Please copy and paste the URL(s) of the working links.

53. Please copy and paste the URL(s) of the broken links.

Logic: The following five questions are displayed if Q11 = Yes, and the link works

Step 9: Next, search for “Do Not Track” or “DNT” in the privacy policy.

54. Will the website honor DNT requests? [Yes, No, Not specified in the privacy policy]

Step 10: Next, skim through the policy for things users can opt-out of. Adjust your
previous answers if necessary and complete the following questions.

55. Did you find any other type of opt-outs in the privacy policy? [Yes, No]

56. What other things can users opt out from at this site as described in the privacy policy?
[Device info; All first-party cookies; Location history; Profile activities/inferred interests;
Sharing with third parties; Google Analytics; Other (please specify); None of the above]
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57. When you are skimming through the privacy policy, could you find any other pages that
aim to explain the privacy policy or the privacy and data practices of the company in
general? [Yes, and the link works; Yes, but the link is broken; No; Other (please specify)]

58. Please copy and paste the URL of the link(s).

59. Did the privacy policy describe the location of a marketing or communications opt out
located in the account settings? [Yes, No]

Step 11: Go to this described location in the account settings or look through the
main levels of the account settings for marketing, email, or communication choices.
Click links which seem to indicate user choice or preferences.

60. Is there any marketing opt-out located in the account settings? [Yes, No, Not applicable
(the site doesn’t send email/marketing messages), Other (please specify)]

61. How many user actions (e.g., clicks, form fields, hovers) are in the shortest path to com-
pletion to this marketing opt-out?

62. What is the default setting for the marketing opt-outs in the account settings (e.g., types of
emails or ads already opted out of)? If none, enter ’NA’.”

63. Is it the same marketing opt-out page that was presented in the privacy policy? [Yes; No,
it’s a different marketing opt-out page; There was no marketing opt-out described in the
privacy policy; Other (please specify)]

Logic: The following question is displayed if Q63 is not “Yes”

64. What types of communications can users opt out of from in the account settings? [Newslet-
ters, First-party marketing/promotional emails, Third-party marketing/promotional emails,
User activity updates, Site announcements, Surveys, Mails, Phone calls, Text Messages/SMS,
Other (please specify), None of the above]

65. Did the privacy policy describe the location of an OBA opt-out located in the account
settings? [Yes, No]

Step 12: Go to this described location in the account settings or look through the
main levels of the account settings for advertising choices. Click links which seem to
indicate user choice or preferences.

66. Is there any OBA opt-out located in the account settings? [Yes, No, Not applicable (the
site doesn’t use OBA), Other (please specify)]

67. How many user actions (e.g., clicks, form fields, hovers) are in the shortest path to com-
pletion to this targeted advertising opt-out?

68. Is it the same opt-out page that was presented in the privacy policy? [Yes; No, it’s a
different OBA opt-out page; There was no OBA opt-out described in the privacy policy;
Other (please specify)]

Logic: The following four questions are displayed if Q68 is not ”Yes”
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69. By which parties is the OBA opt-out in the account settings implemented? Include all
entities that are linked to from the account settings. [DAA, DAA of Canada (DAAC),
European Interactive Digital Advertising Alliance (EDAA), Australian Digital Advertis-
ing Alliance (ADAA), NAI, TrustE/TrustArc service, The website, The browser or op-
erating system (e.g., instructions to clear cookies or reset device advertising identifier),
Google/Doubleclick, Other groups (please specify)]

70. What can users opt out from related to OBA/tracking from the account settings? [OBA
only (users will still be tracked), Tracking, Not specified, Other (please specify)]

71. According to the information provided, will the OBA opt-out in the account settings be
effective across different browsers? [Yes; No, it’s for current browser only; Not specified;
Other (please specify)]

72. According to the information provided, will the OBA opt-out in the account settings be
effective across different devices? [Yes; No, it’s for current device only; Not specified;
Other (please specify)]

73. Did the privacy policy describe the location of a data deletion choice in the account set-
tings? [Yes, No]

Step 13: Go to this described location in the account settings or look through the
main levels of the account settings for data deletion choices. Click links which seem
to indicate user choice or preferences.

74. Is there any data deletion option located in the account settings? [Yes, No, Other (please
specify)]

75. How many user actions (e.g., clicks, form fields, hovers) are in the shortest path to com-
pletion to this data deletion option?

76. Is it the same data deletion page that was presented in the privacy policy? [Yes; No, it’s
a different data deletion page; There was no data deletion choice presented in the privacy
policy; Other (please specify)]

Logic: The following four questions are displayed if Q76 is not ”Yes”

77. According to the information provided, what actions can users perform related to data
deletion? [Delete their account permanently, Suspend/deactivate their account (data will
not be permanently deleted right away), Choose specific types of data to be deleted from
their account, Not specified, Other (please specify)]

78. Please copy and paste the specific types of data it indicates. Use ”;” to separate multiple
items.

79. According to the information provided, does the website suspend or deactivate your ac-
count before deleting it? [Yes, there’s information that says your account will be sus-
pended; No, there’s information that says your account will be deleted after a certain
amount of time; Not specified within the account settings; Other (please specify)]
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80. According to the privacy policy, after how long will the data be permanently deleted? [Not
specified, Immediately, One week, 30 days, 60 days, 90 days, 6 months, Other (please
specify)]

Step 14: Lastly, look through the main levels of the account settings for other types
of user choices. Click links which seem to indicate user choice or preferences.

81. Did you find any other opt-outs in the account settings? [Yes, No]

82. What other things can users opt out from in the account settings? [Device info; All first-
party cookies; Location history; Profile activities/inferred interests; Sharing with third par-
ties; Google Analytics; Other (please specify); None of the above]
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Appendix B: The Usability of Websites’
Opt-Out...

B.1 Interview Script

Introduction

Hello, my name is [researcher name], I am a Ph.D. student at Carnegie Mellon conducting a
study on how people interact with websites. This is [notetaker name] who will be helping me
take notes. Today we will ask you several questions before having you complete some tasks on
websites.

Your answers to the interview questions will be audio recorded, and your interactions with
the website will be screen-recorded. But I want to emphasize that there are no right or wrong
answers to the questions or ways to do the task. You’re free to stop the task and the study at any
point.

Please read the informed consent form, which I emailed to you, and sign at the bottom if you
want to continue with the study. Let me know if you have any questions. I’m going to go ahead
and start the audio recording. We’d like to start with a few questions.

Broad Privacy Choice Questions

1. What types of information do you think websites collect about you?

2. Would this change depending on the type of website?

3. What would you expect websites do with this information?

4. Do you think websites share this information? With whom?

5. Say a website has your information. What controls would you expect to have related to
how that website uses your information?

6. Do you think this changes depending on the type of website?

7. Where would you expect controls related to your information to be on a website?
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Specific Types of Privacy Choices

1. Can you think of a time in the past month that you were sent an email by a website for
marketing purposes?

2. If so, what controls do you think you have about receiving these types of marketing com-
munications?

3. How would you exercise that control? Is there anywhere else you would look?

4. Can you think of a time in the past month that you saw an ad on a website that seemed to
be targeted or personalized to you?

5. If so, what controls do you think you have regarding targeted advertising?

6. How would you exercise those controls?

7. Can you think of a time that you provided a website with your personal information, like
an address or credit card number?

8. If so, do you think you can delete the personal information a website has about you? How
would you do this?

Task 1 Introduction

So now we’d like to transition to a series of tasks. Let’s log into the computer now. I’m going to
start the screen recording.

To complete each task you can use this email account. You can also search online for anything
you might need. If any website needs a username and password, please use the information
provided on this card.

I’m going to give you a task described by a scenario. Please try to do this task as you would
at home and while you do so describe aloud what you’re thinking and what you’re doing.

• Prompt 1: You just got the 10th update email from [website] today, and now you want to
stop receiving them.

• Prompt 2: You’ve been seeing advertisements on [website] for a pair of shoes that you
searched for last month, and now you want to stop seeing them.

• Prompt 3: You’re uncomfortable with [website] keeping a record of your location, and
want to remove all of your data from the company’s databases.

To get started, I’m going start the screen recording. Please open a new tab and navigate to
[website].

Post-Task Questions

Great, I’m going to go ahead and stop this screen recording. I’d like to ask you a few follow up
questions about this task. Let’s go back to the website you were just on.
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Usability assessment

1. Was there anything you found confusing or difficult about completing the task?

2. Was there anything you liked about the interface?

Check of understanding

1. What do you think happened when you [unsubscribed from emails, opted out of receiving
targeted ads, deleted your information] on [website]?

2. Email opt-out tasks: Do you think you will completely stop receiving all emails from this
website, or will you continue to get some emails?

3. Advertising opt-out tasks: How do you think this will affect the ads you seen on this web-
site if you used a different browser? What if you used a different device, like a smartphone?

4. Deletion tasks: Do you think you will be able to reopen the same account on this website,
or would you have to create a new account?

Past experience with privacy choices

1. Have you done something similar to this task on other websites before?

2. What motivated you to do that?

3. What do you remember from that experience?

4. What happened as a result? Was it successful?

5. How easy or difficult do you remember it being?

Site familiarity

1. Have you heard of [website] before this study?

2. If yes, do you currently have an account with the company?

3. If yes, how often do you visit the website? (less than once per month, once a month, several
times a month, once a week, several times a week, daily, not sure)

4. Have you ever tried to [opt out of marketing communications, opt out of targeted advertis-
ing, remove your account data] from this website before?

Task 2 Introduction
Do you have any other questions or comments before we move on to the next task?

So now we’re going to have to do a different task, but following the same procedures. Try to
remember to think out loud while you’re doing the task. So the next scenario is:

• Prompt 1: You just got the 10th update email from [website] today, and now you want to
stop receiving them.
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• Prompt 2: You’ve been seeing advertisements on [website] for a pair of shoes that you
searched for last month, and now you want to stop seeing them.

• Prompt 3: You’re uncomfortable with [website] keeping a record of your location, and
want to remove all of your data from the company’s databases.

I’m going to start another screen recording. To get started, please open a new tab and navigate
to [website].

Repeat post-task questions

Conclusion

Before we wrap up, we have a few more questions for you.

Experiences and perceptions

1. Which of the two tasks did you find easier? Why?

2. Have you ever used settings or other mechanisms offered by websites for privacy related
reasons?

3. What motivated you to do that?

4. What controls related to privacy or your personal data do you wish websites offered?

5. What might that look like?

6. Are there any particular types of data you’re concerned about?

Wrap up

Is there anything else you’d like to add? Thank you for coming in and for your time today. Your
feedback was really helpful.
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B.2 Codebooks

What types of information do you think a website collects about you? What
do they do with the info they collect?

Category Code Description

Info Type

user provided info Mentions any info that a user might type into a
website like their email address

ip location Mentions that a website might collect their ip address
or location

demographics Mentions that a website might collect or infer
demographic info like gender and age

interests Mentions that a website might collect info about
their interests (inferred from other data)

profile activity Mentions that a website might collect info associated
with a user profile, such as purchases, posts,
background, and likes

session info Mentions that a website might collect info related to
the current session like how a visitor reached the site
and how long they spent on certain pages
(quantitative)

browsing history Mentions that a website might collect the pages they
have visited or searches they have made

cookies Mentions that a website might collect cookies
other info type Mentions another type of information not covered by

above codes

Purpose

email marketing Mentions websites might use collected info to send
emails, or mentions of spam

targeted advertising Mentions websites might use collected info to serve
targeted ads or marketing

share to tp Mentions websites might collect info to sell or share
to third parties

recommendations Mentions websites might use collected info to make
predictions or recommendations (same website
giving the ad)

analytics Mentions websites might use collected info to
calculate metrics about things like pages views and
how people reached the site

other purpose Mentions another purpose for collection not covered
by above codes
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Do you think this (collection) changes depending on the type of website?

Category Code Description

Website Type

banking Mentions banking or financial sites
shopping Mentions shopping sites

social media Mentions social media sites
educational Mentions academic or educational sites
other type Mentions a different category of website

Other Property

parent company Mentions of websites that are parent companies of
other websites

has ads Mentions websites that show visitors ads
has account Mentions websites that have user accounts
alot of info Mentions websites that collect a lot of information

about its visitors or users
other property Mentions a different general property

Collection/Control
Amount

about same Mentions that websites all have the same level of
collection or controls

less collection Mentions websites that collect less information
more collection Mentions websites that collect more information
fewer controls Mentions websites that offer fewer controls
more controls Mentions websites that offer more controls

What controls would you expect to have related to how that website uses
your information?
Also used to code the following questions:

• What controls do you think you have about receiving these types of marketing communi-
cations? How would you exercise that control?

• What controls do you think you have regarding targeted advertising? How would you
exercise those controls?

• Do you think you can delete the personal information a website has about you? How would
you do this?
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Category Code Description

Email Control
Type

unsubscribe Mentions opt-outs or email unsubscribe

select emails Mentions being able to select which emails
to receive among different types of emails
(updating subscriptions)

change frequency Mentions being able to change how
frequently emails are sent

deny permission Mentions denying permission for a website
to start sending emails

avoid emails Mentions being able to avoid unwanted
email

other email control Mentions another type of control for emails
not mentioned above

Email Control
Mechanism

email link Mentions unsubscribe links being available
in emails

em account settings Mentions controls for emails being available
in the account or privacy settings

email filters Mentions ability to block or filter emails
through email account features

selective disclosure Mentions being selective about disclosing
email or other info to avoid spam or
unwanted messages

search instructions Mentions searching online if necessary for
how to unsubscribe

spam account Mentions using a dedicated spam email
account

other email mechanism Mentions another mechanism for
controlling emails not described above

Ad Control
Type

opt out Mentions ability to opt-out of targeted
advertising for a website (note: this does not
apply to opting out of tracking)

avoid ads Mentions that if you do not click on an ad or
visit websites you won’t get related ads

block ads Mentions the ability to block all ads
mark irrelevant Mentions the ability to mark an ad as

irrelevant or that you don’t want to see it
no ad control Mentions that there are probably no controls

for getting targeted ads
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other ad control Mentions another type of control for
targeted ads or tracking entirely that is not
covered above

Ad Control
Mechanism

private browsing Mentions that you can avoid targeted ads by
using Incognito or private browsing mode

private search Mentions that you can avoid target ads by
using a privacy protective search engine

ad account settings Mentions a control for targeted advertising
in the account settings

ad interaction Mentions that you can control targeted
advertising by clicking an icon in the ad

ad block extension Mentions that you can install a browser
extension to block ads (note: this does not
apply to anti-tracking extensions)

clear history Mentions that you can clear the browser
history or cookies

other ad mechanism Mentions another mechanism for
controlling targeted ads or tracking not
described above

Deletion Type delete account Mentions ability to delete your account on a
website

delete info Mentions ability to delete certain types of
information, like payment info

no deletion Mentions that there is probably no way to
delete information that a website has about
you

other deletion type Mentions another type of deletion not
mentioned above

Deletion
Mechanism

contact website Mentions that deletion can be achieved by
contacting the website

del account settings Mentions that there are deletion options in
the account settings

other deletion mechanism Mentions another mechanism for deletion
not described above

Other controls consent cookies Mentions being able to consent to use of
cookies by a website

security control Mentions a control related to securing your
data (like avoiding phishing links or using
encryption)

no control Mentions that controls over your
information do not exist
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not used Mentions being unaware of such controls or
never having used such controls before

other control Mentions a control not covered by other
codes, including not going on websites

Where would you expect controls related to your information to be on a
website?

Category Code Description

Account
settings

account settings Mentions controls in an unspecified location
within the user account settings

privacy settings Mentions controls in privacy settings
profile Mentions controls being available profile or

similar landing page within the account settings

Website
interactions

sign up Mentions controls available when signing up for
account or mailing list

purchase Mentions controls available when making a
purchase on a website

other interaction Mentions controls a different type of interaction
with the website (includes reading about privacy
policies)

Out-of-band emails Mentions controls being in emails from the
website

contact website Mentions contacting a website to exercise control

Other control
mechanisms

consent dialogue Mentions either a browser or website dialogue
box for providing permission to a website

other control mechs Mentions a control mechanism not covered by
other codes

What was confusing or difficult about the interaction? What did you like
about the interface?
Also used to code the following questions:

• Which of the two tasks did you find easier? Why?

• What do you remember from that experience (using a privacy choice mechanism prior to
the study)?
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Category Code Description

Positive

immediate action Mentions that the choice was applied immediately
and did not require a wait

easy discovery Mentions that the privacy choice was easy to find,
obvious or that it was not hidden (intuitive)

broad application Mentions that the privacy choice had broad
application (across multiple different websites).
For example, a Google setting

less reading Mentions that the privacy choice required less
(relative to a different privacy choice) or not a lot
of reading

straightforward Mentions that the privacy choice was
straightforward or easy to use

good UI Mentions that the layout of the website or the
choice mechanism was good (in general terms)

other positive Mentions some other positive aspect of a privacy
choice

Negative

initial confusion Mentions that they should have done a certain
something a certain way

required wait Mentions that the privacy choice required a wait
for a response from the company or was not
immediate

hard discovery Mention that the privacy choice was difficult to
find on the website (“dig deep”)

multiple paths Mentions that having multiple ways or options to
exercise the privacy choice caused confusion

complex settings Mentions that the privacy choice mechanism
required navigating complex menus or settings

confusing UI element Mentions that some element of the user interface
like a logo or wording caused confusion

too much reading Mentions that the privacy choice required too
much reading

complex process Mentions that the process for providing a privacy
choice was too complex (in general terms)

other negative Mentions some other negative aspect of a privacy
choice

Preferred
Mechanism

account setting option Mentions that they preferred using an account
settings option

privacy policy link Mentions that they preferred using the link(s) in
the privacy policy
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privacy policy text Mentions that they preferred reading the text in
the privacy policy

preferred other Mentions that they preferred a different
mechanism for completing the task

no preference Mentions that both tasks were equal in terms of
difficulty or that they had no preference

Preferred Task
email optout Mentions that they preferred an email opt-out task

ad optout Mentions that they preferred a targeted
advertising opt-out task

data deletion Mentions that they preferred a data deletion task

Have you done something similar to this task on other websites before?
What motivated you to do that?

Category Code Description

Action

none Says that they have not done something similar to the
task in the past

install extension Mentions installing a browser extension, like an ad
blocker

interact ad Mentions clicking on the corner of an ad or
interacting with it

clear cookies Mentions clearing cookies in their browser
change browser setting Mentions changing a setting in the browser
change website setting Mentions changing a setting on a website

block email Mentions blocking, filtering, or “spamming” emails
through functions on from their email platform

unsubscribe email Mentions using an unsubscribe link from an email
change frequency Mentions changing how frequent emails were sent by

a company
delete account option Mentions deleting through an account settings option

emailed request Mentions emailing or contacting the company with a
deletion or unsubscribe request

other action Mention another action not covered above

Motivation

privacy motivation Mentions privacy related motivations
ads distracting Mentions that ads were distracting or detrimental to

their Internet browsing
stop personalization Mentions that they did not want ads or other content

to be personalized to them
emails irrelevant Mentions that they were not interested in the emails

or it was irrelevant
too many emails Mentions that they were receiving too many emails
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subscription fees Mentions that the account required subscription fee
that they did not want to pay

unused account Mentions that the account was old or not being used
other motivation Mentions another motivation not covered above

Outcome

ineffective Mentions that a privacy choice mechanism seemed to
not work or was ineffective

somewhat effective Mentions that a privacy choice kind of worked
effective Mentions that a privacy choice works or usually

works
improved experience Mentions that exercising a privacy choice improved

the user experience in some way
reversed action Mentions that they reversed the action because of

some consequence of exercising the privacy choice
other outcome Mentions a different outcome not covered above

What controls related to privacy or your personal data do you wish websites
offered? What might that look like?

Category Code Description

Desired Control
Type

save history Mentions that they would like to control if
websites save browsing or profile history

tailored content Mentions that they would like to control
whether ads or other content is tailored to them

data sharing Mentions that they would like to control or
transparency related to the data that a website
sells or shares

current sufficient Mentions that current choices are sufficient, it’s
just a matter of looking for them

transparency Mentions that they want transparency of what
companies do with their information

collection Mentions that they want to have control over
what is collected or when something is
collected

delete data Mentions wanting to be able to delete the data
that a company has stored about them

other desired control Mentions a different control not covered above

Desired Control
Mechanism

in place Mentions a type of control that occurs in-place,
like clicking the corner of an ad

checkbox setting Mentions having a checkbox or setting for the
desired control, going into the account settings

other desired mechanism Mentions a different mechanism not covered
by other codes
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Other codes (used in conjunction with another code)

Category Code Description

Modifiers uncertain Participant is uncertain that mentioned control exists
skeptical Participant is skeptical that control is completely effective

resignation Participant has surrendered to the fact that they can’t effectively control their
privacy

other Responses that do not fit into the above codes
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Appendix C: How to (In)Effectively
Convey Privacy Choices...

C.1 Survey Questions

C.1.1 Icon Design Evaluation
Please answer the following questions with regards to the displayed symbol [and phrase]. Make
sure not to reveal any private or personally identifiable information about yourself or others in
your responses to any open-ended questions.

[The symbol or symbol/phrase condition to which the participant was randomly assigned is
displayed to the participant.]

1. What, if anything, does this [symbol/symbol and phrase] communicate to you? Please be
as complete as possible. (Open-ended response)

2. Imagine if you saw this [symbol/link/symbol and link] on a website. What do you think
would happen if you clicked on this [symbol/symbol and phrase]? (Open-ended response)

[The DAA’s blue AdChoices icon is displayed]

3. Have you ever seen this symbol on a website before?
• Yes
• No
• I am not sure

4. Imagine if you saw this symbol on a website. What do you think would happen if you
clicked on this symbol?

[The order of Q5/6 and Q7/8 was randomized for the icon refinement testing.]

[Icon set presented in randomized order.]

5. Which of these symbols do you think best conveys that there’s an option to tell websites
“do not sell my personal information?”

6. Please explain why you selected the icon above. (Open-ended response)

[Icon set presented in randomized order.]
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7. Which of these symbols do you think best conveys that there’s an option to make choices
about the use of your personal information?

8. Please explain why you selected the icon above. (Open-ended response)

9. Are you aware of any laws in the United States that require companies to provide a “do not
sell my personal information” option?

• No
• Yes (please name or describe them):

10. What is your age?
• 18-24
• 25-34
• 35-44
• 45-54
• 55-64
• 65-74
• 75-84
• 85 or older
• Prefer not to answer

11. What is your gender?
• Women
• Men
• Non-binary
• Prefer to self describe:
• Prefer not to answer

12. What is the highest level of education you have completed?
• Less than high school
• High school degree or equivalent
• Some college, no degree
• Associate’s degree, occupational
• Associate’s degree, academic
• Bachelor’s degree
• Master’s degree
• Professional degree
• Doctoral degree
• Prefer not to answer

13. What was your total household income before taxes during the past 12 months?
• Under $15,000
• $15,000 to $24,999
• $25,000 to $34,999
• $35,000 to $49,999
• $50,000 to $74,999
• $75,000 to $99,999
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• $100,000 to $149,999
• $150,000 or above
• Prefer not to answer

14. In which state do you currently reside? (Drop-down list)

15. Which of the following best describes your educational background or job field?
• I have an education in, or work in, the field of computer science, computer engineer-

ing or IT.
• I do not have an education in, or work in, the field of computer science, computer

engineering or IT.
• Prefer not to answer

16. If you have any feedback on the survey, please leave it here. (Open-ended response)

C.1.2 Link Text Evaluation

Please answer the following questions with regards to the web link. Make sure not to reveal any
private or personally identifiable information about yourself or others in your responses to any
open-ended questions.

Imagine if you saw this web link on a website.
[The link text condition to which the participant was randomly assigned is displayed to the

participant.]

1. What types of [“selling” / “personal information” / “choices” / “options” / “opt-outs”] do
you think this link refers to? (Open-ended response, displayed only if the participant saw
a link text that includes the respective element)

2. What do you think would happen if you clicked on this link?

3. Which of the following do you think could happen if you clicked this symbol/link on a
web page [For each statement below, participants were asked to choose from a 5-point
Likert scale “Definitely” “Probably” “Not sure” “Probably not” and “Definitely not.”
Statements were presented in randomized order.]

• It will take me to the website’s Terms of Service statement.
• It will take me to a page that verifies that the website does not sell my personal

information.
• It will take me to a page where I can pay to protect my personal information.
• It will take me to a page with choices about the sale of my personal information.
• It will immediately communicate to the website that I do not want my personal infor-

mation to be sold.
• It will take me to a page with choices about how my personal information is used and

shared by the website.
• It will give the website permission to sell my personal information.
• It will take me to a warning not to share my personal information with websites.

4. Are you aware of any laws in the United States that require companies to provide a “do not
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sell my personal information” option?
• No
• Yes (please name or describe them):

5. What is your age? (See Appendix C.1.1 for answer options)

6. What is your gender? (See Appendix C.1.1 for answer options)

7. What is the highest level of education you have completed? (See Appendix C.1.1 for
answer options)

8. What was your total household income before taxes during the past 12 months? (See
Appendix C.1.1 for answer options)

9. In which state do you currently reside? (Drop-down list)

10. Which of the following best describes your educational background or job field? (See
Appendix C.1.1 for answer options)

11. Which of the following best describes your primary occupation?
• Administrative Support (e.g., secretary assistant)
• Art, Writing, or Journalism (e.g., author, reporter, sculptor)
• Business, Management, or Financial (e.g., manager, accountant, banker)
• Education or Science ( e.g., teacher, professor, scientist)
• Legal (e.g., lawyer, paralegal)
• Medical ( e.g., doctor, nurse, dentist)
• Computer Engineering or IT Professional (e.g., programmer or IT consultant)
• Engineer in other field (e.g., civil or bio engineer)
• Service (e.g., retail clerk, server)
• Skilled Labor (e.g., electrician, plumber, carpenter)
• Unemployed
• Retired
• College student
• Graduate student
• Mechanical Turk worker
• Other:
• Prefer not to answer

12. If you have any feedback on the survey, please leave it here. (Open-ended response)

C.1.3 Icon-Text Combinations Evaluation

Please answer the following questions with regards to the [symbol/link/symbol and link] in the
rectangular highlighted area near the bottom of the web page displayed. Make sure not to reveal
any private or personally identifiable information about yourself or others in your responses to
any open-ended questions.

[Display the screenshot of the web page with the icon, link text, or icon-text combination that
the participant was randomly assigned to. Below is an example of one study condition.]
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Close up of highlighted area:

1. What do you think would happen if you clicked on the [symbol/link/symbol and link] in
the highlighted area on this web page?
[Display close up of highlighted area again.]

2. What do you think [“sell” / “info” / “information” / “choices” / “options” / “opt-outs”]
refers to in this link? (Open-ended response, displayed only if the participant saw a link
text that includes the respective element)
[Display close up of highlighted area again.]

3. Which of the following do you think could happen if you clicked this symbol/link on a
web page? [For each statement below, participants were asked to choose from a 5-point
Likert scale “Definitely” “Probably” “Not sure” “Probably not” and “Definitely not.”
Statements were presented in randomized order.]

• It will take me to a page where I can update the information in my user profile on the
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website.
• It will take me to a page with choices about how my personal information is used and

shared by the website.
• It will take me to a page with choices about the sale of my personal information.
• It will take me to a page with more information about how the company uses and

shares the personal information it collects about me.
• It will cause the website to send unwanted emails.
• It will give the website permission to sell my personal information.
• It will take me to a page with ads about privacy and security products.
• It will take me to a page that steals my information or has a virus or malware.

4. Are you aware of any laws in the United States that require companies to provide a “do not
sell my personal information” option?

• No
• Yes (please name or describe them):

5. What is your age? (See Appendix C.1.1 for answer options)

6. What is your gender? (See Appendix C.1.1 for answer options)

7. What is the highest level of education you have completed? (See Appendix C.1.1 for
answer options)

8. What was your total household income before taxes during the past 12 months? (See
Appendix C.1.1 for answer options)

9. In which state do you currently reside? (Drop-down list)

10. Which of the following best describes your educational background or job field? (See
Appendix C.1.1 for answer options)

11. Which of the following best describes your primary occupation? (See Appendix C.1.2 for
answer options)

12. If you have any feedback on the survey, please leave it here. (Open-ended response)

C.1.4 CCPA Toggle Icon Evaluation

Please answer the following questions with regards to the symbol and link in the rectangular
highlighted area near the bottom of the web page displayed. Make sure not to reveal any private
or personally identifiable information about yourself or others in your responses to any open-
ended questions.

[Display the screenshot of the web page with the icon and “Do Not Sell My Personal Infor-
mation” link text that the participant was randomly assigned to.]

[Display close up of highlighted area.]

1. What do you think would happen if you clicked on the symbol and link in the highlighted
area on this web page?
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[Display close up of highlighted area again.]

2. What do you think [“sell”/“information”] refers to in this link? (Open-ended response)

[Display close up of highlighted area again.]

3. Which of the following do you think could happen if you clicked this symbol/link on a
web page? [For each statement below, participants were asked to choose from a 5-point
Likert scale “Definitely” “Probably” “Not sure” “Probably not” and “Definitely not.”
Statements were presented in randomized order.]

• It will immediately change the setting on this website from “Do Not Sell My Personal
Information” to “Sell My Personal Information.”

• It will immediately change the setting on this website from “Sell My Personal Infor-
mation” to “Do Not Sell My Personal Information.”

• It will take me to a page where I can choose whether or not the website can sell my
personal information.

• It will take me to a page where I can confirm that I do not want my personal informa-
tion to be sold by the website.

• It will take me to a page with more information about how the website uses and shares
my personal information.

• It will cause the website to send me unwanted emails.
• It will take me to a page with ads about privacy and security products.
• It will take me to a page that steals my information or has a virus or malware.

4. Are you aware of any laws in the United States that require companies to provide a “do not
sell my personal information” option?

• No
• Yes (please name or describe them):

5. What is your age? (See Appendix C.1.1 for answer options)

6. What is your gender? (See Appendix C.1.1 for answer options)

7. What is the highest level of education you have completed? (See Appendix C.1.1 for
answer options)

8. What was your total household income before taxes during the past 12 months? (See
Appendix C.1.1 for answer options)

9. In which state do you currently reside? (Drop-down list)

10. Which of the following best describes your educational background or job field? (See
Appendix C.1.1 for answer options)

11. Which of the following best describes your primary occupation? (See Appendix C.1.2 for
answer options)

12. If you have any feedback on the survey, please leave it here. (Open-ended response)
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C.2 Codebooks

C.2.1 Icon Design Evaluation

Icon Interpretation: “What, if anything, does this symbol communicate to you?”

Code Definition Example

accept/decline The icon represents a choice between yes or
no/accept or decline.

“It looks like a yes or no choice for a question:
Check mark means yes and X means no. The
answerer would have to click one or the other.”

account balance The icon shows how much money is left in the
account.

“Something to do with money and an account.”

activate/deactivate The icon represents something that can be
activated or deactivated.

“Hitting the X will cancel the check.”

ad related The icon is related to AdChoices or choices
about ads.

“AdChoices Icon.”

cash/dollars not accepted The icon indicates a restriction of payment in
cash.

“It means no cash accepted at this location.”

costs money The icon indicates that something costs
money/is not free.

“The $ symbol means that something costs
money, that something related to the other icon
is charging money for something.”

free/no money The icon suggests something is free and the
website would not take money for it.

“I think this item makes me feel like it’s
completely free, I won’t have to pay.”

money/paying The response explicitly mentions the word
money or payment without further explanation.

“Money icons.”

more information The icon by clicking it will provide more
information.

“The letter i stands for information for me.”

move forward The icon by clicking it shows the next item. “To me, this symbol indicates moving
forward.”

no selling allowed The icon indicates no selling activity is allowed
on the website.

“It looks to be a warning against the use of
money. Maybe it means you can’t sell
something on the website.”

other Miscellaneous responses. N/A
payment method The icon shows more information or choices

about payment methods.
“I think it means they accept credit card
payments.”

person and money The icon highlights the concept of person and
money.

“It’s basically just an icon of a person and the
money symbol, so it’s ‘people money’ to me.”

play The icon resembles a play button. “It reminds me of a play button or maybe a
power type button that goes eco friendly when
pressed.”

price The icon indicates the price of something. “It symbolizes the cost of something..or how
much something is worth.”

sale The icon indicates a sale is happening. “It tells me that there is a sale for that specific
product.”

send money to someone The icon indicates the need to pay someone
money.

“That I have to pay a person wherever this sign
is located.”

stop spending money The icon indicates that you should not spend
money.

“It communicates both stop and money. Maybe
the message is to stop spending money.”

true/false The icon represents a choice between true or
false/right or wrong.

“True or false.”
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Icon-Tagline Interpretation: “What, if anything, does this symbol and phrase communicate
to you?”

Code Definition Example

do not sell choice The icon/tagline represents choices related to
the sale of personal information.

“I think it means don’t sell my information to
anyone. This would probably be email
addresses and phone numbers.”

incomprehensible Incomprehensible responses. N/A
info is provided The icon/tagline signals more information will

be provided.
“It means that information is provided here.”

other Miscellaneous responses. N/A
other privacy choices The icon/tagline indicates different types of

privacy choices that are not related to
do-not-sell.

“It indicates a privacy choice.”

personal info is not sold The icon/tagline indicates that the website does
not sell its users’ personal information.

“The text is quite definite, the recording site
does not have my permission to sell any info
they might collect.”

privacy/security The icon/tagline indicates something about the
website’s privacy and security.

“I’d see this as the website being
consumer-oriented and transparent in their
practices/policies in providing this (perhaps) as
an option.”

should not sell info The icon/tagline reminds someone to think
about the decision to let the website sell their
personal information.

“It tells someone not to sell the information
they provide a website or company.”
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Icon Expectation: “What do you think would happen if you clicked on this symbol?”

Code Definition Example

accepted payment methods The icon shows more information or choices
about payment methods.

“It would tell me why they don’t accept cash
and give me other options to pay.”

agree/disagree The icon shows the user can agree or disagree
with something.

“I would agree to some information that I
entered or cancel it.”

allow/deny The icon shows the user can allow or deny
something.

“It means i am accepting or rejecting to do a
specific thing.”

cancel payment The icon indicates an ongoing payment will be
canceled.

“I imagine that something involving the
stopping of a payment might occur.”

enable/disable The icon shows the user can enable or disable
something.

“Turning on or off an option.”

exit website Clicking the icon will close the
website/page/program.

“It would either close the program or open it.”

get more info The icon will lead to more information
(without specifying what information is
expected).

“A small pop-up window will show up and it
gives me brief ”information” about what stands
next to it.”

incomprehensible Incomprehensible responses. N/A
input/edit your info The icon will lead to a page where the user can

put in more information.
“I would guess that it might be the symbol you
click on if you want to sign up and become a
member.”

make payment The icon will lead to a page where payments
can be made.

“If I were to click this symbol, I imagine I
would be taken to a payment page where I had
to enter a credit card or paypal information
before I could access more of the site.”

opens another page Clicking the icon will open a new tab. “It would either take me to another page or not
depending on whether I selected the ’check’ or
the ’X’”

other Miscellaneous responses. N/A
see balance/status The icon will lead to account balances. “To check your balance.”
see discounts The icon will lead to information about

discounts, promotions, or coupons.
“I would be given a coupon for a product
which I could use during my purchase.”

see price info The icon will display the price associated with
something.

“I would imagine it would reveal the amount of
money something will cost.”

send money The icon is a gateway to send someone money. “I would assume that this would be a way to
pay someone money.”

start content Clicking the icon will start playing something. “It would either play something or go on to the
next page. It also might give some
information.”

warning/error Clicking the icon will trigger a warning or
error message.

“I would get some kind of a warning pop up.”
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Icon-Tagline Expectation: “What do you think would happen if you clicked on this symbol
or this phrase?”

Code Definition Example

do not sell applied Clicking the icon/tagline means the user’s
personal information will not be sold by the
website.

“I would think that clicking the symbol would
guarantee that my data is not sold.”

do not sell choice The icon/tagline will lead to opt-out choices
regarding the sale of personal information.

“It would lead me to a page where I could
request specifically that my info would not be
sold to third parties.”

do not sell explanatory text The icon/tagline will lead to more explanation
about what “do not sell my personal
information” means.

“I would get more information about whatever
it is next to, which in this case would be ”Do
Not Sell My Personal Information.”

do not sell verification The icon/tagline will lead to a statement that
the company does not sell users’ personal
information.

“I would see a little note saying that this
company believes in privacy and my personal
data will not be sold.”

give selling permission expectation that the ”do not sell” request will
not be honored, or even more seriously, more
data will actually be collected or sold (differing
from phishing/spamming it is a specific
scenario)

”It would take you to a page that says you can’t
add anything to sell”

incomprehensible Incomprehensible responses. N/A
more info: data practices More info on how the site collects, uses, and

shares user data, a more granular description of
privacy policy

”A page where you understand how your info
will be used”

more info: generic The general feeling that they would see more
information

”it would take me to a page with more info”

more info: privacy protection The link will lead to more information talking
about how one can protect their own privacy or
make use of this site’s privacy settings

”There would be information regarding
identity theft and how to protect yourself from
becoming a victim.”

more privacy protection The user will enjoy a higher level of privacy
protection that does not relate to do not sell,
e.g., no tracking applied

“it will protect my personal information.”

not sure The respondent has no idea what the
icon/tagline means.

“I don’t know.”

nothing Nothing will happen if the icon/tagline is
clicked

opt-out choices Either generic opt out of ”something”or opt out
of things other than do not sell, such as data
collection

”I would probably go to one of those forms
that lists all the information-gathering the site
makes, and which ones I can opt out of.”

other Other responses
other privacy choice The icon/tagline indicates different types of

privacy choices that are not related to
do-not-sell.

“I would hope it would opt me out of data
collection.”

phishing/malware Getting phishing messages, virus, or anything
that can potentially harm the user’s computer

”The link would likely be full of spam and
possible viruses. I doubt it has anything to do
with what it says.”
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AdChoices Expectation: “What do you think would happen if you clicked on this symbol
[AdChoices icon]?”

Code Definition Example

advertising choices The icon will lead to choices or preferences
related to advertisements.

“This would bring up the option to opt out of
ads.”

go next Clicking the icon will bring the user to the next
icon or page.

“That I will be sent to the next page.”

go to another page/app The icon will direct the user to another page. “It would take me to a website that is related to
the symbol.”

incomprehensible Incomprehensible responses. N/A
info about audio/video The icon will give more information about

multimedia such as a movie or a song.
“It would give me information on something
that is playing (audio/video).”

more info The icon will lead to more information, without
specifying what type of information it is.

“I think it would give me information about
something on the website.”

nothing Nothing will happen if the icon is clicked
not sure The respondent has no idea what the

icon/tagline means.
“I don’t know.”

other Miscellaneous responses. N/A
other ad related The icon has something to do with ads (but

advertising choices were not specified)
“it was about the ad icon.”

other privacy choices The icon indicates different types of privacy
choices.

“It will give you privacy options.”

play audio/video The icon is a “play” button. “It would play an information video.”
privacy/security info The icon will lead to information about privacy

or security practices.
“It would probably give me some type of
’information’ (i), maybe a privacy policy
perhaps.”

phishing/malware Getting phishing messages, virus, or anything
that can potentially harm the user’s computer

”The link would likely be full of spam and
possible viruses. I doubt it has anything to do
with what it says.”

warning Clicking the icon will trigger a warning or
error of some sort.

“Probably the site is not secure and my
information may be at risk.”
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Do-Not-Sell Selection: “Which of these symbols do you think best conveys that there’s an
option to tell websites “do not sell my personal information”? Please explain why you
selected the icon above.”

Code Definition Example

allow/yes Response mentions the tagline conveys the
idea of yes or allow.

“There is a yes and no icon.”

choice/selection Response mentions the ability to make choices
or selections.

“It shows that there’s a choice to make.”

exchange/transfer Response mentions exchange, sharing, or
transfer.

“It’s the only symbol that explicitly states ”no
money” so no money transfers would happen.”

familiar Response mentions being familiar with the
icon or seeing it before.

“It is the one that was used earlier in the study.”

incomprehensible Response is nonsensical or not useful. N/A
information Response mentions information generally,

which is more abstract than person/profile.
“it was explaining about the information
storage.”

money/selling Response mentions money, sales, or selling. “This has a money symbol.”
none Response mentions that none really represent

privacy choices.
“None of these convey that without more
context.”

other Miscellaneous responses. N/A
person/profile Response mentions a person or their

profile/personal information.
“Because it shows a card with a person
signifying personal information.”

stop/do not Response mentions a negation or that an action
is stopped or not allowed.

“It has the universal slash which means no.”

straightforward Response mentions that the symbol is
straightforward or easy to understand.
Typically used if no other aspects of the
symbol are mentioned.

“Fairly straight forward icon showing no
sell/no money.”
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Privacy Choice Selection: “Which of these symbols do you think best conveys that there’s
an option to make choices about the use of your personal information? Please explain why
you selected the icon above.”

Code Definition Example

allow Response mentions allowing something. “The blue one at least indicates a yes/no
possibility, which suggests an opt-out choice.”

check/X Response mentions that a meaning associated
with the checkmark, x, or other symbol.

“There is a x and a check mar and they both
seem to be separated as if I could make the
choice.”

choices/selection Response mentions that the symbol represents
that there’s a choice or selection but doesn’t
identify specific features.

“It shows an either/or choice while the others
could mean anything. At least it indicates an
option.”

familiar Response mentions being familiar with the
icon or seeing it before.

“The icon on most sites and probably most
times indicate space for more information.”

incomprehensible Response is nonsensical or not useful. N/A
information Response mentions information generally,

which is more abstract than person/profile.
“I think the ”I” in the logo does the best job of
implying a decision about Information.”

money/selling Response mentions money, dollar sign, sales,
or selling.

“It shows a user avatar and the money symbol
to show I have control over the money
aspect....”

none Response mentions that none really represent
privacy choices.

“Honestly none of them do so I just chose the
first one. I wouldn’t assume any of these had
anything to do with personal information....”

other Miscellaneous responses. N/A
person/profile Response mentions a person or their

profile/personal information.
“There’s a picture of a person.”

stop/do not Response mentions a negation, stop, or do not. “I like the stop sign with a money sign in it as
if it is saying stop.”

straightforward Response mentions that the symbol is
straightforward or easy to understand.
Typically used if no other aspects of the
symbol are mentioned.

“It’s simple and straightforward. It shows the
user exactly what will happen if its clicked.”
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C.2.2 Link Text Evaluation
Interpretation of “Selling”: “What type of selling do you think this link refers to?”

Code Definition Example

financial assets References to money or things of financial
value like stocks

“Selling stocks or investments.”

home buying References to the purchase of housing
properties.

“Selling a home comes to mind where you
might decide to rent it out or sell to a company
that buys it on the spot like Open Door.”

incomprehensible Response is nonsensical or not useful. N/A
not sure The respondent has no idea what “selling”

means.
“I have no idea.”

other Miscellaneous responses. N/A
personal info References to the sale of personal info

(generally) or examples of personal info (e.g.
email, phone number).

“I would imagine this would refer to selling my
info to a third party company affiliated with the
website.”

physical product References to the sale of a product/service (e.g.
books or shoes).

“Probably a web page about selling personal
items.”

privacy/security software References to the selling of security/privacy
products that can keep one secure when surfing
the internet.

“A service that helps people to hide their
personal information online.”

Interpretation of “Information” or “Info”: “What type of personal information do you
think this link refers to?”

Code Examples

Personally identifiable information Name, address, birthday
Demographic info Age, gender
Past activities Browsing history, purchases
IP address/location
Preferences Political opinions
Financial info Credit card, bank information
Everything and anything
User profile info Info submitted to the website
Medical info Prescription history
Other
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Interpretation of “Choices”: “What type of choices do you think this link refers to?”

Code Definition Example

goods/products Choices or preferences related to the products
and services offered on this website.

“Maybe the choices you are making in a
purchase?”

incomprehensible Response is nonsensical or not useful. N/A
not sure The respondent has no idea what “choices”

means.
“I don’t know.”

other Miscellaneous responses. N/A
personal info Choices related to personal information

broadly.
“All of those listed above. (Name, phone
number, address, age, sex, interests.)”

personal preferences Choices or preferences related to the person’s
lifestyle or previous purchases.

“Choices people make regarding shopping,
buying, web browsing, behaviors, personal
health, etc.”

privacy: audience Choices related to whom information is
displayed to on the website (e.g. public vs
private profile).

“I think it’s referring to which personal
information we are choosing to share or reveal
on the site to others.”

privacy: data controls Choices related to what data the website can
collect or how to use it.

“It could refer to options of how the web site
tracks your IP and other identifying
information. Or, it might allow you to choose
if the site can use cookies during your session.”

privacy: data disclosure Choices related to what the user reveals to the
website.

“Some choices could be whether or not the
personal information is required or optional.”

privacy: do not sell choices Choices related to the selling or sharing of
personal information.

“I will have the choice on whether I want to
give consent on letting the company sell my
information.”

privacy: general Choices related to privacy/cookie settings
broadly.

“I think the above link refers to options
regarding user privacy. These options can be
selected by the user in order to offer up the best
custom experience available.”
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Interpretation of “Options”: “What type of options do you think this link refers to?”

Code Definition Example

incomprehensible Response is nonsensical or not useful. N/A
not sure The respondent has no idea what “options”

means.
“I don’t know.”

other Miscellaneous responses. N/A
personal info Options related to personal information

broadly.
“Age, gender, educational background, work
background, etc.”

personal preferences Options or preferences related to the person’s
lifestyle or previous purchases.

“Buying preferences, personal preferences.”

privacy: audience Options related to whom information is
displayed to on the website (e.g. public vs
private profile).

“Settings for your information like who can see
it and what access you are giving to the
website.”

privacy: data controls Options related to what data the website can
collect or how to use it.

“Information on blocking data collection,
refusing cookies, clearing caches, using
incognito mode, etc.”

privacy: data disclosure Options related to what the user reveals to the
website.

“I would think that the only option you have is
to give up the information or not.”

privacy: general Options related to privacy/cookie settings
broadly.

“List of things you can do to prevent or make it
harder for people and companies to get your
information.”

privacy: do not sell choices Options related to the selling or sharing of
personal information.

“Maybe do not sell my info at all, or do not sell
my info without my permission, or a choice of
what info I would allow to have sold.”

stock options Options related to which stock to sell and buy. “Which stocks to sell and which ones you
shouldn’t.”

trading/selling goods Options related to products or services sold
on/by this website.

“Anything that the company and or business is
selling.”

Interpretation of “Opt-Outs”: “What type of opt-outs do you think this link refers to?”

Code Definition Example

data collection Opt out from any data collected by the website
or a specific type of data collection.

“Would allow you to opt out of collection of
personal information.”

incomprehensible Response is nonsensical or not useful. N/A
marketing References to email, mail, or ads from a

website.
“Opt out of receiving emails or info from the
site.”

not sure The respondent has no idea what “opt-out”
means.

“I don’t know.”

other Miscellaneous responses. N/A
other privacy opt-outs Response mentions privacy but not data

collection or selling/sharing.
“Opt out of whatever uses of my personal data
the websites privacy policy proposes. Could
include my email, browsing history, etc.”

personal info Opt-outs related to personal info without
specifying the aspect (collection, sharing,
selling etc.)

“Certain personal information like age, gender,
location, job title, family size, marriage status,
etc.”

selling/sharing Opt out from the selling or sharing of the user’s
information.

“The type of opt-outs that should be available
within this link should be about personal
information and how it is shared with other
companies and affiliates.”
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Tagline Expectation: “What do you think would happen if you clicked on this this link?”

Code Definition Example

account settings Generic account settings, excluding mentioning
of privacy settings. Also includes things specific
to the shoe website for the combo test

”It would bring you to personal account
options”

ask for more info The link leads to a survey/ questionnaire/form for
consumers to fill out. Note, the sentiment here is
neutral. The participant simply says they are
expecting to enter more information. If they
express the feeling ”more data about them will be
collected” it should be coded as violation: do not
sell

”It would take you to a site to fill out a
questionnaire.”

choices: data
deletion

Remove information collected by the website, or
remove information from a mailing list

”I would be taken to a website that has all
my personal information and I would
probably have the option to delete it from
the site.”

choices: do not
sell

Specific mentioning that consumers will have the
option to choose whether or what types of data
can or cannot be sold to third-parties

”It would give you the option to not have
your personal information given, shared,
or sold to someone else.”

choices: generic The mentioning that they expect to see more
choices, but do not specify what kind of choice it
is

”It would take you to some choices to look
at what you prefer.”

choices: opt-out Either generic opt out of ”something”or opt out
of things other than do not sell, such as data
collection

”I would probably go to one of those
forms that lists all the
information-gathering the site makes, and
which ones I can opt out of.”

choices: privacy Choices that typically fall under the category of
privacy choices, but are not exactly about selling
or sharing information to third-party companies

”i would probably go to a page that allows
me to opt out of certain information being
stored on the site”

confirmation: do
not sell

The link will lead to a page that double checks
whether or not the participant wants their
information not to be sold to others

”You would be taken to a page to confirm
you wish your personal information not to
be shared.”

enforced: do not
sell

The user assumes that the do not sell request will
definitely be honored by the company

”My data will not be sold”

expected: privacy
protection

The user will enjoy a higher level of privacy
protection that does not relate to do not sell, e.g.,
no tracking applied

”it could provide privacy for me”

give selling
permission

expectation that the ”do not sell” request will not
be honored, or even more seriously, more data
will actually be collected or sold (differing from
phishing/spamming it is a specific scenario )

”It would take you to a page that says you
can’t add anything to sell”

incomprehensible Incomprehensible gibberish ”good”
investment
advice

The link leads to advice on investment, which
stocks should be sold and which not, etc.

”I would get a list of stocks they
recommended not selling”

more info: data
practices

More info on how the site collects, uses, and
shares user data, a more granular description of
privacy policy

”A page where you understand how your
info will be used”

more info: do not
sell

More info on how to make use of the ”do not
sell” choice or how the company does not sell
consumer information to third parties

”It would tell me how to choose not to
share my information.”
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more info:
generic

The general feeling that they would see more
information

”it would take me to a page with more
info”

more info:
privacy
protection

The link will lead to more information talking
about how one can protect their own privacy or
make use of this site’s privacy settings

”There would be information regarding
identity theft and how to protect yourself
from becoming a victim.”

new page The link will direct the user to a new page/site,
open a new tab/window, without giving any
further context of what’s included in the page.

”It opens a web page.”

nothing The respondent thinks nothing would happen by
clicking the link.

“Realistically - nothing. I don’t think that
I’d necessarily trust a company that had
such a link to actually honor my selection
to not sell my data.”

not sure The respondent has no idea what the tagline
means.

“I don’t know.”

other Miscellaneous responses. N/A
request: do not
sell

The user expects to be taken to a page where they
can require the company to not sell their personal
data, but they do not explicitly say they expect
the request to be honored (hence different from
enforced: do not sell)

”I will be shown a page that allows me to
opt out of allowing companies to sell my
private information, similar to opting out
of junk mail.”

phishing/malware Getting phishing messages, virus, or anything
that can potentially harm the user’s computer

”The link would likely be full of spam and
possible viruses....”

privacy policy The link leads to privacy policy, terms and
conditions, or FAQ page

”I would be taken to another page full of
text with their privacy policy that i most
likely won’t read or understand if i did
read it.”

privacy product
ads

The link leads to ads for privacy or security
products, or other products or services offered by
the site

“It would take me to a site trying to sell
services that protect my data from being
sold.”

selling policy The link leads to more information about what
things consumers can sell or not sell on this site

“It would show you the things that you
can’t sell on the site.”

spamming The link leads to settings that would bring
annoying messages, e.g., send ads or unwanted
emails

“The website would save your search info
to target ads to you in the future”

user profile The link will lead to the user profile. “It would bring me to my account profile
page”
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C.2.3 Icon-Text Combinations Evaluation
Icon-Only Expectation: “What do you think would happen if you clicked on the symbol in
the highlighted area on this web page?”

Code Definition Example

accepted payment methods Expecting to be lead to information about what payment
methods are accepted or not accepted on the website

”I think that the symbol would redirect to a page that
tells me about the type of payment options that are not
available.”

additional links More links will be displayed ”There might be a dropdown of additional information
links.”

ask for more info The link leads to a survey/questionnaire/form for
consumers to fill out. Note that the sentiment here is
neutral. The participant simply says they are expecting
to enter more information. If they express the feeling
”more data about them will be collected” it should be
coded as violation: do not sell

”It will ask my personal information”

choices: generic The mentioning that they expect to see more choices, but
do not specify what kind of choice it is

”It would take you to some choices to look at what you
prefer.”

choices: privacy Choices that typically fall under the category of privacy
choices, but are not exactly about selling or sharing
information to third-party companies

”i would probably go to a page that allows me to opt out
of certian information being stored on the site”

close area of website Clicking the symbol will close or exit something from
being displayed

”I think it would toggle the bottom area being displayed
or not being displayed. However, that is a guess.”

customize shopping experience Preferences related to the shopping experience, such as
hiding prices or marking products as wanted

”I would be allowed to make certain selections to
customize a better shopping/browsing experience for
that site.”

enable/disable something Something would be enabled/disabled or toggled on or
off

”Something would be toggled on or off”

enforced: do not sell The user assumes that the do not sell request will
definitely be honored by the company

”My data will not be sold”

expected: privacy protection The user will enjoy a higher level of privacy protection
that does not relate to do not sell, e.g., no tracking
applied

”it could provide privacy for me”

more info: generic The general feeling that they would see more
information

”it would take me to a page with more info”

more info: products/services More info on the products and services sold on this
website, also includes promotions and discounts

”I believe it would take me to the next screen showing
me a variety of shoes”

more info: symbol More info on what the icon means ”I would be redirected to a information page that
explains what the money symbol xed out means.”

more info: company/website More info about the company or website, such as the
Terms of Service or FAQ page

”It would possibly give me more information about the
website. I’m thinking it may be the fine print of the
website.”

new page The link will direct the user to a new page/site, open a
new tab/window, without giving any further context of
what’s included in the page.

”It opens a web page.”

not sure not sure
no payment necessary Expecting that the website will not require payment or

payment info, or offers different payment options
”wouldn’t be asked for payment”

privacy policy The link leads to privacy policy or info about
privacy/security

”I would be taken to another page full of text with their
privacy policy that i most likely won’t read or
understand if i did read it.”

warning/error The link leads to some type of warning or error message An error message or something similar would open up
explaining that I cannot buy the items through that link.
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Mapping of Icon-Only Expectation Codes for Regressions

Code Conveys Choice Conveys Privacy Conveys Misconception Conveys Do-Not-Sell

accepted payment methods no no yes no
additional links no no yes no
ask for more info no no no no
choices: generic yes no no no
choices: privacy yes yes no no
close area of website yes no yes no
customize shopping experience yes no yes no
enable/disable something yes no no no
enforced: do not sell yes no no yes
expected: privacy protection no yes no no
more info: generic no no no no
more info: products/services no no yes no
more info: symbol no no no no
more info: company/website no no no no
new page no no no no
not sure NA NA NA NA
no payment necessary no no yes no
privacy policy no yes no no
warning/error no no yes no

Mapping of Tagline Expectation Codes for Regressions
Please refer to the Tagline Expectation codebook in Appendix C.2.2 for code definitions and examples.

Code Conveys Choice Conveys Privacy Conveys Misconception Conveys Do-Not-Sell

account settings yes no no no
ask for more info no no no no
choices: generic yes no no no
choices: privacy yes yes no no
choices: data deletion yes yes no no
choices: do not sell yes no no yes
confirmation: do not sell yes no no yes
enforced: do not sell yes no no yes
expected: privacy protection no yes no no
give selling permission no no yes no
more info: products/services no no yes no
incomprehensible NA NA NA NA
more info: collected data no yes no no
more info: data practices no yes no no
more info: do not sell no no no yes
more info: generic no no no no
more info: privacy choices no yes no no
new page no no no no
nothing no no yes no
not sure NA NA NA NA
other NA NA NA NA
personalization no no yes no
phishing/malware no no yes no
privacy policy no yes no no
privacy product ads no no yes no
selling policy no no yes no
spamming no no yes no
user profile no yes no no
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Icon-Tagline Expectation: “What do you think would happen if you clicked on the symbol
and link in the highlighted area on this web page?
Similar to the Tagline Expectation codebook, with the following codes in addition.

Code Definition Example

more info: company/website More info about the company or website, such
as the Terms of Service or FAQ page

”It would possibly give me more information
about the website. I’m thinking it may be the
fine print of the website.”

more info: collected data More info on what types of data (or specific
data) the site has collected about the user

”It would pull up information that the company
has collected about me, possibly my
demographics and what they think my shoe
preferences are based on what pages I’ve spent
time looking at.”

more info: privacy choices The link will lead to more information talking
about how one can protect their own privacy or
make use of this site’s privacy settings

”There would be information regarding
identity theft and how to protect yourself from
becoming a victim.”

Mapping of Icon-Tagline Expectation Codes for Regressions

Code Conveys Choice Conveys Privacy Conveys Misconception Conveys Do-Not-Sell

more info: company/website no no no no
more info: collected data no yes no no
more info: privacy choices no yes no no

Interpretation of “Selling” “Information”/“Info” “Choices” and “Options” in the link text.
Please refer to the corresponding codebooks in Appendix C.2.2.

C.2.4 CCPA Toggle Icon Evaluation
Toggle Expectation: “Which of the following do you think could happen if you clicked this
symbol and link on a web page?”

Code Definition Example

choices: opt out Either generic opt out of ”something” or opt out
of things other than do not sell, such as data
collection or email subscription list.

”I would probably go to one of those
forms that lists all the
information-gathering the site makes, and
which ones I can opt out of.”

do not sell:
choices

Specific mentioning that consumers will have the
option to choose whether or what types of data
can or cannot be sold to third-parties by the site.

”It would give you the option to not have
your personal information given, shared,
or sold to someone else.”

do not sell:
confirmation

The link will lead to a page that double checks
whether or not the participant wants their
information not to be sold to others.

”You would be taken to a page to confirm
you wish your personal information not to
be shared.”

do not sell:
doubted

The user expects that the website will not sell
their personal information but meanwhile
expresses reservation that the site might not
follow this rule.

”I would hope that it would mean the
company wouldn’t sell my personal
information. Not sure if that would
actually happen or not.”
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do not sell:
immediate

The user assumes that the company will not sell
their personal data.

”My data will not be sold.”

do not sell: more
info

The link leads to more info on how to make use
of the ”do not sell” choice or how the company
does not sell consumer information to third
parties.

”It would tell me how to choose not to
share my information.”

do not sell:
requested

The link will take the user to a page where they
can require the company to not sell their personal
data, but they do not explicitly expect the request
to be honored.

”I will be shown a page that allows me to
opt out of allowing companies to sell my
private information, similar to opting out
of junk mail.”

less privacy
protection

The participant indicates that clicking the
icon/link would lead to less privacy protection or
another negative outcome but doesn’t specify that
it’s because their data would now be sold.

”Your personal information will be
available and spread on the internet.”

more info:
collected data

The link will lead to more info on what types of
data (or specific data) the site has collected about
the user.

”It would pull up information that the
company has collected about me, possibly
my demographics and what they think my
shoe preferences are based on what pages
I’ve spent time looking at.”

more info: data
practices

The link will lead to more info on how the site
collects, uses, and shares user data, a more
granular description of privacy policy.

”A page where you understand how your
info will be used.”

more info:
generic

The general feeling that they would see more
information.

”It would take me to a page with more
info.”

more info:
products/services

The link will lead to info on the products and
services sold on this website, including
promotions and discounts.

”I think it would lead me to a page with
more information about how to purchase
these shoes.”

more privacy
protection

The user will enjoy a higher level of privacy
protection that does not relate to do not sell, such
as less tracking and use of cookies, removing
existing collected data, or providing an incognito
version of the site.

”It could provide privacy for me.”

new page The link will direct the user to a new page/site,
open a new tab/window, without giving any
further context of what’s included in the page.

”It opens a web page.”

not sure The user is not sure what to expect. ”I don’t know.”
nothing The user expects nothing would happen if they

clicked, or is skeptical that there’s actually a
privacy choice present, or complains that the
”toggle” is not working

”Nothing really, They would still track
me.”

personalization The site will ask for more information that creates
a better personalization experience or for targeted
ads, e.g., recommending more relevant shoes.

”I assume it takes you to a page where you
can supply personal information that will
influence what the site shows you, perhaps
sending you emails regarding products
you might be interested in based on the
information you’ve provided.”

privacy choices:
data processing

The user expects to see choices related to how the
company uses collected data. However, if the
response mentions choices related to how the
company *share* data with others we assume the
sharing involves transactions, hence code it as
”do not sell: choices.”

”I think a drop-down menu will open and
you can choose how your private
information is handled if you are using the
website.”
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privacy choices:
generic

The user expects to be led to general
privacy/cookie settings.

”You should be able to set your privacy
options, meaning, how your info is used,
how you are contacted.”

privacy policy The link leads to a privacy policy. We use this
code when participants mention the word
”privacy policy” explicitly.

”I would be taken to another page full of
text with their privacy policy that i most
likely won’t read or understand if i did
read it.”

spamming The link leads to settings that would bring the
user annoying messages such as unwanted
emails.

”Your IP address and information would
go to other sources and then you would
receive a bunch of emails from other
sources.”

toggle: color
change

The user expects the color or the motion of the
icon to change, but does not specify anything else
related to the configuration of do-not-sell.

”It would turn green.”

toggle: do not
sell control

The user expects that the toggle is a control for
whether or not they want their personal data to be
sold, but did not specify the direction as sell
—>not sell or not sell —>sell.

”I would toggle back and forth from ‘do
not sell’ to ‘it’s okay to sell.’”

toggle: deny sell
permission

The user expects clicking will toggle the setting
such that the website won’t be able to sell your
data.

”I think it would activate the button and let
the business know that I didn’t want to
share my personal information.”

toggle: allow sell
permission

The user expects clicking will toggle the setting
such that the website can now sell your data.

”Right now it is clicked ‘off’ so if you
click it ‘on’ they will be free to sell your
personal information.”
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Mapping of Toggle Expectation Codes for Regressions

Code Conveys Misconception Conveys Toggle Control

choices: opt out no no
do not sell: choices no no
do not sell: confirmation no no
do not sell: doubted no no
do not sell: immediate no no
do not sell: more info no no
do not sell: requested no no
less privacy protection yes no
more info: collected data no no
more info: data practices no no
more info: generic no no
more info: products/services yes no
more privacy protection no no
new page no no
not sure no no
nothing yes no
personalization yes no
privacy choices: data processing no no
privacy choices: generic no no
privacy policy no no
spamming yes no
toggle: color change yes yes
toggle: do not sell control yes yes
toggle: deny sell permission yes yes
toggle: allow sell permission yes yes
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C.3 Participant Demographics
Icon Icon Link Text Link Text Combination Toggle

Preliminary Refinement Preliminary Refinement

Sample Size 240 280 140 400 1468 421
Invalid Responses 11 0 9 0 54 18

Age

18-24 5.00% 5.71% 8.57% 7.00% 10.29% 12.11%
25-34 45.00% 45.71% 52.14% 49.00% 35.76% 45.13%
35-44 29.58% 29.64% 22.86% 23.25% 25.95% 23.04%
45-54 12.08% 10.00% 8.57% 11.00% 15.74% 11.16%
55-64 7.08% 6.79% 4.29% 7.00% 8.72% 6.18%
>65 1.25% 2.14% 3.57% 2.75% 3.13% 1.90%
Prefer Not to Answer 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.41% 0.28%

Gender

Female 41.25% 44.64% 34.29% 39.50% 46.87% 47.51%
Male 58.33% 55.36% 64.29% 60.00% 51.98% 50.83%
Non-binary 0.00% 0.00% 1.43% 0.50% 0.41% 0.95%
Self-described 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.14% 0.00%
Prefer Not to Answer 0.42% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.61% 0.71%

Education

Less than High School 0.83% 0.71% 0.71% 0.25% 0.54% 0.48%
High School 9.58% 13.57% 7.86% 13.50% 8.92% 12.11%
Some College 15.83% 18.57% 17.14% 18.00% 21.93% 18.76%
Associate’s, Occupational 5.83% 8.21% 4.29% 7.75% 6.81% 5.23%
Associate’s, Academic 1.67% 5.00% 4.29% 4.75% 6.40% 5.46%
Bachelor 49.58% 42.86% 51.43% 43.75% 39.03% 43.71%
Master 13.33% 8.21% 13.57% 11.00% 11.92% 9.26%
Professional 2.50% 1.79% 0.71% 0.50% 1.63% 2.38%
Doctoral 0.42% 1.07% 0.00% 0.50% 2.18% 2.14%
Prefer Not to Answer 0.42% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.61% 0.48%

State Residence

California 11.25% 14.29% 20.00% 9.75% 10.42% 16.39%
Non-California 88.75% 85.71% 80.00% 90.25% 89.58% 83.61%

Educational/Job Background related to CS/IT

Yes 38.75% 27.50% 47.86% 33.00% 23.02% 30.64%
No 56.67% 66.79% 47.86% 62.75% 72.55% 63.66%
Prefer Not to Answer 4.58% 5.71% 4.29% 4.25% 4.43% 5.70%

Awareness of any U.S. laws that require companies to provide a “do not sell my personal information” option

Yes 4.58% 4.64% 2.86% 3.00% 9.81% 7.13%
No 95.42% 95.36% 97.14% 97.00% 90.19% 92.87%

C.4 Regression Outputs

C.4.1 Icon-Text Combinations Evaluation
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Choice Privacy Misconception Do-Not-Sell

β S.E. Adj. p β S.E. Adj. p β S.E. Adj. p β S.E. Adj. p

Intercept .52 .31 1.0 2.0 .41 <.001* -3.1 .74 .001* -.06 .33 1.0

Condition (ref = Toggle-Privacy Options, None-Do Not Sell My Personal Information for Do-Not-Sell)

Toggle-None -1.0 .40 .16 -1.2 .48 .20 2.1 .80 .21
Toggle-Do Not Sell My P.I. -.62 .40 1.0 -4.0 .58 <.001* 2.4 .79 .06 .26 .40 1.0
Toggle-Personal Info Choices -1.2 .40 .06 -2.4 .47 <.001* 2.8 .78 .009* -3.2 .66 <.001*
Toggle-Do Not Sell My Info -.33 .40 1.0 -4.3 .60 <.001* 1.5 .82 .77 .52 .39 1.0
Toggle-Privacy Choices -.23 .40 1.0 -.86 .48 .85 -1.6 .82 .76 2.2 .49 <.001*
Toggle-Privacy Options -4.3 1.0 .001*
DAA-None -3.6 .60 <.001* -3.0 .49 <.001* 2.2 .79 .14
DAA-Do Not Sell My P.I. -.49 .40 1.0 -2.6 .47 <.001* .81 .89 1.0 -.09 .38 1.0
DAA-Privacy Options .29 .42 1.0 -.26 .52 1.0 -.02 1.0 1.0 -4.3 1.0 .001*
DAA-Personal Info Choices -1.6 .41 .004* -2.4 .48 <.001* 2.5 .79 .04* -2.6 .59 <.001*
DAA-Do Not Sell My Info -.59 .40 1.0 -3.5 .52 <.001* 1.3 .84 1.0 .25 .39 1.0
DAA-Privacy Choices .10 .41 1.0 -.67 .49 1.0 .06 1.0 1.0 -2.4 .51 <.001*
Dollar-None -3.0 .50 <.001* -5.3 .82 <.001* 4.2 .78 <.001*
Dollar-Do Not Sell My P.I. -.92 .39 .32 -3.6 .52 <.001* 1.6 .82 .78 .02 .38 1.0
Dollar-Privacy Options -.28 .40 1.0 -.52 .51 1.0 1.7 .81 .53 -2.1 .49 <.001*
Dollar-Personal Info Choices -1.3 .40 .03* -2.0 .46 <.001* 2.9 .78 .005* -2.8 .59 <.001*
Dollar-Do Not Sell My Info -.47 .40 1.0 -3.7 .53 <.001* -.55 1.2 1.0 .91 .41 .36
Dollar-Privacy Choices -1.1 .39 .10 -.82 .48 .91 2.0 .79 .21 -2.7 .59 <.001*
None-Do Not Sell My P.I. -.94 .40 .32 -3.3 .51 <.001* 1.2 .84 1.0
None-Privacy Options -.48 .40 1.0 -.65 .49 1.0 .03 1.0 1.0 -2.8 .59 <.001*
None-Personal Info Choices -1.3 .40 .02* -2.0 .46 <.001* 2.8 .78 .008* -2.8 .59 <.001*
None-Do Not Sell My Info .10 .43 1.0 -3.4 .52 <.001* -.58 1.2 1.0 .62 .40 1.0
None-Privacy Choices -.64 .40 1.0 -.94 .49 .71 .50 .94 1.0 -2.4 .55 <.001*
Icon-None -4.6 .76 <.001

Age (ref = 18-34)

35-54 .42 .13 .02* -.07 .15 1.0 -.18 .18 1.0 .29 .18 1.0
≥ 55 .35 .20 1.0 -.42 .22 .74 .43 .25 .97 .58 .27 .36

Gender (ref = Female)

Male .10 .12 1.0 .18 .14 -.16 .17 1.0 1.0 -.11 .17 1.0

Technical expertise (ref = None)

Yes -.42 .15 .13 -.11 .17 1.0 .46 .20 .32 -.68 .22 .02*

Highest obtained education (ref = No college degree)

College degree .33 .14 .27 -.13 .15 1.0 -.46 .18 .22 .20 .19 1.0
Graduate degree .31 .19 1.0 .11 .21 1.0 -.61 .26 .32 .39 .26 1.0

Table 7: Regression results for the four binary dependent variables (conveys choice, privacy,
misconceptions, or do-not-sell choices) coded from participants’ open-ended expectations. Due
to perfect separation in the DAA-none and Dollar-none conditions, the icon-only conditions were
collapsed together (Icon-None) for the do-not-sell choices regression. For each regression term
we provide the estimate of the coefficient (β), the standard error, and p-value adjusted with the
Holm-Bonferroni correction. A significant negative coefficient indicates that participants in that
group were less likely to have the expectation represented by the dependent variable, relative to
the reference baseline. (*) marks significant results for α = .05.
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Do-Not-Sell Choices Give Sell Permission Privacy Choices

β S.E. Adj. p β S.E. Adj. p β S.E. Adj. p

Intercept .41 .31 1.0 -2.0 .44 <.001* 2.5 .54 <.001*

Condition (ref = None-Do Not Sell My Personal Information, Toggle-Privacy Options for Privacy Choices)

Toggle-None -.98 .39 .33 .56 .53 1.0 -1.8 .60 .07
Toggle-Do Not Sell My P.I. -.22 .40 1.0 1.7 .49 .02* -2.1 .59 .009*
Toggle-Personal Info Choices -.87 .39 .60 .96 .50 1.0 -1.7 .60 .10
Toggle-Do Not Sell My Info -.55 .39 1.0 .65 .52 1.0 -1.8 .60 .07
Toggle-Privacy Choices -.09 .39 1.0 1.4 .49 .12 -1.1 .62 .99
Toggle-Privacy Options .07 .39 1.0 .87 .51 1.0
DAA-None -2.9 .52 <.001* -.45 .62 1.0 -2.4 .58 .001*
DAA-Do Not Sell My P.I. -.19 .39 1.0 .11 .56 1.0 -.73 .65 1.0
DAA-Privacy Options -.56 .38 1.0 .93 .50 1.0 -.62 .66 1.0
DAA-Personal Info Choices -.20 .40 1.0 1.2 .50 .47 -1.8 .60 .06
DAA-Do Not Sell My Info .18 .41 1.0 -.22 .59 1.0 -1.6 .61 .19
DAA-Privacy Choices -.23 .39 1.0 .85 .51 1.0 -.25 .70 1.0
Dollar-None -1.3 .39 .04* -.38 .62 1.0 -3.6 .60 <.001*
Dollar-Do Not Sell My P.I. -.29 .39 1.0 .12 .56 1.0 -1.7 .59 .06
Dollar-Privacy Options -.05 .40 1.0 .48 .53 1.0 -.69 .66 1.0
Dollar-Personal Info Choices -.36 .39 1.0 .56 .53 1.0 -1.1 .63 1.0
Dollar-Do Not Sell My Info -.14 .39 1.0 -.58 .66 1.0 -1.3 .61 .52
Dollar-Privacy Choices -.65 .38 1.0 .57 .51 1.0 -1.4 .60 .36
None-Privacy Options -.20 .39 1.0 .82 .51 1.0 -.42 .68 1.0
None-Personal Info Choices -.84 .39 .72 -.09 .57 1.0 -1.7 .60 .08
None-Do Not Sell My Info .84 .45 1.0 .11 .57 1.0 -.70 .66 1.0
None-Privacy Choices -.24 .40 1.0 .55 .53 1.0 -.52 .68 1.0
None-Do Not Sell My P.I. -.86 .65 1.0

Age (ref = 18-34)

35-54 .09 .12 1.0 -.04 .15 1.0 .27 .15 1.0
≥ 55 .17 .19 1.0 -.008 .23 1.0 .16 .23 1.0

Gender (ref = Female)

Male -.02 .12 1.0 -.13 .15 1.0 -.21 .14 1.0

Technical expertise (ref = None)

Yes .03 .15 1.0 .72 .17 <.001* -.03 .18 1.0

Highest obtained education (ref = No college degree)

College degree .31 .13 .51 -.09 .16 1.0 .15 .16 1.0
Graduate degree .17 .18 1.0 .07 .22 1.0 .63 .24 .15

Table 8: Regression results for the scenarios:“It will take me to a page with choices about the
sale of my personal information” (Do-Not-Sell Choices), “It will give the website permission to
sell my personal information” (Give Sell Permission), and “It will take me to a page with choices
about how my personal information is used and shared by the website” (Privacy Choices). For
each regression term we provide the estimate of the coefficient (β), the standard error, and p-value
adjusted with the Holm-Bonferroni correction. A significant negative coefficient indicates that
participants in that group were less likely to have the expectation represented by the dependent
variable, relative to the reference baseline. (*) marks significant results for α = .05.
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C.4.2 OAG Toggle Evaluation

Misconception Toggle Control

β S.E. p β S.E. p

Intercept -1.2 .34 <.001* -1.6 .36 <.001*

Condition (style ref = Stylized Toggle; color ref = Blue)

CalAG .83 .28 .003* .87 .30 .003*
CalAG-X .86 .28 .003* .87 .30 .004*
Red .003 .22 .99 .28 .23 .23

Age (ref = 18-34)

35-54 -.24 .24 .31 -.15 .25 .54
≥ 55 -.99 .49 .04* -1.2 .58 .03*

Gender (ref = Female)

Male -.08 .23 .73 .03 .24 .89

Technical expertise (ref = None)

Yes -.47 .25 .06 -.86 .27 .002*

Highest obtained education (ref = No college degree)

College degree .65 .26 .01* .68 .27 .01*
Graduate degree .50 .36 .17 .71 .38 .06

Table 9: Regression results for the binary de-
pendent variables: conveys a misconception
and perceived as a toggle control, coded from
participants’ open-ended expectations. We re-
port results from the main effect model with
icon style and color as the main independent
variables, as the interaction between icon style
and color was not significant. For each regres-
sion term we provide the estimate of the co-
efficient (β), the standard error, and p-value
adjusted with the Holm-Bonferroni correction.
A significant positive coefficient indicates that
participants in that group were more likely to
have the expectation represented by the depen-
dent variable, relative to the reference baseline.
(*) marks significant results for α = .05.

Do-Not-Sell Switch Do-Not-Sell Choices

β S.E. Adj. p β S.E. Adj. p

Intercept -.77 .35 .03* .70 .31 .03*

Condition (style ref = Stylized Toggle; color ref = Blue)

CalAG .73 .38 .05 -.92 .27 <.001*
CalAG-X 1.0 .39 .009* -.88 .27 .001*
Red 1.0 .37 .006* .14 .22 .51
CalAG*Red -1.2 .52 .02*
CalAG-X*Red -1.8 .53 <.001*

Age (ref = 18-34)

35-54 .24 .23 .31 .04 .23 .87
≥ 55 .29 .39 .46 .60 .41 .14

Gender (ref = Female)

Male .04 .22 .84 -.53 .22 .02*

Technical expertise (ref = None)

Yes .21 .24 .37 -.35 .24 .15

Highest obtained education (ref = No college degree)

College degree -.15 .24 .52 -.006 .24 .98
Graduate degree -.07 .34 .83 -.08 .35 .83

Table 10: Regression results for the scenar-
ios:“It will immediately change the setting on
this website from ‘Sell My Personal Informa-
tion’ to ‘Do Not Sell My Personal Information’
” (Do-Not-Sell Switch), and “It will take me
to a page with choices about the sale of my
personal information” (Do-Not-Sell Choices).
We report results from the main effect model
for Do-Not-Sell Choices with icon style and
color as the main independent variables, as the
interaction between icon style and color was
not significant. For each regression term we
provide the estimate of the coefficient (β), the
standard error, and p-value adjusted with the
Holm-Bonferroni correction. A significant pos-
itive coefficient indicates that participants in
that group were more likely to have the expec-
tation represented by the dependent variable,
relative to the reference baseline.

(*) marks significant results for α = .05.
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Appendix D: Identifying User Needs for
Advertising Controls...

D.1 Facebook Ad Controls
In this appendix, we provide a summary of the interfaces we observed related to advertising
during the course of our study.

Our initial review of controls was conducted using Facebook’s desktop website with Google
Chrome on macOS Catalina. We confirmed that these settings were also available through the
Facebook mobile app (installed on an iPhone Xs running iOS 13.) We conducted the review
using our personal Facebook accounts, each based in the United States and created over eight
years ago, as well as an account created in 2020 for research purposes that maintained the default
settings and contained no personal information.

We began our review by identifying the portions of Facebook’s interface where the majority
of its advertising controls are located: the Your Ad Preferences page, and the contextual menus
available for individual News Feed or sidebar ads. We then examined these interfaces and com-
pactenumd any interactions that allowed users to change or control any aspect of the ads they
see on Facebook, the data used to target ads to them on Facebook, or the data from Facebook
Company Products that can be used to target ads to them off of Facebook. Last, we reviewed
other sections (besides Ad Preferences) in Facebook’s Settings menu and identified any settings
that seemed like they could impact the ads a user sees.

We recognize that the Facebook interface is constantly changing and that users may have
different options available to them based on variables such as region. The options listed here
reflect what our team of U.S.-based researchers could observe on their own Facebook accounts
but may be either a subset or superset of what other users have available to them.

Contextual Ad Controls
We refer to controls placed in a menu directly on a particular ad as contextual controls. The
primary context menu can be accessed by clicking the three dots at the top right of a Facebook
ad, and contains these options:

• Hide Ad (“Never see this ad again”)

• Report Ad (“Tell us about a problem with this ad”)

• Save post/video (depending on ad format)
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Figure 1: Ad Hidden menu, after choosing “Irrelevant” as the reason for hiding the ad.

• Copy link

• Turn on notifications for this post

• Why am I seeing this ad?

• Embed

We counted Hide Ad, Report Ad, and Why Am I Seeing This Ad? as ad controls. The rest are
standard post controls that appear on all sponsored and non-sponsored Facebook posts.

Hide Ad

Control: Hide Ad Selecting Hide Ad creates a pop-up “Ad Hidden” menu which asks the
user to “Please tell us why you hid this ad.” The user can select one of these reasons (displayed
in a random order): Knows too much, Repetitive, Too personal, Sensitive topic, Irrelevant, or
Already purchased. Alternatively, they can close the pop-up without choosing a reason for why
they hid the ad. If a reason is selected, the “Ad Hidden” menu brings up a list of other avenues
to control ads, such as visiting ad preferences, hiding all ads from that advertiser, viewing the ad
in the Ad Library, or opening the Why Am I Seeing This Ad? screen (Figure 1). After closing
this window or if a reason is not selected, a small “Ad Hidden” message will appear in the News
Feed in place of the ad with the option to Undo hiding the ad.

Report Ad

Reporting an ad has generally the same effect as hiding an ad, but reporting is intended for
ads that violate Facebook’s policies in some way, rather than ads that are simply unpleasant or
unwanted.
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Control: Report Ad Choosing to report an ad brings up a menu similar to the Ad Hidden
menu, but the reasons displayed are types of ads prohibited by Facebook’s Ad Policies [68]:
Misleading or Scam, Sexually Inappropriate, Offensive, Violence, Prohibited Content, Spam,
False News, Political Candidate or Issue, or Other. There is also a link to view Facebook’s Ad
Policies. The dialogue following submission of a reason to report also contains an extra link:
“I think [this ad] is an unauthorized use of my intellectual property.” After exiting the pop-up
menu, the ad is replaced with a small message that says “Ad Reported” and contains the option
to Undo the report.

Why am I seeing this ad?

Figure 2: An example Why Am I Seeing This Ad? menu.

Selecting “Why am I seeing this ad?” brings up a menu with a bulleted list of reasons why
that ad may be appearing in the News Feed. These reasons can include, but are not necessarily
limited to:

• Gender/age: [Advertiser] is trying to reach [females/males/people], ages [age range].

• Location: [Advertiser] is trying to reach people whose primary location is [location].

• Lookalike audiences: [Advertiser] is trying to reach people who may be similar to their
customers.
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• List audiences: [Advertiser] used a list to reach you.

• Interest categories: [Advertiser] is trying to reach people Facebook thinks are interested
in [interests.]

• Facebook activity: [Advertiser] is trying to reach people who [watched a video from, etc.]
their Facebook Page.

• Off-Facebook activity: [Advertiser] indicated you may have visited [their website or app].
Selecting a reason in the list will show an extended description about that reason and a related

control (e.g. Manage Location Settings for location-based ads.) Related controls may also be
available on the main Why Am I Seeing This Ad? page. Some of those controls are listed below.

Control: Hide all ads from this advertiser The option to Hide Ads from the advertiser ap-
pears in the Why Am I Seeing This Ad? menu regardless of the reason(s) Facebook provides for
why that ad appeared.

Control: Don’t allow ads using [List Provider]’s lists This control appears if the ad was
targeted using a list.

Control: Control data from partners This control appears if the ad was targeted using off-
Facebook activity.

Control: Manage Your Off-Facebook Activity This control appears if the ad was targeted
using off-Facebook activity.

Control: Make changes to your Ad Preferences This control appears if the ad was not tar-
geted using a list or off-Facebook Activity.

Ad Preferences (August 2020 and later)
At the time of our study, Ad Preferences is accessible by clicking the downward arrow in the
upper right hand corner (on desktop) or tapping the hamburger menu on the lower right (on
mobile), then going to Settings & Privacy > Settings, then scrolling through the list of settings
and selecting Ads.

Advertisers

Landing page The August 2020 update of Ad Preferences removed the main menu. Users
are now taken directly to the Advertisers section when they visit Ad Preferences; the rest of the
settings can be navigated to using the menu on the left with options for Advertisers, Ad Topics,
and Ad Settings. The new Advertisers section contains a list of all the advertisers a user has seen
ads for sorted in reverse chronological order along with links to view the advertisers they have
hidden and the advertisers whose ads they’ve clicked.
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Figure 3: Advertisers menu in Ad Preferences on desktop. This is the first page users see when
they first visit Ad Preferences.

Control: Hide Ads Selecting ”Hide Ads” for a particular advertiser will hide all ads from that
advertiser. The user will not see any ads from that advertiser in the future. When selected, the
Hide Ads button is replaced with the option to Undo the action.

Advertisers you’ve hidden Contains a list of all the advertisers a user has hidden with an
option to Undo hiding all ads from each. Like the Advertisers You’ve Seen list on the landing
page, Advertisers You’ve Hidden is sorted in reverse chronological order (based on the time the
user hid each advertiser.)

Advertisers whose ads you’ve clicked Contains a reverse-chronologically sorted list of all
the advertisers whose ads a user has clicked with the option to Hide [all] Ads from each. If an
advertiser’s ads have already been hidden, the Hide Ads button is replaced with an option to
Undo.

Ad Topics

Manage Ad Topics The Ad Topics section contains a singular menu, Manage Ad Topics, with
four topics (Alcohol; Parenting; Pets; Social Issues, Elections, or Politics) that a user can choose
to See Fewer of.
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Control: See Fewer Each of the four topics has an option to See Fewer of that topic. When
See Fewer is selected, the button is replaced with the option to Undo the action, and a caption
appears under the topic name that says ”You’re seeing fewer ads about this topic.”

Ad Settings

Most of the controls in Ad Preferences are found in the Ad Settings section. Ad Settings contains
three subsections:

• Common Questions, which includes two short descriptions about Facebook’s advertising
and data practices

• Manage Data Used To Show You Ads, which links to the menus for Data About Your
Activity From Partners, Categories Used To Reach You, Audience-Based Advertising, and
Ads Shown Off Of Facebook.

• Social Interactions, which leads to the control to manage whether a user’s interactions (e.g.
Likes) can be publicly shared alongside ads.

Common Questions This subsection contains brief answers to two (at the time of review)
questions about Facebook ads. A description of each question is below. More detailed versions
of the questions and answers are available in Facebook’s help pages [69, 70]. There is also a link
to ”Learn More” which leads to a help page about Facebook Ads [66].

Question: What information is used to show me ads? “We show you ads based on infor-
mation we have about you and your activity, such as Page likes on Facebook. We may also use
information we have about others and their activity to show you more relevant ads. If personal-
ized ads based on data about your activity from partners are allowed, we can also use data like
your activity on websites off of Facebook to decide which ads to show you.”

Question: Does Facebook sell my data? “No, Facebook does not sell data. This includes
personal information like your name or the content of your Facebook posts.”

Data about your activity from partners (in Manage Data Used To Show You Ads) This
option is subtitled “Personalized ads based on your activity from websites, apps or offline.”
Selecting it will open a page with an illustration, a paragraph of description, one or more switches
to toggle on or off Facebook’s ability to personalize ads based on data collected from other
companies, and additional information at the bottom. A screenshot of the Data from Partners
menu in various states is included in Figure 4.

Top description “To show you relevant ads, we use data that advertisers and other partners
provide to us about your activity on their websites and apps, as well as certain offline interactions,
such as purchases. For example, we may show you an ad for a shirt based on your visit to a
clothing website. We never sell your data.” Following the description is a link to “Learn More,”
which leads to a help page about adjusting Data From Partners settings [67].
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Figure 4: The ”Data about your activity from partners” menu. Left: A Facebook account with
the setting switched on (default) and no Instagram account attached. Right: A Facebook account
with a linked Instagram account and Data from Partners switched off for both accounts.

Control: Choose [whether/where] we can use data from our partners to show you per-
sonalized ads. This control is either a single switch or (if the user has one or more Instagram
accounts connected to their Facebook account) a series of switches. Each switch is turned on by
default. Turning off a switch disables ads targeted to that account based on data other compa-
nies provide to Facebook such as website activity and purchases (but not including on-Facebook
activity or lists.) In this paper, we sometimes refer to this control as “Data from Partners.”

Footer and additional information: What You Should Know An accordion list at the
bottom of the Data from Partners menu describes that toggling the switch[es] will not change
the overall amount of ads shown on the relevant platform and only affects the relevance of ads
targeted based on data provided to Facebook by outside companies.

Categories used to reach you (in Manage Data Used To Show You Ads) This option is sub-
titled “Profile information, interests and other categories used to reach you.” Selecting it opens
a page with an illustration and two subsections: “Profile Information” and “Interests and Other
Categories Used to Reach You.”
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Profile Information Contains a list of switches that toggle on/off targeted ads based on
certain types of information supplied in a user’s Facebook profile. These types of information
may include Employer, Job Title, Education (schools attended), and/or Relationship Status.

Interests and Other Categories Used to Reach You This section contains links to two
lists of controls, “Interest Categories” and “Other Categories.” Interest Categories leads to a list
of inferences [192, 193] Facebook has made about a user related to their interests (e.g. Shoes.)
Other Categories leads to a similar list of inferences Facebook has made about a user related to
their device usage (e.g. “Owns: iPad Mini 2”.)

Control: Remove an interest from list In both lists under Interests and Other Categories
Used to Reach You, a user can press a button to “Remove” any inference from the list. Imme-
diately after the button is pressed, it is replaced with the option to “Undo” the action; after the
user navigates away from the page, the inference disappears completely (Interest Categories) or
moves to a separate list of Removed Categories (Other Categories).

Audience-based advertising (in Manage Data Used To Show You Ads) This option is sub-
titled “Advertisers using your activity or information.” Selecting it opens a page with a list of
advertisers who have uploaded a list with PII [75] that has been matched to your Facebook ac-
count.

Selecting an advertiser will bring up a card with a description of the advertiser similar to
the Why Am I Seeing This Ad? prompt (Figure 6). The card contains the advertiser’s name,
profile photo, description (if available), Like count, Facebook Page (if available), and URL (if
available.) On the lower half is a header that says “Why are you included in this advertiser’s
audience?” followed by a link that says “They uploaded or used a list to reach you.”

Selecting “They uploaded or used a list to reach you” leads to a menu titled “List Usage”
(Figure 7) From List Usage, users can view which advertisers are using that list to include or
exclude them from ads. Selecting the set of advertisers brings up the option to Hide Ads from
one or more of the advertisers using the list.

Control: Don’t Allow inclusion/exclusion The List Usage menu includes options to dis-
allow inclusion and/or exclusion from ads using that list.

The first time “Don’t Allow” is selected for inclusion or exclusion from lists, a pop-up ap-
pears explaining that disabling inclusion/exclusion of ads based on a particular list does not affect
ads targeted based on other factors (Figure 8).

After proceeding through this menu, the “Don’t Allow” button is replaced with an “Allow”
button and the set of advertisers using a list for inclusion/exclusion is emptied.

Ads shown off of Facebook (in Manage Data Used To Show You Ads) This option is subtitled
“Advertisers using your activity or information.” Selecting it opens a page with a short descrip-
tion and a switch to allow/deny Facebook from personalizing ads that are displayed outside of
Facebook products.
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Figure 5: A list of advertisers shown in Audience-based advertising.

Control: Disable targeted off-Facebook ads This control is a switch (turned on and set to
“Allowed” by default) with a header that reads “You can decide whether advertisers can choose
to reach you through ads off of Facebook based on categories like these, and you can change
your choice at any time.” The switch can be flipped to “Not Allowed.”
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Figure 6: An advertiser card from the list in Audience-based advertising.

Social Interactions In this menu, users can choose whether or not they want their Facebook
interactions (such as Page Likes) to show up alongside ads in their friends’ feeds. The menu
contains a short description of the control and an example of an ad with a small “[User] likes
[Advertiser]” tag at the top.

Control: Who can see your social interactions alongside ads? This control is a radio
selector with two options, Friends (default) and Only Me.

Off-Facebook Activity

As of February 2021, Off-Facebook Activity settings can be managed by clicking the downward
arrow in the upper right hand corner (on desktop) or tapping the hamburger menu on the lower
right (on mobile), then going to Settings & Privacy > Settings > Your Facebook Information >
Off-Facebook Activity. From there, a user can view Facebook’s history of their interactions with
other websites, clear it by selecting Clear History, or they can opt out of future collection of this
data by going to Manage Future Activity.

Control: Clear History Selecting Clear History will disconnect past off-Facebook activity
from that Facebook account. This prevents ads from being targeted based on data collected up
to that point. Future data regarding off-Facebook activity will continue to be collected and will
still be usable for targeting ads.
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Figure 7: The List Usage menu.

Manage Your Off-Facebook Activity

This option leads to another page displaying past off-Facebook activity and a small menu with
options to Access Your Information, Download Your Information, or Manage Future Activity.
Access Your Information and Download Your Information lead to Facebook’s options for ex-
porting account data. Selecting Manage Future Activity opens a message describing what off-
Facebook activity is used for (Figure 9).

After proceeding through that message, the user is brought to a menu with a switch to toggle
on/off Future Off-Facebook Activity (Figure 10) and a link to view any external websites or apps
whose activity they have disabled specifically.

Control: Future Off-Facebook Activity This is a switch which is enabled by default. Under-
neath, it explains that turning off Future Off-Facebook Activity prevents ads from being person-
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Figure 8: Messages that appear when a user selects “Don’t Allow” for inclusion (top) and exclu-
sion (bottom) of ads based on a particular list.

alized based on activity outside of Facebook, potentially causing ads to be less relevant in the
future.

Your Ad Preferences (prior to August 2020)

The interaction to get to the Your Ad Preferences page (Figure 11) prior to 2020 was the same as
the current interaction to Ad Preferences.

Your interests

Top description “Interests are determined based on your activity on Facebook, such as your
engagement with certain Pages and ads.”

Control: Remove an interest This control removes a specific interest from the user’s profile.
Interests are organized by categories, which each have a tab within the section. Upon hovering
over a particular interest, Facebook provides a description of why that interest was associated
with the user’s profile.
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Figure 9: Manage Future Activity pop-up message on desktop.

Advertisers and Businesses

Businesses who uploaded and used a list Provides a description of advertising lists and how
Facebook matches users to uploaded lists. Controls are available through the “View Controls”
link below each business.

Control: Privacy options Leads to privacy controls or policy policy on the business’s website.

Control (2): Don’t allow inclusion/exclusion based on lists Two buttons; one for “Show Ads
to You Using a List” and another for “Excluding You From Ads Using a List.” These controls
open a modal with additional information about how they impact ads on Facebook.

Control: Hide advertisers using a list to include Hide all ads from a particular advertiser
using the advertising list to show ads to the user.

Other tabs Other tabs in this section include: Whose website, app, or store you’ve interacted
with, Whom you’ve visited, Whose ads you’ve clicked, and Whom you’ve hidden. These tabs
had lists of businesses according the the user’s activities.

Control: Report [Business] to Facebook

Control: Hide ads from [Business]
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Figure 10: The settings inside Manage Future Activity with Future Off-Facebook Activity
switched off.

Your Information

About you Description states “Some of the ads you see are because advertisers are trying to
reach people based on information they’ve provided on their profile.” Below the controls, it’s
specified that they only pertained to ads and that users may still see ads based on their interests.

Control: Manage whether we can show you ads...based on these profile fields Four toggle
switches for relationship status, employer, job title, education.

Your categories

Top Description Explains that users are assigned categories according to their Facebook in-
formation and other activity and that these categories are used by advertisers.

Control: Remove a category Users can click an “X” on a specific category to remove it from
their profile.

Ad settings

Control: Ads based on data from partners Renamed to “Data about your activity from part-
ners” in new Ad Preferences.

Control: Ads based on your activity on Facebook Company Products that you see elsewhere
Renamed to “Ads shown off of Facebook” in new Ad Preferences.

Control: Ads that include your social actions Renamed to “Social Interactions” in new Ad
Preferences.
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Figure 11: Your Ad Preferences (prior to August 2020)

Hide ad topics

Three predefined topics (Alcohol, Parenting, and Pets) that users could choose not to see ads
about. Renamed to “Manage Ad Topics” in new Ad Preferences.

Control: Hide for X Three toggles for each topic to hide for 6 months, 1 year, or permanently.

Other ad controls

Here we briefly note other settings or informational features that are not in Ad Preferences or
directly part of the context menu linked from ads, but that may impact the ad experience for
users:

• Settings > Video: autoplay ads

• Other controls to edit profile information: e.g., the decision to share or not share a
birthdate may determine whether you get ads targeted by age

• Location settings, since location data can be used for targeting ads
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• Features such as transparency information about how ads are targeted, the labeling
of paid content, and disclosures for political content: These features are categorically
different from settings and controls that users can change, but may impact how users inter-
act with controls.

D.2 Survey Questions

MTurk Screening Survey Only
1. Do you use any of the following social media platforms? (Select all that apply)

� Reddit
� Twitter
� Pinterest
� Instagram
� TikTok
� YouTube
� Snapchat
� WhatsApp
� Facebook
� Facebook Messenger
� None of these (Automatically unchecks other options)

2. (Shown if “Facebook” is checked in Q1) Have you used Facebook within the last 30 days?
[Yes, No, Not sure]

Included in Both Main Surveys
1. How often do you use Facebook? (This was asked in the MTurk Screening survey if

“Facebook” was selected and the Prolific main survey)
• Every day
• Not every day, but at least once a week
• Less than once a week, but at least once per month
• Less than once per month, but at least once in the past year
• Never in the past year

2. What devices do you use Facebook on?
• Android Phone
• iPhone
• Other smartphone (Please specify)
• iPad
• Other tablet (Please specify)
• Desktop or laptop computer
• Other type of device (Please specify)
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3. (Shown if phone or tablet options checked in Q2) On your smartphone or tablet: Do you
use Facebook in the mobile app, the web browser (by going to facebook.com), or some
other way? You may select multiple options.

• I open the Facebook mobile app
• I open a web browser (such as Chrome or Safari) and go to facebook.com
• Some other way (Please describe)
• I don’t know

4. How often do you see ads on Facebook?
• A lot of ads whenever I use Facebook
• One or two ads each time I am on Facebook
• Sometimes, but not every time I use Facebook
• Never

5. (Open-ended question) How do you feel about the ads you see on Facebook?

6. Would you prefer for Facebook to show you ads that are customized to be relevant to your
interests, or would you prefer to see uncustomized ads that are the same for everyone?

• I prefer customized ads
• I prefer to see the same ads that anyone else would see
• No preference

7. (Five-point Likert options from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) Please indicate your
agreement with the following statements. The ads I see on Facebook are...

• interesting
• annoying
• trustworthy
• creepy
• useful
• invasive
• in the way
• the right amount

8. Have you ever taken any steps to control the amount of ads you see on Facebook? [Yes,
No]

9. (Shown if “yes” checked in 8) (Open-ended question) What did you do to control the
amount of ads you see on Facebook?

10. Have you ever taken any steps to control the topics of ads you see on Facebook? [Yes, No]

11. (Shown if “yes” checked in 10) (Open-ended question) What did you do to control the
topics of ads you see on Facebook?

12. Have you ever taken any steps to control which advertisers (companies) would be shown
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in ads you see on Facebook? [Yes, No]

13. (Shown if “yes” checked in 12) (Open-ended question) What did you do to control which
advertisers (companies) would be shown in ads you see on Facebook?

14. Have you ever taken steps to control what information Facebook uses to decide which ads
to show you? [Yes, No]

15. (Shown if “yes” checked in 14) (Open-ended question) What did you do to control what
information Facebook uses to decide which ads to show you?

16. Can you recall any times in the past month when you have seen a specific ad on Facebook
that you did not wish to see? [Yes, No]

17. (Shown if “yes” checked in 16) (Open-ended question) What did you do about the ad(s) on
Facebook that you did not wish to see?

18. Have you ever changed your Ad Preferences in Facebook’s settings using one of the pages
shown above? [Yes, No]

19. (Shown if “yes” checked in 18) (Open-ended question) What did you do when you changed
your Facebook Ad Preferences?

20. (Shown if “yes” checked in 18) (Open-ended question) What caused you to change your
Ad Preferences settings on Facebook?

21. (Open-ended question) Are there any aspects of advertising on Facebook that you would
like to control or change but haven’t yet been able to? If so, please describe.

22. (Shown if desktop or laptop option checked in Q2) Do you take any steps to control the ads
that you see on the Internet while using your computer? (Select all that apply.)
� Ad blocking extensions (e.g. AdBlock Plus, uBlock Origin)
� Tracker blocking extensions (e.g. Privacy Badger, Ghostery)
� Incognito mode or private browsing
� Browser settings
� Use a browser that blocks ads
� Antivirus or antispyware software
� Other program on my computer
� Computer settings
� Other (Please specify)
� Nothing

23. (Shown if phone options checked in Q2) Do you take any steps to control the ads you see
on the Internet while using your smartphone? (Select all that apply)
� Ad blocking extensions
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� Tracker blocking extensions
� Incognito mode or private browsing
� Browser settings
� Use a browser that blocks ads
� Antivirus or antispyware software
� Other app or tool on my phone
� Phone settings
� Other (Please specify)
� Nothing

24. (Shown if tablet or other device options checked in Q2) Do you take any steps to control
the ads you see on the Internet while using your tablet or other device? (Select all that
apply)
� Ad blocking extensions
� Tracker blocking extensions
� Incognito mode or private browsing
� Browser settings
� Use a browser that blocks ads
� Antivirus or antispyware software
� Other app, tool, or program on my device
� Device settings
� Other (Please specify)
� Nothing

25. (Open-ended question) What is your age in years?

26. How do you describe your gender identity?
• Male
• Female
• Agender
• Non-binary
• Genderqueer
• Not sure
• Not listed above (you may describe if you wish)
• Prefer not to respond

27. How do you describe your race or ethnic identity? (You may select more than one option)
• White
• Black or African American
• American Indian or Alaska Native
• Asian
• Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
• Not listed above (you may describe if you wish)
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28. Do you identify as Hispanic and/or Latinx? [Yes, No]

D.3 Survey Codebooks

How do you feel about the ads on Facebook?

Code set 1: Valence

• Positive

• Negative

• Ambivalent

• Neutral

• Unclear

Ambivalent was used when the participant expressed a combination of positive and negative
feelings. In contrast, Neutral was used for a general lack of positive or negative feelings. The
Unclear category was used for responses where valence was unclear.

Code set 2: Category

• Annoyance

• Targeting/Data Use/Creepiness

• Trustworthiness

• Usefulness/Relevance

• Nonspecific

• Other

Ad Preferences Engagement

Code set 1: Ad Preferences action

• Amount

• Topics/interests

• Advertisers/companies

• Information/tracking

• Unclear/Don’t remember
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Code set 2: Ad Preferences cause

• Annoying

• Other

• Irrelevant/Topics

• Creepy/Targeting/Privacy concerns

• Don’t know

• Someone told me about it

• Facebook prompted me to

Are there any aspects of advertising on Facebook that you would like to
control or change but haven’t yet been able to?
Code set 1: Wishes category

• Advertisers

• Moderation

• Topics

• Tracking/Privacy

• Other (specific)

• Nothing/Don’t know

• Transparency

Code set 2: Wishes metacategory

A response was tagged with “Existing feature” in this column if it expressed a wish to do some-
thing that is wholly or partly possible with existing ad controls.

A response was tagged with “Premium ad-free version” in this column if it expressed a wish
for a premium or paid version of Facebook that did not have ads.

Code set 3: Wishes control category

These categories were based on the list of Facebook ad controls that we have documented in
Appendix D.1:

D.4 Remote Usability Study Screening Survey
1. Are you 18 years of age or older? [Yes, No]
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2. Are you located in the United States? [Yes, No]

3. Do you speak English fluently? [Yes, No]

4. Do you use any of the following social media platforms? (Select all that apply.)
� WhatsApp
� Facebook
� Twitter
� Instagram
� Reddit
� Snapchat
� YouTube
� Facebook Messenger
� Pinterest
� TikTok
� None of these

5. Have you used Facebook within the last 30 days? [Yes, No, Not sure]

6. How often do you use Facebook?
• Every day
• Not every day, but at least once a week
• Less than once a week, but at least once per month
• Less than once per month, but at least once in the past year
• Never in the past year

7. What type of device do you access Facebook on most often?
• desktop or laptop computer
• iPad or other type of tablet
• iPhone
• Android smartphone
• other type of device (please describe)

8. Are you able and willing to install Zoom on your [device] and use it for the interview? (If
you need help setting it up, we’ll be happy to assist you.) [Yes, No]

9. (Open-ended question) What is your age in years?

10. How do you describe your gender identity?
• Male
• Female
• Agender
• Non-binary
• Genderqueer
• Not sure
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• Not listed above (you may describe if you wish)
• Prefer not to respond

11. How do you describe your race or ethnic identity? (You may select more than one option.)
• White
• Black or African American
• American Indian or Alaska Native
• Asian
• Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
• Not listed above (you may describe if you wish)
• Prefer not to respond

12. Do you identify as Hispanic and/or Latino/Latina/Latinx? [Yes, No, Prefern not to re-
spond]

13. What is the highest level of school you have completed or the highest degree you have
received?

• Less than high school degree
• High school graduate (high school diploma or equivalent including GED)
• Some college but no degree
• Associate degree in college (2-year)
• Bachelor’s degree in college (4-year)
• Master’s degree
• Doctoral degree
• Professional degree (JD, MD)
• Prefer not to respond

14. Do you have a formal education in a computer-related field, such as computer science
or IT? (”Formal education” could mean a completed degree or certificate, or classes or
trainings you took towards a degree or certificate) [Yes, No]

15. Do you have work experience in a computer-related field, such as computer science or
IT? [Yes, No]

16. What was your approximate household income in 2019? Please answer based on your
entire household’s income in 2019, before taxes.

• Less than $10,000
• $10,000 to $19,999
• $20,000 to $29,999
• $30,000 to $39,999
• $40,000 to $49,999
• $50,000 to $59,999
• $60,000 to $69,999
• $70,000 to $79,999
• $80,000 to $89,999
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• $90,000 to $99,999
• $100,000 to $149,999
• $150,000 or more
• Prefer not to respond

17. In the context of the internet, what is a cookie?
• A security token for two-factor authentication
• A small piece of data stored on a computer to keep track of information such as logins

or websites the user has visited previously
• A memorized secret used to confirm the identity of a user
• A unique string of numbers separated by periods that identifies each computer using

the Internet Protocol to communicate over a network
• None of the above
• I don’t know

18. If I don’t know how to do something on my phone or computer, the first thing I do is...
• Ask for help from a friend or family member
• Try to contact customer service or tech support
• Try something on my own, and then ask for help if it doesn’t work
• Look it up on Google
• Figure it out on my own—I don’t need help

19. Do you use an adblocker or tracker blocker on your computer? [Yes, No, I don’t know]

20. In the past 12 months, about how often have you changed your profile picture on Facebook?
[0, 1-2, 3-4, 5 or more]

21. In the past 12 months, how many times have you changed a setting on Facebook? [0, 1-2,
3-4, 5 or more]

22. In the past 12 months, how many times have you removed a friend from your friends
list on Facebook? [0, 1-2, 3-4, 5 or more]

23. In the past 12 months, how many times have you tried to change or control something
about the ads that you see on Facebook? [0, 1-2, 3-4, 5 or more]

24. (Five-point Likert options from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) Please indicate to
what extent you agree or disagree with the following statements about the ads that you see
on Facebook.

• I want to make the ads I see on Facebook less irritating
• I want to choose what information about me Facebook uses for advertising purposes
• I want to make the ads I see on Facebook more relevant to my interests
• I don’t care enough to change anything about the ads I see on Facebook
• I want to prevent Facebook from tracking my activities for advertising purposes
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25. (Five-point Likert options from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) Please indicate to
what extent you agree or disagree with the following statements about the ads that you see
on Facebook.

• I think the ads I see on Facebook are an invasion of my privacy
• I’ve stopped really paying attention to the ads I see on Facebook
• I think the ads I see on Facebook are annoying
• I don’t mind the ads I see on Facebook

26. (Open-ended question) What is your primary email address? This is required if you wish to
participate, since this is how we will contact you to provide more information and schedule
an interview. Your email will be stored securely and will not be used for any purposes
other than recruitment, scheduling, and payment for this study. If you have any questions
or comments about the study, please leave them here.

D.5 Remote Usability Study Interview Script

Setup
Hello, my name is [researcher name], I am a Ph.D. student at Carnegie Mellon conducting a
study on how people interact with Facebook.

If applicable: This is [notetaker name] who will be helping me take notes.
Before we start, I just wanted to confirm what device you use the most to go on Facebook.

1. Do you have access to this device right now?

2. Is it powered on? Have enough battery?

3. (If device is not already on the Zoom call) Can you connect the device to Zoom? [Help
participant figure out a setup where only one mice and one speaker are active.]

4. (Mobile/Table only) We sent instructions before the call about putting your phone/tablet
in Do Not Disturb Mode, so that you won’t get notifications on your device while we’re
recording during the interview. Were you able to do that? [If not, give them instructions
for doing this—will vary by device]

Intro
Today we will ask you several questions before having you complete some tasks on Facebook.
I want to emphasize that there are no right or wrong answers to the questions or ways to do the
task.

You already filled out the consent form that we sent to you via email before you signed up
for a timeslot, but I just wanted to go over a few things again.

• This interview will be recorded via Zoom cloud recording, and your interactions with
Facebook will be screen-recorded.

• You are not required to have your camera on for the interview. You can leave it on if you
prefer that, but just be aware that your face may be recorded on the video.
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• Are you in a quiet and private location, so that we can avoid recording anyone else who
might be speaking around you?

• You can ask us to pause the recording at any time, or remove parts of the recording if
something comes up that you’re not comfortable with.

• We will use this screen recording only to help us analyze your interaction with Facebook
after the interview, and once we take the necessary notes, we will remove portions of the
recording that include data or information about your Facebook friends.

Just a reminder, we’ll ask you to use your Facebook account for parts of this session. If any
information appears on your screen that you are not comfortable having in the recording, please
let us know, and we can edit the recording so that we do not store that part long-term.

Please let me know if you’d like to read over it again or if you have any questions or concerns
about participating. You are also free to stop the study at any time or to decline to answer any
question that you do not wish to answer. Do you have any questions at this point?

Is it okay if I go ahead and start the recording?

Background Questions
We’d like to start with a few questions.

Facebook Data Collection

1. What types of information do you think Facebook has about you?

2. (If they haven’t said anything about off-Facebook activity) Do you think Facebook has
access to your interactions with other websites, apps, or companies?

3. How do you think this sharing works? Is it Facebook collecting info from these websites
or apps, or other websites and apps sharing data with Facebook?

4. What types of information do you think Facebook has related to this outside activity?

5. How do you think Facebook collects this information?

6. What do you think Facebook does with the information they have about you?

Ads on Facebook

1. What do you think about the ads that you see on Facebook?

2. Are they relevant to your interests or to things you might buy?

3. Are they interesting or not interesting?

4. Do you see a variety of ads, or do you see a lot of the same ads repeatedly?

5. How do they compare to the ads you see on other websites or apps? (More relevant, less
relevant? More or less annoying or repetitive?)

6. How do you feel about the amount of advertising that you see on Facebook?
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7. Can you think of a time that you saw an ad on Facebook that you did not want to see?

8. Why did you not want to see it?

9. Did you do anything? What did you do?

10. (Unless they already said specifically that they had seen an ad that they didn’t like because
of creepiness/targeting) Can you think of a time in the past month that you saw an ad on
Facebook that seemed to be targeted or personalized to you?

11. How do you think they personalized that ad? Using what information? How did they get
that information?

12. Have you ever changed a setting or otherwise tried to change or control anything on Face-
book related to advertising?

13. Have you heard of something on Facebook called Advertising Lists or Audience-Based
Advertising? Could you describe what they are?

14. Are there any aspects of advertising on Facebook that you would like to control or change
but haven’t yet been able to?

Tasks

Intro to Task Portion

So now we’d like to transition to a series of tasks. Let’s have you open Facebook on your [device].
[Task Set 1 Participants ONLY] Could you scroll through your Newsfeed and find an ad that

you don’t mind showing us? Please do a quick check for any potentially sensitive information
around this ad. [make sure that they find an ad and not a Page post, if no ads are showing up on
the Newsfeed move to task set 2]

Once you’re ready, please share your screen through Zoom.
I’m going to give you a task described by a scenario. Please try to do this task as you would

normally, if we weren’t watching. However, while you do so, please describe aloud what you’re
thinking and what you’re doing so that we can understand your approach.

Remember there are no right or wrong approaches—we are not testing you or your ability to
do the task “correctly.”

Note, when doing these tasks you can undo any of the actions that are part of the task.

Task 1a: Hide Ad

Scenario: Imagine that you do not like this ad and do not want to see this specific ad in the
future. How do you think you could remove the ad from your News Feed right now?

If they say IDK: Do you see any options that you might try? Feel free to click some potential
options and explore to see if you can find an option to remove the ad.
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[If you have already given the prompts above and a hint is needed: Do you see the three
dots in the top right corner of the ad? What do you think those are for?

After the participant hides the ad: If you’d like to undo this, you can do that by clicking the
“Undo” button there. Great! I have a few follow up questions about this task.

Usability assessment
1. Was there anything you found confusing or difficult about completing this task?

2. Was there anything you liked or disliked about these controls?

3. Was there anything you were looking for when you were trying to do this task that you did
not find?

Check understanding:
1. How do you think hiding this ad will affect the ads you will see on Facebook?

2. Will you still be able to see ads about this topic? From this business?

3. How about the number of ads you see?

4. Does this feature seem like something you would want to use? Why or why not?

Past experience with privacy choices:
1. Have you hidden ads or otherwise tried to control ads in your News Feed before?

2. Did you know that this was possible to do?

3. What motivated you to do that?

4. What do you remember from that experience?

5. Do you remember seeing this page or setting before?

6. What happened as a result?

7. Was it successful?

8. How easy or difficult do you remember it being?

Other In-Line Settings: [Direct participants to the In-Line settings menu]
1. What do you think would happen if you clicked Report Ad?

2. How do you think this will affect the ads you will see on Facebook?

3. Will you still be able to see ads about this topic? From this business?

4. Does this feature seem like something you would want to use? Why or why not?

Could you please click on “Why Am I Seeing This Ad?”
1. What do you think would happen if you clicked “Hide” here [next to “Hide all ads from

this advertiser”]?
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2. How do you think this will affect the ads you will see on Facebook?

3. Will you still be able to see ads about this topic? From this business?

4. Can you summarize what information was used to target this ad to you?

5. Is this description helpful to you? Why or why not?

6. Does this menu seem like something you would want to use? Why or why not?

Task 1b: Ad Preferences Discoverability

Intro: [Direct participants back to their Newsfeed] For the next task, could you show us what
you would try to do if you were looking to change your Facebook settings related to advertising?

If they say IDK:
1. Do you see any options that you might try?

2. (Direct them to the general settings area, which is in slightly different places depending
on platform) Do you see the [hamburger button or button with three little horizontal lines /
button with your profile picture in the top right corner / etc]?

3. What do you think would happen if you clicked/tapped there? Can you try that?

4. Do you see anything in this menu that might be useful?

5. (Encourage them to explore and let them struggle, but if someone is clearly frustrated or
says they have no idea or that they give up, direct them specifically to one of the menus.)

Usability assessment:
1. Was there anything you found confusing or difficult about finding this page?

2. Was there anything you were looking for while trying to find this page that you did not
find?

Task 1c: Audience-based advertising (Inclusion/Exclusion Lists)

Intro: For the next part of the session, I’d like you to stay on the Ad Preferences page and
click on “Ad Settings” in the left navigation menu. Then click on “Audience-based advertising”.
Please take a few moments to look over the information provided here. (old interface: Ad pref-
erences > unfold Advertisers and Businesses section > Businesses who uploaded and used a
list)

1. Can you summarize what you think an advertising list is?

2. How do you think it relates to the ads you see on Facebook?

3. How does the use of these lists make you feel?

4. What would you do to manage how a particular company could use an advertising list on
Facebook?
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If they say IDK:
1. Do you see any options that you might try?

2. Feel free to click some potential options and explore to see if you can find an option to
manage an advertiser’s use of lists.

3. (If a hint is needed) What if you clicked on one of the businesses on this list? Do you see
anything here that might help?

Usability assessment:
1. Was there anything you found confusing or difficult about this menu?

2. Was there anything you liked or disliked about these controls?

3. Was there anything you were looking for when you were looking at this menu that you did
not find?

Check understanding:
1. How do you think clicking either of the “Don’t Allow” options for this business will affect

the ads you will see on Facebook?

2. Will you still be able to see ads about this topic? From this business?

3. How about the number of ads you see?

4. Does this setting seem like something you would want to use? Why or why not?

Past experience with privacy choices:
1. Have you adjusted settings related to inclusion and exclusion advertising lists before? [or

audience-based advertising, if there is limited understanding]

2. Did you know that this was possible to do?

3. What motivated you to do that?

4. What do you remember from that experience?

5. Do you remember seeing this page before?

6. What happened as a result?

7. Was it successful?

8. How easy or difficult do you remember it being?

Task 2: Data From Partners/Off-Facebook Activity

Scenario: Imagine you went to a few travel websites, and you don’t like that the ads you’re
now seeing on Facebook are all related to hotel deals. How would you stop this from happening
in the future with your other browsing activity? Do you think there’s an option within Facebook
that is related to this scenario? Could you try looking for one?
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If they say IDK:
1. Do you see any options that you might try?

2. (Direct them to the general settings area, which is in slightly different places depending
on platform) Do you see the [hamburger button or button with three little horizontal lines
/ button with your profile picture in the top right corner / etc]? What do you think would
happen if you clicked/tapped there? Can you try that?

3. Do you see anything in this menu that might be useful?

4. (Encourage them to explore and let them struggle, but if someone is clearly frustrated or
says they have no idea or that they give up, direct them specifically to one of the menus.)

Usability assessment:
1. Was there anything you found confusing or difficult about completing this task?

2. Was there anything you liked or disliked about this control?

3. Was there anything you were looking for when you were trying to do this task that you did
not find?

Check understanding:
1. What do you think happened when you [describe what participant did]?

2. How do you think this will affect the ads you will see on Facebook?

3. Will you still be able to see ads about this topic [hotel deals]?

4. How about the number of ads you see?

5. Does this setting seem like something you would want to use? Why or why not?

Past experience with privacy choices:
1. Have you tried to do something similar related to ads based on activity outside of Facebook

before?

2. Did you know that this was possible to do?

3. What motivated you to do that?

4. What do you remember from that experience?

5. Do you remember seeing this page or setting before?

6. What happened as a result?

7. Was it successful?

8. How easy or difficult do you remember it being?

Other Partner Setting [If they did not already find Data From Partners, help them navigate to
Settings > Ad Preferences > “Ad Settings” section > or “Data about Activity from Partners”]
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(old interface is Ad Preferences > “Data” section “Data from Partners”)
1. What do you think would happen if you changed this from enabled to disabled / allowed

to not allowed? [Whichever wording is actually shown]

2. How do you think this will affect the ads you will see on Facebook?

3. Do you think this will affect the overall amount of ads that you see on Facebook?

4. Do you think this will affect the ads that you see in other websites or apps?

5. Does this setting seem like something you would want to use? Why or why not?
[If they did not already find Off-Facebook Activity, help them navigate to Settings > Your
Facebook Information > View Off-Facebook Activity] First, can you click on the option that
says “Manage Your Off-Facebook Activity”? [Have them pause their screen sharing if they are
prompted for a password, or if pausing the screen sharing is too cumbersome and the participant
is comfortable with it, just pause the recording on your end]

[In Off-FB Activity menu]
1. Do you see any options here that might let you stop seeing ads related to things you have

searched for in the past?

2. (If they don’t find it themselves, direct them to click Clear History)

3. (With Clear History popover open) What do you think would happen if you clicked “Clear
History”?

4. How do you think this will affect the ads you will see on Facebook?

5. Do you think this will affect the overall amount of ads that you see on Facebook?

6. Do you think this will affect the ads that you see in other websites or apps?

7. Does this option seem like something you would want to use? Why or why not?
[Exit Clear History popover and then direct them to click Manage Future Activity]
[Initial Manage Future Activity screen] What do you think this means? Ok, you can click the

Manage Future Activity button to continue.
[Future Off-Facebook Activity setting]

1. What do you think would happen if you turned off this Future Off-Facebook Activity
setting?

2. How do you think this will affect the ads you will see on Facebook?

3. Do you think this will affect the overall amount of ads that you see on Facebook?

4. Do you think this will affect the ads that you see in other websites or apps?

5. Does this setting seem like something you would want to use? Why or why not?

6. (After they’ve seen both menus) Can you summarize what the two menus are that you saw
during this task, the Data From Partners option and the Off-Facebook Activity options?

7. How are they different from each other?

8. Do you think they are related in any way? How do you think they might be related?
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Conclusion

Before we wrap up, we have a few more questions for you.

Past experience with Facebook’s ad controls

[Help navigate to Ad Preferences page if not already there] I’d like to give you some time to
explore this page before our next set of questions. While you do so, please think aloud and
describe any parts that seem unclear or confusing.

[If they have explored and landed on a subsection, bring them back to the main page before
getting their overall reaction]

1. What did you think about Facebook’s Ad Preferences section?

2. Does it seem easy or hard to use?

3. Are you likely to use any of these controls in the future? Which ones? Why / why not?

4. Have you used Ad Preferences before?

5. What motivated you to do that?

6. What do you remember from that experience?

7. What happened as a result?

8. Was it successful?

9. How easy or difficult do you remember it being?

10. Have you tried to control ads on Facebook in other ways? (If they aren’t sure what you’re
asking: Other settings pages on Facebook, tools/software/browser extensions, etc.)

11. What motivated you to do that?

12. What do you remember from that experience?

13. What happened as a result?

14. Was it successful?

15. How easy or difficult do you remember it being?

Experiences and perceptions

1. Did you find some of these tasks easier or harder than others? Which ones? Why?

2. If Facebook offered a magic button that does anything you want related to advertising,
what would you like it to do?

3. What controls related to privacy or your personal data do you wish Facebook offered?
(Doesn’t have to be about ads)

4. What might that look like?
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5. Are there any particular types of data you’re concerned about when it comes to privacy?

Other privacy/advertising behaviors

1. Have you used privacy settings, privacy policies, or other mechanisms to try to control ads
on other websites or apps besides Facebook?

2. Do you use any adblocking or tracker-blocking tools or software?

3. What tools?

4. What led you to begin using them?

5. Do you think those tools affect what you see on Facebook?

6. Do you think that influences what data Facebook is able to collect about you?

Wrap Up

Is there anything else you’d like to add? Thank you for coming in and for your time today. Your
feedback was really helpful.

[After stopping recording, confirm email address and send Amazon gift code to participant.
We may also ask if they wish for us to keep their email address and contact them about future
studies:] Also, if you are interested in hearing about future studies our lab is running where you
can get paid to complete surveys or interviews, please just reply to say ”yes” if you’d like us to
keep your email address. We wouldn’t share your email with anyone, and we’d only send direct
invitations to studies you might be eligible for—no annoying newsletters or anything like that!
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D.6 Remote Usability Study Codebooks
Topic Categories
Used to identify specific controls or other topics that were discussed.

Topic Description

AdPreferences Statement is related to the Ad Preferences section (as a whole), not about a specific control
AdSettingsPage Statement is related to the controls on the ”Ad Settings” page (not a particular control)
AdsShownOffFb Statement is related to the ”Ad Shown Off of Facebook” control
AdTopicsPage Statement is related to the controls on the ”Ad Topics” page
AdvertisersPage Statement is related to info on the ”Advertisers” page
AdvertisingLists Statement is related to info or controls for audience-based advertising or advertising lists
ClearOffFBHistory Statement is related to the ”Clear Off-Facebook History” control
DataFromPartners Statement is related to the ”Data about your activity from partners” control
FutureOffFBActivity Statement is related to the ”Manage future off-Facebook activity” control
HideAd Statement is related to the ”Hide ad” control
HideFromAdvertiser Statement is related to the ”Hide all ads from [advertiser]” control in either the in-line menu or Ad Preferences
InLineMenu Statement is related to the in-line controls menu
InterestCategories Statement is related to removing an interest category in ”Categories Used to Reach You”
OffFBActivity Statement is related to the Off Facebook Activity menu
Other Satement is not related to a particular control or above topics
OtherAdControl Statement is related to another ad control
PerceptionBehaviors Statement is related to participants’ perceptions and behaviors related to FB advertising
ProfileAttributes Statment is related to settings related to your profile info in ”Categories Used to Reach You”
ReportAd Statement is related to the ”Report ad” control
SocialInteractions Stament is related to the ”Social Interactions” control
WhyAmISeeing Statement is related to the ”Why am I seeing this ad” menu

Interview Codes
List of datapoints (questions or topics from the interview script) and their associated code cate-
gories.

Datapoint Datapoint Description Code Code Definition

FBDataCollection Knowledge of what types of
data Facebook collects

Facebook activity Facebook has info user provide
on their profile or users’
activities on FB

OffFB:
Unprompted

Participant recognizes the FB
has access to off-Facebook
activity without being prompted

OffFB: Shared
by apps

Participant believes FB gets
access to Off FB activities
because other website/apps
share that info with FB

OffFB: Collected
by FB

Participant believes FB gets
access to Off FB activities
because FB collects it

Sells Data Participant believes FB sells the
data to other companies

Personalization Participant recognizes that FB
uses the collected data to
personalize content (including
ads)
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Other

AdOpinions Sentiments about ads on FB Positive Participant expresses a positive
attitude about something
related to ads

Neutral/Ambivalent Participant expresses a
neutral/ambivalent attitude
about something related to ads
(e.g., amount, targeting)

Negative Participant expresses a positive
attitude about something
related to ads

AdOpinionsCategory Specific details about ads on FB

Too many Participant expresses that they
feel they see too many ads (in
number; does not include
concerns about the content of
ads)

Unobtrusive Any variant of ”Ads don’t
bother me”

Relevant Statement that the ads they see
are interesting or relevant to
their interests (may be positive
or neutral in sentiment)

Irrelevant Statement that the ads they see
are not that interesting or
relevant to their interests (may
be negative or neutral in
sentiment)

Less relevant Statement that ads on FB are
less relevant or interesting than
on other websites

Same relevance Statement that ads on FB are
about as relevant or interesting
than on other websites

More relevant Statement that ads on FB are
more relevant or interesting
than on other websites

Creepy Negative opinions related to
targeting/data use

Variety Participant expresses that they
see a variety of ads

Not a variety Participant expresses that see
the same topics or ads
repeatedly

Resigned
acceptance

Any variant of ”There’s nothing
I can do about it anyway so I
choose to have no opinion”

Other Statements that don’t fit into the
categories above
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FBIntentions Theories about Facebook’s
intentions when creating these
controls

Controls don’t do
what is claimed

Belief that controls don’t do
what they claim to do, which
may include the idea that they
are just providing the illusion of
choice

Sense of futility Belief that changes made by
controls are small / not
meaningful / so granular that
they don’t make any difference
in the vast ecosystem of
Facebook’s advertising
machine

Intentionally
hard to find

Suspicion that Facebook
intentionally made the controls
hard to find (so that people
would not use them)

Intentionally
hard to use

Suspicion that Facebook
intentionally made the controls
hard to use (so that people
could not use them effectively)

Meaningful
attempt at trans-
parency/control

Participant believes Facebook
made an honest attempt to
provide transparency/control
over data handling practices.
This generally will not apply if
they say Facebook has
begrudgingly included a small
amount of transparency
because of some kind of
obligation (legal or otherwise)

Doing the
minimum
required

Participant believes Facebook
is making minimal effort to
provide controls and/or
transparency so that they can
avoid legal trouble, public
outcry, or similar

Lying or
misleading

Participant does not believe that
Facebook is telling the truth
about data practices in
transparency info or other
ad-related explanatory info;
believes that Facebook is
misleading users

Other Other

ElectionContent Opinions about election-related
content such as voting
reminders and political ads

FB’s negative
role

Participant expresses that
Facebook has a negative role in
elections

FB knows my
political
affiliation

Participant expresses that
political affiliation/voting
history is something Facebook
has access to
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Not relevant Participant expresses that
election content is irrelevant or
they would like it to be more
relevant

Targeting Participant acknowledges that
Facebook serves targeted
political ads (not necessarily
associated with a sentiment)

Too many
political ads

Participant expresses that there
are too many political ads (or
that they don’t want to see
political content at all)

Unwanted Participant doesn’t like election
content, but more context is
necessary to determine why

Other Statements about something
other than one of the above
fields

OBAUnderstanding Level of understanding of how
OBA works on FB

Ads from on
Facebook activity

FB uses activity collected from
the FB website/app for
personalizing ads

Ads from off
Facebook activity

FB uses activity collected
outside of the FB website/app
for personalizing ads

UserGoals What a participant wanted to
achieve with an actual or
hypothetical control/tool

Choose topics A desire to choose the specific
topics of ads shown (opt out of
irrelevant topics and opt in to
any topic user desires)

Adjust rele-
vance/personalization

A desire to tell Facebook how
personalized ads should be
overall (usually as an on/off or
sliding scale or through
marking ads as relevant/not
relevant)

Hide a specific ad
Increased
tracking
transparency

Any form of ”I want to know
where my data is going”

Limit cross-site
tracking
Limit location
tracking
Hide all ads from
specific
advertisers
Stop repetitive
ads

A desire to stop seeing the
same ad(s) repeatedly;
participant expresses a wish for
increased variety - can, but
doesn’t have to be, related to
increased relevance
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Limit ads
altogether

A desire to limit the amount of
ads, turn off ads, ”take a break”
from ads, or pay for an ad-free
Facebook

None No stated goals realated to
advertising

Other

PastExperience Past experience with ad
settings, ad blocking tools,
other attempts to control ads on
Facebook or elsewhere

Facebook setting Participant has used a setting on
FB to change their ad
experience

Setting on other
website or app

Participant has used a setting on
a different website or app to
change their ad experience

Ad blocker Participant has used an ad
blocking tool to change their ad
experience

Private browsing Participant has used private
browsing to change their ad
experience

Other Other mechanisms (such as the
DAA Opt-Out tool)

No experience Participant has not done
anything in the past to change
their ad experience

ControlPastExperience Past experience with a
particular control

Used control and
can recall
experience

Participant has used a particular
control and remembers the
experience

Used control but
can’t recall
experience

Participant has used a particular
control but cannot recall when
or why they used it

Knowledge but
no past
experience

Participant knew of a particular
control but did not use it in the
past

No knowledge or
past experience

Participant did not know a
particular control existed and
has not used it

InterfaceDesign
Suggestion for a design change
to the interface that would
improve the usability of ad
controls, or something they
liked about the current interface

Location Something related to where a
control is located

Layout Something related to how
controls are layed out (e.g. a
hierarchy vs seperate settings)

Explanation Something related to how
controls are explained
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ControlFunctionality Whether the task related ad
control provides a functionality
the participant wants

Desired function The control is something the
participant would use or thinks
is useful (and there’s not
enough info to tell whether they
understand what it does)

Desired function:
Correct
understanding

The control’s actual function is
something the participant
would use or thinks is useful

Desired function:
Incorrect
understanding

The control’s perceived
function is something the
participant would use or thinks
is useful

Not a desired
function

The control is not something
the participant would use or
thinks is useful (and there’s not
enough info to tell whether they
understand what it does)

Not a desired
function: Correct
understanding

The control’s actual function is
not something the participant
wants to use or thinks is useful

Not a desired
function:
Incorrect
understanding

The control’s perceived
function is not something the
participant wants to use or
thinks is useful

Unclear if
desired

Statement is unclear whether or
not the control is something the
participant thinks is useful

ControlFindability
What participants thought
about the findability of a
control or page

Easy Participant thought the control
was easy to find

Neutral Participant thought the control
was neither easy or difficult to
find

Difficult Participant thought the control
was difficult to find

ControlExpectations
What participants expected to
see when they clicked on a
particular menu/control

UI matched
expectation

The menu or control was in line
with what the participant
expected

UI did not match
expectation

The menu or control was not in
line with what the participant
expected

Unclear if UI
matched
expectation

Statement is unclear whether
the menu or control was in line
with what the participant
expected

ControlUnderstanding
Understanding of what the
control is or how the control
will impact future ads (on and
off FB)

No understand-
ing/misconception

Participant does not know what
a control does or has a
misconception related to its
functionality
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Partial
understanding

Participant expresses an
understanding that is partially
accurate related to its
functionality

Accurate
understanding

Participant expresses an
understanding that is accurate
related to its functionality

Unclear Participant expresses an
understanding that may or may
not be accurate—the ground
truth is not fully known

OffFBControlsDiff What the participant thinks is
the difference between the Data
from Partners and Off-FB
activity settings

Understood
difference

Participant understood how the
two settings are different

Did not
understand
difference

Participant did not understand
how the two settings are
different

ControlUsability
What participants thought
about the usability of a control

Easy Participant thought the control
was easy to use

Neutral Participant thought the control
was neither easy or difficult to
use

Difficult Participant thought the control
was difficult to use

Other Comments that seem
interesting to capture but not
related to other data points
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Appendix E: Applying the Evaluation
Guidelines...

E.1 Cookie Consent Interface Design Variants

best-practices (on landing page)

All fully-blocking variants were the same dimensions on the landing page as best-practices.
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prominence-cornerButton

prominence-banner
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options-embeddedLink

options-interfaceButton

text-lossAversion
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text-layoutParagraph

button-generic

layout-multilayer
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“Edit cookie preferences” links to this version of “Cookie Preferences” page.

reversal-noInstructions
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reversal-cookiePolicy

worst-practices (on landing page)

E.2 Survey Questions
1. Were you able to successfully complete the task?

• Yes, I added a product to my cart
• No, I skipped the task
• No, I had a technical problem (please describe)

[Logic: If “Were you able to successfully complete the task?” = “Yes, I added a product to
my cart”]

2. Which product did you select?
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• Grandma’s Diner Special
• Adult Sippy Cup
• Delicate Irish Coffee
• Afternoon Tea
• The Minalimist
• Stemware Essentials
• Bamboo Tea Set
• Insulated Espresso Cup
• Café Classic Set
• I don’t remember

3. How easy or difficult was it to shop on this website? (5-point Likert scale from “Very easy”
to “Very difficult”)

4. Do you recall making any privacy-related decisions during your interaction with the cups
n’ such website?

• Yes
• No
• Not sure

[Logic: “If Do you recall making any privacy-related decisions during your interaction
with the cups n’ such...” = “Yes”]

5. What was this decision about?
• The use of cookies on the website
• The creation of a username and password for the website
• The visibility of credit card info on the website
• The use of location data while shopping on the website
• Other (please describe)

6. When visiting cups n’ such’s website, you might have seen an interface related to the use
of cookies. Which option(s) do you remember selecting? (Select all that apply)
� Allow all cookies
� Allow only strictly necessary cookies
� Allow social media cookies
� Allow performance cookies
� Allow functional cookies
� Allow targeting cookies
� Don’t allow any cookies
� I don’t remember
� I didn’t select any options related to the use of cookies

[Logic for Q7 and Q8: “If When visiting cups n’ such’s website, you might have seen an
interface related to the use of cook...” != “I don’t remember” And “When visiting cups n’
such’s website, you might have seen an interface related to the use of cook...” != “I didn’t
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select any options related to the use of cookies”]

7. What do you expect to happen since you selected [consent decision in Q6]? (open-ended
question)

8. What were you trying to achieve when you selected [consent decision in Q6]? (open-ended
question)

[Logic for Q9-Q11: “If When visiting cups n’ such’s website, you might have seen an
interface related to the use of cook...” != “I didn’t select any options related to the use of
cookies”]

9. Which of the following best describes how you made your decision related to the use of
cookies on the cups n’ such website?

• I picked an option based on my actual cookie preferences
• I picked whichever option seemed easiest so the consent interface would go away
• I picked an option randomly
• Other (please describe)

10. How carefully did you consider the options related to cookies on the cups n’ such website?
• Not at all carefully
• Moderately carefully
• Extremely carefully

11. The cookie notice interface included some text. What did you do when you saw it?
• Skipped over it
• Skimmed it
• Read it carefully

12. What options related to cookies do you recall being available to you on this website? (each
option rated as “Definitely not available,” “Probably not available,” “Not sure if available,”
“Probably available,” “Definitely available”)

• Allow all cookies
• Allow only strictly necessary cookies
• Don’t allow any cookies
• Allow social media cookies
• Allow performance cookies
• Allow functional cookies
• Allow targeting cookies

Instructions: Please select the definition that fits best for each of the following terms.

13. In the context of the web, what is a cookie?
• A security token for two-factor authentication
• A small piece of data stored on a computer to keep track of information such as logins
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or websites the user has visited previously
• A memorized secret used to confirm the identity of a user
• A unique string of numbers separated by periods that identifies each computer using

the Internet Protocol to communicate over a network
• I don’t know

14. What are strictly necessary cookies?
• Cookies that are needed for the website to work properly
• Cookies that are needed for collecting certain metrics
• Cookies that are needed for determining your location
• I don’t know

15. What are performance cookies?
• Cookies that help measure and improve website features
• Cookies that are given priority over other cookies on the website
• Cookies that make the website run faster
• I don’t know

16. What are functional cookies?
• Cookies that are needed for the website to work properly
• Cookies that help personalize the website’s services for you
• Cookies that are given lower priority than other cookies on the website
• I don’t know

17. What are targeting cookies?
• Cookies that are used for delivering personalized advertisements
• Cookies that help users navigate the website
• Cookies that are needed for determining your location
• I don’t know

18. How likely do you think the following scenarios are to happen if you don’t make a selec-
tion regarding the use of cookies on this website? (each option rated as “Definitely not,”
“Probably not,” “Not sure,” “Probably yes,” “Definitely yes”)

• I would be blocked from using the website entirely
• No cookies would be allowed so the website would not work at all
• No cookies would be allowed but the entire website would still work
• All cookies would be allowed and the entire website would still work
• No cookies would be allowed but some parts of the website would still work

Instructions: Open the prototype again in a new tab by clicking the link below and keep
it open for the remainder of the survey. Please answer the following questions after you
review your options related to cookies. [Link to prototype]

19. You may have seen several cookie options on the prototype website. What additional
options related to cookies would you like to have available to you, if any? (open-ended
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question)

Instructions: Next, we are going to ask some of questions again with your previous answers
marked. After reviewing the information provided about the use of cookies on the website,
please edit your answers if you need to.

[Questions 6, 7, 13-18 are asked again]

Instructions: Please answer the following questions, referring to the prototype if necessary.

20. What option related to cookies do you think the website is recommending?
• Allow all cookies
• Allow selected cookies
• Strictly necessary
• Other (please describe)
• The website isn’t recommending any options (all options are presented equally)

21. How easy or difficult do you find the cookie consent interface to understand? (6-point
Likert scale from “Very easy” to “Very impossible”)

22. What would be your preferred cookie consent decision for this website? (Select all that
apply)
� Allow all cookies
� Allow only strictly necessary cookies
� Allow social media cookies
� Allow performance cookies
� Allow functional cookies
� Allow targeting cookies
� Don’t allow any cookies
� Other (please describe)

23. How easy or difficult would it be for you to make your preferred cookie consent decision?
(6-point Likert scale from “Very easy” to “Very impossible”)

24. To what extent do you feel... (each option rated as “Not at all,” “Moderately,”“Extremely,”“Not
sure”)

• Informed about the data being collected by cookies on this website?
• That this cookie consent interface provides the choices you want related to the use of

your data?
• Informed about your choices related to cookies on this website?
• Capable of making a decision related to cookies on this website?

[Logic: “If When visiting cups n’ such’s website, you might have seen an interface related
to the use of cook...” != “I didn’t select any options related to the use of cookies”]
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Instructions: The following questions refer to “your cookie consent decision” which refers
to the decision you made about the use of cookies on cups n’ such the first time you
encountered the cookie consent interface.

25. To what extent do you feel... (each option rated as “Not at all,” “Moderately,”“Extremely,”“Not
sure”)

• Confident that your cookie consent decision was the best option for you?
• Comfortable about how data associated with cookies will be used on this website,

given your cookie consent decision?
• That your cookie consent decision will be honored by the website?

Please refer to the screenshot below for the following questions. (Screenshot of landing
page with or without “Cookie Preferences” button depending on the condition)

26. Suppose you already made a decision about how cookies can be used on this website. What
would you do if you wanted to change your cookie consent decision, or make a decision if
you didn’t when first visiting the website? (open-ended question)

27. What would you do if what you described in your previous answer was not available on
the website? (open-ended question)

28. Which parts of the website did you click on or look at when reviewing your options related
to cookies to answer the survey questions? (Select all that apply)
� Cookie policy
� Privacy policy
� Cookie consent interface (banner or popup that appeared when opening the website)
� Cookie preferences button (button on bottom right corner of the page)
� Cookie preferences page (page with toggles next to cookie categories)
� Other (please describe)

29. How frequently do you shop online?
• Never
• Less than once a month
• A few times a month
• A few times a week
• Almost every day

30. What is your age in years? Enter “0” if you prefer not to respond.

31. How do you describe your gender identity?
• Male
• Female
• Non-binary
• Agender
• Genderqueer
• Prefer to self-describe
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• Prefer not to respond

32. How do you describe your race or ethnic identity? (You may select more than one option.)
� American Indian or Alaska Native
� Asian
� Black
� Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
� White
� Prefer to self-describe
� Prefer not to respond

33. What is the highest level of school you have completed or the highest degree you have
received?

• Less than high school degree
• High school graduate (high school diploma or equivalent including GED)
• Some college but no degree
• Associate degree in college (2-year)
• Bachelor’s degree in college (4-year)
• Master’s degree
• Doctoral degree
• Professional degree (JD, MD)
• Prefer not to respond

34. What was your approximate household income in 2020? Please answer based on your
entire household’s income in 2020, before taxes.

• Less than $10,000
• $10,000 to $19,999
• $20,000 to $29,999
• $30,000 to $39,999
• $40,000 to $49,999
• $50,000 to $59,999
• $60,000 to $69,999
• $70,000 to $79,999
• $80,000 to $89,999
• $90,000 to $99,999
• $100,000 to $149,999
• $150,000 or more
• Prefer not to respond

35. Do you have a formal education in a computer-related field, such as computer science
or IT? (”Formal education” could mean a completed degree or certificate, or classes or
trainings you took towards a degree or certificate.)

• Yes
• No
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36. Do you have work experience in a computer-related field, such as computer science or IT?
• Yes
• No

37. Please enter your Prolific ID again.

38. If you have any feedback on the survey or cookie consent interface you saw, please leave
it here. (open-ended question)

E.3 Codebooks

Expectations: What do you expect to happen since you selected [consent
decision]?
Code Definition Example

ad targeting Their consent decision will lead to targeted ads
either on or off cups n’ such

I would see their products on other apps

basic website functionality Their consent decision will enable only basic
functions of the website, i.e. to check out

That only cookies necessary to allow me to
shop on the website will be applied

better performance Their consent decision will lead to a better
shopping experience on the website, for
example with regards to performance

The website should perform better

habit Paritcipant did not state a specific goal, just that
they choose their consent decision out of habit

I don’t know i just always say yes

continue to shopping Their consent decison will let them continue to
shopping on the website and/or dismiss the
consent notice

To continue to the site

enable data collection Their consent decision will let the website
collect data or will enable some sort of tracking

That my data will be collected

enable website functionality Their consent decision will let them use some
specific functionality of the website or allow
them to use all functionality of the website

The website will be able to remember data
from my shopping experience

less data collection Their consent decision will lead to less data
collection or tracking

I expect only a little data to be collected by the
site.

more privacy/security Their consent decision will lead to increased
security or privacy (either generally or
something specific)

I expected my computer to be less at risk for
viruses.

not helpful Participant’s response is incomprehensible or
not really relevant to the question. Includes
responses where the participant simply
repeated that it would enable whatever it was
that they selected

I wanted to see if my favorite cookies were there.
it would allow only strictly necessary cookies

not sure Participant isn’t sure what would happen wrt
their consent decision, or said they don’t really
understand what cookies are

Honestly, I don’t know.

other Participant’s response doesn’t fall into the
above categories
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Goals: What were you trying to achieve when you selected [consent deci-
sion]?
Code Definition Example

better performance Participant wanted to acheive best performance
of the website when shopping

I’m trying to make sure the site runs as
smoothly as possible for me, the consumer &
user.

continue to shopping Participant wanted to continue to shopping by
dismissing the popup

To make the pop up go away.

enable website functionality Participant wanted to allow some specific
functionality of the website or use the full
functionality of the website

I was trying to be able to access all sections of
the website.

habit Participant did not state a specific goal, just that
they choose their consent decision out of habit

I don’t know i just always say yes

limit cookies Participant wanted as few cookies as possible,
particularly because they don’t have a good
understanding of what cookies are

It seemed like the safer option because I had no
knowledge of the cookies.

not helpful Participant’s response is incomprehensible or
not really relevant to the question

Did not think think too much about it initially.

not sure Participant isn’t sure what their goal was, or
said they don’t really understand what cookies
are

Honestly, I don’t know.

other Participant’s response doesn’t fall into the
above categories

prevent interruptions Participant wanted to prevent any future
interruptions, errors, or popups when
interacting with the website

I selected allows all cookies so I can get access
to the website without any interruptions or
pop-ups

privacy: limit collection Participant wanted to limit the collection
and/or use of their data

Bare minimum private information collected

privacy: limit tracking Participant wanted to limit tracking (either on
or off the website). Includes tracking related to
ads

Prevent tracking across other websites

privacy: other Participant wanted to achieve some other
privacy goal, or just generally more privacy

Protect my privacy as much as possible while
still being able to access the website.

Other Cookie Options: What additional options related to cookies would
you like to have available to you, if any?
Code Definition Example

already present Participant’s suggestion is already present on
the website

Allow only necessary cookies

no cookies Participant suggested an option to not allow
any cookies

The option to use no cookies

no suggestion Participant is satisfied with the options
available, or did not articulate any additional
options the website could offer

I dont know too much about cookies so I am
fine with these options

not helpful Participant’s response is incomprehensible or
not really relevant to the question

SUMMER21

other Participant’s response doesn’t fall into the
other categories

other suggestion Participant has a different suggestion that is not
present on the website

Necessary for Optimum Performance - does
not include ad data

suggested more info Participant suggested that the notice could
provide additional information related to their
consent decision

Explanation of not accepting any cookies
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Decision Reversal: What would you do if you wanted to change your cookie
consent decision, or make a decision if you didn’t when first visiting the
website?
Code Definition Example

browser: change settings Participant states they would change cookie
settings in their browser

I would go into my browser settings and
change it

browser: delete history Participant states they would delete their
cookies and/or browser history

Delete my cookies in my browser’s settings
and revisit the website to change my cookie
preferences.

cookie policy Participant states they would look at the
website’s cookie policy

Click on cookie policy at the bottom.

cookie preferences button Participant states they would use the ”Cookie
Preferences” button in bottom right corner of
the page

Click the Cookie Preference button.

contact website Participant states they would contact the
website, or use the ”Contact” link

I will contact Cup n’ such customer service.

give up Participants states they would give up, do
nothing, leave the settings as they were, or
continue shopping on the website anyways

Just continue using the website as is probably

leave website Participant states they would leave the website
or use a different website

i would just exit the website

look through website Participants states they would look through
different parts of the website (other than the
privacy/cookie policy), including settings or
FAQs

I would look for a button that says preferences
or settings or something along those lines.

not helpful Participant’s response is incomprehensible or
not really relevant to the question

I do not want to change my cookie consent
decision

not sure Participant isn’t sure what they’d do to reverse
their consent decision

Honestly, I don’t know.

other: incorrect Participant’s response doesn’t fall into the
other categories, and isn’t likely to help them
change their consent decision

I’m not sure, maybe hit the back button until
options came up?

privacy policy Participant states they would look at the
website’s cookie policy

Go to the ”privacy policy” link

private browsing mode Participant states they would use private
browsing mode

refresh/revisit Participants states they would refresh or revisiit
the website to change their consent decision

I will close my tab and try to refresh it and than
rejoined it.

search for info Participant states they would search for info on
how to change their consent decision, either on
a search engine or the website

No idea, if I really wanted to I’d search or
google it

use different browser/device Participant states they would use a different
browser or device to change their consent
decision on the website

revisit the website in another browser.

other Participant’s response doesn’t fall into the
other categories, but might help them change
their consent decision
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